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CHAPTER I

VARIATION OF SOLUTIONS

The studj^ of functions defined by a differential equation, in their

entire domain of existence, is a problem whose complete solution, in

the general case, exceeds the power of analysis at the present time.

However, results of the gi-eatest interest have been obtained by
restricting the study to that of integrals infinitesimally close to a

known integral. It was thus that, in his memorable works on the

probhin of three bodies,'^ H. Poincaré was able to prove the existence

of an infinite number of periodic solutions and of solutions as}TQp-

totic to a periodic solution. The investigation of solutions infinitesi-

mally close to a knoMH solution led him to a system of linear differ-

ential equations which he calls equations of variation ; the analogous

system for partial differential equations had already been considered

by G. Darboux^ under the name of auxiliary system. The results of

H. Poincaré have been made use of since then by M. Painlevé^ and

several other mathematicians in a problem of pure analysis, the

construction of differential equations with fixed critical points.

In this chapter we shall prove the fundamental theorem of H.

Poincaré, after studjàng the integrals of a system of differential

equations, considered as functions of their initial values. This study

has already been made (Volume II, Part 2, Section 27; hereafter

referred to as II, 2, 27) in the case where the second members are

1 Acta mathematica, Vol. XIII, 1890; Les méthodes nouvelles de la Mécanique

céleste. Vol. I and III.

2 Comptes rendus, Vol. XCVI, March 19, 1883, p. 766; Note XI of Vol. TV
of the Leçons sur la théorie générale des surfaces, pp. 505-516. In a paper in

Vol. XXilI of the Annales de VÉcole Normale (3rd Series, 1906), I have ex-

tended the fundamental theorem of H. Poincaré to certain systems of partial

differential equations.

^Bulletin de la Société mathématique. Vol. XXVIII, p. 201; Acta mathe-

matica, Vol. XXV, 1902, pp. 1-85.



2 Variation of Solutions [I, §7

analytic functions. We take it up again in the general case, by
means of Picard's method of successive approximations, which
yields the result very simply, by requiring the maximum hypotheses.

I. EQUATIONS OF VARIATION

1. Comments on linear equations. We shall, first of all,

make a few remarks concerning the applications of Picard's method
to linear equations. Let us consider, to be specific, a system of two
linear equations

dy dz
(1) -~ = ay + bz + c, — = aiy + biz + ci,

dx dx

a, b, c, ai, bi, ci being continuous functions of the real variable x in

the interval xo< x < x^.To apply Picard's method to the determina-

tion of integrals having the values yo and zq for x = xq, we can take

as first approximations to these integrals, instead of the initial

values themselves, any two functions u{x) and v{x) whatever, con-

tinuous in the interval {xq, x\). This results in setting

yi{x) =2/0+ [a • u{t) + b • v{t) + c] dt,

zi{x) = 20 + [aMt) + biv{t) + ci] dt,

X being replaced by t in a, b, c, ai, 6i, ci; and, for n > \,

yn{x) = Vq + \ [a- yn-i{t) + b • Zn-i{t) + c] dt,

J Xg

Zn{x) =20+ [aiyn-i{t) + biZn-l{t) + Ci] dt.

J Xo

All these functions yn, Zn are clearly continuous in the interval

{xq, xi). This granted, letM be an upper bound of the absolute values

of the coefficients a, b, ai, bi, in the interval {xq, xi), and H an upper

bound of the absolute values of yi — u and of zi — v in the same
interval. We see immediately that we have, at every point of the

interval (a:o, xi),

\y2{x) - yi{x)\ < 2MH{x - xq), \z.[x) - zi{x)\ < 2MH{x - xq),
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and then we verify step by step that for any n

2M{x - zo) ]"-i

\yn{x) - yn-l{x)\ < H

\zn{x) - 2n_i(a;)| < H

{n - 1)!

[2M(x - xo)]«-i

in - 1)!

The argument is concluded as in the general case (II, 2, 28) ; î/„

and Zn tend uniformly toward the limits y{z) and z{z) which are the

integrals of system (1), taking on the values yo and zq at z = zq.

We say, to be brief, that a function F{z) of the real variable x is

a dominant of another function /(a;), in an interval (a, j3), if ^(a;) is

positive and greater than the absolute value oif{z) for every value

of a; in that interval. Let us replace in the system (1) the coefficients

a, b, c, ai, bi, ci by the continuous functions A, B, C, Ai, Bi, Ci
which are respectively dominants of the first set in the interval

{zq, zi), and let us propose to obtain the integrals of the new system

dT
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Y{x) be the integral of this equation which is equal to yo for x = xq.

Tf we take for the first approximation a function u{x) < Y{x) at

every point of the interval, all the other approximations yn will also

be less than or at most equal to Y(x). This property is an immediate

consequence of the recurrence relation

Y{x) - ynix) = f a{t) [¥{1) - yn-i{t)]dt,
J z

and of the hypothesis on the first approximation.

2. Application to a semi-linear system. Let us consider a

particular system of the following form :

fdy— = /(^' y)'
ax

dz— = <t>{x,y)z + if>{x,y),

ydx

(3)

where f{x, y), (f>{x, y), i/j{x, y) are three continuous functions of the

variables x and y, when x and y remain in the intervals {xq, xq + a),

{yo — b, yo + b), a and b being two positive numbers; we assume
further that the function f{x, y) satisfies the Lipschitz condition

in this domain, with respect to y. In order to obtain the integrals of

system (3) which take on, respectively, the values t/o and zq for

a; = a:o, it is natural to proceed as follows. We first of all seek the

integral of the first equation, which is equal to yo for a; = a:o, by
the Picard method, for example. Let Y{x) be this integral which
is continuous in an interval (a:o, xq + h),h being a positive number
< a. Then replacing y by Y{x) in <^(x, y) and 0(a;, y), we shall obtain

by two quadratures the integral Z{x) of the second equation which

takes on the value zq for x = xq.

But we could also apply the method of successive approximations

to system (3) entirely by taking t/o s^s the first approximation to y,

and any constant K whatever as a first approximation to z, which

leads to setting

2/1 = yo + f{t, yo) dt, 21 = 20 +
I

[<p{t, yo)K + ^{t, yo)] dtf{t, yo) dt, 21 = 20 + [(f>{t,

J Xo J Xo
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and, in general,

I
yn{x) = 2/0 + f[t, yn-i{t)] dt,

Zn{x) = 20 + {<f>[t, yn-l{t)]Zn_i{t) + ^[t, y„_i(0]} dt.
1 W-yn

WTien n increases without bound, yn tends uniformly toward

Y{x) in the interval (xq, xq + h); we wish to show that Zn also tends

uniformly to Z{x). This is certainly the case, according to the general

theorem (II, 2, 28), if (/>(a-, y) and ip{x, y) satisfy a Lipschitz condition

with respect to y; but this last hj'pothesis is unnecessary, and it is

sufficient to assume that the functions ^(r, y) and i/f(a:, y) are con-

tinuous. Indeed, we have

Z{x) = 30+1 </>[^ YmZ[t)dt +
I

4j[t, Y{t)]dt;
J Xa ^ Xq

comparing this formula with that which gives Zn{x) results in

Z{x) - zn{x) = r m, Y[t)-\Z[t) - cf>[t,yn-l{t)]Zn-l{t)]dt

+ \ m> y{t)] - 4'[hyn-i{t)]}dt,
J Xo

which, setting Z (x) — Zn {x) = S» (x), can be written as

^n{x) = \ <f>[t, yn-l{t)]Bn-l{t) dt +

\<i>[t, Y{t)] -<f>[t,yn.i{t)]}Z{t)dt
I

I
+ m, Y[t)] - 4,[t,yn,i(t)])dt.

The coefficient of Sw-i(0 under the integral sign is smaller in absolute

value than a positive number M, for yn-i{t) remains between

yo — h and yo + b; moreover, the sum of the other terms under

the integral sign tends uniformly to zero when n increases without

bound, since yn tends uniformly to Y. This being the case, let us

choose an integer p such that the absolute value of

{<!> [f, Y{f)] - <t>[t, yn-im Z{t) + [t, 07(0] - ^[t, Vn-i m
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is less than a positive number A, for any t, whenever n > p. Having
chosen the number p in this manner, let us consider a set of func-

tions Ap-i(x), Ap{x), . . . , àn{x), . . . determined by the recurrence

relation

[JfA„_i(0 + X\dt (n=p,p ^\,...),

and let us assume that we have taken b^-p-x^x) > \Bp-i{z)\. We see

step by step that each of the functions ^p{x), àp+i{x), ... is respec-

tively a dominant of 8p{x), 8p+i{x), .... Now, when n increases with-

out bound, An(x) approaches uniformly the integral of the linear

equation?/' = My + A, which is zero for a; = a;o, that is, it approaches

f^Mix-x^) — 1}, We can therefore find a sufiBciently large in-

teger m so that for all n > ^ -j- m we have

A
\^n{x)\ < —{éMx,-xo) _ 1} + e^M

€ being any positive number whatever. This inequality will hold a

fortiori if we replace A„(a;) by Sn(a;). Moreover, we may assume

that we have chosen p so that — {e^^^^r^a^ — 1} is less than c,M
since A can be made as small as we please.

The absolute value of 8n{x) = Z{x) — Zn{x) is therefore <2€,

provided that n > p + m; Zn{x) therefore approaches Z{x) uni-

formly as n increases without bound.

Instead of an interval such as {xq, xo + h), it is clear that we
could also apply the method to an interval (a:o — h, xq + h); if the

approximations are uniformly convergent for the yn, the same will

be true for the Zn- The theorem can evidently be extended to a

system of n + p equations of the form

—- =fi{x,yi,y2, • . -, 2/n), (i = 1,2, . . .,n), {k = l,2,...,p),
ax

dzk—- = <f>ki{x, yi, . . .,yn)zi + . . . (f>kp{x,yi, .,yn)zp
\dx

+ Mx, yi, . . . , yn),

where the functions/,
<f),

ijj are continuous in a certain domain D, and
where the functions / satisfy in this domain a Lipschitz condition
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with respect to the yt. If we apply to this system the method of

successive approximations, these approximations are convergent

in the same interval as the approximations for the yi alone, and the

convergence is uniform.

^

3. Integrals considered as functions of the initial values.

Let us return for the sake of definiteness to a differential equation

of the first order

dy
(5) -=!{x,y),

ax

where we shall assume that f{x, y) satisfies the usual conditions in a

domain D defined by the relations

a.-a<x<x-\-a, ^-b<y<^ + b.

Let us take a set of initial values (xq, yo) belonging to this domain.

The values of the successive approximations of the integrals yi,

y2y • • • > Vn, • • stay between jS — 6 and ^ + b provided that we

have

1 2/0 - iS] + M\x - xo\ <b;

to con\ànce ourselves of this it is sufficient to repeat the argument

of II, 2, 28, and we see in the same waj' that î/„(a:; xq, yo) converges

uniformly to a limit i/f(z; xq, yo) in the domain D' defined by the

relations

7i-a<x<7!. + a,x-a<xo<x + a,^-b<yo<^ + h,

\yo - p\ + M\x - xo\ < b.

This domain D' contains in particular the domain D" defined by

the inequalities

b

|x - a| < h, \xo -oi\ <h, \yo " i^l
< -,

h being the smaller of the two numbers a and 6/4Jf . The successive

approximations yni^', ^o, yo) are clearly continuous functions of

4 The properties which will be established in the following paragraphs have

been the subject of a rather large number of works, which can be found cited

in a paper by E. Cotton on the subject {Bulletin de la Société mathématique.

Vol. XXXVII, 1919, p. 204, and Vol. XXXVIII, 1910, p. 4). The method

which I have followed does not differ essentially from Cotton's.
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a^o, yo in this domain, and consequently the integral y = )/r(x; xo, yo),

which reduces to yo for x = xq, is a continuons function of xq and of

Yo-

To prove that this function has derivatives with respect to a;o

and to yo, we shall suppose that /(a;, y) possesses a continuous deriva-

tive /'y(a:, y). Let
dijj difj

z = , u = ——,
8yo dxo

be the derivatives whose existence we wish to establish; if these

derivatives do exist, they satisfy the differential equations

dz du
(6) — = zf'y {x, y), — = uf'y {x, y),

dx dx

which are deduced immediately from equation (5). We are accord-

ingly led to study the system of three differential equations (5) and

(6), and we shall take as initial values

y = yo, z = 1, u = - f{xo, yo)

for X = xq. Now, this system is exactly of the form studied above.

Since the function f'y{x, y) is continuous, we can apply the theorem

which has been established ; Picard's method, applied to this system,

leads to approximations uniformly convergent in the same domain
D" . To apply this method, we shall take as our first approximations

2/ = 2/0. 2 = 1, w = 0, and we shall set

yi{x) = yo + /(«, yo) dt,

21 = 1 + f'y{t, yo) dt,

J Zo

ui = - fixo, yo),

and then, more generally,

ynix) = yo + i f[t,yn-i{t)]dt,

Zn{x) = 1 + Zn.i{t)f'y[t, yn-l{t)i] dt,

J Zg

Unix) = - f{xo, yo) + Un-i{t)f'y[t, yn-i{t)] dt.

J z„
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and then

T— = - /(a^O, yo) =Ui, -—
- = 1 + f'y{t, yo) dt = 21,

—- = - /(^, yo) + J'ylU Vn-1(0] 4— ^^
CXo

%0 J i

CVn-l
f'y[t,yn-i{t)]- dt;

(^yo

we deduce from these relations

çy

CXq

cyn

n f^ [ Cyn^l 1
Un = f'y[t, yn-l{t)] -7 W„_i(0 dt,

J Zo L CXq J

^2/0

/'y[^y.-i(0]
cyn-l

cyo
- 2n-l(0 ^^,

and therefore we see, step by step, that we have, whatever n may-

be,

^yn

dxo
Un,

^yn

^0
= Zn.

Xow the limit of y„ is the integral y = *l}(x; xq, yo); since Zn and

Uji approach their limits uniformly, these limits z and u furnish

the partial derivatives of the integral i/r(a:; xq, yo) with respect to xq

and yo, and these derivatives are continuous in the domain which

has been defined above.

It is easy to get the expressions for these derivatives. Indeed, if

we replace y bj' ip{x; xq, yo) in equations (6), the integrals of this

system which take on the initial values 1 and —/{Xq, î/q) for x = Xq

are obtained immediately and give us

cyo

u = — = -f(xo,yo)eir,f'^t,fu.xo.vo)]dt^

CXq
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These formulas prove that ^{x; Xq, î/q). considered as functions of the

initial values Xq, y^, satisfy the partial differential equation^

dé dé
(7) —-+/(xo,yo)— = 0.

dxQ dyo

The reasoning can be extended to a system of any number of

equations. Let us take, for example, a system of two equations of

the first order

dy dz
(8) — = fix, y, z), — = <f>{x, y, z)

ax ax

whose second members are continuous and possess continuous partial

derivatives f'y, f'z, (f)'y, <f)'z
in a certain domain D. Picard's method

again proves that the integrals

y = ip{x; xq, yo, zq), z = 7t{x; xq, yo, zq),

5 Let (j>{x, y) be a continuous function, having a continuous derivative i^'y-,

the function

Z(xo,yo)= <f>[x, ifi(x;xo,yo)]dx,
J a

where a is a constant, possesses the partial derivatives

8Z r^o d<f, bill dZ r ^0 8,f>
dip

= ^(xo, yo) + dx, = ax,
dxo J a Stl> Sxo dyo J a dip dyo

and, consequently, the function Z(xo, yo) is an integral of the partial differential

equation

8Z 8Z
(7') -

—

\-f{oco, yo) —- = (Pi^o, yo).
oxo dyo

The function ip(x ; xo, yo) has the same symmetrical properties as in the case

where the function /(r, y) is analytic (II, 2, 27). From the relation

2/1 = '/'(xi ; Xo, yo),

where yi denotes the value of the integral for x = xi, we conclude inversely

2/0 = </'(xo;xi, 2/1 ),

for there clearly is symmetry between the two pairs of variables {xo, yo) and

(^1. 2/i)- Suppressing the second indices, we see then that the integral of equa-

tion (5), which is equal to 2/0 for x = xo, satisfies the relation yo = ipi^o', x, y);

Xo being supposed constant, we can say that the preceding equation represents

the general integral of equation (5) in the domain which has been defined

above. 3/0 being the arbitrary constant.
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which assume respectively the values y^ and Zq for x = Xq, are con-

tinuous functions of x; Xq, ^/q, Zq in another domain 6, which would
be defined as above. To prove that the functions </» and -n possess

partial derivatives with respect to the variables Xq, î/q» Zq» ^'^ ^^^JlX

adjoin to equations (8) a system of six linear equations

du ëf èf dv ëf ëf dw ëf df— = —U + — ^, — = —V + —q, -— = —W + —i
dx ëy cz dx ëy ëz dx ëy ëz

(9)
d^

ë(f) ë<f>
dr)

ë<f> ë<f>
dt,

ë<f) ë<j>— = —u H $, — = —V H 7],
— = —w H ^

dx ëy ëz dx ëy ëz dx ëy ëz

with the initial conditions u = — /{Xq, î/q, Zq), v = 1, w = 0,

$ = -
cf> {xq, yQ, Zq), rj = 0, l, = l for x = Xq.

From an earlier remark, Picard's method, applied to the system
of eight equations (8) and (9), leads to uniformly convergent ap-

proximations. Now, if we take as first approximations for y, z, u, v,

w, $, rj, t, the values

y = yQ,z = Zq,u = 0,v = \,w = 0, ^ = 0,ri = 0, I = \,

we verify immediately that we have

ëyi ëyi ëyi ëzi ëzi ëzi
= ui, = vi, = wi, = ^1, = rji, = 4i,

ëxo ëyo ëzQ cxq ëyo ëzo

and we are then step by step assured that these formulas still hold

when the index 1 is replaced by any index n. Therefore, the integrals

of the auxiliary system (9), which take on the initial values given

above, represent respectively the partial derivatives of the functions

ip(x; Xq, yQ, Zq), tt{x; Xq, yQ, Zq) with respect to the variables xq, yo,

a0 ëiit

ëxo ^yo
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dU
-— = f'yi^, ^,7r)U + f',{x, 0, 7r)V,
dx

dV—- = <l>'y{X, 4s,Tt)U + <f>',{x, 0, 77) F,
dx

corresponding respectively to the initial values (— /q, — ^q)' (1' ^)'

(0, 1). We have, therefore,

u = - fov - (f>ow, ^ = - for] - <f>ot,

and, consequently, the functions 0(a:; Xq, î/q, Zq), it{x; Xq, jJq, Zq)

satisfy the partial differential equation^

dF 8F dF
(11) —- + f{XO, yo, Zq) + <f>{Xo, yo, 2o) = 0.

dxo dyo 8zo

4. Extension to equations which depend on parameters.
The preceding properties can be further extended to systems of

sections whose second members include variable parameters. Let us

consider, for example, an equation of the first order depending on a

parameter

dy
(12) -f-=Kx,y,X),

dx

whose second member is a continuous function of x, y, A, having

continuous partial derivatives f'y and f'x, in a certain domain D.

The integral which takes on the value î/q for a: = xq is again a con-

tinuous function y = ipix; XQ,yQ, A) oî XQ,yQ, A in a certain domain S,

8 We could verify as above (Footnote 5) that the function

Z{x; xo,yo,zo) = d(x, ip, n) dx
J XaXo

satisfies the partial differential equation

8Z dZ 8Z
h /(^o, yo, 2o)r h <l>{xo, yo, zo) h 0(^0, yo, zo) = 0.

pa;o 8yo czq

We see likewise that the two relations y = ^(x; xo, yo, zq), z = 7r(x; xo, yo, zq)

can also be written as

2/0 = 0(a;o; X, y, z), zq = tt(xo; x, y, z).

We thus have two first integrals of the system (8).
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for we can define it as the sum of a uniformly convergent series all

of whose terms are continuous functions of z ; Xq, y^, A in this domain.
To prove that the function can be differentiated with respect to A

it will be sufficient to adjoin to equation (12) the linear equations

(13)

f dz du— = zf'y{x, y, A), — = uj'y{x, y, A),

dx dx

dv— = ^fy{x,y,X) +/'a,
dx

dljj
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considered is already known. We shall again, for definiteness,

develop the theory for a single equation

dy
(15) -=M2/,A)

ax

about which we shall make the following hypotheses :

1. For A = 0, this equation has a particular integral yi{x), con-

tinuous in the interval {zq, xi);

2. The function /(a;, y, A) is continuous and has continuous partial

derivatives /'^/(a:, y, X),f\{x, y, A) in the domain D defined by the

conditions

xo < X < xi, yi{x) - a < y < yi{x) + a, |A| < b,

a and b being two positive numbers.

Let R be the strip in the xy-plane bounded by the two lines

X = Xo, X = xi, and the two curves

y = yi{x) -a, y = yi{x) + a,

between which lies the known integral curve y = yi{x) ; the function

f{x, y, A), as well as its partial derivatives /'j/, f\ are continuous in

this strip, provided that the absolute value of A is less than b.

This being granted, if the absolute value of A is sufficiently small,

we are going to prove that the Picard method leads to successive

approximations convergent in the entire interval {xq, xi) to the in-

tegral which takes on the same initial value yo as yi{x) does for

X = Xq. Let H and K be the upper bounds of (f'y) and of {f\) in the

domain D; y' and y being between yi{x) — a and yi{x) + a, and

A, A' between —b and +6; then we always have the Lipschitz

inequality

(16) \!{x, y', A') - J{x, y, A)| < H\y' - y\ + K\\' - X\.

Taking Yi = yi(x) as the first approximation of the desired in-

tegral, we then set

Y2{x) = yo+ \ f[t, Yi{t), A] dt, xo <x < XI,

Yz{x) = i/o + f m ^^{t), A] dt,

J x^
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and, in general,

Yn{x) =2/0+1 f[t, Yn-l{t), A] dt.

We are going to show first of all that all of these approximations

remain between yi{z) — a and y\{x) + a in the entire interval

{xq, xi), provided that the absolute value of A is sufficiently small.

Indeed, we have

Yn{x) - yiix) = f {f[t, Yn-i(t), A] - f[t, yiit), 0]} dt;

if Yn-i{x) lies between yi{x) — a and yi{x) + a, we have again, from

relation (16),

\Yn{x) - yi{x)\ < r {H\Yn-i{t) - yi{t)\ + K\X\}dt.

Let us consider a set of functions ^n{x) defined by the recurrence

relation

^n{x) = {Hln-lit) +K\X\}dt,

with the condition Ai(x) = 0. It is clear that all the functions

^2{x), . • . , A„(x), . . . are positive between zq and zi, and that we
have \Yn{x) - yi{x)\ < A„(x). Now the functions An{x) are the

successive approximations of the integral of the linear equation

u' = Hu + K\X\,

which is zero for x = Xq, that is, the function

ii:iAi
qH(x-xo) — 1

} ;

H

the first approximation being zero, all the succeeding ones are less

than the integral itself (Section 1), and consequently we have for

any n

K\X\l

H
^n{x) < -ir- e^^^^-^o^ - 1

If |A| is such that the second member of this inequality is less than a,

we see step by step that every successive approximation Y2{x), . . . ,
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Yn(x), . . . remains between yi{x) — a and yi{x) + a in the entire

interval {xq, xi). The reasoning is completed as in the general case

{II, 2, 28); when n increases indefinitely, Yn{x) has as a limit an
integral Y(x, A) which assumes the value i/q for x = Xq, is continuous

in the interval {xq, xi), and remains between yi — a and yi { a in

this interval. The integral curve therefore remains within the strip

R when x varies from xq to xi. The methods of Sections 3 and 4

prove, moreover, that Y{x, A), considered as a function of the two
variables x and A, is continuous, as well as its partial derivatives

Y'x and Y'x, when x remains in the interval (xq, X]), and |A| remains

less than a suitably chosen number -q.

The reasoning is clearly general, and the theorem can be ex-

tended to a system composed of any number whatever of differential

equations, whose second members depend on any number whatever

of parameters.

When the equations (14) have for Ai = 0, . . . , Ap = a 'particular

system of integrals yi = yi'^Cx), continuous in the interval (xq, xi) and

if the second members fi, f2, . . . , fn are continuous and possess con-

tinuous partial derivatives with respect to the variables yi, Ak, in the

interval D defined by the conditions

Xq< X < X2, yt^ix) - a <yi < yi^{x) + a, \Xk\ < b,

a and h being two positive numbers, then the integrals of this system

which, for x = xq, take on the same values as

yi^{x), . . ., yn^{x),

are continuous functions, as are the first partial derivatives with respect

to x and the parameters Ak in a domain D' defined by the conditions

Xq < X < Xi, |Afc| < /x, k = 1,2, . . .,p,

fjL being a suitably determined positive number.

In the particular case when the second members ft are analytic

functions of the unknowns yt and of the parameters A^, the integrals

of the system are represented, in the Picard method, by sums of

uniformly convergent series all of whose terms are analytic functions'

of the parameters A^;. These integrals are therefore also analytic

' Indeed few modifications in the reasoning suffice to show that the con-

clusions remain vaHd when the parameters have complex values, provided

that the moduli are sufficiently small.
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functions of these parameters, and we are thus led to a theorem of

H. Poincaré, which will be proven directly a little later.

We can again generalize the preceding theorem by supposing

that the initial values of yi, y2, ..., yn for x = xq are so many inde-

pendent variables. If we represent the initial value of yt{x) by

Vi^ixo) = ^i, it is sufficient to set

Viix) = jSt + Yi{x)

to be led to a system of the same form as system (14), but including

in addition n parameters j3i, j32, . . ., jS». The integrals of this new
system which àt x = Xq take on the initial values yi^{x) are con-

tinuous functions and have continuous partial derivatives with

respect to the new parameters jSi, ^2, • • •> ^n> provided that the

absolute values of these parameters remain sufficiently small.

Finally, we can also suppose that the initial value of x is itself

variable while admitting the continuity oïfx. For example, if in the

equation (15) we set

X = X + X, y = Y + ^,

the equation becomes

dY
= f{X + oi, Y + p, A),

aX

and the integral of this equation which takes on the value yo for

X = xo is a continuous function of a, /3, A when x varies from xq to

xi, always assuming the conditions given above are satisfied, and

provided that |a|, |^|, |A| are sufficiently small. We conclude from

this that in the same domain the integral of equation (15), which

takes on the value yo + ^ for x = xq + a, is a continuous function,

having continuous partial derivatives with respect to the variables

a, ^, A.

Examples. Let yi(x) be a particular integral of an equation of the

first order y' = f{x, y), continuous from xq to xi, and having the

value yo for x = xq.

The integral of the same equation which takes on the value

yo + X for X = xo is a function F(x, A) of the two variables x, A,

continuous and having continuous partial derivatives as x varies

from Xo to xi, and A from - ^ to + ^, the positive number h being

chosen sufficiently small. Let AB be the segment of the line x = xq

contained between the two points A and B with, ordinates yo — h
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and î/q + h. At each point of the segment AB begins an arc of the

integral curve going from this point with abscissa xq to a point with

abscissa xi, and the totality of these arcs fills the strip included

between the two lines x = xq, x = xi, and the two arcs beginning

from the points A and B.

Indeed, let A' and A" be two values of A contained between — h

and + h; the two integral curves C^-, C)^", which correspond to

these values of A, cannot have any common point between the two
lines X = Xq, X = xi, for there would pass through this common
point two integral curves. If these curves are intersected by the

parallel to the î/-axis, a: = a, (a;o < a < a:i), the function i^(a, A) can

only be increasing with A ; if we had at the same time

A' > A", F{cf., A') < F{<f., X"),

it is clear that the two curves C^-, G\" would intersect between the

two lines x = xq, x = v.. The function i^(a, A) therefore passes once

and only once through every value included between i^(a, — li) and
i^(a, h) when A increases from — A to -\- h.

Let us consider again a system of two equations of the first order

whose second members do not contain any variable parameter,

and let y\{x), z\{x) be a particular system of integrals continuous

in the interval (a;o, x\), and taking on the values y^ and zq for x = xq.

The integrals which take on the initial values ?/o + A, zq + /^ f^or

X = Xq are continuous functions, as are their derivatives, in the

entire interval {xq, x\) provided that |A| and |/i.| are less than a suit-

able positive number. In the plane x = xq, let us consider a small

closed curve y surrounding the point Mq, with coordinates {xq,

yo, zq). From each point of the region a, bounded by y, there comes

a segment of the integral curve ending at a point of the plane

X = xi. The set of these segments fills a region of space, bounded by
the surface formed by the segments coming from the different

points of y.

6. Equations of variation. Let us consider, for the sake of

definiteness, a system of two equations

dy dz
(17) — = fix, y, z. A), — = (f>{x, y, z, A),

dx dx

and let y = yi{x), z = zi{x) be a system of solutions corresponding

to the value A = of the parameter, solutions which we are assum-

ing to be continuous in the interval [xq, X]), the other hypotheses
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on the second members / and ^ being kept. From what we have just

seen, equations (17) have an infinity of systems of solutions, depend-
ing upon the parameter A, continuous in the same interval, and
reducing to yi(x) and zi{x), respectively, for A = 0. It will suffice

to take as initial values the functions yo{X), 2o(A), continuous and with
continuous derivatives, and reducing for A = to yi{xo) and zi{zq),

respectively. We can even assume that the parameter A does not
occur explicitly in the functions / and

<f),
in such a way that these

integrals depend on A only through the medium of the initial values.

Let

y = F{x, A), z = (^{x, A)

be one of these systems of integrals ; for A = we have identically

(18) F{x, 0) = yi{x), Q>{x, 0) = zi{x),

while for a; = a;Q we have

(19) F{xo, A) = yoiX), 0(xo, A) = 2o(A).

Differentiating the two members of equations (17) with respect

to the parameter A, we get

(20)

d^F 8f dF 8f aO df
+ + —

,

dxdX dy 8X dz dX dX

32(D e(l> dF
8(f>

aO)
8<f>

^ 8x8X
~

8y 8X 8z 8X 8X
'

let us represent by ^{x) and r]{x) the derivatives F\ {x, A) and

0\ {x. A), where we have made A = 0, and let us give to A the value

A = in the preceding relations. We see that these functions ^{x)

and rj{x) satisfy the linear equations

(21)

— = /'y(^> yi. 21 ; 0)1 + f'zix, yi, 21 ; 0)7? + f\{x, yi, zi; 0),
ax

dr]— =
<t>'yi^' yi> 21 ; 0)1 + <f>'z{x, yi, zi;0)-q + <f>\{x, yi, zi\ 0),

\dx

which Poincaré has called equations oj variation. These equations

determine the functions ^{x), r]{x) in the entire interval (xq, xi) if

their values for x = Xq are known. The name equations of variation

is explained by the fact that if the variation 8X of the parameter is

taken to be extremely small, these equations determine the principal
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part of the expansion of the integrals y{x) and z{x) as x varies

from xo to xi.

In general, integration of system (21) presents the same diffi-

culties as the integration of any linear system. But if the general

integral of system (17) is known, with two arbitrary constants a

and b,

(22) y = G{x, A, a, b), z = H{x, A, a, b),

we can immediately deduce from it the general integral of system

(21). Indeed, let us suppose, to be definite, that the integrals yi{x),

zi{x) correspond to the values Uq, 6q of the constants of integration.

Differentiating successively equations (17) with respect to the para-

meters a, b, y and then setting A = 0, a = «q, 6 = 6q in the relations

thus derived, we see immediately that the functions G'x{x, 0; «q» ^q)

and H\{x, 0; aQ, 6q) constitute a particular system of integrals of

equations (21), while the functions [G'a, H'a) and {G'b, H't) form two
particular systems of integrals of the same equations after the sup-

pression of the terms independent of ^ and of -q

.

In applications, it often happens that the functions / and ^ do
not depend on A, and the equations of variation form a homogeneous
system. From what we have just remarked, we shall immediately

have the general integral of this linear system if the general integral

of system (17) is known.

7. Poincaré's theorem. We have already observed that when
the second members of the differential equations are analytic func-

tions of the unknowns yt and of the parameters, the integrals are

also analjrtic functions of the parameters (Section 5). This theorem,

due to H. Poincaré, can also be proven directly, by the ordinary

methods of the calculus of limits.

^

Let us consider, to be definite, a system of two differential

equations
rdy

(23)
dx

dz

dx

= f{x, y, z, A) = Jla^fiyy^z^Xv,

= (f>{x, y, z, A) = 26^^y2/«2^Ar,

where the second members are entire series in y, z, A, whose coeffi-

cients a^0 , b^^ are continuous functions of the variable a; in a cer-

tain interval {xq, xi). These series are assumed to be convergent,

8 Picard has given a slightly different proof {Cours d^Analyse, Vol. Ill,

Chap. VIII).
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whatever the value of x in this interval, provided that the moduli of

y, z, A do not exceed a positive number p; moreover, these series

contain no terms independent of y, z. A, so that for A = equations

(23) have the system of particular integrals y = z = 0.

We propose first of all to find two power series in A,

y = Xyiix) + Xhjzix) + . . . + A»2/„(a:) + • • -,

(24)
2 = Xziix) + X^Z2(X) + . . . + X"zn(x) + . . .,

satisfying equations (23) formally, and all of whose coefficients

Vnix), Zn{x) vanish for x = Xq. Substituting these expansions for

y and z in equations (23) and identifying, we have at first the rela-

tions

dyi—- = aioo2/i(^) + aoio2i(a:) + «ooi,

(25) ax

dzi
—- = èiooyi(J^) + boiQZiix) + booi,
ax

which, taken with the conditions yiixo) = zi{xq) = 0, determine the

functions yi(x) and zi{x). These equations are precisely the equations

of variation which correspond to the particular system of integrals

y = z = 0. Generally, equating the coefficients of A" in the two

members after the substitution, we obtain for the determination

of the coefficients yn{x) and Zn{x) the two linear equations

(26)

f dyn—— = aiooynix) + aoioz„{x) + Un,
ax

dzn
= hooynix) + hoioZnix) + I'n,

dx

Un and Vn being two pol\-nomials, with positive, integral coefficients,

in the coefficients a^^,^, h^^y, and in the functions yi{x) and Zi{x) for

which i < n. We see, therefore, reasoning step by step, that all the

functions y„ and Zn are continuous and have continuous derivatives

y'n and 2 „, in the interval {xq, xi). We may remark that all these

functions can be determined by quadratures if we have integrated

equations (25).

In order to establish the convergence of the expansions (24) thus
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obtained, let us imagine an auxiliary system

(27)

^
= iP(^, Y,Z;X)= ^A,^^Y-Z^Xr,

dx

dZ

, dx
= (D(a:, Y,Z;X) = I^B^^^Y^Z^Xr,

in which the coefficients A^^^, B^^^ are dominant functions for a^^

and h^p , respectively, in the interval [xq, xi).

Once more we can seek expansions of the form

(28) \
^ ^ ^'^'"^^ + . . . + Y„(x)A« + . .

.,

I Z = Zx{x)X + . . . + Zn{x)Xn + . . .,

formally satisfying the auxiliary system (27), and in which all the

coefficients Yn{x) and Zn{x) vanish for x = xq. Let us suppose

xi > Xq; these coefficients Yn and Zn are determined successively

by systems of linear equations; Y\ and Zi, for example, must satisfy

the system

dYi—— = ^100 5^1 + AqiqZi + ^ooij
dx

(29)

— = BiqqYi + BqiqZi + Bqoi
dx

and vanish for x = a^o- If we compare this system with the analo-

gous system (25) which determines yi{x) and zi{x), we see immedi-

ately that Yi{x) and Zi{x) are dominant functions for yi{x) and
zi{x) in the interval {xq, xi) (Section 1). Consequently, dYi/dx and
dZi/dx are themselves dominants for dyi/dx and dzi/dx. The
reasoning can be continued step by step, and we see that the func-

tions Yn, Zji, dYn/dx, dZn/dx are dominants respectively for the

functions yn, Zn, dyn/dx, dzn/dx in the interval {xq, xi). It will suffice,

therefore, for us to show that by suitably choosing the dominant
functions A^^^, B^^y, the series (28) and those derived from them by
differentiating term by term are uniformly convergent when the

absolute value of A is small enough.

That granted, let M be an upper bound of the modulus of the two
functions / and

(f>
when x varies from xq to xi, and the moduli of

y, 2, A do not exceed the positive number p. The coefficients of the
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general term in î/^ z^ Ar is less than or at most equal to the coefiS-

cient of the same term in the expansion of

M(y + 2 + A)

1- {y +z + X)Ip

in powers of y, z, A. We can therefore a fortiori take for the auxiliary
system (28) the system

/ Y + Z + X\

(30) = ^ ^ '^

dx dx Y + Z + X

P

and everything reduces to proving that the integrals of this system,
which are zero for x = xq, can be expanded in increasing powers of
A in the entire interval (xq, xi), provided that |A| is sufficiently small.

Taking account of the initial conditions and setting Y + Z + X =
pt, system (30) reduces to the single equation

dt 2Mt{l + t)

dx I — t

with the condition t = XJp for x = xq. The variables are separable,

and the integral sought is the root of the equation t = tx {t + 1)^,

where a = pXe^^^^-^o^/{p + A)2, which reduces to X/p for x = xq.

For A = 0, we also have a = 0, and the root of the equation in t

which is zero for a = is, as is easily seen, a holomorphic function

of a as long as |a| < J. Now, in order that this be so, it is sufficient to

take |A| small enough so that pXe^M(x-xo)ji^p 4. ;\)2 ig less than ^. If

A satisfies this condition, the integrals Y and Z will then be expand-
able in a power series in A, convergent in the entire interval {xq, xi).

Formulas (30) show in the same way that the derivatives dY/dx,
dZ/dx are developable in entire series in A in the same interval.

The proof can clearly be extended to any number of equations,

depending on any number of parameters. We can also extend it to

the case where the variable x is given complex values if the coeffi-

cients are analytic functions of x. Let us assume, for example, that

equations (23) contain no variable parameter, and that we wish to

expand the integrals in powers of the initial values yo, zq, which
correspond to a; = xq.

Let us set

y = ^Xmnyo^Zo^, Z = I>pmny6^Zo^;
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the coefficients Xmn, ^Tnn> will be determined successively by the

systems of linear equations, with the initial conditions «.mni^o) =
^mni^o) = 0, for m + n > I. As for the coefficients (aio, jSio) and

(«01» i^oi)» they form two systems of solutions of the equations of

variation, determined respectively by the initial conditions aio(a;o)

= 1, j8io(a;o) = 0, and aoi(a:o) = 0, ^oi(a^o) = 1- The series thus ob-

tained will certainly be convergent in the entire interval (xq, xi),

provided that the absolute values of yo and of zq are less than a

sufficiently small positive number. This new problem is indeed only

a special case of the first, for the method is essentially tantamount
to setting y = Y + yo, z = Z + zq, and then expanding in powers

of the parameters yo, zq the integrals of the new system which are

zero for x = xo-

Remark. When system (23) is a linear system in y, z, with coeffi-

cients linear in A, we can take as our auxiliary system a system of

the form

dY dZ
= = {A + BX){Y + Z) + CX,

dx dx

A, B, C being positive constants. The integrals of this auxiliary

system which are zero for x = xq, are entire functions of the para-

meter A, and consequently the same is true of the integrals of the

linear system considered. It would evidently be the same if the

coefficients of the linear system were entire functions of A (cf. II,

2, 29).

II. PERIODIC AND ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS.
STABILITY

8. Periodic solutions. We shall henceforth designate the inde-

pendent variable by t, which we may regard as representing time,

for the sake of definiteness. Let

dxi
(31) —- = {xi, X2,... Xn, t) {i = 1,2, . . ., n)

dt

the equations defining the motion of a body in n-dimensional space ;

the Xi are assumed to be periodic functions of t with period to. Let

us consider a system of solutions corresponding to the initial values

xi^, X2^, . . ., Xji^, for ^ = ^0. or, using geometric language, the path
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starting from the point with coordinates {x]P, X2^, . . ., Xn^). If, for

t = Iq + oj, these integrals take on again respectively the initial

values xi^, . . ., Xn^, the body returns to its initial position in the
time Iq + co; since, moreover, equations (31) do not change when t

changes to t + œ, it is clear that the system of solutions under
consideration is periodic. Let xi = (f>i{t) {i = I, 2, . . ., n) he this

system of solutions, the functions <f>i{t), . . ., <l>n{t) being periodic

functions of period cu. If the second members of equations (31)

depend on certain variable parameters, it may happen that for

values of these parameters close to the values which correspond to

the known periodic solution, and for suitably chosen initial values,

system (31) possesses new periodic solutions close to the first one.

We shall develop the reasoning for a system of three equations.

Let

dx dy

,o-,^
— = X(a:, 2/, 2;f, /z), — = Y{x, y, z; t, ix),

(32) / dt dt
dz— = Z{x,y, z; t,fj.),

be a system of three differential equations whose second members are

periodic functions of the time t of period w. Let us suppose that for

fx — these equations have a system of solutions

(33) X = cf>i{t), y = <f>2{t), z = Mt)>

^1j 02) 03 being periodic functions of t of period co. Let us take for

/x a value close to zero, and let

(34) X = Oi(^ ai, 7.2, as, ^), y = ^2{t, . . ), z = <^s{t, . . .)

be the integrals of equations (32) which for ^ = assume the values

0i(O) + ai, 02(0) + V.2, 03(0) 4- as, respectively. The values of these

integrals for t = co are themselves continuous functions of ai, a2,

as, /x, provided that the absolute values of these quantities are

sufficiently small, and if we have

(35) 0i = 0«(a>, ai, X2, a3, /x) - 0i(O) - a< = (i = 1, 2, 3)

the body will occupy at time t = cu the same position as at time ^ = 0.

Accordingly we shall find ourselves in exactly the same conditions

as at the beginning of the motion and, therefore, we shall have a

periodic solution of equations (32) corresponding to these values

of ai, a2, as, /i.
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Equations (35) are satisfied for fi = hy zero values of ai, a2,

0L3, which provide the periodic solution assumed known a priori.

We shall be able to assert that these equations (35) still possess

solutions in ai, a2, as, for values of /a close to zero, if the Jacobian

of the first members with respect to ai, 0.2, 0.3 is not zero for jn = 0,

ai = 0.

Let us set

\ ëxi /o \ 8(Xi /o \ dctt /o

where the zero index indicates that we have replaced ai, X2, <xs,

and fi by zero after the differentiation; we know that {^t, rjt, l^i) are

three systems of particular integrals of the equations of variation

— = ^ +
dt dx

(36)

d-n BY
-7- —^ +
dt dx

di dz

\ dt dx

dX

V^
dY

dy

dZ

dy
'

8X
+ —C,

dz

dY

dz

dZ

dz

where we have replaced in the second members x, y, z by <f>i{t),

<f>2(t), <f>3i^)> ^^^ H- ^y zero, after the differentiation. Now we know
the initial values of these three systems of solutions

^1 = 1, m = 0, ti = 0, h = 0, V2 = 1, U = 0,

^3 = 0, 7,3 = 0, ^3 = 1.

We should have the values of these three functions for t == w,

if we could integrate system (36) ; such is always the case, in parti-

cular, whenever we know the general integral of system (32) for

11 = 0. However, for the purpose we have in view, this integration

is not necessary. In fact, the Jacobian which occurs in the discussion

is

(37) A =

^l(cu) - 1 T^i(a>) Cl(w)

6(w) V2{<^) - 1 C2{<o)
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equating this determinant to zero, we have the necessary and suffi-

cient condition for equations (36) to have a system of solutions

I = ^a + B^2 + C^z, rj = A-qi + B7)2 + C-q^,

C = ^Ci + BU 4- C^3,

providing the same values for « = and for t = w, that is, a system
of periodic solutions.

In order that this be so, it would be necessary for one of the
characteristic exponents (II, 2, 55) of equations (36) to be zero. To
be brief, let us agree to say that these characteristic exponents are
the characteristic exponents of the known periodic solution xi =
<t>i{t), ^2 = <f>2{t), ^3 = (f>3{t) ; we shall then be able to state the follow-

ing theorem:

// no one of the characteristic exponents of the knoum periodic solu-

tion is equal to zero, then for every value of /x near to zero there corres-

ponds a periodic solution of equations (32) close to the first solution.

WTien one of the characteristic exponents of the known periodic

solution is zero, the preceding reasoning no longer applies, but we are

not able to conclude from this that there does not exist, for small
values of /x, periodic solutions close to the first. Let us suppose, for

example, that the Jacobian of the first members of equations (35)

with respect to ai, X2, /a is not zero for ai = a2 = as = /x = 0;

then to values of as close to zero there corresponds a set of values

of xi, X2, /x, satisfying relations (35). We therefore see, inversely,

that to a value of /x close to zero there correspond also values of

ai, a2, 7-3, tending to zero with /x; but there are, in general, several

sets of values of ai, a2, as, corresponding to the same value of fi,

and consequently several families of periodic solutions close to the

first. The conclusion will be invalid only if all the Jacobians of the

first members of equations (35) are zero for on = 0, fj.
= 0. Even in

this case, one cannot state, without further investigation, that there

do not exist periodic solutions close to the first. It might happen,
for example, that the three equations (35) are not distinct; it is

clear that when this circumstance occurs, all the Jacobians in ques-

tion will be zero, and yet there will be, in general, a double or triple

infinity of periodic solutions, according as the three equations reduce

to two distinct equations, or to a single one. For a detailed discus-

sion, as well as for an investigation of the case when equations (31)

do not explicitly involve the time, I shall refer the reader to the works
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of H. Poincaré, or to the Traité d'Analyse of É. Picard (Vol. Ill,

Chap. VIII). The preceding suffices to show how the study of

periodic solutions reverts to the study of a system of three equations

in three unknown functions of a parameter, in the neighborhood

of a solution known a priori.

9. Stable and unstable solutions. Let

Xi = <i>i{t) {i = \,2, . . .,n)

be a system of solutions of the differential equations

dxi
(38) —- = Xi{xi, X2, . . .,xn;t);

at

the functions (f>i(t) are continuous for all values of < > to, and we
assume further that these solutions do not pass through a singular

point of the differential equations (38). Let us consider another

system of integrals assuming for t = to the initial values

<^i(0) + <xi.

From what we already know, we can choose the absolute values of

ai, a2, . . ., an small enough so that the new solution differs from the

first by as little as we wish, during a time period as long as we wish.

But it is possible that, when t increases indefinitely, the new solu-

tion ends by differing considerably from the first, however small

the absolute values of aj are. This possibility leads us to a new,

important notion, that of the stability of integrals of differential

equations.

To give a precise formulation, we shall suppose that the known
solution reduces to xi = 0,.. .,Xn = 0, which clearly does not restrict

the generality, for we can always take for new unknowns the vari-

ables x'i = Xi —
(f)i(t). We shall moreover restrict ourselves to the

very general case where the equations have the form

dxi /mi > 0, . . . m„ > 0\
(39) -—= llP^i^m.m,

. . . mnXl"'^X2^^ . . . Xn"^"
. , ,

dt \ I = \,z, . . .nj

the second members being power^ series in a:i, . . ., a:^ whose coeffi-

cients are continuous functions of t, which remain bounded for real

8 The question has been recently treated, with much more general hypo-

theses, by E. Cotton, who replaces the differential equations (39) by a system

of integral equations {Annales de VÉcole Normale supérieure, 3rd series, Vol.

XXVIII, 1911, p. 473). I should also cite an important paper by P. Bohl
(Bulletin de la Société mathématique. Vol. XXVIII, 1910).
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values of ^ > tQ. Finally, we shall suppose that these series are con-

vergent for all real or complex values of the variables Xi with moduli
less than a suitably chosen positive number H, and for all values of

t > to. If M is a positive number, greater than the absolute value
of any one whatever of the second members in the domain thus
defined, we have, for all values oî t > to (II, 1, 93),

l-P^TreiTHj . . . m„\ <
M

JJmy+m2+ . . . -i-mn

When the coefficients P are independent of t, we have the equations

of steady motion, that is, equations defining the motion, in an n-

dimensional space, of a moving point whose velocity at each instant

is independent of the time and depends only upon the position of

the moving body at each instant. Another very important case to

consider is that in which the coefficients of P are periodic functions

of the time ; it is to this latter case that we are led when we wish to

study the stability of a known periodic solution xt = <f>i{t) of equa-

tions (38), the second members being either independent of t or

periodic functions. The transformation xt = (f>i{t) + x'i will indeed

lead to equations (39) where the second members will be periodic

functions of t, even though the Xt are independent of t.

Let us consider the integrals of equations (39) xi{t), . . ., Xn{t)

which take on for ^ = ^o initial values xi^, . . ., Xn^, less than H in

absolute value. Given any positive number whatever € < ^, if

it is possible to associate with it another positive number tj < e

such that the conditions |x„o| < -q imply as consequences the in-

equalities

(40) \xi{t)\ < e, \xn{t)\ < €,

for all values of t greater than ^q, we say that the solution a;< = is

a stable solution. If there exists a positive number e such that it is

impossible to associate with it another positive number t) in such a

way as to satisfy the preceding conditions, the solution is unstable.

It is clear that we can replace the definition of stability by the

following: with every positive number e < H, we can associate

another positive number rj such that the condition

(Xi0)2 + . . . + (X„0)2 < ^2

implies the inequality {xi(t)}^ + • • • + {^nit)}^ < e for t < to.

The definition of instability can be similarly modified.
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Linear equations with constant coefficients readily provide

examples. The solutions of the system dx/dt = — y, dyjdt = x

which assume the initial values xq, yo for t = are

X = xq cos t — yo sin t, y = xq sin t + yo cos t,

and we have x^ + y^ = xq^ + yo^- It would suffice to have xq^ +yo^
< e^ in order to have, for any value oft, x^ + y^ < c^. The solution

a: = y = is therefore stable.

The integrals of the system

dx dy— = y, — = 2x + «,
dt ^ dt

which take on the values xq, yo for ^ = are expressed as

XQ + yo „, 2a;o - yo
,

X = e^^ + e~s
3 3

2(^0 + yo) ^,
2x0 - yo

,

V = e^'' — e~'.

3 3

The solution x = y = is unstable, for if we take, for example,

yo = 2a;o, |a:| and \y\ increase indefinitely with t, no matter how
small X may be, provided that it is not zero. This example gives

rise to several remarks. If the initial values xo, yo satisfy the con-

dition xo + yo = 0, |a:| and \y\ become small and approach zero

when t increases from to + oo; we have conditional stability.

Similarly, if we take initial values such that the difference 2a;o — yo

is zero, x and y approach zero when t decreases from to — oo.

If Xq, yQ satisfy none of these conditions, |a:| and \y\ increase indefi-

nitely when t grows indefinitely, whether through positive or nega-

tive values.

The integrals of the system dxjdt = y, dyjdt = — 2y — 2x,

which take on the values xo, yo for t = 0, are expressed as

X = e~^[xo cos t + (xo + yo) sin t], y = e~*[yo cos t —
(2x0 + yo) sinf];

whatever xo, yo are, these functions tend to zero when t increases

indefinitely. Not only is the solution x = y — stable, but every

integral approaches arbitrarily close to the first when t approaches

+ c»; we shall say to be brief that they are asymptotic to the

solution X = y = 0.
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10. General theorems on stability.io When the coefficients of
the terms of first degree in xi, . . ., Xn in the second members of
equations (39) are independent of t, the equations of variation which
correspond to the known solution x^ = are linear equations with
constant coefficients, and the study of this system permits us in

general to determine whether this solution is stable or unstable.

Let V{x\, X2, . . ., Xn) be a quadratic form with constant coefficients
;

if in it we replace xi, a:2, . . ., a:„ by a system of solutions of equations

(39), the result of the substitution is a function of t, whose deriva-

tive V, taking account of equations (39) themselves, has the expres-

sion

(41) V = Fi(a:i, X2, . . ., Xn) + ^{xi, X2, . . ., x„; t),

Vi being a new quadratic form with constant coefficients, and O
a power series in xi, X2, . . ., a;„, beginning with terms of at least the

third degree. If we can choose the coefficients of V{xi, x^, . . ., Xn)

such that Y\{x\, xg, . . ., Xn) is a positive definite form, we have the
following theorems:

1. The solution xi = is stable, if the corresponding form V(xi,

X2, . . ., Xn) is a negative definite form:

2. The solution Xj = is unstable, if the form V is a positive definite

form, or an indefinite form.
^"^

To facilitate the argument, we shall employ geometric language,

and we shall call every set of values for the n variables [xi, xi, . . .,

Xn) a point. The set of points whose coordinates satisfy the relation

xi^ + . . . + Xfi^ = p2 -will be called a hypersphere Sp of radius p
and the set of points for which we have xi^ + . . . +Xn^ < p^ will

similarly be called the interior of the hypersphere S p.

This being granted, if the form Fi(a:i, x^, . . ., Xn) is a positive

definite form, it follows from the hypotheses on the coefficients of

equations (39) made above, that we can find a positive number R
such that in the interior of the hypersphere of radius R the deriva-

tive V will be positive and that it will vanish only at the origin.

1" I have followed, aside from a few modifications of detail, the method of

proof of Liapounoff, in the paper already cited {Annales de la Faculté de

Toulouse, 2nd series, Vol. IX, p. 403).

11 When P'i(xi, X2, . . ., x„) is a definite form, the Hessian of the correspond-

ing form V cannot be zero; for if this Hessian were zero, the n equations

dVjdxi = 0, and consequently the equation Vi = 0, could not be satisfied

by values of the unknowns xj not all zero. The form V is accordingly the sum
of n squares of distinct linear functions, multiplied by constant factors different

from zero.
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Indeed, we can represent the coordinates xi, . . .,Xnhy pcni, pa2, . . .

,

pan, p being a positive number, and ai, 0.2, . . ., ccn being numbers
which satisfy the relation ai^ + . . . 4- a.n^ = 1. Making these sub-

stitutions in V we obtain

r = p^[Vi{oii, aa, . . ., an) + pW],

W being a function of ai, a2, . . ., an, p, t, which is continuous pro-

vided that p remains less than a certain bound H and that t > Iq.

When the point (ai, a2, . . ., an) describes the hypersphere of unit

radius, the form Fi (ai, a2, . . ., an) remains positive and greater than

a certain minimum m. Besides, letM be the maximum of the absolute

value of W. If we take for R a positive number less than mjM, it is

clear that in the interior of the hypersphere of radius R, V will be

positive, except for the origin, where we shall have V — 0. We shall

suppose in the following argument that the number R has been

so chosen.

That being so, let us examine first the case where V{xi, x^, . • .,

Xn) is a negative definite form. Let e be any positive number less

than R; when the point {xi, X2, . . ., Xn) describes the hypersphere of

radius e, V{xi, X2, . . -, Xn) remains negative and consequently is

smaller than a maximum value — K. Moreover, this function V
vanishes for xi = . . . = Xn = 0; we can therefore fix a number
A > e such that in the interior of the hypersphere S^ of radius A,

V > — K. Let A be so chosen ; then if for t = ^q, the initial values

Xi^, X2^, . . -, Xn^ are the coordinates of an interior point of the hyper-

sphere with radius A, the point (xi, X2, . . ., Xn) will always remain

in the interior of the hypersphere of radius e, as t increases from tp to

+ 00. Indeed, the point {xi, X2, . . ., Xn) begins by being in the in-

terior of this hypersphere ; if it does not remain there indefinitely,

let us suppose it attains the hj-persphere S^ for the first time in

time T > Ïq. Let Vq and Vt be the values of V(xi, X2, . ., Xn) at the

times ^0 and T\ we have Fq > — iC, Fy < — iC (from the way in

which we have defined the numbers K and A), and therefore Vq>

Vt- Now such a relation is impossible since, from time <q to time T,

the derivative V is positive. We are thus led to a contradiction by

supposing that the point [xi, . . ., Xn) attains the hypersphere S^;

consequently, the solution xi = is stable.

In the case considered, not only is the solution stable, but also

every solution sufficiently nearby is asymptotic to the first. Indeed,

when t increases from ^q to +00, the function F, which starts out

with a negative value and increases steadily, tends toward zero or

towards a negative value — /. I say that this last hypothesis must
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be rejected. Indeed, since the function V vanishes at the origin,

there exists a number A' such that in the interior of the hypersphere
with radius A', we have V > - I. The point {xi, xz, . . ., Xn) therefore
remains exterior to this hypersphere S^-. Now when the point {xi,

X2, . . ., Xji) remains included between S;;^- and Sg, V remains greater
than a certain minimum /x > 0. We shall therefore have at time T,

Vt > Vo + H-{T - to);

such a relation is impossible, for the second member increases inde-

finitely with T, while Vt must remain less than — /. It is therefore

necessary that V{xi, X2, . . ., Xn) approach zero when t increases

indefinitely, and consequently that xi, X2, . . ., Xn tend to zero.

It is to be noticed that the reasoning employed above proves that
there is stability when V is a negative definite form, provided that V
can take on only positive or zero values for values of xi in the neigh-

borhood of zero. But we can no longer affirm in this case that solu-

tions in the neighborhood of the first one are asymptotic to it. For
example, in the elementarj^ case of two equations

dx dy

dt ' dt~

if we take V = — {x^ + y^),we have F' = 0; there is stability, but
no asymptotic behavior.

Let us suppose in the second place that, Vi being a positive

definite form, F is a positive definite form or an indeterminate form.

With the number R having the same meaning as above, let e be a

positive number less than R, and A another positive number < e.

However small A may be, we are going to prove that it is always

possible to take in the interior of the hypersphere with radius A a

point {xi^, . . ., Xn^) such that, the initial values of the variables Xi

being xi^, x^^, . . ., Xn^, respectivelj', the point {xi, X2, . . ., Xn) ulti-

mately attains the surface of the hypersphere of radius e. Indeed,

let {xi^, X2^, . . ., Xfi^) he the coordinates of a point interior to this

hypersphere such that we have Vq = V{xi^, x^, . . ., Xf^) > 0.

Since the form V vanishes at the origin, there exists a number A'

< A such that in the interior of the hypersphere of radius A' we have

V < Vq. Let us consider the system of integrals of equations (39)

which assume for t = tQ the values xi^, X2^, . . ., Xn^; we wish to show
that the point {xi, X2, . . ., Xn) will ultimately emerge from the

hypersphere Sg after a finite time. The contrary hypothesis indeed

leads to an absurd result. If the point {xi, X2, . . ., Xn) remains interior
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to this hypersphere, V always being positive, V will go on increas-

ing and will not be able to take on a value less than Vq. The point

{xi, X2, • • -, Xn) therefore will remain included between the two
hjrperspheres S^ and S;^,; but in this domain, V has a positive

minimum m. For every value of T > ^q, we shall therefore have

Vt > Vq + m{T — to); now such an inequality is impossible, for

the second member increases indefinitely with T, while V remains

less than a certain limit, when the point (xi, 0:2, . . ., ar^) is in the

interior of the hypersphere S^.

11. Application of general theorems. In order to apply the

preceding theorems, it is clear that we can carry out on the variables

Xi a linear substitution with any constant coefficients whatever,

whose determinant is different from zero. We shall choose the

coefficients of this substitution in such a manner as to reduce the

equations of variation, corresponding to the solution Xi = 0, to a

simple canonical form. Let

(42)

dxi

dt
= anxi + . . . + atnXn {i = 1, 2,. . ., n)

be these equations of variation for the system designated (39) ; they

are obtained by reducing the second members to terms of the first

degree. We have seen (II, 2, 59) how we could reduce system (42)

to its canonical form ; this form depends above all on the nature of

the roots of the characteristic equation

(43) D{X) =

ail ~ ^ cti2

«21 a22 — A

«wl ««2

am

«2ra

ann ~ X

If this equation has n real and distinct roots, Ai,

reduce equations (42) to the form

(44)

dy2

dt
My2,

dyn

dt

= 0.

., Xn, we can

= A«t/n,

by a linear substitution with real coefficients. The same substitu-

tion, applied to equations (39), would lead to a system which would
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be obtained by adjoining to the second members of equations (44)

power series in yi, .. .,yn, beginning \\ith terms of at least second
degree. // no one of the coefficients Ai is equal to zero, we obtain at once

a quadratic form V{yi) whose associated form Viiyt) is a positive

definite form. It is sufficient to take

which gives

V = Uhyi^ + ... + Xnyn^),

Fl = Ai2yi2 + A22y22 + . . . + A„2y„2.

If all the coefficients A{ are negative, F is a negative definite form,

and there is stability. If at least one of the coefficients A^ is positive,

the form F is a positive definite form or an indefinite form capable

of assuming positive values; here we have instability. When one of

the coefficients Aj is zero, it is clear that we cannot obtain a positive

definite form for Vi, whatever the quadratic form F may be, since

Fl vanishes for values of yi not all zero.

Let us suppose in the second place that the characteristic equa-

tion has multiple roots, all of these roots being real, and none of

them being zero. We can then (II, 2, 59) carry out on the variables Xi

a linear substitution wath real coefficients such that the new equa-

tions of variations divide into a certain number of groups having a

simple form (several groups can be made up from a single equation.)

Let us consider, to be definite, a group of three equations of the form

dyi dyz dys
(45) —- = Ait/i —- = Xiy2 + H-yi -7- = hyz + viyi + V2Î/2;

dt dt dt

Ai not being zero, we can, without changing this coefficient, replace

/i, VI, V2 by numbers whose absolute values are less than any given

positive number, for, if we change yi into payi, y^ into ay2, p and a

being two non-zero constant factors, system (45) is replaced by a

system of the same form, where Ai has not changed, and where

/x. VI, V2 have been replaced by /xp, v^ap, v2(t, respectively. If Ai is not

zero, we can then always assume /x, vi, V2 small enough so that the

quadratic form

Di = Ai2(yi2 + y.2^ + ygS) + Ai/xi/i?/2 + XmyiVs + hv2y2y3

is a positive definite form, for it reduces to the form

Ai2(î/i2 + y2^ + 2/3^)

for
fj.
= VI, = V2 = 0, and this quadratic form t)i(yi, î/2, 2/2) can be
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deduced from the form t) = ^Xiiyi^ + y2^ + ys^), by taking the

derivative with respect to t and then replacing dyijdt, dy2/dt,

dys/dt by their expressions (45). Operating in the same way with

every group similar to group (45), we shall evidently construct a

form

Viiyi, y2, . . ., Vn),

which will be definite and positive, provided that no one of the

numbers A^ is zero. The corresponding form V which will be the sum
of forms like ^Xiiyi^ + y2^ + yz^), extended to all groups of equa-

tions similar to group (45), will be a definite negative form when all

the numbers Ai are negative, and only in this case. The conclusion is

the same as before. The solution is stable if all the roots of the char-

acteristic equation are negative, and unstable if one of them is positive.

Finally, let us suppose that some of the roots of the characteris-

tic equation are imaginary. These roots are then conjugate in pairs,

and to each group of equations, such as (45), corresponds a con-

jugate group

dy'i dy'2
(45') 4- = A'it/'i, 4- = A>'2 + /xYi,

dt dt

dy's—— = A'ly'a + v'ly'i + v^y'z,
dt

the variables yi and y'l, y2 and y'2, y3 and y'3, being conjugate

imaginaries, just as are the coefficients Ai and A', n and /z', v and v'.

For the same reason as before, the absolute values of the coefii-

cients /it, vi, V2 can be assumed smaller than any preassigned positive

number. We could replace the system of equations (45) and (45')

by a system of six linear equations with real coefficients, by setting

yi = ui + ivi, y'l = ui — ivi, . . ., but this transformation is use-

less for our purpose. Let us set in fact

= yiy'i + yzy'z + y^y'z;

taking equations (45) and (45') into consideration, we have

dx)

dt
= (Ai + X'i){yiy\ + y^y'z + ysy's) + H-yiy'2 + H-'v'iy^

+ nyiy's + v'ly'iys + V2y2y'z + v'2y'2y3;

the quadratic form in the second member is a definite form, when
the absolute values of /i, i^i, V2, are sufficiently small, provided that
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Ai + A'l is not zero, that is, provided that the real part of ai is not
zero. Let Ai = a + j3 — ^— 1, a not being zero; then, setting

V = •2x{yiy\ + yzy'i + y^y'z) = 2x{ui^ + v^ + w^ + v^^ + u^ + v^),

we see that dv\dt \v^ll be a definite positive form if we have first of

all required the absolute values of the coefficients //,, vi, v^ to be small
enough, and the form D itself will be a definite form, positive or

negative according to the sign of a. Proceeding similarly with every
group of equations having real roots or pairs of conjugate imaginary
roots, we see that we can always construct a quadratic form V[x\,

X2, . . ., Xji) such that the associated quadratic form Fi(a;i, X2, . . -,

Xn) vnl\ be a positive definite form provided that none of the roots Ai

of the characteristic equation has a zero real part. If every real part

is negative, the form V is itself a negative definite form, and the

solution a-f = is stable; if at least one of these real parts is positive,

the form V can take on positive values, and the solution xj = is

unstable.

Examination of the doubtful case. When one of the roots Af has its

real part equal to zero, there is uncertainty; this is the only case

where the solution xt = can be stable without every nearby solu-

tion being asymptotic to it. We can remove the doubt, except in the

case where the real parts of all the other roots are zero or negative.

Let us suppose, in fact, that some of the roots of the characteristic

equation have their real parts equal to zero, while others have their

real parts positive. The roots of the characteristic equation Z)'(s) =
of the auxiliary system

(46) = atix'i + . . . + (an \x\ + . . . + atnx'n
dx'i
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which can assume positive values, while the form

W{Xi, X2, . . ., Xn)

vT / '^\ 1 ^^
= > an^l + ...+ «« \ Xi \- . . . ->r ttinXn

itïL \ 2/ J 8xi

is itself a positive definite form. If in V{xi, xz, . . -, Xn) we replace

xi, X2, . . ., Xn by integrals of system (39), the result of the substitu-

tion is a function of t, whose derivative can be expressed, taking

account of the definition of W{xi, . . ., Xn), as

V = fxV + W + ^ {Xi, X2, . . ., Xn, t),

O being a power series in xi, X2, . . .,Xn, which contains no term of

degree lower than the second. Since T^ is a positive definite form,

we can determine, as we have seen above (Section 10), a positive

number R such that in the interior of the hypersphere with radius R
we have, for t > tQ, W + ft> > 0; and consequently V > fiV. Let

e be any positive number less than R, and ry another positive num-
ber < €. In the interior of the hypersphere with radius iq, there

exist points for which the form V has a positive value.

Let {xi^, X2^, . . ., Xn^) be one of these points and Vq the corres-

ponding value of F ; we are going to show that the path starting at

the point {xi^, X2^, . . ., Xn^) reaches the hypersphere of radius

€ in a finite time. Indeed, let us assume that this is not so; V is

then a function of the time satisfying an equation of the form

V = fjbV + (f>{t), <f){t) being a positive function of the time. This

function V is therefore greater than the integral of the equation

V = fiV, assuming the same value Vq for t = ^q, that is, greater

than VqC/^^^-^'oK Now, this expression increases indefinitely with t;

it is therefore impossible that the point {xi, X2, . . -, Xn) remain con-

stantly in the interior of the hypersphere of radius e, since V{xi,

X2, . . ., Xn) remains bounded in this domain.

In a word, there is stability when the real part of every root Ai of the

characteristic equation is negative ; there is instability if the real part

of one of these roots is positive. The only doubtful case is that in which

p of these roots (p > 0) have their real parts zero, all the others having

their real parts negative.

In order to recognize whether there is stability or instability it is

therefore necessary to take account of the terms of degree higher

than the first in the second members of equations (39). We have
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already seen an example (Section 9) where there is stability; there
is instability for the system

dz dy— = 0, — = X.
dt dt

12. Stability of equilibrium. Let U{xi, xi, . . . , Xn) be an
anal\i;ic function of the variables Xi, X2, . ., Xn, independent of t,

vanishing with its partial derivatives of the first order for xi = . . .

= Xn = ^, and holomorphic in this neighborhood. The equations

dxi èU dxn cU
(47) = .., _

dt dxi dt cxn

possess the solution xt = 0. This solution is stable if the function

U{xi, X2, . . ., Xn)

is maximum for a;^ = 0; indeed, when we substitute in this function

for the variables Xt the integrals of system (47), the result is a func-

tion of t whose derivative is the expression HidV/dxi)^, and there-

fore cannot assume negative values. The reasoning of Section 10

proves that the solution a:< = is stable if U{xi, X2, . . ., Xn) has a

proper maximum at the origin, since this function cannot take on
positive values in the neighborhood of the origin.

To consider the inverse question, let us designate by V{xi, . . ., x„)

the quadratic form made up by the set of terms of second degree in

the development of U , and let us restrict ourselves to the case where

the Hessian of this form is not zero. If we apply the general theorem

of Section 10 to this form

F(Xi, X2, . . ., Xn),

the associated form Vi is precisely Yé{dViJdxi)^, that is, a positive

definite form. In order to have stability, it is necessarj' and sufficient

that V{xi, X2, . ., Xn) be a negative definite form, which is also the

necessary' and sufficient condition for U{xi, X2, . . -, Xn) to have a

maximum at the point Xi = 0. Thus, when the Hessian of the form

V is not zero, we can have stability only if U is a maximum at the

origin.

In this particular case, we have to set, in the characteristic

equation,

(iih = dhi = ,

CXiCXfi
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and, from the well known properties of quadratic forms, the roots

of this equation are always real whatever the form V may be ; there

cannot be a zero root if the Hessian is different from zero.

In a dynamical problem, where there exists a function of forces

independent of the time, we know, from a theorem of Lagrange, that

if this function of forces is maximum for certain values of the para-

meters, the corresponding position of the system is a position of

stable equilibriimi. The reasoning of Section 10 is fundamentally

only the extension of the classic demonstration of Dirichlet. The
study of the converse proposition presents much greater difficulties.

We shall examine only one particular case. Let us suppose that we
have chosen the parameters on which the position of the system

depends in such a way that the differential equations of the motion

have the form
d^xi dU d^x 8U d^xn dU

dt^ dxi dt^ 8x2 dt^ dxn

U{xi, . . ., Xfi) being a function of a:i, . . ., Xn, regular in the neigh-

borhood of the origin, and vanishing with its first derivatives for

Xi = 0. In order to find out whether the solution a:j = is stable,

we shall again restrict ourselves to the case where the Hessian of

the form V{xi, . . ., Xn), which is made up of the group of terms of

the second degree of U, is different from zero. System (48) is equiva-

lent to the system of 2n equations of the first order

dxi dyt 8V
(49) -T- = yi' -^ = — +...(* = 1, 2, . . .,n).

at at cxi

We can obtain directly the characteristic equation of the linear

system obtained by neglecting the terms of higher order in the second

members ; it suffices to look for integrals of this system of the form

Xi = ajfi/'', yi = PteMt,

which lead, in order to determine /x, to the equation

«11 — M^ «12 • . • «Ire

«21 a22 — H-^ • • . «2re
D{^.) =

,2

= 0.

«rel «n2 • • • «nre — /^

The roots of this equation are + VAf, the A^ being the roots of

the first characteristic equation, relative to equations (47). All these
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numbers Aj are real, and by hypothesis none of them is zero; if one
of them were positive, the equation in /z would have a positive root,

and the solution xt = yt = of equations (49) could not be stable,

from the general theorem. The result of this discussion can therefore
be stated as follows : When study of the terms of second degree of
U(xi, . . ., Xn) permits its to recognize whether this function is maxi-
mum or not, for the values xi = 0, it is necessary that V be a maxi-
mum in order that the equilibrium be stable.'^^

Remark. WTien all the numbers A( are negative, the real parts of
all the roots oî D{}x) — are zero. We therefore have the case where
it is not possible to claim stability a priori if one does not pay atten-

tion to the special form of equations (49).13

13. Applications to more general systems. We can extend the

preceding results to systems (39), just as the linear equations (42)

form a reducible system (II, 2, 62). We remember that this is what we
call linear systems reducible to linear systems with constant coeffi-

cients by a linear substitution made on the unknowns Xi, the coeffi-

cients of this substitution being continuous and bounded functions

of the variable t for t > Iq, along ^\^th their derivatives with res-

pect to t, and the inverse of the determinant of these coefficients

being bounded. It is clear that if the system (42) is reducible, in

completely applying to system (39) the linear substitution we
have just defined, we shall replace this system by a system of the

same kind in which the coefficients of the terms of first degree in the

second member will be independent of t.

In particular, when the coefficients of system (39) are periodic

functions of t, we have seen that system (42) is reducible. It is a

result of the proof which has been given of this theorem that the

roots of the characteristic equation of the transformed system are

12 The converse of the theorem of Lagrange had been established in the most
general case by Liapounoff (Journal de Liouville, 1896), Painlevé {Comptes

rendus. Vol. 125, p. 1021), Hadamard {Journal de Liouville, 1897), and more
recently by E. Cotton {Comptes rendus. Vol. 153, p. 1029).

13 The definition of stability given above (Section 9) is concerned only with

the future, t varying from to to + x. But it is possible to conceive of another

one, concerned both with the future and the past, t then varying from — oo

to + oc. When we change t into — t, the roots of the characteristic equation

are multiplied by (— 1); we can therefore have stability both in the future

and in the past only if the real parts of all these roots are zero. We find our-

selves in a situation where the study of the equations of variation does not

suffice to decide whether there is stability or not.
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precisely the characteristic exponents of system (42) with periodic

coefficients (II, 2, 55). There will therefore be stability if all the

characteristic exponents have their real parts negative, instability

if one of these exponents has its real part positive.

14. Asymptotic series. Conditional stability. We can confirm

the results obtained in the preceding sections by the direct study of

the series representing the integrals, these series being arranged

according to powers of the initial values, when the real parts of the

numbers Aj are all negative (see Exercise 1, p. 45). Poincaré and
Lyapunov have introduced series of another kind, which make clear

the asymptotic character of the solutions. We shall study only the

most simple case, that of a system which we can express in the

reduced form

CLX\ (JLOCnn CtXfi

(50) —- = Aia:i + . . ., -— = XpXp + ...,—- = A„a;„ + . . .,

at at at

the non-written terms forming entire series in xi, ..., Zn, beginning

with terms of the second degree, whose coefficients are independent

of t. Let us set

ui = Cie-^i*, U2 = Cze^^^, . . ., u-p = C^e^v^ (p < n),

Ci, C2, . . ., Cp being constants different from zero, and let us propose

to find power series with constant coefficients, arranged in powers

of -Ml, U2, . . ., Up and formally satisfying equations (50),

(51) Zi = ^Lim.m,
. . . mpUi^'Uz""' • • • Up"'" {i = 1,2, . . ., n),

the coefficients L^rn^m^ • • • m being constants we propose to deter-

mine. To get a precise statement of the problem, we shall suppose

that the terms of first degree in zi, zi, . . ., Zp are respectively

u\, . . ., Up, while Xp+i, . . ., Zn include no term of first degree in

Ui, . . ., Up. We have, in a general way,

d— {ui^m2^^ . . . Up^p) = (miAi + . . . + nipXp) ui^mz^^ • • Up'^p;
dt

upon substituting the expansions (51) in equations (50), and
stating that we have an identity, we obtain for the determination

of the coefficient L^m^m • • -m the relation

(52) (miAi + . . . + nipXp - Xi)Um, . . . m„ = H*m^ . . . Up,
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the second member being deduced by the addition and multiplica-

tion of the coefficients of series (50) and the coefficients already

determined in series (51), arising from the terms of lower degree in

ui, . . ., Up. We shall therefore be able to determine step by step all

the coefficients L< without ever being stopped, provided that there

does not exist among the A any relation of the form

(53) miXi + . . . + nipXp — A^ = 0,

mi, . . ., nip being positive integers whose sum is at least equal to 2,

and the index i assuming all the values 1,2, . . ., n. Let us make this

hypothesis and further let us suppose that the absolute value of

expression (53) has a positive lower limit I. In order to prove the

convergence of the series (51) thus obtained, let us consider the

system of auxiliary equations, where rj is between and 1, and less

than I,

qyi = Ml + 2 Q^m, . . . m„yi'^' • • yn"*",

(54) \

'nyp + l = Z Q^'^'^rn, . . . mj/l"^' .

.

. yn""",

wn = 2 ^""^i • • •
'««^i"" • • •

y^"^"'

the second members being majorizing series for the series which

occur in equations (50). Equations (54) are satisfied by convergent

power series in ui, U2, . . ., Up, and it is easily verified, step by step,

from the way in which the number t] has been defined, that these

new series are majorants for the series (51). As a result series (51)

are themselves convergent for the values of t between and a positive

number T, provided that the absolute values of the coefficients

Ci, . . ., Cp are le-ss than a suitable bound.

This being so, let us suppose that the real parts of the numbers

Ai, A2, . . ., Ap are negative, and that equality (53) never holds for

integral and positive values of the numbers mi, m2, . . ., nip, whose

sum is greater than two. In this case, as the real part of Aimi + . . .

+ Xpnip decreases indefinitely when the numbers mi, m2, . . ., nip

increase indefinitely, there is a positive minimum for the modulus

of the first member of relation (53) and we can apply the result which

precedes. There exist series (51) formally satisfying equations (50),

arranged according to powers of Cie^^^, .

.

., Cpe^p^; these series are

convergent for t = provided that the moduli of Ci, C2, . . ., Cp are
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small enough, and consequently they are convergent for all positive

values of ^. It is evident that the corresponding integrals are asymp-
totic to the solution xi = 0. Ji jp = n, the result is in good agree-

ment with the general theorem on stability, but we obtain new results

by supposing that, among the numbers Ai, . , ., A^ there are only p
of them whose real part is negative. If we have taken for Ai, A2, . . .,

Ap these p roots and if relation (53) is never satisfied by integral,

positive values of the coefficients mi, . . ., nip, we obtain integrals

asymptotic to the solution xi — 0, depending upon p arbitrary con-

stants Ci, C2, . . ., Cj). We then say that that is conditional stability.

The totality of these paths form in w-dimensional space a sub-space

of^ dimensions [Ep), which is also a locus of points such that paths

coming from one of these points are asymptotic to the solution

Xi = 0.

The same series also enable us to prove that we cannot have
stability there, in the absolute sense ofthe word, if one ofthe numbers
Ai has a positive real part. Indeed, let Ai be one of the roots of

D{X) = 0, whose real part is positive, and at least equal to the real

part of some one of the other roots. None of the numbers miAi — Ai

can be zero, if we have mi > 1 ; therefore there exist solutions of

system (50) for which xi, X2, . . ., Xn are represented by power series

arranged in powers of ui = Cie'^i' with a radius of convergence p
different from zero. The series which gives xi begins with the term

ui, while the other series begin with terms of the second degree.

The initial value xi^ of xi for i = is equal to the sum of a power
series in Ci, beginning with Ci, and we can derive from it by inver-

sion a power series in a^i^ from Ci, beginning with xi^, and such that

(xi^)^ + . . . +{xn^)^ approaches zero with xi^. Let us suppose, for

definiteness, that Ai is real, and that ^ is a positive number < p,

such that the value of xi (ui) for ui = his not zero. In addition, let

rj be any positive number whatever. It is always possible to take for

xi^ a positive number less than r] such that the corresponding value

c of Ci will be positive and less than h, since the ratio C\jxi^ ap-

proaches unity when 0:1^ tends to zero. The corresponding integral

a;i(ce'^i'), which assumes the value of xi^ for f = 0, will attain the

value xi{h) in the time T given by the equality h = ce'^i^, that is,

for the positive value T — 1/Ai log (hjc). The solution a;i = is

therefore unstable. We should reason in an analogous fashion if Ai

were a complex number with its real part positive. There would then

be another root A2 conjugate to the first, and we should consider the

series arranged in powers of Cie-^i' and of C^e^^*', taking conjugate

imaginary values for Ci and C2.
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For the study of asjTnptotic series in the most general cases, one
should consult, in addition to Lyapunov's paper. Chapter VII
of Volume I of Méthodes nouvelles de la Mécanique céleste by Poincaré,

and Chapter III of Volume III of the Traité d'Analyse of Picard.

Comments and Exercises

1. Prove, by the direct study of the series, in powers of the

initial values, which represent the integrals, that there is stability,

when the real parts of all the roots of the characteristic equation

2)(A) = are negative.

Solution : Let us consider a system of the form

dxi
(A) —- = - XiXi + y Pm^m,

. . .
m„a;i"»iX2'«2 . . . x»»»",

dt

the real parts of the At all being positive. Let /x be a positive number
smaller than the real parts of every Af. We consider the auxiliary

system

(A') -— = - fMXi + yç'm^,,, rn,Xim.X2^. . . . Xn^",
dt

the Qt being dominant functions for the functions Pt for t > tQ.

Setting Xi = e~^*"yi, Xi = e^^Yi, the two systems (A) and (A') are

replaced by two systems of the same kind in which the coefficient

of Yi will be greater than the modulus of the coefficient of yi pro-

vided that the positive number k is suitably chosen. It will therefore

suffice to prove the stated property for an auxiliary system of the

form

dXi (Xi + X2 + . . . + X„)2
= — fiXf + M ,

dt Xi + . . + Xn

M, A, and p being positive numbers ; this is done easily by expand-

ing the integrals in powers of the initial values.

2. Apply the general theorems on stability to the study of the

integrals of the equation Xdy — Ydx = in the neighborhood of
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the origin ; X and Y are power series in x and y, with no constant

term.

We are led to the study of the system

dx dy— = X = a'x + b'y + . . ., — = Y = ax + by + . . .

dt dt
^

and we observe that the integral curve starting from the point

{xq, yo) will pass through the origin when x and y approach zero as

the absolute value of < increases indefinitely, and only in this case.



CHAPTER II

EQUATIONS OF MONGE-AMPEREi

I. CHARACTERISTICS. INTERMEDIATE INTEGRALS

15. Cauchy's problem for an equation of the second order.
In the case of a partial differential equation of the second order in

two independent variables, the general existence theorem of Cauchy
(II, 2, 94) is stated as follows :

Given an equation

ax'- ex cy cy^ J

whose second member is an analytic function holomorphic in the

neighborhood of the values xq, yo, zo» PO) qo. so, to, let ^o (y) and ^i (y)

be two functions of y, holonwrphic in the neighborhood of y = yo,

and such that we have

<f>o{yo) = zq, <f>'o{yo) = qo, <f>"oiyo) = k,

<f>iiyo) = po, <f>'iiyo) = sq-,

then equation (1) has an integral z(x, y), holomorphic in the domain

of the point (xq, yo), and such that, for x = xq, we have

z{xo,y) = My)' {
—

] = My)-
\cxJxq

There exists only one integral satisfying these conditions.

1 I restrict myself to the essential points of the theory; for more details,

one may consult my Leçons sur Vintégration des équations aux dérivées partielles

du second ordre (Hermann, 1896-1898).

47
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The conditions which determine the integral surface have an

obvious geometrical meaning. The two equations x = xq, z = <f)o{y)

represent a plane curve C; and we see that this curve C belongs to

an iniSnitude of integral surfaces depending upon an arbitrary func-

tion <f>i{y). If we are also given this function (f>i{y), the tangent plane

to the integral surface is known for that particular one all along C.

More generally, let us consider any curve whatever, F, plane or

skew, and a developable surface A passing through this curve, in

such a way that to each point M oi T corresponds a plane passing

through the tangent at M to this curve ; an integral of an equation

of the second order

(2) F{x,y,z,p,q,r,s,t) =

is in general completely determined if we require it to pass through

the curve T and to be tangent to the developable surface A all along

this curve. Let us suppose indeed that, in the neighborhood of a

point {xq, yo, zq) of T, the equations of this curve are put in the form

y = f{x), z = <f>{x), the functions f{x) and <j){x) being holomorphic

in the domain of the point xq. Let us take three new variables

u, V, w, related to the variables x, y, z by the relations

X = u, y = f{u) + V, z = <j){u) + w,

and let us consider u and v as the new independent variables and

w as the new unknown function. From the relation dz = pdx + q dy,

we deduce (I, 42)

dw 8w 8w

du cv cv

it follows next, as a consequence of the identities dp = r dx + s dy,

dq = s dx + t dy,

dhjo è'^w 8^w dw
' = -^-2- ^^'(^^ rr + ^^'(^)^' 7^ - ^"(^^7- + *^"^^^'

cw^ ou cv cv^ cv

8^10 8^w 8'^w

s = f'{u) , t = .

8u 8v 8v^ 8v^

Equation (2) is changed into a new equation of the second order

(8w 8w 8^w 8^w 8^w\
u, V, w, , , , , =0,

8u 8v 8u^ du 8v 8v^/
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while the geometric conditions which the desired integral must
satisfy have been replaced by the following ones. Since z must reduce
to (f){x) for y = fix), w must be zero for v = 0, whatever the value
oîu; besides, since the tangent plane to the surface is given all along

r, 9 is a known function of x, and therefore cwlcv is a kno^vn func-

tion of u for u = 0. We are therefore led to a simpler problem :

To determine an integral of equation (3) which reduces to zero for

y = 0, while the derivative cwjcy reduces to a knoum function of u.

These conditions make the values of w, cw/cu, cw/cv, chv/cu^,

c^w/cucv known for u = xq, v = 0; to have the right to apply
the general existence theorem, it is sufficient that we can solve

equation (3) for chv/cv~, in such a way as to put the equation in

normal form (1). It suffices for this that this equation (3) have in

cho/cv^ a root which is a holomorphic function of the other variables

in the neighborhood of the preceding initial values. In order to verify

that such is indeed the case in general , if the cur\'e F and the develop-

able surface A have not been chosen in a particular way, let us

observe that all along F, the direction coefficients p and q of the

tangent plane to the developable surface A are functions of x
satisf3'ing the condition 6'ix) = p + qf'(x), which expresses the

fact that this plane contains the tangent to F.

The values of the second derivatives r, s, t of the unknown func-

tion z{x, y) must satisfy, at each point of F, equation (2) and the

two relations

(4) p'{x) = r + sf'(x), q'{x) = s + tf'{x).

Let ro, -So, ^o be a system of solutions of equations (2) and (4)

where we have set x = xq, y = yo, z = zq = <f>{xo). To this system

of solutions of equation (2) corresponds a system of solutions of

equation (3), and it is immediately verifiable, from the formulas

for change of variable which give r, s, t, that we have

/ c.S^ ^ (cFx (cF\ /cF\
(5) \^^-\ = — {/'(^o)P - — /'(^o) + — .

/c-u\ V c/- /o \csIq \ct/o

If the second member of this relation is not zero, equation (3)

can be solved for chvfcv^, and the general existence theorem is

applicable.

To sum up, the proposed problem has as many holomorphic
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solutions as the equations (2) and (4) have systems of solutions in

r, s, t for which the expression

dF 8F dF

8r^ ^ ds'' 8t

is different from zero.

A study of exceptional cases where this expression is zero is going

to be made in detail for a particular class of equations.

The preceding considerations justify the definition of the general

integral proposed by M. Darboux and since adopted: An integral

is general if one can prescribe the arbitrary functions or arbitrary

constants, possibly infinite in number, occurring in it, in such a way
as to obtain any solution whose existence is guaranteed by Cauchy's

theorem, that is, in such a way as to assign to the unknown function

and one of its derivations any values, given in advance, at every

point of the curve, subject only to the requirement of continuity.

The actual determination of the integral satisfying these condi-

tions constitutes the Cauchy problem, for an equation of the second

order. The preceding reasoning assumes that the equation and the

given values are analytic ; by extension, we keep the name of Cauchy
problem, even when the given values are not analytic. We shall see

later on that in many cases the condition of analyticity does not

occur in the solution (Chap. IV).

Remark I. Once we have discovered the existence of a solution

satisfying the Cauchy conditions, we can calculate step by step

the values of the successive derivatives of the unknown function

z{x, y) at any point of F. The third order derivatives, for example,

would be obtained by solving the system of five compatible linear

equations :

BF dF dF dF
s H pzQ H P21 H Vi2 = 0,

dq dr ds dt

dF dF dF dF
t + P21 + PlZ + ^—^03 = 0,

dq dr ds dt

dF
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r, s, t having already been calculated, and so on. We easily verify
that the derivatives of order w are furnished by a system of linear

equations, in which the determinant of the coefficients of the un-
knowns is a power of the expression

cF cF cF

cr ds ct

which, by hypothesis, is different from zero.

Remark II. Given an integral surface S of equation (2), the differ-

ential equation

èF cF cF
(6) dy"^ dxdy + dx^ = 0,

cr cs ct

in which we assume z, p, q, r, s, t, expressed in terms of the variables

X and y, determines on this surface two families of curves, which we
call characteristic curves. If we consider one of these curves F and
the developable surface A tangent to S all along F, we cannot
apply in this situation the general existence theorem, since we find

ourselves exactly in the exceptional case which has been excluded
from our reasoning. We see in particular that if there exists an infinity

of integral surfaces, depending on one or more arbitrary constants,

tangent all along a curve, this curve is necessarily a characteristic

curve on each of these surfaces.

Remark III. We often say that the general integral of a partial

differential equation of the second order in two independent variables

depends on two arbitrary functions of one variable. This manner of

speaking does not have a precise meaning unless one refers directly

to Cauchy's theorem, and indeed it is necessary to keep from judging

the degree of generality of an integral from the number of arbitrary

functions which occur in its expression. Let us consider, for example,

the equation c^z/cx^ = cz/cy, and the integral of this equation

which, for x = xq, is equal to a given function (l>{y), while dz/cx

reduces to another given function <f>(y), these two functions being

holomorphic in the neighborhood of the point yo

'f>{y) = ao + aiiy - yo) + • • + aniy - yoY + • • • ,

0(2/) = 6o + hiy - î/o) + . . . + hn{y - yo)'' +
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This integral is easily obtained and if we express the expansion

in powers of a; — a^o, we can write it in the form

(^ a^n) (x Xn^
z = cf>{y) + {x- xo) if^iy) + —— <t>'{y) + i/j'iy) + ...

{x - a:o)2« {x - a:o)2«+i

(2n)! {2n + 1)!

where the two arbitrary functions ^(?/) and ifj{y) occur explicitly.

But, if we express the development in powers of y — yo, we can also

write it as

z = F{x) + {y - yo) F"{x) +
~

F^^^^^x) + ...

n\

F{x) denoting the holomorphic function

{x — xo)^ {x — Xo)^
Fix) = ao + hQ{x — xq) + ai h hi \- . . .

1.2 1.2.3

{x - a;o)2» [x - a:o)2«+i

+ an 1- hn h . . . ,

(ti + 1) . . . (2?i - \)2n (71 + 1) . . . (2w + 1)

and, in this new expression, there does not appear more than a

single function F{x). This result is easily explained by observing

that from a purely formal point of view it is absolutely the same to

be given the two power series ^{y) and ^(y) or to be given the single

series F{x) (cf. I, 44).

This remark leads to an important property of integrals of the

equation r = q. The function F{x) is the function to which the inte-

gral reduces for y = yo; we see that this integral is completely

determined as soon as we know the single function F{x), which fact

appears to contradict the Cauchy theorem. But this apparent con-

tradiction is resolved when we observe that the curves y = C of

an integral surface are the characteristic curves, forwhich thetheorem

is not valid. Let us also observe that this function F{x) cannot be

chosen arbitrarily, if one supposes the integral holomorphic in the

neighborhood of the point {xo, yo)- In fact, the series <f>(y)
and i/j{y)

then have a finite radius of convergence, and there exist two positive
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numbers M and p such that we have, for any n, (an) <Mp-^,
\hn\ <Mp-^. Upon replacing a„ and 6„ by J/p-« in F{x), we obtain
an entire Junction, and consequently every integral of the equation
r = q, which is an analytic function of the two variables x, y,
holomorphic in the neighborhood of a point {xq, yo), is an entire

function of the variable x, for y = yo. It follows that we cannot find

an anal3rtic integral which, for y = yo, reduces to a given holo-

morphic function of x, if this holomorphic function is arbitrary ; it

is necessary in particular that it be an entire function of x. This
example is often cited to show that one cannot apply Cauchy's
existence theorem to an equation which is not put into the normal
form required by the proof.

16. Surface elements. Manifold M. To abbreviate our language,

we shall give the name surface element, or more simply, element,

to the combination of a point with coordinates {x, y, z) and of a plane

Z — z = p{X — x) + q{Y —
2/) passing through this point. When the

five coordinates x, y, z, p, q of an element are functions of one or

several independent variables, we obtain a manifold of elements,

but we have to consider here only manifolds such that the functions

X, y, z, p, q and their differentials satisfy identically the relation

(7) dz = p dx + qdy;

we say then that two neighboring elements of such a manifold

are united. Relation (7) expresses the fact that the point {x + dx,

y + dy, z + dz) is situated in the plane wdth direction coeffi-

cients p, q, passing through the point {x, y, z). Manifolds of this

type are represented by the letter Mi, the index i indicating the

number of dimensions of the manifold, that is, the number of inde-

pendent variables on which x, y, z, p, q depend.

Let us consider first of all a manifold Mi ; x, y, z, p, q are then

functions of one independent variable a, satisfying relation (7).

The point x, y, z describes a curve r,and condition (7) states that the

plane with the direction coefficients p, q corresponding to each point

of r passes through the tangent to F at this point. The manifold

Ml is therefore composed of the combination of a curve F and of a

developable surface A passing through this curve, each point of F
being associated with a tangent plane to A at this point. It may
happen, as a special case, that the curve F reduces to a point; the

manifold Mi is then composed of the set of elements obtained by
associating a fixed point of space with the tangent planes of any
cone whatever having its vertex at that point.
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If with each point of a surface S we associate the tangent plane

at this point, we obtain a manifold of elements depending upon two
parameters, identically satisfying relation (7); that is, a manifold

M 2' Conversely, given five functions of two independent variables,

satisfying condition (7), three cases can occur: 1. In general, the

point {x, y, z) describes a surface S; the plane with direction co-

efficients p, q is then the tangent plane at the point {x, y, z) to this

surface, and the manifold ilf 2 is obtained by associating each point

of a surface with the tangent plane at this point; 2. If a point

X, y, z describes a curve F, the manifold Jf 2 is composed of all

the elements which we obtain by associating each point of F with

any plane whatever passing through the tangent at this point;

this combination indeed depends upon two parameters; 3. It may
also happen that the point {x, y, z) is fixed, p and q being the two
variable parameters. Relation (7) is still satisfied, and the manifold

Jlf 2 is composed of all the elements obtained by associating a fixed

point of space with any plane whatever passing through that point.

It is of interest, for the sake of the generality of certain theorems,

to consider manifolds J/ 2 of the three t3rpes. But in the sequel we
shall concern ourselves only with manifolds Mi composed of a curve

and of tangent planes to a developable surface passing through this

curve, and with manifolds Jf 2 in which each element is composed of

a point of the surface S associated wdth the tangent plane at this

point. It is clear that a surface S or, more exactly, the corresponding

manifold M 2, may be generated in an infinite number of ways by
a family of manifolds M\ depending upon an arbitrary constant.

In fact, it suffices to take on S any arbitrary family of curves

depending upon a parameter, and to associate with each of its

curves the developable surface tangent to S all along this curve.

With the terminology which has just been explained, Cauchy's

problem for an equation of the second order in two independent vari-

ables can be stated as follows: Given a manifold Mi, to find an

integral surface to which belong all the elements of this manifold.

17. Equations of Monge-Ampere. Characteristics. We are

going to discuss this problem when the equation of the second order

is linear in r, s, t, or of the more general form considered by Ampère

(8) Hr + 2Ks + Lt + M + N{rt - s^) = 0,

H, K, L, M, N being functions of x, y, z, p, q. Let x{X), y{X), 2(A),

^(A), q{\) be the coordinates of an element of a manifold Mi, com-

posed of a curve F, each point of which is associated with the tangent
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plane at this point to a developable surface A passing through this

curve. The second derivatives r, s, t of the unknown function

z{z, y) at any point whatever of F must satisfy equation (8) and the

two conditions

(9) dp = r dz + s dy, dq = s dx + t dy,

where x, y, z, p, q are functions of the parameter A, and we have first

of all to solve this system of three equations in r, s, t. In order to

examine this case more readily, it is convenient to employ the

following geometric representation. If we regard x, y, z, p, q, dx, dy,

dp, dq as given constants, r, s, t as the rectangular coordinates of a

point, equations (9) represent a line D, parallel to one of the gener-

atrices of the cone (T) which has rt — s^ = for its equation, while

equation (8) represents a surface of the second degree S, of which

the cone {T) is the director cone, if N is not zero, or a plane P, if

N = 0. This being granted, the only cases which can occur are the

following ones :

1. In general, the line D intersects the surface S or the plane P in

a single point at a finite distance, and therefore equations (8) and

(9) possess a single system of solutions in r, s, t. Cauchy's problem

has one and only one solution.

2

2. It can happen that the line D does not intersect the surface

S or the plane P in any finitely distant point. Cauchy's problem

does not have a holomorphic solution.

3. Finally, it can happen that the lineD lies entirely on the surface

S or in the plane P, so that equations (8) and (9) possess an infinity

of systems of solutions in r, s, t, for each point of the curve F. We
say then that the manifold Mi being considered is a characteristic

manifold, or a characteristic.

To form the equations which define these manifolds, it is enough

to express the fact that the line D lies entirely on the surface repre-

sented by equation (8). Let us suppose first of all that iV # 0; we
can write equation (8), after multiplying every term by N, as

{Nr + L) {Nt + H) - iV2s2 + 2KNs + MN - HL = 0,

or again, as

(10) {Nr + L) {Nt + H) - {Ns + Ai) {Ns + Ag) = 0,

2 Indeed, expression (5) (III, 15) is not zero for this system of solutions, for

dF/Br, dFjds, dFjdt are the direction numbers of the normal to S or to P,

and dî/2, — dx-dy, dx^ are the direction numbers of the line D.
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Al and A2 being the two roots of the equation of second degree

(11) A2 + 2KX + HL - MN = 0,

(12) Xi= - K + ^K^ - HL + MN,

X2= - K - ^K^ - HL + MN.

Equation (10) exhibits the two systems of rectihnear genera-

trices oi S; we obtain all these generatrices by assigning to the

parameter ju, all possible values in one of the systems of equations

(Nr + L = iJi{Ns + Ai), (Nr + L = ^{Ns + A2),

[ns + A2 = ix{Nt + H), \Ns + Xi = fi{Nt + H).

In order that the line D, represented by equations (9), belong to

one of these systems of generatrices, it is necessary and sufficient

that we be able to determine
fj,

in such a way that we have

dz dy dp dq

N - fiN fiXi — L fj-H - A2

or the analogous relations obtained by permuting Ai and A2.

The elimination of /x from between the preceding equations leads

to the two equations

Ndp + Ldx + Xidy = 0, Ndq + Xzdx + Hdy = 0.

In a word, every characteristic Mi of equation (8) is made up of

a system oi five functions x, y, z, p, q of an independent variable

satisfying one of the two following systems of three equations

(Ndp + Ldx + Xidy = 0, Ndq + X^dx + Hdy = 0,

(13)i
I dz — pdx — qdy — 0,

(Ndp + Ldx + X^dy = 0, Ndq + Xidx + Hdy = 0,

(13)2 {

I dz — pdx — qdy = 0,

which are derived one from the other by permuting Ai and A2. We
see that there are in general two distinct families of characteristics,

which are identical if we have Ai = A2, that is to say, if S reduces

to a cone, and in this case only.

Let us suppose now that N — 0; equation (8) is therefore linear

in r, s, t,

(8') Hr + 2Ks + Lt + M = 0.
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The parallel to the line D drawn through the origin has for equations

(c?y)2 - dx dy [dxf

this parallel must be in the plane Hr + '2Ks + Lt — 0, drawn
through the origin parallel to the plane P, which requires that we
have

(14) H dy^ - 2Kdxdy + L dx^ = 0.

Once again we shall distinguish several cases :

First case. Let H ^ 0. We derive from equation (14) two finite

values Ai, A2 for dy/dz. Let us take, for example, dy = Xidx; equations

(9) give then

dq dp dq
8 = Xit, r = Ai 1- Xi^t,

dx dx dx

and, putting these values of r and of s in equation (8'), the resulting

condition, taking account of the relations between the roots and the

coefficients of equation (14), can be written as

Hdp + HX2dq + Mdx = 0.

The differential equations of the two systems of characteristics are

therefore the following :

(dy = Xidx, H dp + HX-^dq + Mdx = 0,

[ dz — pdx — qdy = 0,

(dy = X2dx, Hdp + HXidq + M dx = 0,

(15)2 I

I dz — pdx — qdy = 0,

Ai and A2 being the two roots of the equation

(16) HX^ - 2KX + L = 0.

Second case. Let H = 0, L ^ 0. An entirely similar calculation

gives the differential equations of the two systems of characteristics

(17)i dz - pdx - qdy = 0, dx = 0, Mdy + 2Kdp + Ldq = 0,

(17)2 dz -pdx - qdy = 0, 2Kdy - Ldx = 0,

Mdy + Ldq = 0.
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Third case. Let H = L = 0. We have two systems of always

distinct characteristics, whose differential equations are respectively

(18)i dz - pdx - qdy = 0, dx = 0, 2Kdp + Mdy = 0,

(18)2 dz - pdx - qdy = 0, dy = 0, 2Kdq + Mdx = 0.

We shall remark that the relation

(19) K^ - HL + MN =

expresses in all cases the necessary and sufficient condition that the

two systems of characteristics reduce to a single one.

The characteristics of each system depend upon an arbitrary

function, and not on a finite number of arbitrary constants, as in

the case of an equation of the first order. Indeed, we have only

three relations among five functions of one variable and their deri-

vatives ; we can choose for one of the variables y, z, p, q an arbitrary

function of x, and there remains a system of three differential

equations of the first order to determine the three other functions.

Let us take for example an equation of the form

«5 = !{x,y, z,p,q);

the differential equations of one of the systems are

dx = 0, dz = qdy, dp = f{x, y, z,p, q)dy.

The first, dx = 0, shows that x is constant all along the char-

acteristic, that is to say, the curve F is in a plane parallel to the

2/z-plane. Conversely, let F be any plane curve whatever represented

by the two equations x = xq, z = ^{y). We deduce from the second

of the equations q — <f>'{y),
while p must be an integral of the

differential equation

dp

dy

we can again arbitrarily choose the value of p for a given value yo

of y. Every plane curve, whose plane is parallel to the t/z-plane,

belongs therefore to an infinity of characteristic manifolds depending

upon an arbitrary constant .3 It is clear, from symmetry, that the

same is true for every plane curve whose plane is parallel to the

a;3-plane.

3 The general equations of the characteristics of an equation s = f{x, y, z) can
be obtained exphcitly. In fact, if we take x = xo, p =

<l>{y), the last equation

dq = f dy will give z, and the second then gives q = dzjdy.
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18. Properties of characteristics. The importance of char-

acteristics in the theory of equation (8) is a consequence of the

following theorem : Every integral of this equation can he generated,

in two different ways, by characteristics.

We can state this property again in a more precise way : Every
element of an integral belongs to a characteristic of each of the systems

all of whose elements belong to this integral.

Let us suppose, for the sake of definiteness, that N ^ 0. Let
2 = f{x, y) be an integral of equation (8) ; if we replace in the first

two equations of (13)i z, p, q, r, s, t hy f{z, y), df/dx, . . ., d^fjdy^,

respectively, we obtain two differential equations of the first order

liNr + L)dx -\- (Ns + Ai) dy = 0,

(20)
\{Ns + A2) dx + {Nt + H)dy = 0,

which reduce to a single one, since the elimination of dyjdx leads

precisely to equation (10). There exists therefore, on the integral

surface considered, a family of curves, depending upon one arbitrary

constant, and satisfying the two equivalent equations (20). Let C
be one of these curves ; the elements of first order of the integral

along C form a manifold Mi, which is a characteristic manifold.

Indeed, by virtue of the relations

dp = rdx + sdy, dq = sdx + tdy,

we can conversely go back from equations (20) to the differential

equations (13)i of the characteristics. Through each point of the

integral surface there passes therefore a curve C such that the ele-

ments of the surface along this curve form a characteristic manifold

of the first S3^stem. We should see in the same way that, through

each point of the surface, there passes a curve C such that the ele-

ments of the integral along C form a characteristic of the second

system. The curves C and C" make up the two families of char-

acteristic curves on the integral surface considered. These two families

of curves are given by a differential equation of the first order and

of the second degree. We deduce, as a matter of fact, from the first

of equations (20)

dx
Xi = - {Nr + L) Ns,

dy

and, replacing Ai by this expression in equation (11), we end up
with the differential equation

{Nt + H) dy"^ -f 2{Ns - K) dx dy + [Nr + L) dx^ = 0,
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which we can again write (cf. Ill, 15)

(21) Rdy^ - Sdxdy + Tdy'^' = 0,

R, S, T designating the partial derivatives of the first member of

equation (8), with respect to r, s, t, respectively.

Entirely similar calculations apply to the case where N is zero.

On every integral surface there exist two families of characteristic

curves, in general distinct, which are defined by the differential

equation of first order and second degree

(22) Hdy^ - 2Kdxdy + Ldx^ = 0;

the elements of the integral surface along one of these curves form

a characteristic manifold.^

Conversely, if a manifold M2, each of whose elements œnsists of a

point of a surface S and of the tangent plane at this point, is generated

by a family of characteristic manifolds depending upon one arbitrary

constant, the corresponding surface S is an integral surface.

In our reasoning, we shall always suppose that N is not zero.

By h3rpothesis, through each point of the surface S passes a curve C
such that the manifold Mi formed by the elements of the surface S
all along C is a characteristic manifold. Let us suppose, for example,

that the values of x, y, z, p, q along C satisfy system (13)i. The
first two equations of (13)i can be expressed in the equivalent

form (20) and, in order that the values of dyjdx found from these

two equations should be the same, it is necessary that the values

r, s, t satisfy equation (10), that is, that S be an integral surface of

the equation under discussion. The proof would be exactly the same
if N were zero.

As a result of these theorems, every sj'^stem of three differential

equations

Idz
= pdx + qdy, Adp + Bdq + Fdx + Gdy = 0,

Aidp + Bidq + Fidx + Gidy = 0,

A, B, . . ., G\ being arbitrary functions of x, y, z, p, q (but at least

one of the coefficients A, B, A\, Bi not being zero) defines one of

the systems of characteristics of a Monge-Ampère equation; we

* The reasoning is not valid for integrals which simultaneously satisfy the

three equations i? = S = T = 0. Such integrals, if any exist, are the singular

integrals, to which we cannot apply the Cauchy tiieorem, whatever be the

manifold Mi taken on one of them.
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should obtain this equation if we replaced dp hy r dx + s dy, dq by
s dx + t dy, and eliminated dyjdx. The equation wall contain a
term in rt — s^ if ABi — BAi is not zero, and will be linear in r, s,t

in the contrary case.

We have also studied the characteristics from the point of view
of the Cauchy problem. We have seen above that, w'hen we wash to

solve this problem for a characteristic manifold Mi, one of the

derivatives of second order may be taken arbitrarily. If we go on
to the calculation of successive derivatives, we find in the same way
that for each order the value of one derivative may be taken arbi-

trarily, at least when the two sj^stems of characteristics are distinct.

The indeterminateness is inherent ; this results from the following pro-

positions, of w^hich w^e shall give only the statement,^ and which
are proved by the usual methods of the calculus of limits.

When the two families of characteristics are distinct :

/. Each characteristic belongs to an infinity of integrals, depending

upon an infinite number of arbitrary constants.

II. When two integrals, possessing all the elements ofa characteristic,

have contact of the nth order at one point of this characteristic, they

have contact of the nth order at all points of the characteristic.

III. A characteristic and a curve T intersecting the characteristic

curve at a point M determine one and only one integral, provided that

the tangent to T at M. is in the plane of the corresponding element.

IV. In particular, two characteristics of different systems, having

an element in ccnnmx)n, determine one and only one integral surface.

The statements are less simple when the two families of character-

istics are not distinct.

19. Intermediate integrals. The three differential equations

which define the characteristics, containing five variables x, y, z, p, q,

cannot be integrated as a system of ordinary differential equations.

Nevertheless one can investigate whether there exist first integrals

for these equations ; we shall say that the relation V{x, y, z, p, q) =
a constant is a first integral of equations (13)i, for example, when

the relation dV = is a consequence of these three equations.

When such is the case, it is clear that the function V{x, y, z, p, q)

preserves the same value all along any characteristic whatever

of the system, this value varying from one characteristic to another.

s E. Goursat, Leçons sur les équations aux dérivées partielles du second

ordre, (I, Chap. 4; lî, Chap. 10).
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If in (Z F we replace dz, dp, dq by expressions for them derived from
formulas {13)i, we find

/dV dV L ëV A2 8V\
dV = ( \-

p

]dz
\dx dz N dp N dq I

/8V 8V Al eV H dV\
+ + q ]dy;

\dy dz N dp N dq/

in order that equations (13)i imply the relation (iF = 0, it is neces-

sary and sufficient that F satisfy the two conditions

(24)

We should reason similarly in all the other cases, and the result

obtained can be stated thus: In order that V(x, y, z, p, q) = C 6e a

first integral of the differential equations of one of the systems of char-

acteristics, it is necessary and sufficient that the function V he an

integral of the system of two linear equations which arise upon replacing

in the differential equations of the characteristics of the other system,

dx, dy, dp, dq hy

dV dV (dV dV\ /dV dV\
,

,
- +p ,- + q

dp dq \ dx dz I \ dy dzj

respectively.

If V{x, y, z, p, q) is an integral of equations (24), we have identi-

cally, in the same way in which we obtained this system,

dV 1 dV
dV = (dz — pdx — qdy) H {N dp + Ldx -t- \\dy),

dz N dp

1 8V
H {Ndq + Xidx + Hdy);
N dq

conversely, if we have obtained, by any means whatever, three

multipliers /ni, 1x2, j^s, such that we have identically

dU = fiiidz — pdx — qdy) + ^i2{N dp + Ldx + Xidy)

+ yL^{Ndq + X2dx + Hdy),
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it is clear that U = C is a, first integral for this system of character-

istics. The investigation of first integrals thus also comes down to

the investigation of the integrable combinations of the differential

equations of the characteristics.

When the functions L, H, N, Ai, A2 are arbitrary, system (24)

possesses no other solution than the trivial solution V = C. We
have already seen how we can tell whether this system has other

integrals, and how to obtain these integrals by integrating ordinary

differential equations (II, 2, 88-89).

The knowledge of a first integral permits us to find integrals of

the second order equation (8). Indeed, if V(x, y, z, p, q) = C is

a first integral of the differential equations of one of the systems of

characteristics, every integral of the first order partial differential

equation V(x, y, z, p, q) = C {except perhaps for singular integrals)

is also an integral of the second order equation (8).

Let us suppose always that N # 0, and let V be an integral of

system (24). Every non-singular integral S of the first order equation

F = C is a source of characteristic curves, and the manifold Mi,
formed by the elements of the surface along one of these curves,

satisfies the differential equations (II, 2, 84)

dx dy dz —dp — dq
(25)

cV dV cV cV cV cV 8V cV— — P-:- + q^ ^-+P^~ -- + ?
—

8p cq cp cq ex cz cy cz

Comparing these equations to relations (24), we see that the elements

of the manifold Mi satisfy the differential equations obtained by

replacing, in formulas (24), cVjcp, cVJcq, {cVjèx) + pidVjêz),

{cVjcy) 4- q{cV/cz) by dx, dy, —dp, — dq respectively, that is,

satisfy equations (13)2- The manifolds Mi are therefore also the

characteristic manifolds for equation (8) and, consequently (III, 18),

the surface S is an integral of this equation.

Conversely, if all the non-singular integrals of the equation V(x, y, z,

p, q) = C are also integrals of equation (8), for any value of the

constant C, dV = is an integrable combination of the differential

equations of one of the systems of characteristics of equation (8). Indeed,

let Ml be a characteristic manifold of the equation F = C; all the

elements of Mi belong to an infinity of non-singular integrals of

the equation V = C and, consequently, to an infinity of integrals

of equation (8). Every manifold Mi, defined by the differential

equations (25), must therefore belong to one of the systems of

characteristics, and, therefore, the function V must satisfy the
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relations which we derive from the differential equations of one

of these systems by replacing dx, dy, dp, dq in it by the corresponding

denominators of formulas (25).

^

If system (24), or one of the systems formed in the same way
utilizing the differential equations of one of the systems of char-

acteristics, possesses two distinct integrals, u and v, <f){u, v) is also

an integral, whatever the function
<f)

(II, 2, 89) and all the non-

singular integrals of the equation <f){u, v) = are also integrals of

the second order equation. Conversely, if S is an integral of equa-

tion (8), we can choose the function ^ so that it is also an integral

of the first order equation <l>{u, v) = 0. Indeed, let us consider

on the surface S the characteristics of the system for which u = C
and V = C are two first integrals, and let F be another curve of

this surface, different from these characteristics. Along this curve

r u and V are functions of a single variable parameter and are con-

nected, consequently, by a relation (f>{u,v) = 0; this relation holds

at all points of S. Let Jf be a point of S; the characteristic of the

system considered which passes through M intersects F in a point

6 We can also establish this property directly. From the equation

V(x, y, z, p, q) = C

we derive, differentiating with respect to x and to y,

dv ev ev ev ev ev ev ev
(e) 1 p -\ r -\ s = 0, 1 q -\ s H 1 = 0.

dx 8z dp dq dy dz dp dq

If from these relations we take two of the second order derivatives, r and s

for example, and substitute them in equation (8), the result of the substitution

must reduce to an identity. Indeed, if this result is not independent of t, we
could find from it the value oit, and, therefore we should have the three second

order derivatives expressed in terms of x, y, z, p, q. Successive differentiations

would permit us to express, step by step, all the partial derivatives of z in

terms of x, y, z, p, q, and the integrals common to equation (8) and to F = C
could depend only upon a finite number of arbitrary constants. If the result

of the substitution is independent of t, since this result does not contain C,

equation (8) cannot possess all the integrals of F = C, unless the result is

not identically zero.

If then we return to the geometric interpretation of the text, we can say

that the line D, represented by equations (e), in which we regard r, s, t as the

running coordinates, must lie on the surface represented by equation (8).

It follows that V must satisfy one of the systems which we obtain by replacing

dx, dy, dp, dq by

dV
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Mq, and, since u and v keep the same value along this characteristic,

we also have <f){u, v) = <f){uQ, vq) = 0. We see therefore that every

integral of the second order equation (8) also satisfies a first order

equation of the form ^(u, v) = 0, and conversely.

The equation ^(%, v) = 0, which we can also write as v = ils{u)

and which depends upon an arbitrary function, is called an inier-

mediate integraV of the second order equation.

We can verify by a direct calculation that the equation <f>{u, v) =
is equivalent to equation (8). Let us represent by dujdx, dvjdx,

du/dy, dv/dy the derivatives of u and v, taken by regarding z as a

function of the variables x and y, p and q as its partial derivatives
;

from the equation <f){u, v) = we derive a second order equation,

independent of the function (ft,

du dv du dv
= 0,

dx dy dy dx

or, upon expanding,

(du du du du \ (dv dv dv dv— + —p + —r + —s] \— + —q + —s + —
dx dz dp dq / \dy dz dp dq

(dv dv dv dv \ (du du du du \— + —p + —r + —s] — + — î + — 5 + — « = 0.

dx dz dp dq / \dy dz dp 8q /

Let us always suppose that equation (8) has a term in ri — 5^

and that u and v are two integrals of system (24). Let us multiply

each of the terms of the preceding equation by N^ and then replace

(du du\ (dv dv

\dx dzj \dx dz'

by their expressions in formulas (24) ; then, taking account of the

values of Ai + A2 and A1A2, we end up, after several easy reductions,

with the equation

D{u, v)

N—J— [Hr + 2Ks + Lt + M + N{rt - s^)] = 0,

Dip,q)

which differs from equation (8) by only a factor.

' We sometimes also call intermediate integrals every first order equation

F = C, all of whose non-singular integrals satisfy equation (8).
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To sum up, when the differential equations of one of the systems

of characteristics have two distinct integrable combinations, the inte-

gration of Monge-Amjpere is reduced to the integration of a first order

equation depending upon an arbitrary function. We can, in general,

effect the integration of this first order equation only after having

taken a fixed form for the arbitrary function. But the solution of

Cauchy's problem always reduces, in this case, to the integration

of a system of ordinary differential equations. Indeed, if we are

given a manifold Mi, the coordinates of an element {x, y, z, p, q)

are functions of a variable parameter a. Replacing x, y, z, p, q by
their expressions in u and v, the results obtained are functions

U{(x.) and F(a) of a. In order for all the elements of Mi to belong

to an integral of the equation v — ifi{u), the function must satisfy

the relation F(a) = i/>[C/(a)] which in general determines this func-

tion. The function i/r once known, we are reduced to Cauchy's prob-

lem for a first order equation.

Equations (24) have at most three distinct integrals; for this to

be so, they must form a complete system (II, 2, 89). We shall easily

verify, in making the calculations, that this cannot take place if

Ai = A2, and this condition is not sufficient. Let u, v, w be three

distinct integrals; equation (8) then possesses two distinct inter-

mediate integrals, v = ijj{u), w = Tr{u). Equation (8) also has two
intermediate integrals when the two systems of characteristics are

distinct, if the differential equations of each of the systems have

two integrable combinations. Let us suppose, for the sake of definite-

ness, that equations (24) have two distinct integrals u and v, and

that equations (24'), obtained by permuting Ai and A2,

(24')

/ /dVi dVi\ 8Vi dVi
N

(
-\-p - L Ai = 0,

\ dx dz I dp dq

idVi dVi\ 8Vi dVi
nI + q - A2 H = 0,

\ \ dy dz J dp dq

have themselves two distinct integrals, ui and vi ; equation (8) then

has the two intermediate integrals v = ^(w), vi = viui). But we
deduce from equations (24) and (24')

dV /dVi dVi\ dVi/dV dV\

dp \ dx dz) dp \dx dzj

dV (dVi dVi\ dVi/dV dV\
+ + q + q =0,

dq \ dy dz/ dq \ dy dz/
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and therefore [v — i(i(u), vi — -{ui)] = 0, whatever be the arbitrary-

functions ip and 7T. It follows (II, 2, 80) that the two simultaneous

equations of the first order

V = l/j{u), Vi = Tt{Ui)

form a completely integrable system. Since we cannot in general

solve these two equations for the derivatives p and q, inasmuch as

the functions ip and v do not have a definite value, we introduce

two new independent variables a and jS, by setting u = a., Ui = ^,

which gives v — ifj{x), vi = tt(^). From these four relations we can

now express x, y, p, q as functions of z, a, j3, «/((a), 7r(j3); replacing

p, q, dx, dy by their values in the relation dz = p dx + q dy, we get

finally an equation in total differentials

dz = Pdx + Qdp,

where P and Q depend upon z, a, ^, «/((a), ^'(a), 7t(^), 7r'(j3), which

is completely integrable, whatever the functions i/r(a) and 7r()3).

Once this equation has been integrated, we will have x, y, z expressed

in terms of two parameters a and jS.

20. Miscellaneous applications. Examples. 1. The two

systems of characteristics of the equation rt — s^ = are identified

and the differential equations

dp = 0, dq = 0, dz — pdx — qdy =

have three integrable combinations, for we can write the last as

d{z — px — qy) = 0. We therefore have two intermediate integrals

q = (j>{p), z - px - qy = if>{p)\

in order to derive the general integral from it, it is sufficient to return

to the calculations already made. (I, 215.)

2. The equation q^r — 2pqs + pH = likewise has only one

system of characteristics, for equation (16) here becomes

g2A2 + 2pqX + _p2 = and has the double root — pjq. In this case

differential equations (15) become

dz — pdx — qdy = 0, pdx + qdy = 0, qdp — pdq = 0;

we notice readily three integral combinations

dz = 0, d (-\ =0, dlx + -y\ =0.
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The equation therefore possesses the two intermediate integrals

q + p </>(2) = 0, X + {q/p)y + fp{z) = which are integrated without

difficulty. But we obtain immediately the general integral of the

equation under consideration by eliminating q/p between the two
intermediate integrals. We are thus led to the equation

X - y<f>{z) + 4s{z) = 0,

which represents the ruled surfaces having the ary-plane as directing

plane (II, 2, 93).

3. The equation (I + q^)s — pqt = expresses the fact that the

sections of the surface z = f{x, y) made by planes parallel to the

plane a; = are lines of curvature. Formulas (17)i and (17)2 give

us for the differential equations of the two systems of characteristics,

(17')i dz — pdx — qdy = 0, dx = 0,

(1 + q^) dp - pqdq = 0,

(17')2 dz — pdx — qdy = 0, (1 + q^) dy + pqdx = 0,

dq = 0.

Each of these has two integrable combinations; indeed, we derive

from equations (17')i dx = 0, d{p/\/l + q^) = 0, and from equa-

tions (17') 2, dq = 0, d{y + qz) = 0. Consequently, the equation of

second order has two intermediate integrals which we can write as

p = V^ - ?V(^). y + qz = <f>iq),

/and
(f>
being arbitrary functions. We would have been able to obtain

the first immediately by writing the second order equation in the

form

s qt

P 1+^2

and observing that the two members are the derivatives, with respect

to y, of log p and of |log (1 + q^). This first order equation has the

complete integral

z = Vl Ta2/(a:) + ay + b,

and the general integral is represented by the system oftwo equations

z = Vrr^^fix) + ay + <f>{a), y + <f>'{a) + fjx) = 0,

Vl + «2
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which permit the expression of y and z in terms of x and of the

auxiliary parameter a. The reader will verify without difficulty

that this solution differs only in notation from that which has been
given.

4. The equation rt — s'^ + a'^ = which arises in the mechanical

theory of heat, has two systems of characteristics whose differential

equations are respectively

!dz — pdz — qdy — 0, dz — pdx — qdy = 0,

dp + ady = 0, (II) dp - ady = 0,

dq — adz = 0; v dq + adx = 0.

We notice at once two integrable combinations for each of these

systems, and consequently two intermediate integrals, which we
shall write as

q — ax =
<f)'{p + ay), q + ax = ifj'{p — ay),

(f>
and ip being arbitrary functions. Appljnng the method explained

at the close of the preceding paragraph, let us set p + ay = cc,

p — ay = ^, we then derive from the preceding equations

f(i3)-f(a) a-^ a + ^ f (a) + f (^3)

X = , y = , p = , q = ,

2a '2a 2 2

and putting these values of x, y, p, q into dz = p dx + q dy, we get

a + Ô 4>' + 4^'

dz = -{dijj' - d<f>') + — {dx - d^)
4a 4a

,/,' + 0' - (a + iS) cf>"{x)

= dx
4a

(a + iS) ri^) - <^'(«) - f (^) ^^+ dp.
4a

From this we deduce by integration by parts

[f (a) + f (jS)] (a - iS) 1

2 =
4a

1 ra<?i"(a) dx + - (prW dp,
2a J 2a J
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and finally

(a + ^) [f (iS) - ,^'(a)] + 2,^(a) - 20(^3)
z =

4a

We thus have expressions for x, y, z as functions of two variable

parameters a and j3, and the arbitrary functions ^(a) and 0(j3).

5. Let us again consider the equation 5 = kpz, which we can write

as

da dz^_ _ 1 Ï.— 2 '

dx dx

and which has consequently the intermediate integral

8z hz^
(26) =

<l>{y),
dy 2

^ being an arbitrary function. We can put this function in such a

form that the general integral of Riccati's equation (26) is obtained

explicitly. We know, indeed, that this general integral is a rational

function of first degree of the constant of integration, which here

is an arbitrary function of a: ; it is therefore of the form

02(t/)

z = 0i(y) +
X + 03(t/)

01, 02, 03 being definite functions oïy and X an arbitrary function

of X. It will suffice to choose the functions 0i, 02, 03 in such a way
that the first member of equation (26) does not contain X in order

for z to be the general integral of an equation of this form (26).

We thus find the conditions

0'2 - A;0i02 = 0, 202 0'3 + ^02^ = 0,

which permit us to express 02 and 0i in terms of 03, 0'3, 0"3.

Setting 03 = F, we get 02 =-(2/^)7', then 0i = {\lk){Y"IY'),

and the general integral of the equation s = kpz consequently is

1 Y" 27'
(27) z = --

k Y' k{X + Y)

X and Y being arbitrary functions of x and y, respectively.
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6. Liouville's equation s = e*^ jg reducible to the preceding.

Indeed let us consider the system of two simultaneous equations

du
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In his works on the rectilinear motion of gases, Hugoniot^ (see

below, III, 36) has been led to look for an integral of an equation

of the form (29), tangent to the plane z = all along a curve. The
theory of characteristics easily provides the solution of this problem.

The curve of contact L is necessarily a characteristic curve lying

on the solution 2 = 0, and therefore this curve is an integral of the

differential equation

H{0, 0) dy^ - 2 K{0, 0) dxdy + L{0, 0) dz^ = 0,

since we also have p = q = at every point of the integral 2 = 0.

This curve is therefore a straight line D. This being granted, let S
be an integral surface tangent to the a:?/-plane all along D ; this sur-

face is generated by the characteristics of the system different

from the one to which D belongs, coming from different points of

D. If dui = is an integrable combination of the differential equa-

tions of this system, ui{p, q) is constant all along each of these char-

acteristics, and consequently is equal to wi(0, 0) at all points of S.

It follows that the surface *S is an integral of the first order equation

^i(P> ?) = ^i(0, 0), and conversely, every integral surface of this equa-

tion is a solution of the problem, provided that it is tangent to the

a:y-plane. To resolve the question, we must be given one further

condition, for example to require the surface sought for to pass

through a curve which, naturally, must be tangent to the xy plane.

The problem then reduces to the determination of a devel-

opable surface passing through a given curve, and having as

its directrix cone a given cone. We shall obtain this surface by
taking for each tangent to the curve a plane parallel to a tangent

plane to the directrix cone (II, 2, 81).

We would obtain another family of solutions by starting from

the first order equation uz{p, q) = U2{0, 0).

II. LAPLACE'S METHOD. CLASSIFICATION OF LINEAR
EQUATIONS

2L Intermediate integrals of a linear equation. The two
systems of characteristics of the equation

(30) s + ap + bq + cz + g = 0,

where a, b, c, g are functions of x, y, are always distinct, and their

^Journal de VEcole Polytechnique, Vol. 33, Official Reports 57 and 58, 1887.
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dififerential equations are respectively

(dz — pdx — qdy = 0, dz = 0,

(31)i
[dp + {ap + bq + cz + g) dy = 0,

idz - pdx - qdy = 0, dy = 0,

\dq + {ap + hq + cz + g) dx = 0.

Each of these systems has an integrable combination dx = or

dy = 0, in order that there be an intermediate integral, it is neces-

sary and sufficient that one of them possess a second integrable

combination. According to a general proposition stated above
(III, 19) and easy to verify in the present case, in order that the

relation dV = be a consequence of equations (31), for example,

the function V must satisfy the two conditions

dV dV dV 8V
= 0, 1 p {ap + bq + cz + g) = 0.

dp 8x dz dq

The first shows that V must be independent of p, and therefore

it will be necessary that the coefficient ofp and the term independent

of p be zero separately in the second relation ; this permits us to

replace the preceding system by the system

8V dV
(32) A{V) =^-{bq + cz + g)— = 0,

ex cq

8V 8V
B{V) = a = 0,

8z 8q

where V is an unknown function of x, y, z, q. This system already

has the solution V = y; in. order for it to have another solution,

not reducing to a function of y, it is necessary and sufficient that it

be a Jacobian system (II, 2, 89) ; that is, that we have identically

A[B{V)] = B[A{V)], where A{a) = B{bq + cz + g). This condition

is reducible to {8aJ8x) + ab — c = 0.

Without the necessity of integrating system (32), we can see

directly that this condition is sufficient for the existence of an inter-

mediate integral, for the equation under consideration, (30), can

always be written

8

(33) -
ox

I h az] + b i h az] -
{

\- ab - c] z + g = 0.

\8y J \8y / \8x J
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When (da/dx) + ab — cis zero, equation (33) reduces to a linear

equation of the first order

8u
(34) +bu + g = 0,

ox

where we have taken u = {Bzjdy) + az as an auxiliary unknown.
The general integral of equation (34)

U = e-Sbdx 7 _ L eSbdx dx

leads us then to an intermediate integral of equation (30)

— g e^bdx dx
,

dz
(35) \- az = e-Sbdx

dy

where Y is an arbitrary function of y. This first order equation can

in turn be integrated as an ordinary differential equation in which

y is the independent variable, and the general integral of equation

(30) is represented by the formula

eSady 2 = X + ef<^<iy-Sbdx ly — \ g e^^^^ dx dy,

X being an arbitrary function of x. We see that this integral is of

the form

J
(36) z = oiX + p + \ yYdy,

a, ^, y being determinate functions of a; and y; one of the arbitrary

functions X occurs here explicitly, while the second arbitrary func-

tion Y is involved under the integral sign.

Interchanging the role of the variables x and y, we shall see

similarly that there is an intermediate integral when {db/8y) +ab — c

is zero. The general integral is represented by a formula analogous

to formula (36), which would be derived from it by permuting x

and y, X and Y.

The two expressions h = {8a/ dx) + ab — c, k = (db/dy) + ab —c
are called the invariants of equation (30) ; it is easily verified that

these invariants do not change when we make a change of the

unknowns such that c = X(x, y)z' for any function X{x, y). The
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result we have just established may be stated thus: In order that

equation (30) luive an irderrnediatf: integral, it is nece^ssary and sufficient

thai one oj the invariants h or k be zero.

Example. Let us take the equation (x — y)s — q = (), for which

the invariant h is zero ; it has the intermediate integral q = Y(x — y),

and consequently the general integral has as its expression

/
2 = X + I Yix-y) dy.

In order to dispense entirely with integral signs, it is enough to

replace the arbitran,- function Y by the second derivative Y" of an

arbitrary' function, which gives us as the general integral an entirely

explicit form

z = X + Y + {x - y)Y'.

Remark. It may happen that the two invariants h and k are

simultaneously zero. If this is so, we have (cajcx) = (chjcy) and a and

h are the partial derivatives of a function X(x, y), a = [cXjcy),

b = {cXjcx), and in addition we have

c^X cX cX
c = + .

CX cy ex dy

Setting z = e-^x, equation (30) reduces to an equation whose

integration is immediate: ichi'cxcy) + gix, y)e^ = 0.

22. Laplace transformations. If neither of the invariants

h and k is zero, equation (.30) does not have an intermediate integral.

Laplace^ made loioA^-n a method of transformation which permits

us to integrate the equation in an unlimited number of new cases.

Let us suppose, for the sake of definiteness, that h 7^ 0. Then upon

setting

cz
(37) — J- az = 21,

cy

9 Recherches sur le calcul intégral aux différences partielles (Mémoires de l'Aca-

démie, 1773). We are indicating only the principle of the method, and we shall

refer the reader desirou-s of thoroughly examining this subject to the excellent

chapters -which M. Darboux has devoted to it (Leçons sur la Théorie générale

des surfaces. Vol. II).
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we have already seen that equation (30) can be written as

(38) + hzi + g = hz.
dx

Let us consider equations (37) and (38) as a system of two simul-

taneous equations in the two unknowns z and 2i. Elimination of zi

clearly leads to equation (30), which we shall henceforth call equation

(E). On the other hand, upon eliminating z we are led to an equation

of the form (Ei), where the unknown is zi

d^zi 8zi dz\

(El) + ai + 6i + cizi + É^i = 0,
ox oy ex dy

the coefficients «i, bi, ci, and gi having the values below:

(39)

/ 8\ogh da 8b 8\ogh
ai — a , bi = b, ci = c 1 b ,

8y 8x 8y 8y

8 log ^\ 8g^ / 8[ogh\ 8g

\ 8y / 8y

It is clear that the integration of equation (Ei) and that of equation

(E) constitute two equivalent problems, for formulas (37) and (38)

provide a one-to-one correspondence between the integrals of the

two equations. Now the invariants hi and ki of (Ei) have for their

values, as an easy calculation shows,

(40)

^1 cannot be zero since we have supposed ^# 0, but it may happen
that ^1 is zero without either of the invariants h and k being zero.

If this is so, equation (Ei)has an intermediate integral and the general

integral is represented by a formula such as (36), with two arbitrary

functions X and Y. According to formula (38), we can derive from
it an expression for the general integral of (E) of the form

z = AqX + AiX' + B + \ CYdy,
J

{ Sai
hi = 1- aibi — ci = 2h -

8x
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Aq, Al, B, C being definite functions of x and y, and X' being the
derivative of X.

Entirely in the same way, if the invariant k is not zero, the two
simultaneous equations

èz dz_i
(41) \- bz = z_i, h az_i + g = kz

dx cy

will lead, by the elimination of 2_i, to equation (E) itself, and, by
elimination of z, to a new equation (E_i)

c2 2_1 cz_i cz_i
(E_i) ^-^- + a_i + b_i + c_i 2_i + g_i = 0,

ex cy ex cy

with the foliowdng expressions for a-i, b-i, c_i, g-i:

' c log k
a_i = a, b_i = b ,

ex

cb ca è log k
c_i = c

i
a ,

cy ex ex

I c\o^k\ ëg
g-i = gib — + —

\ ex I ex

The invariants of (E_i) are respectively

c^ log k
(43) A_i = k, k_x = 2k -h ^—.

ex cy

If the invariant k-i is zero, we shall be able to integrate the

equation (E_i) and consequently equation (E).

When any of the invariants h-i, k-i is not equal to zero, we
cannot integrate equation (E) in this way; we can then apply the

same transformations to the two equations (Ei), (E-i), but it is to

be noticed that each of these will not give rise to two new equations.

Let us take for example equation (Ei), and let us apply to it the

second Laplace transformation by setting

czi 8zi
z' = f- 6i2i = — h 621.

ex ex

Referring back to formula (38) we see that we shall have

mi
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z' = hz — g, so that the equation obtained in z' reduces, by a simple

transformation, to equation (E) itself. The first transformation

applied to (E_i) will lead similarly to an equation which differs

from (E) only by a very simple change of variable. As far as inte-

gration is concerned, it is clear that these equations can be con-

sidered as identical. Therefore, the repeated application of Laplace's

method will only lead to a linear sequence of equations

. . . (E_2), (E_i), (E), (El), (E2), . . .

with positive and negative indices, in which each equation (E<),

where i > is derived from (E^-i) by the first transformation and
where each equation (E_;) where j > is derived from (Ei_;) by
the second. The sequence of equations with positive index can be

extended so long as we do not come to an equation (E<) for which

hi is zero. If we do come, after i transformations, to an equation (Ef)

for which h{ = 0, this equation is integrable, and, going back step

by step, we can derive from it the general integral of the equations

(Ej-i), (Ei_2)> . . -, up to equation (E). The same will be true if we
come to an equation (E_y) for which the invariant k-j is zero, by
applying j times the second Laplace transformation.

Example. Let us apply the method to the equation

{x - y)s + p - q = 0,

which does not have an intermediate integral. Let us set

8z z

zi = — +
dy X - y

the equation becomes

dzi z\ 2z
+ = 0,

dx X — y {x — y)2

and the elimination of z leads to an equation in zi

dzi dzi

32 Z]_ dx dy 2zi

ÔX By X — y {x — y)
- iA2
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This new equation is integrable, for we can write it as

d ICZ\ 2i \ 1 ICZ\ Z\ \_ _ _ = 0,
ex \ cy X — yj x — y \ cy x — yl

and we deduce from this that it has the intermediate integral

dz\ z\

= Y{x - y),
dy X - y

Y being an arbitrary function of y. The general integral is therefore

2Z +
J

Y{x - yf dy

21 =
X - y

in order to dispense altogether with the integral sign, it is sufficient

to replace Y by Y", which yields

X + Y
21 = 2 + 2 7' + (X - y)Y".

X - y

Finally, we have as the general integral of the equation in z

z = {x -y) (7' - X') + 2X + 27.

Laplace's method is only a particular application of a more

general method, due to G. Darboux, who extends it to all second

order equations in two independent variables. Despite all the interest

of this method, equations whose integration it permits form a very

special class, and second order equations capable of formal inte-

gration are exceptional. Also, instead of looking for the general

integral, we seek chiefly to determine particular integrals satisfying

given conditions, sufficient to determine them. These conditions,

borrowed most often from problems of mathematical physics, are

very different, according as the characteristics are real or imaginary.

This fact leads us to indicate a classification of second order equa-

tions based on this property.

23. The three types of linear equations. Let us consider in

particular an equation of the form

(44) Ar -f 2Bs -^ Ct + F{x, y, z,p, g) = 0,
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the coefficients A, B, C depending only upon the independent vari-

ables X and y. On every integral surface, the two families of char-

acteristic curves are obtained by the integration of the differential

equation

(45) A dy^ - 2Bdxdy + C dz^ = 0,

which is independent of the integral under consideration. These

curves are therefore projected onto the a;i/-plane as the two families

of curves which satisfy the first order, second degree equation (45).

Conversely, every curve of this type is the projection on the xy-

plane of an infinity of characteristics of equation (30).

Indeed, equation (45) decomposes into two equations of the first

order and of first degree

(45)i aidy + h\dx = 0,

(45)2 (i^dy + hidx = 0,

«1. ^1) «2, ^2 being functions of x and y, each one of which belongs

to one of the systems of characteristics. Let us consider in particular

one of these systems defined by the three equations

dz = pdx + qdy, a\dy + hidx = 0, E dp + G dq + H dx = 0,

E, G, H being functions of x, y, z, p, q whose precise expression it is

unnecessary to write. Let F be a space curve which projects on the

xy-ipla,ne as a curve C along which we have

aidy + bidx = 0;

X, y, z being known functions of a parameter a, the relation

dz = pdx + ç (??/ permits the expression of one of the two unknowns,

say p, as a function of q and of a. Putting these values of x, y, z, p
into the last equation

Edp + Gdq + Hdx = 0,

we arrive at a first order differential equation for the determination

of q. We see therefore that the curve F belongs in general to an

infinity of characteristic manifolds of equation (44), depending upon
an arbitrary constant. We shall often for brevity call the two families

of plane curves in the a:î/-plane, defined by the differential equation

(45), the characteristic curves of equation (44); it is an abbreviated

expression whose meaning can present no ambiguity.

When the coefficients A, B, C are real functions of the real vari-

ables X and y, we are led to introduce the following distinction. If

B^ — AC is positive, the two families of characteristics are real
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and distinct; equation (44) is the hyperbolic type. If B^ — AC is

negative, the two families of characteristics are imaginary; equation

(44) is the elliptic type. Finally, ii B^ — AC is zero, there is only one

family of characteristics, and it is real ; the equation belongs to the

parabolic type. It is evident that the same equation can belong to

different types depending upon the plane region being considered.

The two families of characteristics being assumed distinct, let

^[z, y) = const., ri{x, y) = const., be the formulas which represent

the general integral of equations (45)i and (45)2, respectively;

|(x, y) and ri{x, y) satisfy respectively the two equations

d^ d^ drj 8r)

ai 6i— = 0, 02 62 — = 0,
dx dy dx dy

and consequently are the integrals of the first order equation

(46) Aij.) +2B±^+C U) =0.
\dx/ cx cy \oyl

This granted, let us suppose that we take ^{x, y) and ri{x, y) as new
independent variables; equation (44) is transformed into a new
equation of the same form

c'^z c^z ë^z / dz 8z\

(47) Ai + 2Bi + Ci^- + FiU,7j, z, —, — = 0,

whose characteristics are the integral curves of the differential

equation

Ai drf- - 2Bi didr) + Crd^ = 0.

Now, according to the very definition of characteristic manifolds

(III, 17), it is clear that the characteristics of the new equation (47)

correspond to the characteristics of the first. They are therefore

the two families of lines f = const., -q = const., and we have

Ai = Ci = 0, so that equation (47) contains only the second order

derivative d^zjd^d-q. We say then that the equation is referred to

these characteristics.

When equation (44) is of parabolic type, we shall take for ^{x, y)

an integral of equation (46), the second variable t]{x, y) being any

function whatever distinct from ^. The new equation ought to have

only one system of characteristics, composed of the lines | = const.

The two coefficients Ai and Bi must therefore be zero, and equation

(47) contains only one second order derivative, [d^z/dr]^). These

results, which the general theory of characteristics makes intuitive,
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are easy to verify by computation. Indeed, we find according to the

general formulas of change of variable that the coefiicients Ai, Bi, Ci
have the following values, whatever the functions ^{x, y), r){x, y):

(48)

^1 = ^ - +25--+ c(-\,
\dx/ 8x 8y \dyl

dèd-n ^ /8^ 8rj 8^ 8rj\ 8i 8ri

Bi = A + Bl + +^
'

8x 8x \8x 8y 8y 8xJ 8y 8y

\ \8xl 8x 8y \8y)

the coefficients Ai and C\ are indeed zero when we take for ^, 17 two
distinct integrals of equation (46). If £2 _ j^q _ q^ equation (46)

can be written in the two equivalent forms

8f 8f 8f 8fA— + B— = 0, B—+C— = 0,
8x 8y 8x 8y

and Ai and Bi will be zero, provided that ^ is an integral of this

equation.

When equation (44) belongs to the elliptic type, the preceding

transformation introduces two conjugate imaginary variables

^{x, y) and 17(0:, y). If we wish to employ only real transformations

and real variables, it suffices to take in place of |, -q the two real

variables X = ^ + -q, Y = {^ — r])/i, which replace 8^zl8^8r] by
8^z/8X^ + 8^z/8Y^. To sum up, every equation of the form (44)

whose coefficients A, B, C are real, can be reduced, by a suitable

choice of real variables, to one of the three following canonical

forms, each one of which belongs to a particular type:^^

10 We can get directly the canonical form which belongs to the elliptic

type without employing any imaginaries. Indeed, if we take as new variables

two functions ^(x, y), t}(x, y) satisfying the two equations

ëî
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d^z / dz dz\
{H) ——- + fU,rj,z,—:'—) =0 (hyperboUc type)

;

CÇ Ctj \ C^ C-qJ

d^z c'^z I cz cz\

8^^ Crf- \ c$ CTj/

c^ z I cz cz\
(P) -- + / ^, 77, 2, — , — = (parabolic type).

C-rf \ Ct, ÎT]}

When equation (44) is completely linear, that is to say, linear

with respect to 2 and all its derivatives, the same is true of the

transformed equation (47), whatever the new variables |, -q may be.

The three canonical forms are therefore the follo^ving :

£2 2 dz dz
+ a— + h— + cz + g = 0,

8^ d-q d^ C7)

8^ z 8^ z 8z 8z
+ + a— + b— + cz + g = 0,

8^ 8ri^ 8$ 8rj

8^ z 8z 8z
+ a— + b— + cz + g = 0,

8ri^ 8i 8rj

a, b, c, g being functions of the variables |, rj alone. The second

form reduces to the first, if we introduce complex variables.

Examples: 1. The equation rx^ — ty^ = is the hyperbolic type;

the characteristics project on the a^y-plane as the two famihes of

curves xy = C, y/x = C . Let us take for new variables ^ = xy,

T) = y/x; we have

8z y 8z 8z \ 8z

p = y , q = X 1

,

8^ x2 C-q 8^ X 8-q

c^ 2 w2 f2 2 y"^ £2 2 2w dz
r = y2 2- + - + — —,

8^ a;2 ^^^ a4 g^2 y^ ^
8"^ z c'^z 8^ z I

t = x^ + 2 + .

8^ 8^ 8-q 8rf- x2

The equation under consideration is changed into an equation

where the two invariants h and k are zero (HI, 21), and whose
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integration is easy,

ë^ z dz
2$ = 0.

d^ Br] drj

2. The equation ry^ + tx^ = belongs to the elliptic type; the

integral curves of the equation y^dy^ + x^dx^ = are imaginary.

Setting x^ = ^, y^ = V' ^^^ equation becomes

8^z Ô^z I /I8z 1 8z\
+ + - -— + -— = 0.

^^2 a7j2 2\$ d^ 7] d-qj

24. Study of Cauchy's problem in a special case. The
distinction between hyperbolic and elliptic equations can evidently

be extended to equations of the second order of any form whatever,

according to the nature of the characteristics. This distinction does

not occur in the investigation of intermediate integrals ; but, in the

elliptic case, all the reasoning based on the theory of characteristics

implicitly assumes that we are dealing with analytic integrals. It

is to be observed, moreover, that the formulas, almost identical

in appearance, can have entirely different interpretations, according

to the type of equation to which they refer. In order to make this

essential point very clear, we are going to study Cauchy's problem

for the two equations s = 0,r + i = 0.

Let us take first of all the equation s = 0. Let Mi be a manifold

defined by the five real functions x = /i(a), y = /2(a), z = /3(a),

p = ^i(a), q = <f>2{(x.) of the variable a, satisfying the relation

f'sia) = ^i(a)/'i(a) + ^2(a)/'2(a)- The equation s = has two
intermediate integrals p = ifi{x), q = n{y) and, in order to get the

integral which includes all the elements of Mi, we must first deter-

mine the arbitrary functions ip and tt by the two conditions

<^l(«) = 0[/i(a)], <^2(a) = 7r[/2(a)];

these functions being determined, the desired integral has for its

expression

Z = Zo +

Xq, yo, zq being the coordinates of a point on the given curve, corres-

ponding to the value ao of the parameter. Let us make the change

of variables

4>{x) dx - 7r{y) dy,

J Xn J Vn

(49) x=fi{u), y=f2{v);
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the expression for z becomes, in view of the relations which deter-

mine the functions and 7t,

(50) 2 = zo + Hu)f'i{u)du + Mv)r2{v)dv.
•' ao *' ao

The coordinates x, y,zoi a, point of the surface sought for are thus

expressed in terms of two parameters u and v by formulas (49)

and (50). By assuming v = u,we indeed return to the given curve.

Let us set ourselves the same problem for Laplace's equation

r + t = 0, the given data being the same. Taking as new variables

$ = X + iy, 7) = X — iy, we have czjc^ = Pi = {p — iq)/^,

dzjdr) = qi = {p + iq)l'2, and the equation becomes d^z/d^d-q = 0.

As to the manifold Mi, it is replaced by a new manifold M'l,

defined by the relations

i = /i{a) + i/2(a), ., = /i(a) - if2{oi),

<^i(a) - i cf>2{v.) «Ai(a) + i <f>2{cc)

Pi =
, qi = . z = /3(a)

;

from the formulas just obtained we conclude that the integral of the

equation d^z/d^drj = 0, containing all the elements of M'l, is

represented by the equations

^ = fiiu) + if2{u), ri = fi{v) - if2{v),

1 r«

(51)

Z = Zo +

1 r
+

- f [<f>iiu) - iMu)] U'liu) + if'2{u)] du

- r m^) + ^M^)] [/'i(^) + */'2(^)] dv.

2 J an

Returning to the variables x, y, we obtain the following formulas

to represent the integral of the equation r + t = 0, which has all

the elements of the given manifold Mi :

(52)

fl{u) + fliv) + i[f2{u) - f2{v)]
X = — ,

2

fliu) -fliv) + i[f2{u) + f2{v)]

y = ,^
2i
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the formula which gives z not being changed. For real values of the

parameters u and v, x, y, and z have in general imaginary values;

if we assign imaginary values to these parameters, formulas (51)

and (52) have meaning only if the given functions /i, /2, <f>i, <f>2
are

analytic functions. Let us suppose these functions holomorphic in a

certain domain D of the plane of the complex variable a, containing

a segment ah of the real axis, which corresponds to the given curve.

These functions are represented, in the neighborhood of a = ao,

by a power series in (a — ao) with real coefficients, and therefore

assume conjugate imaginary values for conjugate imaginary values

of the variable in the domain D. In order that x, y, z be real, it will

suffice to assign conjugate imaginary values to the parameters u
and V, and the formulas which represent the integral can be written

(53)

X = ^[f,{u) + if2{u)l y = ^ I .

J

.

z= Z0 + ^\{ iUu) - iMu)} U'liu) + if'ziu)} du\ ,

3?(A) designating the real part of A, and the complex variable u
describing the domain D. We see from this how many solutions of

Cauchy's problems for the two equations which appear identical

from the purely formal point of view, are in reality different. While

formulas (49) and (50) simply suppose that the functions which are

represented there are continuous and have continuous derivatives,

formulas (51) and (52) have exact meaning only if the given func-

tions fi, (f>i
are analytic functions, and in the final formulas (53),

which represent the solution, the variable parameter u must assume

complex values.

It is easy to be convinced that these conditions are not introduced

by the mode of solution adopted, but that they stem from the very

nature of the problem. Let C be a plane curve in the a:i/-plane, and

D a domain containing this curve. If we are given the values of a

function u and its partial derivatives 8u/8x, dujdy along C, these

values only being continuous and satisfying the relation

du du
du = — dx -] dy

dx By

along this curve, there does not exist in general a solution of the

Laplace equation A2U = 0, continuous in D along with its derivatives
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of the first two orders, no matter how small this domam, and whose
derivatives dujdx, dujdy assume the given values on the curve C.

Indeed, if such a solution existed, we should derive from it another

function v{x, y), satisfying the same conditions as u{x, y) in D, and
such that we have dvfdx = — {dujdy), dvjdy = dujdx. The
values of dvjdx, dvjdy being known along C, this function v{x, y)

will itself be determined along C, with the exception of an additive

constant ; u + iv will therefore be an analytic function holomorphic

in the domain D of x + iy, the value of which will be known all

along C. Now, we know that this function is completely determined

if we know its value along an arc of C, however small. It then follows

that the values of dujdx and of dujdy must be completely determined

at any point whatever of C, if the values of these derivatives are

known on a portion, however small, of this contour. It is clear that

this condition will not be satisfied if the given functions for dujdx,

dujdy are only continuous. In reality, this is not the Cauchy prob-

lem set up for the equation A2U = 0, but an entirely different prob-

lem, which will be studied later (Chap. V).

Exercises

1. Integrate the equations

/ P - Q\^
+ 2xys + yH = 0, 5 + = rt,

\ oc - yly'

rt — s"^ -\- f'{x)pt = 0, rt - s^ = pqs, qr + {zq — p)s — zpt = 0,

s = pq + e^f{x,y), rxy + s{z'^ + y^) + txy - py - qx = 0.

2. Find the surfaces whose lines of curvature of one of the

systems are the plane curves whose planes pass through a fixed

line {Joachimsthal surfaces), and the surfaces whose lines of curvature

of one of the systems lie on concentric spheres [Monge surfaces).

3. Determine the fimctions X{x, y) such that the equation r = XH

is integrable by Monge's method.

4. Determine the Monge-Ampere equations for which the char-

acteristics of one of the systems are asymptotic lines or lines of

curvature of the integral surfaces (Lie).

Determine similarly the equations for which the two families of

characteristics form a conjugate net on the integral surfaces.
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5. Minimal surfaces. If we write the equation of the tangent plane

to a surface in the form

(1 - aj3)Z + i(l + ai3)r + (a + ^)Z + ^a.jS) = 0,

a and (3 being two variable parameters, in order that this surface

have zero mean curvature, it is necessary and sufficient that we have

(III, 22)

(a - i8)
+ = 0.

8x 8^ 8x 8^

Deduce from it the general equations of surfaces of zero mean
curvature.



CHAPTER III

LINEAR EQUATIONS IN n VARIABLES

I. CLASSIFICATION OF EQUATIONS IN n VARIABLES

25. Characteristics of equations in n variables. The notion

of characteristic can be extended to second order partial differential

equations in any number of variables, and to equations of order

higher than the second. We shall treat only the case of a second

order equation in n variables, linear with respect to the second

order derivatives

(1) > atkPik + F{xi, . . . ,Xn, z,pi, . . . ,pn) = 0, pik = ——;—,
cxidxji

the coefficients atk depending only upon the variables xi, . . . , Xn-

The Cauchy problem for this equation can be stated in the following

manner: Given in a space of n dimensions (xi, X2, . . . , Xn) a hyper-

surface S represented by the equation

(2) 0(xi, X2, . . . , Xn) = 0,

find an integral of equation (1), knowing the values taken on by this

integral and one of its first order partial derivatives along S.

This problem is solved in general. Let us remark first of all that

the values of the n partial derivatives pi along S are not independent ;

if z and one of these derivatives are known at each point of S, we
can derive from this the other first order partial derivatives by means

of the identity dz = Hpi dxt. Indeed, on the hypersurface S, xi,

X2, . . . , Xn and z can be expressed in terms of the knowTi

functions of w — 1 parameters ui, U2, . . . , Un-i, and the preceding

relation is equivalent to n- — 1 distinct relations, which allow us to

calculate the values of the n derivatives pi if we know one of them.

89
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Let us suppose for example that equation (2) for S can be solved

for Xn\ we can take for parameters

U\ = Xi, . . . , Un-l = Xji-l.

Let n{xi, X2, . . . , Xn~i) be the function to which z must reduce

on this manifold. The n — \ relations

Btt dxji
—- =Pi + Pn-— {i=l,2,...,n-l)
OXi CXi

permit us to express the n — \ derivatives^!, p2, ... ,Pn-i in terms of

the derivative pn, which can be chosen arbitrarily along aS'.

When the functions a^^, F, O are analytic functions of their

arguments, we can take a new system of independent variables

(x'l, . . , x'n) in such a way that the equation of the hypersurface S
become x'n = in this new system of variables. Equation (1) is

replaced by an equation of the same form with analytical coefficients,

and the proposed problem is reduced to the study of an integral

of the new equation, which reduces for x'n = to a given function

f{x'i, . . . , x'n-i), while dzjdx'n reduces to another given function

^{x'l, . . . , x'n-i) of the same variables. These functions / and
will also be anal3rtic, if the data of the original problem are expressed

by analytic conditions. If the coefficient of 8^z/8x'^ is not zero in

the transformed equation, we can apply to this equation the general

theorem (II, 2, 94), and we conclude from it, returning to the

first equation, that the Cauchy problem possesses an analytic

solution holomorphic in the neighborhood of the hypersurface on
which the given values lie. If, on the other hand, the coefficient

a'nn of 8^z/dx'^ is zero in the transformed equation, we can no longer

apply the general existence theorem. Let us observe, without the

necessity of making the calculation, that this coefficient a'nn depends

only upon the coefficients aik and the function <E) itself, but does

not depend at all upon the given values on S. The hypersurfaces S,

for which a'nn is zero, are the characteristics of equation (1). These

characteristic hypersurfaces are defined by a first order partial

differential equation which we can form without making any changes

of variables. Let us suppose, indeed, that we knew the values of z

and its partial derivatives pi at every point of the hypersurface (2),

or, what amounts to the same thing, that we knew a system of

2n + 1 functions xi, p/c, z of n — I parameters, satisfying equation

(2) and the relation dz = Hpi dxi. In order to derive from this the
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values of the second order derivatives jpik, at any point whatever
of this manifold, we have the relations

(3) dpi = pndxi + . . . + Vnidzn {i = 1, 2, ... , n)

and equation (1) itself. Let us suppose, for simplicity, that we have
taken for parameters the (n — 1) variables x\ . . . , Xn-i-

Relations (3) give us

^i CXn Cpn dXn—— = Pik + Vinz—

.

-;—=:?««+ Vnn ,

cxjc cx]c cxi dxi

and consequently

dXn 8Xn Cpi Cpn dXn
Pik = Pnn + {i,k = \,2, . . . ,n - \).

cxi dx/c bxjc dxi dx]c

Putting the values of the derivatives puc, pni, taken from these

formulas, into equation (1), we obtain an equation of the first degree

to determine pnn

(4) Apnn + 5 = 0,

where the coefficient A has the expression

SCXji CXji

atk a, k = 1,2, ... ,n),

8xi dxfc

on condition that we replace cxnjcxn by (
— 1).

If A is not zero for the hypersurface considered, we obtain the

values of the derivatives pf^ at each point of *S, and, by passing on to

derivatives of higher order, we verify step by step that all these

derivatives can be calculated without ambiguity. We have the

general case where Cauchy's problem has one and only one solution.

The situation is no longer the same if the hypersurface S satisfies

the relation A = 0, which we can write in a more symmetric form

(6) y atk = {i,k=l,2,..., n),

cxi dxk

supposing this manifold defined by equation (2). The hypersurface

S is then a characteristic of the equation (1), and we can no longer

apply the reasonings of the general case. When we have A = 0,

£ = at the same time, the value of the derivative ^„„ is indeter-

minate, and the Cauchy problem presents an indeterminate situation.
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We have proved that this indeterminateness was variable when the

functions «i^, F, O, and the given values are analj^ic.i

Let us suppose the variables real, as well as the functions aijc,

F; in order that real characteristics exist, it is necessary that the

first order equation (6) have real integrals. Now the first member is

a quadratic form with respect to the derivatives of A , and therefore

can be written in the form of a sum of n squares of linear functions

of these derivatives multiplied by constant factors, when the

discriminant A of the form 'EaucUiU/c is not zero. This leads to a

classification of equations (1) based on the nature of the character-

istics.

If the discriminant A of the quadratic form is not zero, and if all

the coefficients of the squares are of the same sign, equation (6)

possesses no real integral, other than/ = C, and therefore there are

no real characteristics for equation (1). We say that it belongs to

the elliptic type.

If the discriminant A is not zero without all the coefficients of

the squares having the same sign, equation (6) has real integrals,

and there exist real characteristics for equation (1), which is said

to be of the hyperbolic type.

If the discriminant A is zero, equation (6) can be decomposed into

a sum of n — p squares {p > 0), and equation (1) belongs to the

parabolic type. An equation of this type can have real characteristics,

or not have any, according to the case. If for example n = 3, the

equation
{8(f)/

8x)^ = {8(f>/8y)^ has real integrals, while the equation

- + a-\ + -: + 6-1- =0
\8x 8z} \8y 8z!

possesses real integrals only if the two equations

8à> 8<J) 8é> 8<j>

_: + a_: = 0, — + 6— =
8x 8z 8y 8z

form a Jacobian system. Every equation which has real character-

istics is therefore of the hyperbolic type or of the parabolic type.

26. Wave propagation. Equations with real characteristics

occur, to the exclusion of equations of the elliptic type, in all

phenomena where there is wave propagation. It is easy to get a clear

1 The theorem has not yet been proven in an absolutely general fashion

for a non-analytic equation, but it has been verified in all the cases which
have been considered.
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idea of this a priori. Let us consider first of all a disturbance pro-

pagated along a straight line of indefinite length, taken as the

a;-axis. Let us suppose, for example, that we have a cylinder of

indefinite length, of very small cross section, filled with a gas whose
state at each instant is the same at every point of each slice per-

pendicular to the generatrices. This state is characterized by a

variable z, which depends upon the abscissa x of the slice considered

and upon the time t. In the most usual problems, z is an integral

of a second order equation linear in the second order derivatives

d^z d^z d^z

(7) H + 2K + L + M = 0,
8x^ dx dt dt^

which has the solution 2 = 0, corresponding to the state of rest.

We suppose that if we have just produced a disturbance in one
portion of the cylinder, this disturbance is propagated by waves,

that is to say that a slice with abscissa x, lying outside of the

disturbed portion at the beginning remains at rest until a certain

moment t = cf^ix) from which moment on it begins to vibrate. Let

us consider x and t as the rectangular coordinates of a point ; let C
be the curve having t = 0{a:) as its equation, and let z = f{x, t) be

the integral of equation (7) which is in accord with the phenomenon
studied. The curve C decomposes the a;^-plane into two regions;

in the region situated below C, we have t < (f){x) and 2 = 0; on the

other hand, in the region lying above C, z is different from zero.

Along the curve C, we shall accept as true that z and its partial

derivatives dzjdx, dzfdt are zero, which amounts to assuming that

2 and its partial derivatives vary continuously when we pass from the

part not yet disturbed to the part already disturbed. The integral

surface z = f{x, t) is therefore tangent to the plane 2 = all along

the curve C, which is consequently a characteristic of this particular

integral (III, 17); in other words, the equation t = ^(x), which

corresponds to the front of the wave, is that of a characteristic curve

on the plane z = 0.

These characteristic curves are the integral curves of the differen-

tial equation Hadf^ — 2Kodt dx + Lodx^ = 0, ^0, Kq, Lq designating

what the coefficients H, K, L become when we have replaced in

it 2, êz/dx, dzjdt by zero. In particular, when H, K, L do not contain

X and t. Ho, Kq, Lq are constants, and the two systems of character-

istics consist of parallel lines. The equation of the wave front

t = (f){x) is of the form t = ax + h, and we deduce from it that the

disturbance is propagated with a constant velocity l/a.
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Let us consider moreover the equation of the propagation of

sound in space. The components of the velocity of a gaseous molecule

located, at the instant t, at the point with coordinates {x, y, z) are

the partial derivatives of a function u{x, y, z, t), which satisfies the

partial differential equation

dhi 8hi 8^u 1 d^u

(8) + + = 0,
dx^ 8y^ 8z^ a^ dt^

a being a constant.

If, for t = 0, we introduce a disturbance restricted to a region

of space, the molecule located at a point {x, y, z) outside this region

remains at rest until the instant t = <j>{x, y, z), from which time on

u ceases being zero. The equation ^{x, y, z) = t, where t has a fixed

value, separates the region not yet disturbed from the region already

disturbed. If we allow u and its partial derivatives to vary continu-

ously as we pass from one region to the other, the equation

<f>{x, y,z) — t = represents, in four-dimensional space (x, y, z, t),

a characteristic hypersurface of equation (8), since there must

exist an integral of this equation which is tangent to the particular

integral u = all along this hypersurface. Relation (6), which

defines the characteristic hypersurfaces of equation (8), becomes in

the present case, assuming the equation of this hypersurface solved

for t,

/déA} /8cf>\^ /8cf>\^ 1

(«' y +y +y = ^-

according to a known result^, the equation

<f>{x, y, z) = C

2 We can also verify this result by showing that the orthogonal trajectories

of the family of surfaces (f){x, y, z) = C are lines. If u, v, w are the direction

cosines of the normal to the surface of this family which passes through a

point (x, y, z), we have, from equation (9),

d<l> 8(f> d(l>

u = a— , V = a—, w = a—

,

dx dy dz

and it is sufficient to prove that u, v, w do not change when we pass from a

point m of space to an infinitesimally nearby point m' along a line of direction

\u, V, w) coming from this point. Then we have, within a factor,

8^8<l> 8^ 8<}> 8^ 8(f>
1 8\(84>\^ /a.^\ 2

du = —- h
——-— h

'

3x2 8x 8x 8y 8y 8x 8z 8z 2 dxWdx] \8y.m-m-m]-"-
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then represents a family of parallel surfaces, and therefore the

successive positions of the wave front form a family of parallel surfaces.

We can state a more exact result. For t = 0, the equation

4>{x, y, z) = ought to represent the surface So which separates

the region of space already vibrating from the region at rest at the

instant t = 0. We obtain the integral of equation (9) satisfying this

condition by taking the envelop of the complete integral

«« = V{x - a)2 + {y - i3)2 + (2 - y)2,

when the point (a, ^, y) describes the surface Sq. Let t = F{z, y, z)

be the equation of this envelop; from the theory of variation of

parameters (II, 2, 90), F{x, y, z) is an integral of equation (9), and
it is clear that, for ^ = 0, the envelop reduces to the surface So
itself. We therefore obtain the position of the wave front at time t

by taking the envelop of the spheres of radius at whose center

describes the surface So ; it is evident that the portion of this envelop

which is exterior to So is alone involved in the question. All these

results, which have been deduced solely from the theory of character-

istics, wall be proven later (III, 28).

27. Generalities on completely linear equations. A large

number of problems in mathematical physics lead to partial differen-

tial equations, which are linear and homogeneous with respect to

the unknown function and its derivatives; the desired integral

must, besides, satisfy conditions which can be very diverse in nature.

From the linear form of these equations it follows that if^ particular

integrals are known, every linear combination with constant coeffici-

ents of these p integrals is also an integral. If an integral depending

upon one or several arbitrary parameters is known, we can derive

from it new integrals by differentiations or quadratures. For example,

let ^{x, y,z, . . . \a) be an integral depending on a parameter a,

not occurring in the coefficients of the equation under consideration.

We verify immediately that d(f>jda is also an integral, a fact we
explain because we can consider this derivative as the limit of a

linear combination of the two integrals

^{x, y, z, . . . ; a + h), (j>{x, y, z, . . . ; a).

The reasoning is general; if an integral depends upon a certain

number of parameters a,b,c, . . . ,1, not occurring in the coefficients

of the equation, every partial derivative, of any order whatever, of

the integral with respect to these parameters, is a new integral, if,
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however, these derivatives exist. It may happen also that the

derivatives of the integral with respect to one of the independent

variables are also integrals; this is what will happen, for example,

if one of the variables does not occur in the coefficients of the equa-

tion and if we take the derivatives with respect to this variable.

In particular, in the case of a linear equation with constant coeffici-

ents, all the partial derivatives of an integral are also integrals,

assuming, of course, that these derivatives exist and have them-

selves derivatives of an order equal to the order of the equation being

considered.

From an integral depending upon arbitrary parameters we can also

derive by quadratures integrals depending upon arbitrary functions.

Let us suppose, for example, that for a given linear equation in four

independent variables x, y, z, t, an integral u = ^(a;, y,z,t; a, b, c) is

known, depending upon the three arbitrary parameters. If we
multiply this particular solution by an arbitrary function f{a, b, c)

of these parameters, the integral of the product of f{a, b, c) by

<f){x, y,z,t; a, b, c), taken over a fixed domain of one, two, or three

dimensions of (a, 6, c)-space, will also be a solution of the partial

differential equation considered, whatever be the function /(a, b, c).

This results immediately from the customary formulas for differ-

entiation under the integral sign, but we can simply observe with

Fourier that an integral of this type is basically only the sum of an

infinity of particular solutions. When we know several distinct

particular integrals depending upon arbitrary parameters, we can

form in this manner other integrals depending upon arbitrary

functions. When we express the fact that the integrals thus obtained

satisfy desired conditions, we are led in general to integral equations

for the determination of the arbitrary functions.

It happens also, for certain particular integrals depending on

arbitrary parameters, that we can derive from them new integrals by

quadratures taken over domains which are themselves variable

with X, y, z, t. It is precisely these integrals which in general play the

most important role.^

If an infinity of linearly distinct integrals, (f>i, ^2, • • • > <l>n, • • • .

is known, it is evident that the series

+00

n=l

3 J. Le Roux has studied these integrals, which he calls principal, in several

papers (Annales de VÉcole Normale, 3rd series, Vol. XII, 1895; Journal de

Mathématiques, 5th series, Vol. IV, 1898; Vol. VI, 1900; Vol. IX, 1903).

We shall see an interesting example a little later (III, 28).
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where the coefficients C< are constants, is also an integral, provided

that this series, and those that can be derived from it by differentia-

tion up to the order of the equation, are uniformly convergent. It is

even possible that all these conditions are not necessary. From
every integral depending upon one or several arbitrary parameters,

we can evidently derive—and in an infinity of ways—an infinity of

linearly distinct particular integrals by assigning to these parameters

a set of particular values and, therefore, construct an infinity of

integrals with series representations. In general we choose the

particular values of these parameters to satisfy certain boundary
conditions. Let us suppose, for example, that an integral <^(x, y, z; a),

depending on a parameter a, is zero all along certain manifolds

for an infinite set of values of this parameter, ai, . . . , a^, . . . .

Every series 'LCn<f>{x, y, z; an) formally satisfies the equation under

consideration and vanishes along the same manifolds. If we can

determine the coefficients Cn so that this integral satisfies the other

conditions imposed on the desired solution, the problem will be

solved. It is clear that in each particular case the question of con-

vergence will have to be examined.

Most often, particular integrals containing arbitrary parameters

are suggested by the very nature of the problem, or by the analytic

form of the coefficients. For example, given an equation with

constant coefficients, analogy with linear differential equations of

the same type leads us to look for particular integrals expressed in

terms of the exponential function. Writing that e^^^^v is an integral

of an equation of this t3rpe in two variables, we obtain one

equation of condition between the constants a and j3, from which

we derive one or several integrals depending upon an arbitrary

parameter.

All the preceding applies to the three tjrpes of linear equations

—

elliptic, hyperbolic, or parabolic. These three types occur in mathe-

matical physics ; the propagation of sound, for example, is governed

by an equation of hyperbolic type ; and the dispersion of heat by

an equation of parabolic type. The distribution of electricity on

one or several conductors, or the distribution of temperatures in

the interior of a body in temperature equilibrium, lead to equations

of elliptic type. It is to be noticed that the problems to which one

is led are different according to the type of equation which governs

the phenomenon; but, in each case, the problem is well defined,

that is, the data are precisely those which completely determine

the solution for the corresponding type of equation.

For equations of hyperbolic or parabolic type, the problem to be
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solved is Cauchy's problem,'^ or a mixed problem, which is obtained by
combining the Cauchy problem with certain boundary conditions,

whose significance will be made exact in each particular case. For an
equation of the elliptic type, the problem is entirely different; it is

concerned with finding a regular integral on the interior of a closed

variety ^S^-i inn — 1 dimensions, knowing the value of this integral

at every point oïSn-i, or a relation between the integral and some of

its first derivatives along this variety. The most celebrated type

of this kind of question is DirichleVs problem, which we shall study

in detail. Let us remark once and for all that in these different

problems, the hypotheses are not necessarily analytic, so that, even

in Cauchy's problem, the general existence theorem (II, 2, 94) is

indeed far from furnishing the solution of every question which can

be raised. In the case where it does apply, it does not jdeld solutions

except in the neighborhood of the manifold determined by the

initial conditions ; this is insufficient for our purposes.

II. APPLICATIONS TO A FEW EXAMPLES

Before studying in a systematic fashion equations of the different

types, we shall give several examples of synthetic solutions, which

provide an application of the preceding generalities.

28. The sound equation. The Cauchy problem for the equation

of the propagation of sound (III, 26)

d^u d'^u 8^u 1 d^u

(10) + + =
dx^ dy^ dz^ «2 g^2

consists of finding an integral u{x, y, z, t) reducing for f = to a

given function/(a;, y, z), while dujdt reduces to another given function

<f>{x, y, z). These two functions / and ^, as well as their partial

derivatives, are assumed continuous everywhere, and zero outside a

certain region R, which is the location of the initial disturbance. The
problem was first solved by Poisson and Cauchy; the following

method, due to Boussinesq, allows an easy discussion of all the

circumstances of the phenomenon.
The function u = 1/r, where r is the distance of a variable point

4 The value of the integral alone, along a characteristic, must be considered

as equivalent to the hypothesis of Cauchy. The Cauchy problem and the

mixed problem occur in general in this fashion for an equation of parabolic

type. For all these generalities, one may read with interest an article by
Hadamard in the Bulletin de la Société de Physique (1906).
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{z, y, z) from a fixed point (a, ^, y), is an integral of equation (10)

depending upon three parameters a, j3, y. The double integral

(11) u{x, y,z,t)= ,

where /i(a, ^, y) is an arbitrary function of a, j8, y, taken over the

surface of the sphere S of radius at, "with the point {x, y, z) as center,

is also an integral, as we are going to show; it is to this integral

that Boussinesq has given the name spherical potential (see Chap.VI).

Let us observe that the particular integral \]r does not depend upon
t; the domain of integration depends only upon t in the formula (11),

so that \jr can be considered as a principal integral, in the sense of

Le Roux (III, 27).

5

5 The method of Boussinesq can be connected to a general theorem of

Weierstrass on linear equations with constant coefficients (see Volterra,

Leçons professées à Stockholm, 1906, p. 58). Let d(x, y, z) be a homogeneous
function of the first degree in x,y,z such that the equation 6{x, y, z) = t

represents a closed surface 2, surrounding the origin, which is intersected

in only one point by a half-ray emanating from the origin. Let us consider an
integral

/ = (f>(u, V, w)f(x -\- u, y -\- V, z -\- w) du dv dw

taken over a domain contained between the two surfaces Sj , Sj, to being

any constant. The derivative
di— = F(x, y, z, t)

ct

is a function of the four variables x, y, z, t which is an integral of the linear

equation with constant coefficients

IE) S A = 0,'
'^hih2h3h4dx''i dyfi feis of^i

whatever the arbitrarj^ function /, provided that the equation

(E') 2(-ir ^^.,..M.^,^g^,^g,,3^,, =

has the integral ^x, y, z) ^[t — 6(x, y, z)], O being an arbitrary function.

In the case of equation (10), the two equations (E), (E') are identical and have

the integral (1/r) • 0(at — r), where

r = Vx2 + y^ + z'^.

We can therefore in this case take

j> = l/r, Q = Vx2 + t/2 ^ z^,

the surfaces S^ are spheres, and we see easily that dlldt is identical with the

surface integral of Boussinesq.

The method of Kirchhoff is also based on the use of the integrals

(l/r) • 0{at - r).
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To calculate the second derivatives d^u/dx^, 8^u/dy^, d^u/dz^, it is

convenient to make the change of variables

cc = X + at^, ^ = y + at-q, y = z + atX,;

when the point a, ^, y, describes the sphere 2, the point ^, rj, t„

describes the sphere S of unit radius, having the origin as center,

and we have between the corresponding elements of area ds and da of

the two spheres the relation da = aH^ds = r^ds. Formula (11)

becomes

(12) u{x, y, z, t) = \ ijl{x + at$, y + at-q, z + att,)atds,

the new integral being taken over the surface of the sphere S. The
domain of integration being independent of x, y, z, we have im-

mediately

d^u d^u d^u
A2U =

f-
1

dx^ dy^ 8z^

'11 A2)u,(ic + at$, y + aft], z + ati,)atds,

(S)

or, returning to the original domain of integration,

_ + +
(2) r\da.^ dP^ dy

nl /d^uL ff^ii d^uX

,S) r\aa2 aj32 dyV

the double integral being taken over the surface of the sphere 2,

The expression for dujdt, derived from formula (12), is composed
of two terms and can be written

u r r r dfi dfj. dfxi
= - + at \ \ ai— + arj— + a^- ds,

t J J s l ^x cy ozj

du

dt

or, reverting to the sphere 2,

1 r r ra. - xdfM ^ - ye^i y - zdfxl

t J J-Ll at da at 8^ at 8y\

du u Iff \a. — xdfj, ^ — y dfx y — z dfji]

dt t

But (a — x)/at, (^ — y)/at, (y — z)lat are the direction cosines

of the exterior normal to S, and the double integral of the second
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member is identical with the surface integral

=/J
CfX C[X CfJL— d^dy -\ dydx H doid^,
ex è^ dy

taken over the exterior surface of 2, or again, according to Green's

theorem, with the triple integral (I, 151)

taken over the interior of S. From the formula which gives ciujdt,

cu u I- = - + -J.
et t t

we derive, by differentiating again wdth respect to t,

dhi u \(u \ \ 1 \cJ \dJ
(15) = + - - + -J - — «/ + =

.

cf^ fi t\t t / f2 t dt t dt

which we can write {a^/r){dJ/dr), r being the radius of 2. It would be

easy to calculate cJ/cr by replacing the rectangular coordinates a,

j3, y by the polar coordinates (p, 9, ip) in the triple integral (14),

but we can also observe that when r increases by dr, the increment

AJ is represented by a triple integral taken over the portion of

space contained between the two concentric spheres of radius r and

r + dr. The principal part of this increment is evidently equal to the

product of dr by the double integral of

taken over the surface of the sphere of radius r. We therefore have

r J J^^,W èP hV

comparing this with formula (13), we see that u{x, y, z, t) is indeed an

integral of equation (10), whatever the function /x(a, ^, y), provided

that the derivatives which enter into the calculation are continuous.

Formula (12) shows immediately that u{x, y, z, 0) = 0, while the
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limit of u/t, when t approaches zero, is equal to éTzafi{x, y, z). There-

fore integral (11) satisfies the initial conditions

du
u{z, y, 2, 0) = 0, — = 47ra/x(x, y, z) (for ^ = 0).

dt

Besides, ui{x, y, z, t) = du/dt is also an integral of equation (10)

(III, 27) and formula (16) shows that duildt is zero for t = 0. This

new integral therefore satisfies the initial conditions

ui{x, y, 2, 0) = 47ra/x(x, y, z), dujdt = (for t
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D/a, the surface of the sphere of radius at and center M has no

point in common with the region R, and the molecule at M returns

to a state of rest.

The locus of points which are reached by the vibration in time

t is the surface parallel to S obtained by measuring off a length at

in the direction of the exterior normal ; the various positions of the

wave front are therefore surfaces parallel to S (III, 26), and a gives

the speed of propagation. Two wave fronts pass through the point M,
the forward wave front which we have just defined, and a backward

wave front, the locus of points obtained by laying off on the normal

to *S a length equal to D.

When the region R is infinite, there is certainly always a forward

wave front for a point M located exterior to R, but there is not,

in general, a backward wave front, for u{z, y, z, t) remains different

from zero (or from a constant) as soon as t exceeds the value dja.

29. Cylindrical waves. If the given functions f{x, y, z) and

^{x, y, z) do not depend upon z, that is to say if the initial state is

the same all along a parallel to the z-axis, it is clear that the integral

(18) is itself independent of z. In fact, when z varies, with x, y, t re-

maining fixed, the sphere S can only be displaced parallel to Oz,

but the double integrals taken over the surface of this sphere do

not change value. The state is therefore the same at each instant

along a parallel to Oz, and we can restrict ourselves to studjong

what takes place in the xy-plane. Formula (18) then represents the

integral of the equation

dhi bhi 1 c^u

(19) + = ^^7'
dx^ cy'^ a^ èt^

which reduces to f(x, y), whereas culct = <j>{x, y), for t = 0. The

double integrals (17) are taken over the surface of the sphere S
with radius r = at, having for its center the point vnth coordinates

{x, y, 0). We can replace these integrals by the double integrals

taken over the great circle of this sphere lying in the a:y-plane,

by noticing that the element of area da has

rdxd^
da =

Vr2 - {X- a)2 - {y- ^f

as its expression, and that each element of the great circle is the

projection of two symmetric elements of the sphere. Formula (18)
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then becomes

(20)

cf>(oL,p)doi.d^

^
27ra J J r VaH^ - {x - a)2 - {y - ^f

27Tadt[j J r VaH^ - ix - a)2 - (y - B)^]
'

the two double integrals being taken over the circle F with radius at

and center at the point {x, y).

Let us assume that the functions J{x, y) and <j){x, y) are zero out-

side the region R' bounded by a closed curve C, which corresponds

to the case where the region R, location of the initial disturbance,

is the interior of a cylinder with generatrices parallel to the z-axis,

this disturbance being the same at all the points of a parallel to

the generatrices. If the point (x, y) is outside the region R' , u{x, y, t)

will be zero as long as at is less than the shortest distance d of this

point from C, but as soon as t exceeds d/a, the circle F always con-

tains a part at least of R' and u{x, y, t) does not become zero (or

constant) again in general. There is, therefore, always a forward

wave front, whose successive positions are parallel cylindrical

surfaces, but there is no backward wave front. In other terms, there is

an infinite diffusion of sound behind the wave front. An ear located

at a point of space will receive indefinitely an impression from the

moment when the front reaches it, but this impression becomes

more attenuated with the time. Indeed, as t increases indefinitely,

we see readily that the two double integrals which figure in formula

(20) approach zero, and we can prove with complete rigor that the

same is true of the partial derivatives dujdx, du/dy, du/dz.

Plane waves. Let us again take the more special case where the

two functions /(a;, y, z) and (f>{x, y, z) depend only upon x. Physically,

this hypothesis corresponds to the case where R is the region con-

tained between two planes Pi and P^ normal to Ox, the initial

disturbance being the same at all points of any plane parallel to

these. We discover, as above, that the function u{x, y, z, t) is itself

independent of y and of z, and that formula (18) represents the

integral of the equation

d'^u 1 d'^u

(21) =
,

SO that, for t = 0,u and dujdt reduce tof{x) and to (f>{x), respectively.
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The two double integrals which occur in this formula are taken over
the surface of the sphere of radius r = at and center at {x, 0, 0).

Noticing that the area of the zone contained between two planes
perpendicular to Ox, with abscissas a and a + doL, can be expressed

as 2izatdc^, we see at once that these double integrals reduce to

simple integrals, and that formula (18) becomes

(22)

'
1 r r^+at f'X+at -1

u{x,t) =— 0(a) (^a + — f{oi)dy.\
^ai J x-at ct J x-at J

2a J

x+at
J(^ + at) + fix - at)

<f){ix) dix H .

X-at 2

In the case we are studying, the two functions f{x) and (f>{x) are

zero outside an interval {xq, xi). Let us assume xo < a^i < x. As long

as t is less than {x — xi)/a, the two functions /(a) and ^(a) are zero

in the interval of integration and we have u — 0. When t is greater

than (x — xo)/a, we can replace the limits of integration by xq and
xi, and u(x, t) ivill remain constant. Since the impression perceived

by the ear depends only upon the derivatives of u, we see that

there is always a forward wave front and a backward wave front.

These results will be verified later (III, 36) by a direct study of

equation (21).

30. Propagation of heat in an unbounded medium. Analyti-

cally, the problem is presented thus :^ Find an integral of the equation

(23)

regular for every set of values of x, y, z, and for t > 0, which reduces

to a given function /(a;, y, z) for f = 0. In order that a product of the

^ This is in reality a particular case of Cauchy's problem (Footnote 4,

this chapter) since the hypersurface t — oi the (x, y, z, <)-space is a char-

acteristic manifold. From the physical point of view, this problem cor-

responds to the following problem. Assuming space filled with a homogeneous
fluid whose temperature at each point is known at time i = 0, we wish to

determine the temperature at any instant whatever. We can further assume
that we have introduced, in the space at 0°, a hot body having the same
properties, from the caloric point of view, as the exterior fluid. The problem

would be entirely different if we plunged into an enclosure at 0° a heated

body of different character, which we then permitted to cool without restraint,

while maintaining the temperature of the enclosure at 0°. We treat two
particular cases in sections 31 and 32.

d'^u d'^u d^u
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form XYZT, where X, Y, Z, T depend, respectively, only upon
X, y, z, t, be an integral of equation (23), it is necessary and sufficient

that we have

X" Y" Z" 1 T
~X ~Y ^~ â2"T'

and consequently each of the ratios which occur in this relation

must reduce to a constant. If we wish the variables x, y, z to occur as

trigonometric arguments, the ratios must be so taken that, for

example, X"/X has a negative value, and we thus obtain a particular

integral

(24) V = e~'"^+A^+0'^)«° cos a(a: — A) cos^{y — fx) cosy(2 — v),

depending upon six arbitrary constants a, j8, y, A,ju,, v. The expression

/•+00 /•+00 /»+oo

(25) w =
\

vdoLd^dy
Jo Jo Jo

will also be a particular integral of (23) ; now, w is the product of

three simple integrals such as

/•+00

(26) e-a'«'«cosa(a; - A)da.
J

The value of this integral is easily derived from an earlier formula

which we can write as

I

+00 J

e~y^ cos2bydy = -\/7re~*\
2

replacing y by 0La\/t {ot. being the new variable of integration) and

bhy {x — X)/2a\/t. We thus obtain

e-aVt COS a(a: - A) da = -e 4a^<
,

2a\/tfJ c

and two entirely similar formulas giving the values of the integrals

analogous to (26), which gives, finally,

g - Ux-\)^+{y-fi)^+{z-vf]/(iaH)

(27) w = 7T^-
{2a^tf
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The new integral w depends upon only three arbitrary constants
A, /i, V. The expression

\ /«-(-oo /«-i-oo ^+<a

(28) w = — wf{X,ix,v)dXdfxdv
T^ J _00 J -00 J _00

is another integral. To prove that this is the required integral, let

us make the change of variables

X = X + 2a\/t$, n = y + 2a\/tT], v = z + 2aVTC',

replacing w by its value, formula (28) becomes

(3 /•+00 i»+co p+aa

U = 7r-2
\

e-è'-M'-^'

J -00 ^ -00 -/ -00

X fix + 2aVti, y + 2aVïrj, z + 2aVTi)d$d-qdi.

For < = 0, this integral reduces to

^+00 /«-l-oo /«-l-oo

7T-<^'J{x,y,z) e-^'d^ e-v'drj e-^'d^,
J —00 J —00 J —00

that is, to f{x, y, z), since each of the simple integrals is equal to

\/tc.

Let us assume that the function f{x, y, z) is zero, except for a

bounded region R of space where it is positive. This hypothesis

corresponds to the case where we have introduced into our space at

0° a body occupying the region R, with a temperature of more than
0°. We can then in formula (28) take for the region of integration

the region R itself, since /(A, ^x, v) is zero outside this region. This

formula shows us that however small t may be, u has a positive value

at each point of space. It follows that the propagation of heat,

starting with a hot body, in a space at 0°, occurs in an instantaneous

manner, that is, at the very instant follo^vang the introduction of

the hot body, the temperature at any point whatever of space

begins to rise. There is therefore no heat wave, which we could have

foreseen a priori, since equation (23) is the parabolic type and does

not possess any other real characteristics apart from the hyper-

surfaces t = C.

Formula (28) likewise shows that every hot body influences the

calculation of the temperature at point (x, y, z) at any instant what-

ever, since the second member is a triple integral taken over the

region in space occupied by this body. Consequently, an observer
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situated at this point would experience at an instant t a sensation

of heat which depends upon the initial state of the entire hot body;

we have seen, on the contrary, in the study of the propagation

of sound that the auditory sensation at time t depends only upon
the initial state of points located on a sphere of radius at, having its

center at the point {x, y, z). According to Boussinesq, this analytic

fact explains why sight and hearing provide us with a rather precise

knowledge of the external world, while heat phenomena supply

only confused and indistinct impressions. This is related to the

fact that optical and acoustical phenomena are governed by equa-

tions whose solutions involve double integrals, while heat phenomena
are governed by equations whose solutions involve triple integrals.

31. The problem of the loop. We shall call a wire of very small

cross section, forming a closed circuit, a loop. We are given the

initial distribution of temperature in the loop, and we are required

to find this distribution when the loop has been freely allowed to cool

during a certain time. The equation of the problem is the following :

8u 8^u

(30) — + au = k—

,

8t 8x^

a and k being positive constants, t representing the time, x the length

of the wire taken along its axis starting from a certain origin, and u
the temperature at time t of the cross section with abscissa x. We shall

assume that we have chosen the unit of length so that the total

length of the wire will be 27t. Setting u = ve-^*, equation (30)

reduces to

dv d'^v

(31) — = k .

8t 8x^

The question is to find an integral of this equation, defined for all

positive values of t, and which reduces for ^ = to a given function

f{x), which necessarily has a period of 2n. It is clear that the function

V must also have the same period.

To solve this problem, Fourier observed at first that equation (31)

possessed an infinity of simple solutions, which are obtained by
taking the product of a function of i by a periodic function, with

period 2:1, of x. All these solutions are of the form

e-^^^^{A cosnx + B sinnx),

n being any integer whatever, and A and B arbitrary constants.
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By means of these simple solutions, we can form the required
integral, in the very general case where the function /(a:) can be ex-

panded in a Fourier series :

(32) f{x) = \- 2^ {an cosnz + b„ sinwa;);
2 n=l

it is clear, indeed, that the function represented by the series

«0 i? ,

(33) V = —- + 2,
^~"

^'("ra cosnz + bn sianz)
2 72=1

satisfies equation (31) formally, and, for t = 0, this series reduces to

the expansion off{z).

The reasoning is clearly lacking in rigor, but it is easy to make up
for it. Let us observe first of all that |a„| and |&;,| have an upper bound
31; the series (33) and the series obtained for cvjct and cH'/cz^ are

uniformly convergent for every value of t greater than a positive

number t; it is sufficient, to see this, to compare the general term to

the term of same degree of the convergent series 2Jf 2 n^e""^*''.

Relation (31) therefore holds for every value of ^ > t, and con-

sequently for every positive value of t, since t is an arbitrary

positive number. It remains to prove that when t approaches zero,

z remaining constant, the sum of the series (33) has as a limit the

sum of the series (32), which is assumed convergent. Now, if we set

q = e~*^ series (33) is a power series in q

do i?
,

(33') V = \- 2^ q^ {an cosnz + bn sinwa;),

2 n=l

all of whose exponents are perfect squares. When t approaches zero

through positive values, q approaches unity and, from Abel's

theorem, the sum of series (33') has for its limit the sum of that series

where we have set q = 1, that is, series (32).

It is to be noticed that relation (31) is not necessarily satisfied

for t = 0; this is the case, for example, if the given function f{z)

does not have a second derivative.'

" Whatever the continuous function f{x), it follows from Weierstrass's

theorem that the sum of the series (33), where a„ and b„ are the coefficients

of the Fourier series coming from J(x), has the limit /(x) when t approaches

zero through positive values (see É. Picard, Traité d'Analyse, 2nd edition,

Vol. I, p. 283).
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Remark. Each term of series (33) can be expanded in a power
series in powers of x. Replacing each term by its expansion, v is

represented by the sum of a double series each term of which is a

power of X. This double series is absolutely convergent for every

positive value oft. Indeed, let M be the upper bound of the absolute

values \an\ and \bn\. The sum of the absolute values of the terms in

the nth line of the table is clearly less than Mq^^ e^P, p being equal

to |a:| . Now the series whose general term is g"' e^P is convergent, for

any p, when q < 1. It follows from this that /or every positive value

of t, the function v = F{x, t), which represents the heat state of the

loop at the instant t, is an entire function of x. An arbitrarily chosen

continuous function of x cannot therefore represent the heat state

of the loop at a time subsequent to that when we permit it to cool

off without restraint.

32. Cooling of a sphere. Let us assume that a sphere of radius R
is immersed in an enclosure at 0°, and that the initial temperature

of any point of this sphere is a function of the distance r from the

center, alone ; from symmetry, the same will be true at any instant

whatever. The temperature w of a point of the sphere at time t

is a function of the variables r and t, which satisfies the equation

1 du d^u 2 du
(34) = + .

k dt dr^ r 8r

This function is defined for every positive value of t, and for every

value of r taken between and R, and must reduce to a known
function /(r), defined from to R, when t becomes zero. Moreover, if

we admit Newton's law of cooling, this function u must satisfy a

condition at the surface, which is as follows : for r = R,we must have

du/dr + hu = 0, h being a positive constant ; and this regardless of

the value of t.

Equation (34) is simplified if we set u = v/r and becomes

(36)
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Equation (35) is identical with equation (31') of the loop problem,

but the desired integral must satisfy an entirely different boundary
condition. In order that a solution of the form

V = e~i^^^i{A cosjLtr + B smyir)

suit the new problem, it is necessary first of all that vjr = u re-

main finite in value for r = 0, and consequently that A be zero.

For this integral to satisfy condition (36), it is necessary moreover
that /x be a root of the transcendental equation

(37) tan(/Lii?) =
1 - hR

We can easily show that this equation has an infinity of positive

roots /Lii,/X2, . . . .fin, • • • Indeed, if we set fxR = x, the problem is

reduced to the search for the points of intersection of the curve

y — tan x with the line (1 — hR)y = x. If, for example, 1 — hR is

positive , equation (37 ) hasoneand only one root between [(2n — 1 )7z]/2R

and [{2n + l)7T]/2i?, this root is greater than mzjR, and the difference

of two consecutive roots is greater than tz/'IR. That being the case,

let us assume that the function rf{r) can be expanded in the interval

(0, R) in a series of the form

(38) rf{r) = A sin(/xir) + ^2 sin(jLt2^) + . . . + An sin(/x„r) + . . .,

the coefficients An being constants. The series

(39) V = Ai e-/*!**' sin(/Ltir) + A2 e-i"^''*^ sin(/i2^) + . . .

gives the solution of the problem. In fact, this series is uniformly

convergent for t > 0, and if we set e~*' = q, we can repeat for the

series l^Anqf^^ sin (/tx^r) the reasoning by which one establishes

Abel's theorem, and we conclude from it that v has rf{r) as its

limit when t approaches zero. To prove that the series derived

from V by differentiating term by term are uniformly convergent, we
have only to repeat the calculations in the loop problem. The only

difference is that the set of integral numbers is replaced by the set

of increasing numbers />ti,/Lt2, ... in which jjLn — fj-n-i lies between

7tI2R and Z7t/2R. The possibility of expanding rf{r) in a series of

form (38), when this function satisfies the Dirichlet conditions, has

been rigorously established by Cauchy^ (see Exercise 2).

8 Oeuvres complètes, 1st series. Vol. VII. See also: É. Picard, Traité d'Analyse,

Vol. II, p. 179-195.—H. Poincaré, Théorie analytique de la propagation de la

chaleur [Leçons rédigées par Rouyer & Baire, Chap. XI and following].
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Gomtnents and Exercises

1. Problem treated by Fourier. We consider the unbounded solid

included between two parallel planes B and C, and a plane A which

is perpendicular to them. We assume each point M of plane A to be

maintained at a constant temperature which is a given function

<l>{x) of the single distance x from this point to plane B, and that

each point of the faces B and C is kept at 0°. In the end an equili-

brium of temperature is established. Required to find the final

temperature u{x, y) at a point P whose distances from planes B
and A are x and y, respectively.

The function u{x, y) must satisfy Laplace's equation ùs.u = ;

must reduce to <f){x) for y = 0; must be zero, for any y, when x =
and X = 1; and must be very small for large y. We start with the

simple solution

e ' sin
nnrx

I

I

which satisfies the last conditions, and we develop (f>{x) in a series

of sines of multiples of ttx/I.

2. Let ix,n' be two distinct roots of equation (37). Required to

prove that

I

R
sin(/ir) sin(/iV) dr = 0.

It follows from this that we can determine the coefficients of series

(38) in the same way as the coefficients of a Fourier series, assuming

this series to be uniformly convergent.



CHAPTER IV

LINEAR EQUATIONS OF THE HYPERBOLIC TYPE

I. STUDY OF SOME PROBLE^LS RELATING
TO THE EQUATION s = fix, y)

33. Determination of an integral from Cauchy's data. We
shall begin by studying in detail a certain number of problems

relating to the elementary equation

(1) ^-^=fi^>y)->
ex ay

an integral is called regular in a domain if it is continuous and has

continuous partial derivatives of the first order in this domain. The

function f(x, y) is itself assumed continuous. i Let us propose first

of all to determine an integral, kno^\^ng the values which it assumes

on two characteristics of different systems, or more precisely, let

us seek an integral reducing, for y = yo, to a given function <f>{x) and,

for X = xq, to another known function ipiy), the two functions

satisfj-ing the condition <fi{xo) = <A(yo). If the two functions </.(a;)

and tp{x) are determined respectively in the intervals {xq, xq + a)

and (yo, yo + ^), the integral sought for is itself determined in

the interior of a rectangle bounded by the lines x = xq, x = xq + x,

y = 2/Q, Î/ = yo + /S, and we shall be able to write it at once, by

observing that the double integral

I/o

1 We a.ssume for simplicity that the Ox and Oy axes are rectangular, but it

is clear that the results are independent of this hypothesis, if the double

integrals which occur in the formulas are written to show plainly the limits

of the successive integrations which are to be carried out.

113
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is an integral of equation (1) which is zero for y = yo, whatever the

value of X, and for x = xq, whatever the value of y. But we shall

treat the problem by a uniform procedure, applicable to all the

problems which are to follow.

Let us suppose, for the sake of definiteness, a > 0, j8 > 0, and
let ABCD be the rectangle whose vertices have the coordinates

{xq, yo), {xo + a, yo), {xq + a, ?/o + ^), (20, yo + jS). From a point

M taken in the interior or on the perimeter of this rectangle let us

drop the perpendiculars MP and MQ on the sides AB and AD.
Every integral z{x, y) of equation (1) also satisfies the relation

the two double integrals being taken over the area of rectangle

APMQ. Now, the first member has for its value z{x, y) + z{xq, yo)

— z{xo,yo) — z{x,yo); for the desired integral, z{x,yo), z{y,xo) are

precisely the given functions (f>{x) and 0(2/), and this integral has

the expression

(3) z{x, y) = <f>{x) + ^{y) - <t>{xo) + f ^^ f liL v)dv'
>) Xo J Vo

It is clear that the function so obtained satisfies the conditions

imposed; in order that it be regular in the rectangle ABCD, it is

necessary, in addition, that the functions (f>{x) and 0(î/) have con-

tinuous derivatives.

If the functions ^(x) and i/r(?/) are continuous, as well as (f>'(x)

and ijj'iy), except for a finite number of values of x taken between

Xq and Xq + a, and for a finite number of values of y between

t/o and yo + /8, then z(x, y) is regular in the rectangle ABCD,
except along a finite number of segments of characteristics. We see,

from this, that every discontinuity of the integral or of its deriva-

tives at a boundary point of the domain appears in the entire

domain. If the functions ^{x) and i/r(?/) have no derivative, z{x, y) is

not properly speaking an integral of equation (1) unless we adopt

for the derivative d^z/dx8y the generalized definition (I, 14).

Let us now consider an arc of the curve AB (Fig. la) which is

met in only one point by a parallel to each of the axes. Cauchy's

problem can be posed thus: Determine an integral of equation (1),

knowing the values of the partial derivatives dz/dx, dzjdy at an arbi-

trary point of the arc AB, and the value of the integral itself at a point

of this arc.
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From the hypotheses made about arc AB, we can assume that the

two partial derivatives czjcx, czjcy are given functions of x and y^

respectively, along AB, czjcx = tt{x), czfcy = x^V)- Let us assume

O
Fig. la.

O
Fig. 16.

further, for the sake of definiteness, that we know the value zq

of the integral at a point A with coordinates {xq, î/q) ; the value of

this integral at any point whatever of the arc AB with coordinates

[x, y) is given by the formula

(4) z{x,y) = 20 + Aî)dè + Xi-n)dri.
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We can therefore say that we assume as known the values of the

integral and its two partial derivatives dzjdx, dzjdy at an arbitrary

point of AB, these three functions being connected by relation (4).

The integral satisfying these conditions is determined throughout

the entire rectangle ABCD, including the edges. Indeed, let M be

any point of this rectangle (Fig. la). Parallels to the axes drawn
from M meet the arc AB in the points Q and P, respectively, and
every integral of (1) satisfies the relation

^^^
J J

^~^^^^^"^ ^ J J"^^^'
"^^^^^"^'

the two double integrals being taken over the area of the curvilinear

triangle PMQ. Applying Green's formula to the double integral of

the first member, we can replace it by the line integral

r dz

J Tri

dz
drj

drj

taken around the contour in the positive sense, an integral which

clearly reduces to

Ç dz
ZM - Zp + —dr]]

J ( OP) ^V

for brevity, we represent by zm the value of z{x, y) at the point M
with coordinates {x, y). For the desired integral, dzjd-q = xiv) along

AB. This integral therefore has for its expression

ZM = Zp -
xi'n)^V + f{i,v)didr),

J iQP) J J {PMQ)

which we can rewrite, taking account of relation (4), as

(6)

z{x,y) = zo+
I

Mi)di +
I

xiv)dv + f{tv)didr,.
J Xo 'J Vo '^ -^ {PMQ)

We verify that this function z{x,y) is an integral of equation (1)

satisfying Cauchy's conditions, by observing that the double integral

of the second member is a particular integral of (1) which is zero,

as well as its partial derivatives of the first order for every point
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of arc AB (I, 130). We can again write formula (1) in the equivalent

forms

(6') ZM=zp+ \ x{v)dl + f{i,r])didr,,

J iPO) J J (PMQ)

(6") ZM= ZQ+ [ 7r{i)d^ + f f f{$,v)d$dr,,
J (QP) J J {PMQ)

in which only the values of the integral and of one of its derivatives

along the arc AB are involved. We verify without difficulty that

these formulas apply also in the case where arc AB has the position

shown in Figure 16, as long as the sign of the double integral is

changed.

Integral (6) will be regular in the entire rectangle, provided

that the functions 7t{x) and xiv) ^^e continuous in this domain.

If these functions have a finite number of points of discontinuities,

the derivatives czjcx, èz/dy will be discontinuous along certain

segments of characteristics. Similarly, if we are given the value

of the integral z = O at any point whatever of AB, and the partial

derivative èz/cx = Tr{x), then in order that the function z{x, y)

represented by (6") be regular, it is necessary that the difference

r{î)dè

be a function of y possessing a continuous derivative along the

arc AB.

The formulas which solve the problem give rise to several im-

portant remarks :

1. It is clear from these formulas that the value of the integral

at the point M depends only upon the values assumed along arc

PQ by the function and its derivatives of the first order, and con-

sequently the value of z{x, y) at an infinitely nearby point of arc

AB depends only upon the values of z and its derivatives on that

portion of arc AB infinitely nearby point M. These formulas (6),

(6'), (6") give 2 only in the interior of the rectangle ABCD, but

the Cauchy data along AB determine an integral only in this domain.

There exists in fact an infinity of integrals of (1), regular in a

domain ^ containing the rectangle ABCD and which coincide

wdth the preceding integral in this rectangle. To comprehend

clearly this essential point, let us prolong the arc AB in both
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directions, in such a way as to obtain an arc A'B' satisfying the

same conditions as AB, and let us give along A'B' two continuous

functions of a; and oiy, respectively, which coincide with -nix) and ^iy)
in the portion AB. The integral of (1) which assumes the value zq at

the point A and whose partial derivatives dzjdx, dz/dy are equal to

these functions along A'B' is regular in the new rectangle A'B'CD',
and it coincides with the integral (6) in the interior and on the sides

of the rectangle ABCD. If the first integral has continuous partial

derivatives up to the nth. order, we can always choose new given

values in such a way as to preserve the continuity of these derivatives

when we leave the rectangle ABCD.

2. Let us consider in particular the equation 5 = and the

integral Z{x, y) of this equation which, along the arc AB, reduces

to a continuous function O of the parameter which fixes the position

of a point on this arc, while dzjdx is equal along AB to a continuous

function n(x). This integral is represented by formula (6"), where

we are assuming/ = and tt{^) replaced by n(^). Let us suppose

that, along AB, the two functions O and n(a;) can be expanded
in the series

<D = <^i + <^2 + . . • + <^i + • . .,

X\{X) = TTl{x) + 7T2{X) + . . . + TTi{x) + . . .,

the second being uniformly convergent. The formula which gives

Z{x, y) can then be written as

00 r /• -| +00

(7) Z{x,y) = 2 (<^«)<3 + m{^)dÛ = 2 Zi{x,y),

<=1 L J (QP) J i=l

where Zi{x, y) is the integral which reduces to ^j, while dzijdx is equal

to 'ni{x), along AB. This remark applies also to problems which we
are going to treat in the following sections.

3. The first problem treated can be considered as a limiting case

of Cauchy's problem. In fact, when we are given the function <f>{x) to

which an integral z{x, y) reduces for y = yo, we know thereby

the derivative dzjdx = <j>'{x) along this characteristic as well. The
derivative dzjdy also depends upon an arbitrary constant, but if

we know in addition the function ijj{y) to which z{x, y) reduces for

X = Xq, dzjdy is known for x = xq, y = yo, and therefore its value is

determined at every point of the characteristic y = yo (III, 18).

We are going to treat other problems where one is given the value
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of the integral on certain arcs of the curve, which are not character-

istics, along with the Cauchy data furnished for other portions of

the curves.

34. Mixed problems. Let OABC be the rectangle bounded by
the lines x = 0, a: = a>0, t/ = 0, y = 6>0, and OD an arc of

the curve emanating from the origin and lying in this rectangle,

such that the parallel to the a:-axis drawn from any point M of

this rectangle meets OD in one and only one point J\". This arc

OD is represented by an equation x = iriy), the function TT{y) being

continuous in the interval (0, h). Let us propose finding an integral

z{x, y) of (1) which reduces to a function (f){x) for y = 0, and to

another function ijjiy) when the point M occurs on arc OD, the

two functions
<f>
and satisfjnng the condition ^(0) = ^(0). If the

two functions ^{x) and \j}{y) are determined in the intervals (0, a) and

y

B

s
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and we readily see that the sign of the double integral must be

changed when the point M lies between arc OD and the y-axis.

Conversely, the function z{x, y) represented by this formula satisfies

all the desired conditions. On the one hand, it is evident that it

reduces to (f>{x) when the point M lies on OA and to 0(?/) when
M lies on the arc OD. On the other hand, it is an integral of (1),

for the double integral which is in the second member is the

difference of two double integrals, one of which is taken over the

rectangle 0PM8 and the other of which over the rectangle OQNS,
and this last integral depends only upon y. This integral z{x, y)

is regular in the rectangle OACB provided that the functions
<f>,

tjj, TT have continuous derivatives in the corresponding intervals.

We shall observe that at the origin the partial derivatives ^o and

qo satisfy the relation

(10) qo + Porr'iO) = f (0),

whatever the function ^{x).

Let us suppose in the second place that we know the value of the

integral and of its derivatives along an arc OA lying below the

X-axis and the value of the integral alone along an arc OE lying above

the a;-axis (Fig. 3).

y
C

Fig. 3.
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Arc OA is intersected in only one point by a parallel to each axis

in the rectangle ODAH, while in the rectangle OHBC arc OE is in-

tersected in one and only one point by every parallel to the x-axis.

We have the Cauchy data along arc OA, and consequentlythe integral

is determined in the entire rectangle ODAH and in particular on OH.
Kno^vdng the values of the integral on OH and on OE, we are led

back to the preceding problem, assuming, of course, that the given

values for the integral approach the same limit at the point 0, on

the two arcs OA and OE. But there is occasion to make an essential

remark. Let us call zi{x, y) the integral which is determined in the

rectangle ODAH by the Cauchy data, along OA, and Z2{x, y) the

integral determined in the rectangle OHBC which coincides with

Zi{x, y) along OH, and which reduces to a known function z = ijj{y)

along arc OE, the latter having for its equation x = niy). These two

integrals are equal at all points of OH, and therefore the same is

true of their derivatives czijcx, cz^jcx but nothing shows that the

same -«dll be true of the derivatives czijcy, cz^lcy and this will

not occur if the given values are arbitrary. In order for it to be so,

it is sufficient that these derivatives be equal at the origin (III, 17).

Let us call

(l>i)o, (?i)o, (:P2)o, (5'2)o

the values of the derivatives of z\ and 22 at the origin
; (j9i)o and

(91)0 are knowTi from the Cauchy conditions relative to the arc OA.

We have in addition (1)2)0 = (i5i)o; in order to have (52)0 = (?i)o also,

it is necessary and sufficient, from the remark just now made,

that we have

(gi)0+ (^l)0 7r'(0) = f(0).

When this condition is satisfied, the integral which coincides with

zx{x, y) in the rectangle ODAH and with z^ix, y) in the rectangle

OHBC is regular in the entire rectangle ABCD. Its value at a point

of rectangle ODAH is furnished by formula (6). We can directly

obtain its value at a point of the rectangle OHBC by starting with

the relation

the two double integrals being taken over the curvilinear quadrila-

teral MNQP, and by applying Green's formula to the first member.
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We thus find

(11)

ZM = zp + ZN - zq + xiv)dv + f{L-n)d^d-q
J (PQ) J J (MNQP)

by assuming that along OA the derivative èzjdy reduces to xiv)-

The double integral which is in the second member must be changed

in sign when the point M is between arc OE and OC.

We could imagine many other combinations to determine an
integral, for example by assuming the Cauchy data known along an
arc AB, and the values of the integral along the two arcs of the curve

AC, BD coming from the points A and B. The problem of the

vibrating string (III, 37) will provide us with an example of this

type.

35. Determination of an integral from its values along two
curves. The last problem treated will not be determinate if we
have been given only the values of the integral along two arcs OA
and OE, since we can again choose arbitrarily the function to which

one of the partial derivatives of z reduces along OA . But it is no
longer the same when the two arcs lie in the same angle of the

characteristics. Let us consider in the rectangle OABC two arcs

OD, OE of a curve passing through the origin, of which the lower

arc OD is met in only one point by a parallel to the ^/-axis, while

the arc OE is met in only one point by a parallel to the ar-axis.

Let y = 77-(a;), x = xiv) be the equations of these two arcs of the

curve which we have represented by dotted lines for convenience

in drawing (Fig. 4). There exists one and only one integral of equa-

tion (1) which reduces to a given function (f>{x) along OD, and to

another given function tpiy) along OE; we can obviously assume

that these two functions are zero at the origin.

We shall first consider the case where (f>{x) and if/{y) are identically

zero.

Beginning from any point M whatever of the rectangle OABC, we
draw two broken lines. One of them, L, drawn in the heavy line,

is obtained by drawing through M the line Mmi parallel to the

y-axis up to its intersection at mi with OD; then the para|lel mipi
to the a;-axis, the parallel pim2 to the «/-axis, and so on alternately.

The second broken line, L', the dotted line, is obtained by an
analogous construction, beginning with the parallel Mni to the

X-axis. It is clear that these two broken lines have an infinite

number of vertices and that they approach the origin more and more.
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This granted, let / and /' be the double integrals \lf{^ , rj) d$ drj

taken, respectively, over the portions of the plane comprised, on the

one hand, between the a;-axis, the line L, and the ordinate 3IP, and

on the other hand, between the y-axis, the line L' and the line MQ.
It is clear that these integrals depend, respectively, only upon x

A X

Fig. 4.

and upon y, and that the two lines L and L' coincide when point M
lies on one of the lines OD, OE. The function

^{^,y) = r f
fi^,v)didrj-i -r

J J

is therefore an integral of the equation c^z/êxdy = f{x, y) which

becomes zero when the point 31 lies on OD or on OE.

To treat the case when the functions ^(a;) and ip{y) are arbitrary,

let us designate by F{x, y) the double integral

J J

f{lrj)d^dr,

which is a regular function in the rectangle OABC. If Z{x, y) is

another regular integral of equation (1), we have c2(Z — F)/cxcy = 0,

and, consequently, by considering successively all the rectangles
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Mn\Mimi, MipxMzqi, Min^Mznt/z, ... we can write the series of

equalities (I, 130):

Zm + Zm^ — Zm^ — Zn^ — Fm + Fm^ — Fn^ — Fj^,

(12) \
^^' "*" ^^^ ~ ^^' ~ ^'^' ^ ^^' "*" ^^' ~ ^^' ~ ^^''

Zmj + Zms — Zm^ — Zji^ — Fmj + FMi — Fm, — Fn^,

In this sequence of equalities, everything is known except Zm,
Zmi, .... In order to eliminate these unknowns, it is sufficient to

add the preceding equalities, after having multiplied them by +1
and — 1 alternately. We thus obtain Zm expressed in a series, and
we prove conversely that this series is convergent and represents a

regular function in the rectangle OABC, satisfying the conditions

of the problem.

2

Remark. Let us cut the two arcs OD, OE by an arc such as HK
(Fig. 4). An integral would be determined in an easily defined

domain if we knew the Cauchy data along KH and the values of

the integral along HD and KE. In the case of the figure, the value

of the integral at M would be obtained by adding to the three

equalities (12) the formula obtained by the application of Green's

theorem to the double integral

U
dHZ -F)

dçdr)
d^drj

taken over the area of the curvilinear pentagon MsPzrsqs, and then

eliminating the unknowns Zm^, Zm^, Zm^-

36. Rectilinear motion of a gas. Let us consider a cylindrical

tube filled with gas, closed at one end 0, and open at the other;

if we impart to the plane cross section at a certain motion by
means of the inner surface or of a moving piston, there occur for

the column of air contained in the cylinder certain modifications

which are studied in acoustics. Let MN be a cross section of gas

located at the distance x from 0, let z be its displacement at time t
;

z is a function of x and of t, and physical considerations show that

2 E. Goursat, Annales de la Faculté des Sciences de Toulouse, 2nd series, Vol.

VI, 1904, p. 117.
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2 satisfies the partial differential equation

125

(13)
et^

= n2.
cH

CX^

a being a constant. This equation reduces to the form c^zfc^cr) =
by taking as new variables ^ = x + at,r) = x — at, provided that we
assume the second partial derivatives of z to be continuous (I, 41),

and consequently the characteristics are represented in the a:^-plane

by the two families of lines x ± at = C.

The integral sought for must satisfy the following conditions:

at the beginning instant t = 0, the inner walls and the column of air

are at rest, that is, we have 2 = 0, cz/ct = for t = 0, x > 0; these

are the Cauchy data along the positive part of the x-axis ; we impart

to the initial cross section a motion whose law is known, that is,

for X = 0, t > 0, z must reduce to a function f{t) which, with its

derivative, vanishes for t = 0. The problem to be solved is therefore

a mixed problem and the solution is easily arrived at from the

general theory of III, 34. Let us draw through the origin the two
characteristics x = ± at (Fig. 5). Since z and cz/ct are zero along the

Fig. 5.

a;-axis, z is also zero in the entire angle LOL' formed by the character-

istics, and in particular along OL. To get the value of z at a point

M{x, t) lying above OL, let us draw Mm parallel to OL, and the

parallels MN, mn to the second characteristic. From what we have

seen much earlier, we must have

Zm + Zn = Zy + Zfn',

and therefore Zm = Zm- Now, the ordinate of the point m is ^ — x/a,
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and consequently

To sum up, the desired integral has for its expression

z = (fort <-\, z=f(t --] (for t >-].

We see that the cross section, at a distance x from the initial cross

section, remains at rest as long as t < xja; the constant a therefore

represents the speed of propagation of the wave. If we cease to have
an effect on the initial cross section at the end of a time T, the

function /(<) remains constant for < > T ; the cross section of abscissa

X which gets in motion at the instant xja returns to rest from the

instant (xja) + T on. Since the integral depends only upon t — [xja),

we see that the wave is propagated completely with no interior

change ; we say that such a wave is regular.^

3 In reality, equation (13) is suitable only for small movements in the gas.

The precise equation is

d^z 8^z 8z 1 1-77»

(13') -^ = ['A'(i')]'T^' ^ = ^' '/'(^) = - 7(1 + :p)~2~.
ot^ ox^ ox k

k and m being two constants of which the second, m, is greater than unity.

We pass from (13') to the simplified equation of the text by assuming that the

variations of i/('(p) during the motion are infinitely small, and by replacing

fji'ip) by a constant a. But we can also solve the proposed problem for equation

(13'), that is, find an integral z(x, t) of this equation, which together with its

first order derivatives p — dxjdz, q = dzjdt is continuous for x > 0, < > 0,

which vanishes for ( = whatever the value of x, and which reduces for x =
to a function /(<), which, as well as its derivative /'(<), is zero for < = 0. From
the physical significance of this problem, a point on the positive half of the

a;-axis remains at rest until a certain moment t = <t>(x), <)>{x) being a positive

and increasing function; that is, there is a propagation by waves. The surface

which represents the integral sought after therefore coincides with the plane

2 = in the region comprised between the x-axis and the curve t = <f>{x).

Above this curve C, the desired solution is represented by a surface tangent

to the xy-plane along C, and we are brought back to the problem of Hugoniot
(III, 20).

We have seen above that this integral surface S is a developable surface

tangent to the xy-plane along the curve C, which is a characteristic for the

solution 2 = 0. In the present case, the characteristics lying in the a;y-plane

are the two systems of lines t = to ± j^.- Since the curve C must pass

through the origin and lie in the angle xOt, if the initial cross section begins

continued on page 127
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Let us consider in the second place a cylinder infinite in both

directions. We shall assume that the initial disturbance has been

produced in a bounded portion of the tube; analytically, this is

tantamount to sa^àng that for t = 0, z and èz/ct must reduce to

given functions fix) and (f>(x) which are zero outside an interval

(0, 1). This is the Cauchy problem itself, the data being valid along

the entire a:-axis, and we can foresee without any calculation the

nature of the solution. Through the origin and through the point A
of abscissa I on the x-axis let us draw the characteristics; these

lines divide the plane into a certain number of regions (Fig. 6).

Let J/P, yiQ be the two characteristics which pass through a point

continued from page 126

its motion at the instant t = 0, this curve C necessarily coincides with line

D, X = tip'iO), and we have already seen that the wave is propagated with

constant velocity iJj'(O).

To effect the determination of the surface S, we notice that it must satisfy

one of the two equations ip(p) ± q = «AfO), for the differential equations of the

two systems of characteristics of equation (13') possess the two integral com-
binations

d[q + 'Pip)] = 0, d[q - 4,{p)] = 0.

The first is proper for the characteristics of the system to which the line

D does not belong, and, consequently, we must take the — sign before q.

This first order equation is also written

cz I cz. —

-

(e) — = 1 - ^_ i-m_
1,

ex V ct I

and we are led to look for an integral of this first order equation passing

through the plane curve F of the 2<-plane, represented by the equation z = f(t).

Now, equation (e) has the complete integral composed of planes (II, 2, 82),

z = [(1 + ^0)2/(1-»») - \}c + at -r h,

and the integral sought for is the envelop of this plane when we establish a

relation between a and b such that it includes a tangent to F (II, 2, 83). The
equation of the plane P passing through the tangent to L at the point with

coordinates [0, A, /(A)] is, as is readily seen,

2 =/(A) +/'(A)(< - A) - {[1 + Ar/'(A)F(i-'") - \]x.

Between the line D and the <-axis, the desired function z(x, t) is therefore

represented on the developable surface, the envelop of plane P, depending

upon the variable parameter A.

K a portion of the edge of regression of this surface projects into the angle

xOt, the second derivatives r, a, t become infinite at these points. This dis-

continuity corresponds to the Biemann-Hugoniot phenomenon. (For the com-
plete study of the rectilinear motion of a gas, see Hadamard, Leçons sur la

propagation des ondes. Chap. IV.)
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M ; we have seen that the value of the integral at M is expressed

by an integral taken along PQ, which depends only upon the given

functions f{x) and <f>{x). These functions being zero to the right of

A and to the left of 0, the desired integral is zero in the regions (I)

and (I'), it is equal to a constant K in the region (II), and to the

same constant with its sign changed, —K, in region (II'). In one

of the regions marked by horizontal hatchings only, it preserves

a constant value when M is displaced parallel to the characteristic

OB; it is therefore a function of a: — at; similarly, in one, of the

regions marked only by vertical hatchings, it is a function of

X + at. Finally, in the parallelogram OCAB, it depends simultane-

ously upon X ->r at and upon x — at.

It is easy to verify these conclusions by the calculus. The general

integralof equation (13) is 2 = F{x + at) + 0(a; — a<), the functions

F and O being determined within an additive constant. These

functions must satisfy the initial conditions

1

F{x) + (D(x) =j{x), F'{x) - ^'{x) = -cf>{x);
a

we may assume F(0) = 0(0), and consequently set

1 r^
F{x) - <D(a:) = - (f>{x)dx = ijj{x);

a J

Fig. 6.
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the desired integral therefore has for its expression [cf. Ill, 29,

formula (22)]

(14) z = \[j{x + at) + i/-(x + at)] + \[f{x - at) - ^{z - at)].

Let us recall that /(x) is zero outside the interval (0, Z), that ^(a;)

is zero for x < 0, and preserves a constant value H for x > I.

Applying formula (14) to each of the regions of the plane success-

ively, it is easy to reach again the preceding conclusions. Let

us give, for example, to a: a constant value xi > I. When t

varies from to (xi — I)[a, f{xi + at) and f{xi — at) are zero,

0(a:i + at) and 0(a:i — at) have the same constant value H; we
therefore have 2 = 0. When t varies from {xi — l)/a to xi/a,

f{xi + at) = 0, 0(xi + at) = H, and z has the expression H/2 +
^[f{xi — at) — ijj{xi — at)]. Finally, for ^ > xi/a,f{xi + at),f{xi — at)

and tjj{xi — at) are zero, and z = HJ'2. The wave reaches the cross

section with abscissa xi at the instant (xi — l)la, and this cross

section remains at rest, vvith a constant displacement H/2, at the

instant xija. We would see in the same w^ay that there exists a

regular wave which is propagated to the left. Ever5i:hing happens

to sum up, as though the initial disturbance arose from the super-

position of two regular waves which break up to be propagated, one

to the right, the other to the left, with a velocity a.

We can also come up again with formula (22) (Chap. Ill) by
making the change of variable x + at = ^,x — at = -q, and apply-

ing the general formula (6) to the transformed equation (see Exercise

2).

37. Vibrating strings. Suppose an elastic string OA of length I

is fixed at its two extremities, and that we displace it from its

position of equilibrium. The displacement z normal to the string

at a point with abscissa x and at time t, is a function of the variables

X and t which also satisfies equation (13). This unknown function z

must also satisfy other conditions: 1. the initial conditions, which

express the fact that at the initial instant ^ = we know, for each

value of X, z and dzjct, say z = f{x), czjct = <j>{x), these functions

being zero for x = and for x = I; 2. the boundary conditions, which

express the fact that the extremities of the string are fixed, that is

to say, that z is zero, for any ^, at a: = and x = I; we encounter

again a mixed problem. Through the point A of abscissa I on the

a;-axis, let us draw the characteristic x + at = I, and At', parallel

to the ^axis, and through the origin the characteristic x — at =
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(Fig. 7). The data are those of Cauchy on OA, and we must have
2 = on the lines Ot and At'

.

The Cauchy data determine the integral in the triangle OAB.
Having the values of the integral along OOi and OB, it is determined

in triangle 0B0\ ; in the same way, the integral is determined in the

Fig. 7.

triangle ABAi by its value along AB and AAiA Kjiowing the values

of the integral along BOi and BAi, it is determined in the parallelo-

gram OiBAiAi; continuing thus, we see step by step that it is

determined in the entire region comprised between the parallels

Ot, At', above the a;-axis.

Let z = F{x + at) + 0(a: — at) be the integral sought; from the

initial conditions we must have

<f>{x)

F{x) + 0(x) = f{x), F'{x) - 0'(a;) = -—

.

From this we deduce, as just above,

fix) + 0(a;)

F{x) = ^{x) =
fix) - Mx)

setting

^{x)
1 r^

a j
<f){x) dx.

4 These integrals agree with each other along AB and OB, for as a result of

the data, dzjdx and dzfet are zero at the points and A (see III, 34).
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These formulas define the two functions F{u), 0(m) only for the

values of u taken between and 1 . In order that the solution have a

meaning, it is necessary that F{u) be defined for all positive values

of the argument, and 0(m) for all negative values. The end conditions

give the relations

F{at) 4- 0(-aO = 0, F{1 + at) + ^{l - at) = 0,

whatever the value of t, so that we can write, replacing at by u,

F{u) + (D(-m) = 0, F{1 + u) + ^{l - u) = 0, u > 0.

From the first we deduce that 0(-w) = — F{u), which shows

that the function O will be determined for all negative values of

u if F{u) is known for the positive values of u. When u varies from

to I, I — u decreases from I to 0, 0(Z — u) is known; the same is

therefore true of F {I + u), and consequently F{u) is determined

from to 21. On the other hand, replacing uhy u + I in the second

of the preceding relations, we have

F{21 + u) + 0(-w) = 0,

and therefore

F{21 + u) = F{u).

The function F{u) having the period 21, it is therefore determined for

every positive value of u, and therefore the same is true of ^{u) for

u < 0.

Bernoulli's method. Let us seek first of all the particular integrals

of equation (13) of the form U{x)V{t), the function U{x) being

zero for a; = and for x = L We must have

U"ix) 1 V'V)

U{x)
"

a2 V{t)'

and therefore the common value of these ratios must reduce to a

constant K. In order for the equation U"{x) = KU{x) to have a

particular integral vanishing for a: = and x = I, K must be of

the form — {n^ir^/l^), n being an integer, and we then obtain an

infinity of integrals of (13) of the wanted form

I

UTTX / amrf
^

arnrt

z = sin I C cos h C" sin -

\
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each of which defines a vibratory motion of period 2ljna. For
t = 0, this integral reduces to C sin n-nxjl, while dzldt is equal to

amr nvx
C'sin

This being the case, let us suppose that the two functions f{x)

and (f){x) can be expanded in a sine series in the interval (0, I),

+00 +002mTX xr^ uttx
An sin—— , (f){x) = y Bn sin ——,

«=1 n=l

It is clear that the series

+00 +002mTX an-nt "ST^ I nirx arnrt

An sin cos [• y Bn sin sin
I I /

i'
anv I I

n=l n=l

satisfies equation (13) formally, and that it reduces tof(x), while the

series obtained by differentiating it term by term with respect to

t reduces to <f>{x), for ^ = 0. This is Bernoulli's solution. It clearly

lacks rigor, but it is possible to justify it by means of several hjrpo-

theses of a very general nature. Indeed we are able to represent the

desired solution, in the interior of triangle OAB, by formula (22)

(Chap. Ill); it then results that if the series <f>{x) is uniformly con-

vergent, the desired integral is represented in this triangle by the

sum of the series Sz^ obtained by taking as terms the integrals

which correspond to the initial conditions

mrx dzn n-rrX

Zn = An sin , = Bn sin (for ^ = 0) ;

I dt I

it is therefore represented by Bernoulli's series (16). From the manner
in which the values of the integral at any point whatever were

deduced from the values which it assumes in the triangle OAB, it is

evident that the formula is valid in the entire domain. Now, from a

general proposition on Fourier series, series (15) are uniformly

convergent, if the functions f{x) and ^{x), satisfying Dirichlet's

conditions, are continuous. ^ (Cf. Ill, 33, Remark 1.)

5 See, for example, the Traité d'Analyse by Picard, (Vol. I, 2nd edition, p.

266.)
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II. SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS.
RIEMANN'S METHOD

38. Determinations of an integral from its values along two
characteristics. We are going to take up again, for a linear equation

of the general form of the hyperbolic type

ô^z 8x 8z
(17) —— ^a — +b — + CZ+ f(x, y),

ex cy oz cy

the problems already solved for the elementary equation s = f{x, y) \

the functions a{x, y), h{x, y), c{x, y),f{x, y) are assumed continuous.

Let us propose first of all to find an integral which reduces for

y = yo to a given function <f){x) and, for x = xq, to another function

ipiy), satisfying the condition 0(yo) = ^(^o)- We may evidently

assume xq = yo = 0;we shall further admit, for the sake of definite-

ness, that (f){x) is defined in an interval (0, a) and i/r(y) in an interval

(0, jS), a and ^ being two positive numbers, and we shall try to

determine the integral in the rectangle R bounded by the lines

x = 0, X = (X, y = 0, y = ^. The method we are going to follow is

due to Picard.^ Let us write equation (17) in the somewhat more
general form

d^z r 8z 8z-— = A a{x, y)— + b{x, y) —
ex cy L 8x cy

+ fix, y).

A being a parameter which we shall then take as unity in the result,

and let us first of all look for a power series in A,

(19) z = 2o(a:, y) + Xzi{x, !/) + ...+ X'^znix, y) + . . .

formally satisfying equation (18) and the initial conditions. For
A = 0, equation (18) reduces to the equation already studied,

s = f{x, y), and consequently we shall take for the first term of series

(19) the function

zoix, y) = <t>{x) + 0(y) - <^(0) + { di [ fa, v) drj,

which reduces to <j>{x) for y = and to 0(î/) for x = 0; the other

eoefl&cients zi, Z2> • • • must all be zero for a; = 0, whatever y may be,

^Journal de Mathématiques (1890). Note I of Vol. IV of the Leçons sur

la Théorie des surfaces by Darboux.
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and for y = Q, whatever x. Equating the two coefi&cients of A in

the two members of equation (18), after the substitution, we get

f^ çy r dzQ dzQ 1

zi{x, y) = \ d$
\ ait 7})—- + b{i, v)—- + c(^, v)^o\ d-q,

J J I ^5 ^V J

and in a general way Zn{x, y) is derived from Zn-i{x ,y) by the re-

currence formula

(20) Zn{x, y) = \ dn
I

ait v)

drj

+ bit 7}) —^ + Cit n)Zn-l dr).

The result obtained in this manner does not differ from that

which we should have obtained by the application of the method of

successive approximations, the first approximate value being

zoix, y). The second approximation will evidently be zq + Azi, the

third zo + Azi + X^Z2, and, generally, the nth. approximation will

be precisely the sum of the first n terms of series (19). If the functions

^ix) and ifjiy) are continuous and have a continuous derivative in the

intervals (0, a) and (0, /S), every function Znix, y) will be regular in the

rectangle R.

To prove the convergence of series (19), we shall rely upon the

following remark : let zix, y) be a regular function in R, and Zix, y)

the double integral

r^ cy r oz dz
Zix, y)= \

dn ait v)- + Ht V)- + <L v)
J J I ëç C-q

dr)',

if we replace the coefficients a, b, c by other positive coefficients A,

B, C, constants or variables, but greater in absolute value than the

coefficients a, b, c; and if similarly we replace zix,y) by another

function uix, y), such that u, ôujdx, dujdy are dominant functions in

R for z, dzjdx, dzjdy, it is clear that Zix, y) will be replaced by
another function Uix, y) which will be positive along with its

derivatives in R, and that we shall have at every point of this

domain

\Z\ < U,
8Z
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This being so, let us assume that we have, at every point of R,

zn-i{x, y)\ < H
(21)

CZn^l
I

(X + y)n-l

< H

(^^n-l

cy
< H

ex \ [n - 1)!

[n - 1)!

'

H being a positive number. Let M be the upper bound of the

absolute values of the coefficients a, h, c in R; from the preceding

remark, we shall have

\Zn{x, y)\ <
\

MH
J J

(x + y)«-i {x + yY

and a fortiori

\zn{x, y)\ < H

{n - 1)

X + y)n-i

+
n\ J

dx dy,

2Jf +
M{x + y)(3^ + y)

1

n + 2 J'(n + 1)!

and we see similarly that \cznjcx\ and \cznlcy\ are less than

H
{x + 2/)» r M{x + v) 12M + —^

L n+\ \n\ I n +

Therefore inequalities (21) imply the following

{X + 2/)«-i

\zn{x, y)\ < HK
(21)

{n + 1)!

CZn
< HK-

{x + ?/)"

CZn

cy
<HK

{X + y)n

nl

K being a positive number which depends only upon M and the

dimensions of rectangle R. If L is an upper bound of

1^1-

CZo

ex

CZq\

cy\

we have at first

\zi{x,y)\ < Z3ILxy,
CZi

< 3MLy,
CZi

(^y

< 3 MLx,
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and a fortiori

{IV, ^38

\zi{x,y)\ < 3ML
{x + yf

1-2

dzi

dx
<3ML{x + y).

dzi

dy
<:iML{x + y).

We deduce from these, reasoning step by step, the inequalities

\zn{x,y)\ <SMLKn-i
{x + y)n+'^

{n + 1)!

'

dZn

dx
< 3 MLK^-^

{x + y)n

nl

which prove that series (19) and the two series obtained from it by-

differentiation are uniformly convergent in the domain R. Let

z{x, y) be the sum of series (19), which is a regular function in R.

To prove that it is indeed an integral of equation (18), it is sufficient

to observe that, in the manner in which we have determined the

successive coefficients 2«, we have

Sn{x, y) = <t>{x) + ^{y) - <f>{0) + [ ( f{i, rj) d^ dr]

J J

^'SySlb'' V) — + • • • + c{$, v) ^n-1 \d7],

H J

Sn{x, p) being the sum of the first n terms of series (19). When n
increases indefinitely, aS'^-i, dSn-i/8x, dSn-ijdy, approach z{x, y),

dz/8x, dzjdy uniformly, and we have in the limit

(22) z{x,y)=<f>{x) + ^{y)-<f>{0) + SIJ J
f{L'n)dèdr]

+
f« rv r 8z dz 1

X \ dn \a{lr))- + b{lr^)- + c{i,-n)z\dr,.
J J I O^ 07] J

The function z{x, y) is therefore indeed an integral of (18) and it is

clear that it also satisfies the initial conditions.

It is the only integral regular in R satisfying these conditions. Indeed,

let Z{x, y) be an integral satisfying these conditions; let us set

Z - Sn = Unix, y),

Sn having always the same meaning. Comparing the expression for
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Sn written above with the formula

Z{x, y) = <f>{x) + 4.{y) - cf>{0) + f f /(^, r?) d^ drj

J J

8Z dZ
+ A

c^ cy [ dZ dZ 1

J J L Sç CT] J

we get

TJn{x, y)=X { d^ [
Jo Jo

8Un-l
a(^. V)

dUn-l
+ 6(f -q)

ZZpL + c{t V) Un-l a, V) drj.

It follows from the calculation just made that Un{x, y) approaches

zero when n increases indefinitely, whatever may be the function

Uq{x, y) with which we have started defining the sequence of

functions Ui, U2, . . ., Un, .... The integral Z{x, y) is therefore the

limit oi Sn{x, y), that is, it is identical with z{x, y).

If the functions ^(x), ip{y) or their derivatives <f>'{x), ijj'iy) have a

finite number of discontinuities in the intervals (0, a) and (0, /3),

while remaining bounded, the functions zi, zz, . . . are still regular in

the domain R, and the integral z{x, y) represented by series (19) is

itself regular in E, except along a finite number of segments of

characteristics {cf. Ill, 33).

39. Riemann's function. The problem which has just been

treated can always be reduced to the particular case where the two
functions (f){x) and ij/iy) are identically zero, by taking for the

unknown z — (f){x) — i/j{y) + (f>(0)
in place of z. This transformation

only modifies the expression for f{x, y) without changing the coefii-

cients a, h, c. The first term Zo{x, y) of the series (19) is then equal

to the double integral

Zo[x,y) = fcZ^ ( f{^,r})dr).

Jo Jo

In a general way, let us assume that Zn-i has the form

(23) Zn-i{x,y)= di { f{^,rj)gn-i{x,y;$,r])dr],
Jo Jo
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gn-i{x>y\ ^>v) being a continuous function of the two pairs of

variables {x, y), (^, r]) which possesses partial derivatives continuous

with respect to x and to y. We are going to prove that Zn{x, y) can

be put in an analogous form. To apply the recurrence formula (20),

let us calculate first of all Zra-i(^. ^)> ^Zn-i/ë^, ëzn-ijërj. By hypothesis,

we have, after replacing x, y, ^, rj in (23) by ^, -q, u, v,

^n-i{è, l) = \
du \ f{u, v)gn-i{^, 7] ; u, v) dv

Jo •/

and, consequently,

dzn-i{$, v) c^ n ,, , %«-l

-J J
f{u, v) du dv

èè J J de

n
+ fie, v)gn-i{è, 1 ; è> v) dv,

J

= f{r, v) du dv
J J

BZnMt V) _ r^ n Sgn-l

drj J J ër)

+ f{u,r))gn-i{$,rj;u,r])du.
J

The expression for Zn{x, y) will be composed of three terms :

(24) 2„(:r, 2/) = [ r^l r^T,
J (^î^JJ'm^)

[a(^.'?)

dgn-l
+ 6(f v) -T— + <^(^' v)9n-i dv

+
ÇX çy n

d$
\

drj \ a{^,r])f{^,v)gn-i{tV'^''^) dv
Jo Jo Jo

/•^ r2/ rè

+ d$ I dr] I b{^,7^)f{u,rj)gnM^,rj;u,7))du.
Jo Jo Jo

Let us invert the order of the first two integrations in the first triple

integral of the second member by applying Dirichlet's formula

(I, 124) ; it can again be written

rx çy çy
d^ \ dv \ a{$,r))f{$,v)gn-i{^,v;^>v)drj,

Jo Jo Jo
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or, permuting the letters -q and v,

(25) r d^ Tc^T, f a{tv)f{tri)gn^i{tv;fn)dv
J J J

i39

J J

a{^,v)gn-i{tv;^,r])dvL

The second triple integral of formula (24) can be similarly written

r di
f fit V) dr)

Jo Jo
è(î^, '^) gn-1 {u, 7];$,rj)du\.

As to the quadruple integral which forms the first term of 2^(2:, y),

it is taken over a domain of four-dimensional space which is defined

by the inequalities

0<w<^<x, < V < 7] < y.

If we integrate first with respect to the variables ^, rj, the limits

will be u and x for ^, v and y for 17, and the limits \vall then be and x

for u, and y for v. This quadruple integral can therefore be written

in the equivalent form

cgn-i(i, y]\u,v)

ait ri) +
ce

d-q,

ÇX çy ÇX çy
du \ dv \ d^ \ f{u, v)

Jo Jo Jw J V

or, again by permuting the two pairs of variables (w, v) and i$, 17),

rd$ Tdrjfitv)
Jo Jo

I
I (iw I a{u, v)

dgn-i{u, v;i,T])
+ .

du
dv .

We see therefore that after all these transformations the expres-

sion for Znix, y) takes the form

(26) Znix. y)= { d^{ fit r,)gnix, y-tl) drj

Jo Jo
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by setting

f^ Çy f ègn-i(u, v;i,r))
"I

(27) gn{x,y;^,'n)= du\ \a{uv) + . . . Uv

+ Hu, v) 9n-l{u, ri;$,7}) du

+ a{t v)gn-i{$, v;^,T))dv.

Starting from qq = \, we shall calculate step by step by this

formula gi{x, y; $, rj), g^ix, y; $,r)), . . . . The result obtained can be

stated thus: The integral of equation (18), which is zero for x = 0,

whatever the value of y, and for y = 0, whatever the value of x, is re-

presented in the rectangle R hy the double integral

(28) i{x, y) = \ d^ \ f{$, 7)) G{x,y; $,7j; A) drj,

Jo Jo

G(x, y ; ^, 7? ; A) designating the sum of the series

(29) G{x, y; I -qiX) = 1 + Xgi {x, yj,7)) + ...

+ A«g'„(x, y;^, 7j) +

This function G was introduced by Riemann in an entirely differ-

ent manner which will be explained later on.

We could study this series (29) directly as we did series (19),

but it is easy to derive its properties from what precedes. Let us

observe first of all that it formally satisfies the homogeneous equa-

tion

^26? / dG dG
(30)

I dG dG \= A a + b V cG\\
\ dx dy J8x dy \ dx dy

we can indeed write, according to the recurrence formula (27), and since

the series (29) is uniformly convergent, as well as those which we
derive from it differentiating with respect to x and with respect to y^

r^ rv r dF{u, v;i,r};X) 1

G{x,y;i,rj;X) = X\ du \ \ a{u, v) + . . . \ dv

+ X{x;^,rj,X) + Y{y;è,-q,X).
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We therefore also have

= A
dx dy

cG 8G 1

a{x, y) ^— + Hx, y)^— + c{x, y)G I
cx cy

On the other hand, for a; = ^, it also reduces to the series

(31) 1 + gx{t y;tr))^ + -.. + Qnit y; |, t?) A" + . .

.

and the recurrence relation (27) here becomes

= a{i, v) g„9n{^, y;$,rj)= a{i, v) gn-i{^, v;$,r)) dv.
J rj

The series (31) is precisely the series which we should obtain by
developing in powers of A the integral of the linear equation

dw
—— = Mt y) w,
dy

which reduces to owe for y = t], an integral which has

for its expression. We should see in the same way that for y = -q,

G reduces to

We have demonstrated in the preceding paragraph that there

exists an integral of equation (30) which reduces to

J
M

a(£, v)dv

for X = ^ and to

for y = -q. This integral is represented by a uniformly convergent

series all of whose terms, from the very way in which they were

obtained, are holomorphic functions of A. It is therefore itself an
entire function of the parameter A, and its expansion in powers

of A necessarily coincides with series (29). To sum up, the function

G(x, y ; ^, 7?, A) is an integral of equation (30) which satisfies the limit-

ing conditions below:

(32) (? = eAJl ^(".'?)'^"(fory = ^),

J
y

^ 'î (for X = ^).
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40. First solution of Cauchy's problem. Let us take up again

in the same way Cauchy's problem for the general equation (18),

and let us propose to expand in powers of the parameter A the

integral satisfying the same conditions as in III, 28. We shall take

for the first term of the series the integral zo{x, y) of the equation

5 = f{x, y) satisfying the given conditions, and we shall determine

the successive coefficients zi{x, y), zz{x, y), . . ., by means of the

recurrence law

(33) Znix, y) = ± [
j(PMQ)

dzji^i dzn-1

CÇ Or]

n-li^, V)
]

where we take the + sign or the — sign before the integral accord-

ing as the arc AB on which the given data lie has the disposition

of Figure la or of Figure lb. The domain of integration, which is the

curvilinear triangle PMQ, is chosen in such a fashion that Zn{x, y),

as well as its partial derivatives of the first order, is zero along the

arc AB. Let us consider for the sake of definiteness, the case of

Figure la, and let us suppose the pointM is above the arc AB. A very

simple device suffices to reduce formula (33) to a recurrence formula

of the form (20). Let us suppose, in fact, three functions cf.{x, y),

p{x, y), y{x, y), zero in the curvilinear triangle ABD, below AB,
and equal respectively to the coefficients a{x, y), b{x, y), c{x, y)

above AB. It is clear that if we have Un~i{x, y) = Zn-i{x, y), the

double integral

(33') Unix, y)= \
\

a(^, 7,)
—— + /3(f , r,) ^—

J J {P'MQ'D)i 0^ c-n

+ vit V) Un-li^, r)) d$ dr],

taken over the rectangle P'MQ'D, will be zero if the point M is

below the arc AB and equal to Zn{x, y) if the point M is above AB.
Despite the discontinuity of the functions a{x, y), ^{x, y), y{x, y)

along AB, this function, as well as its partial derivatives dunjdx,

dunfey, is continuous in rectangle R. This being the case, let us

suppose that we ^vish to develop in powers of A the integral of the
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auxiliaiy equation

c-u
(34) — = A

ex cy

cu cu
x{x, y) — + p{x, y)— + y{x, y)u

ex cy
+ fi^,y).

which takes on the same values as zq{x, y) along the sides AD and
BD of R.

(35) u{x, y) = u^ix. y) + Aui(j-, y) + . . . + A"î/„(x, y) -\- . . . .

^Ye clearly have u^Qix, y) = Zo{x, y), and the coefficients Ui, u-i, . . .

are obtained step by step by means of formula (33'). Despite the

discontinuity of the coefficients a, ^, y along the arc AB, the

reasoning of III, 38 applies without modification, and this series

is uniformly convergent, as are those derived from it by differenti-

ating term by term with respect to x or y. If the point M(x, y) is

below arc AB. we evidently have Unix, y) =0, n > 1, and series

(35) is reduced to its first term U'q[x, y). But if the point M is above

AB, we see step by step, by virtue of the preceding remark, that we
have ui(x, y) = zi{x, y), . . ., Unix, y) = Znix, y), and series (35)

represents precisely, in the curvilinear triangle ACB, an integral

z{x, y) of equation (18) such that

â = z{x, y) = z^{x, y),

is zero, as well as ce'CX, ch[cy, along AB. The series obtained by the

method of successive approximations therefore represents an

integral satisfying the Cauchy conditions above AB, and we would

see in a similar fashion that this series is also uniformly convergent

below AB. The reasoning is completed as above.

In the particular case where the desired integral, as well as its

two partial derivatives, must be zero along AB, the first term of the

series has for its expression

20(x,y) = f r f{i,7j)d^dr),
J J PMQ,

and, by a sequence of transformations of multiple integrals, entirely

analogous to those which were carried out in Section 39, we prove

step by step that Znix, y) can be put in the form

Zn{x,y)=
I I

I[î,ri)gn{^,y\Lri)dèdrj,
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the functions gi{x, y; i,r)), g2{x, y\ ^,r)), . . . being derived from

by means of the recurrence formula (27). The value of the integral

satisfying these conditions is therefore represented, at a point

M{x, y) of rectangle R, by the double integral

(36) Z{x, y)^ { { /(f r,) G {X, y; lr,;X) d^ drj,

J J (PMQ)

G being the Riemann function defined above ; in the case of Figure 16»

the double integral must be preceded by the minus sign.

Let us suppose, in the second place, that the Cauchy data along

AB are arbitrary. Let t,{x, y) be any function whatever satisfying

these conditions, for example, the integral of the equation s = 0.

Setting 2 = ^ + w, we are led to the equation

dhi I du du
= A I a 1-6 —

dxdy \ dx dy

(cu cu \a— + 6— + cu\ + f{x,y)
dx dy J

/ di di \

-1-Aa— + 6— + cM-
\ dx dy Idy I dx dy

and the function u{x, y) must be zero, as well as dujdx, dujdy, along

AB. The coefficients a, b, c being fixed, the Riemann function G is

the same for the two equations (18) and (37). The desired integral

therefore has the expression

(38) z{x, y) = i{x, y)+ [ { fit v) G [x, y; lrj;X) d^ drj

+ A a{lrj)- + b{tv)- + c{i,rjK\- -——\Gdidrj.
J J (PMQ)\ I d^ dr) J C^ drj )

We would similarly have the integral assuming the same values as a

given function l,{x, y) along AD and BD by taking the rectangle

MQ'DP' as the domain of integration of the double integral.

We can arrive at formula (36) very easily by a synthetic method.

We have seen that the integral of a linear differential equation

with second member F{y) = f{x), which, with its first n — I
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derivatives is zero for x = xq, is represented by a definite integral

J

X

<f>{x, a)/ (a) dx,

Xn

<f>{x, x) being a fixed function of x and of a. By analogy, let us seek

to determine a priori a function (f){x, y; ^, rj) such that the double

integral

(39) z{x, y) = ( \ f{i,v)'f> {^> y>tv) d$ d-q

J J (PMQ)

taken over the triangle PMQ is an integral of equation (18); we
shall suppose for the calculation that the function <j) is continuous

and possesses continuous derivatives è(f>/dx, d(f)ldy, c^(f>/dxdy. The

derivative czjdx will be composed of two terms, one of which is

obtained by the usual formula for differentiation under the integral

sign, and the other of which comes from the variation of the field of

integration. To calculate this last term, let us observe that when one

gives to X an increment Ax > 0, the field of integration is increased

by a band of width Aa:, having MP for its height (Fig. 1) and the

principal part of the value of the double integral taken over this

band is evidently

Ax f{x,v)<f> i^' y> ^>v)^v-
J (PM)

We therefore have

iz r r 8(f>
r— - f{^>l)—did7j+ f{x,r))(t,{x,y;x,r])drj,

ex J J (PMQ) OX J iPM)

a formula which could also be established by an elementary calcu-

lation, when the variable limits in the double integral (39) are written

explicitly. We find in the same way

-=
f f f{^,7j)-d^dr^+ ( f{^,y)<f>{x,y;$,y)di,

Cy J J (PMQ) dy J (QM)

nLi)^-—dî^i

J (Pi\

Bxdy J J (PMQ) ex dy

8

(PM)" ' èy

d

+ /(^ y)— [<^(^, y\ è, y)]dè-\- j>{x, y, x, y)f{x, y).

J {QM) 8x
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In order that the function z{x, y), represented by formula (39), be
an integral of equation (18), for an arbitrary function f{x, y), it is

necessary and sufficient that after the substitution the terms under
the dififerent integral signs be identical, as well as the terms outside

of every integral sign, that is, that we have

d^ r 8</> 8<f>[ 8<i> d<f> 1
= A a{x, y)— + b{x, y)— + c{x, y)<f> \,

I 8x By Jdzôy L 8x dy

8

—{<i>{x, y; X, t))] = A a{x, y) <p {x, y; x, t)),

8y

8

—[<f>i^, 2/; ^, 2/)] = A b{x, y) <j>{x,y\ ^, y),
ox

(f){x,y;x,y) = 1.

These conditions are identical with those which determine the

function

G{x,y;i,r);X).

Indeed, the first condition expresses the fact that <f>{x,y;^, r)) is

an integral of the homogeneous equation (30). As to the other three,

we derive from them that

, / > ) f^ a(x, v) dv
<p{x, y; X, Tj) = e^ ^'n

,

<f>{x,yA,y) = e^Jf

It is sufficient to replace a; by ^ in the first of these relations and

y by 7^ in the second to regain conditions (32).

41. The adjoint equation. Riemann has solved the same
problem by an entirely different method, which rests on the theory

of the adjoint equation.' Given a linear homogeneous equation of

' Oottingen Abhandlungen, Vol. VIII, I860; Œuvres, p. 145. See also Chap.

IV of Vol. II of the Théorie des surfaces by G. Darboux (see Exercise 5). The
method which Riemann had applied to only one particular equation has been
extended by G. Darboux to the general equation of form (18).
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the second order

147

£2; C^Z

(40) ^{z) = A + B
cx^ ex cy

c^z dz dz
-\-C-^- + D— +E— + Fz,

bxp- dx dy

if we multiply each term by the same function u{x, y) and integrate

by parts as many times as possible, we obtain a sequence of identities

Au
c'^z d r

dx^ dx L

cz c{Au)
Au — — z

ex ex

d

dy

d'^z d
Cu — =

dy^ dy

d^z d I Oz\ \

Bu = —
{ Bu—\ - —

dx dy dy \ dx I dx i

-\
dz diCu)

Cu ^

dy dy

+ ::

dBu)

dy

d^{Au)

dx^

1
+ z

d^Bu)

dx dy

dHCu)

dy^

dz d d(Du)
Du— = — {Duz) — z ,

dx dx dx

dz d d{Eu)
Eu— = — {Euz) - z ,

dy dy dy

Fuz = zF{u),

and we derive from them the following relation, which holds good

for all possible forms of the functions u and z,

(41)

We have set

(42) ^(w) =

dH cK
u^{z) - z^{u) = + .

dx dy

dHAu) d^Bu) d^Cu)
+ +

d(Du) d{Eu)

dx^ dx dy dy^
+ Fu,

(43)

dz d{Au)
H = Au z z

dx dx

dz dz
K = Bu — + Cu —

dx dy

ex

d{Bu)

~^
d{Cu)

cy

+ Duz,

+ Euz.

The equation ^{u) = is the adjoint equation of equation (40).

We could verify by a direct calculation that there is a reciprocity

between these two equations, which is also a consequence of identity
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(41). Let us remark that in this identity we can replace H by
H + {dd/dy), and K hy K — {dd/8x), d{x

, y) being an arbitrary

function. 8

The double integral jj[u^{z) — z^{u)] dx dy, taken over a domain
where the functions z and u are continuous, as well as their derivatives

up to the second order, can, from identity (41) be replaced by the

line integral

(44)
I
Hdy - Kdx,

J (T)

taken in the positive sense around the contour F which bounds
this domain. In particular, if z and u are respectively the integrals

of equation (40) and of its adjoint, regular in any domain at all, the

line integral (44), taken around the contour of this domain, is always

zero.

42. Riemann's method. Let us apply this result to a linear

equation of the hyperbolic type, which we shall now write

ê^z 8z dz
(45) S^{z) = +a— + b— + cz = 0,

dx dy dx dy

8 We can extend the definition of the adjoint equation to a Hnear equation

in any number of variables. For the equation in n variables

^(z) = S aik ^ ^ + 2 6i —- + C2 = 0,
CXiOZlc CXi

the adjoint equation is

e^atj^u) d(bu)
^(u) = 2j Id \- cu =

dxdxic dx

and we have the identity

BMi 8M2 dMn
u^{z) - z'S{u) = —— + ... - ^,

ox I 0X2 CXn

Mu M2, .... Mn being bilinear functions with respect to 2, u, and their de-

rivatives of the first order, the expression for which we would have by means
of the identities

327 a2f7 8 I dV\ d I ëU\
U V = lu F ,

dxidx/c dxidxjc dxi\ dxjc/ 8xic\ dx /

eV dU d(UV)
U + V = -.

8xi dxi dxi

We shall see examples later (sections 45, 72, 78).
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we have, in this particular case,

chi ca cu I ca ch \
^(2/) = a 6— +c — U = 0,

(46) I
ex y ex cy ^ ex cy J

cu cz
H = auz — z — , K = buz + u—

.

cy ex

Let z{x, y) be an integral of equation (45)9 satisfying the Cauchy

conditions along an arc AB (Fig. la), and let u{x, y) be any integral

whatever of the adjoint equation regular in the rectangle ACBD.
Replacing under the | sign the letters x and y by the letter ^, -q, we
have, from the general proposition,

(47) f Hdrj - Kdi + ( Hdrj - { Kdi = 0,

J (QP) J IPM) J (MQ>

the same substitution having been made in H and K; the point M
is a point of the rectangle ACBD, with coordinates x, y. By hypo-

thesis, we know the value of the desired integral z(^, rj) and of its

partial derivatives along arc AB, u(^, tj) is a fixed solution of the

adjoint equation. Therefore, the first line integral, taken along arc

QP, is a known function of the coordinates x and y of the point M.
It appears on the contrary that the line integrals along PJ/ and along

MQ cannot be calculated \\ithout kno%nng the values of 2 along these

lines. Riemann's device consists precisely in choosing the function

u in such a way as to eliminate these integrals. We have

[ Kd^ = [ (buz + u^)di,
J MQ J MQ \ <^V

which an integration by parts immediately allows us to write as

f Cd^= (l.2)g+ [ zlhu--\dt
J MQ J MQ \ <^Ç/

and the general formula (47) gives us

(48) {uz)m = {uz)q +
I

zlbu - —] d$
J MQ \ ci/

- ( z(au - '-^] dr, + ( Hdr) - K di.

J PM \ CTj) J PQ

9 We assume, for simplicitj', /(z, y) = 0. If/ were not zero, there would be

an additional term, easy to include in the expression for the integral.
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In order to make those integrals disappear in which the unknown
values of z along PM and MQ occur, it is sufficient to take for

u{$, -q) an integral of the adjoint equation (where x and y have been
replaced by ^, t?), satisfying the following conditions

d d—w(^, y) = b{$, y)u{^, y), —^{x, rj) = a{x, rj)u{x, rj).

d^ dr]

Now u{$, y) and u{x, rj) represent respectively the functions of ^

and of 17 to which this integral reduces along MQ and MP. Designat-

ing by Um the value of this integral when the point {$, 17) is at M,
it is necessary and sufficient that we have

/^ \ f bU,y)dt I . f a(x,v)dv
u{ç, y) = Um eJ^

, u{x, 7)) = Um e^v
,

in order for the integrals along MP and MQ to disappear in formula

(48). Assuming um = 1, we shall designate by u{x, y;^,rj) the func-

tion of the two pairs of variables {x, y), {^, -q) thus determined.

Considered as a function of the variables (^, -q), it is a solution of the

adjoint equation

d'^u du du r da 8bdu du r da dbl
- a{$, r))- - bil -n)- + \c{i, v)--- -\ ^(^. v) = 0;

eg or) L d^ dr]jd^d-q

for ^ = ic, it reduces to

(^ aix, v)dv
e^v

and, for -q = y,\t reduces to

C b(t,y)dt
} r

it is therefore equal to one, for ^ = x, -q = y. If we assume that we
have determined this integral of the adjoint equation, formula

(48) gives us the value at the point {x, y) of the integral which satis-

fies the Cauchy conditions along arc AB

r r dz du
(49) zm = {uz)q + uz{b d^ — adrj) + u— d^ + z— d-q.

J iQP) J (QP) ^i ^V

In this formula only the values of z and of dz/d^ along AB occur.

Taking account of the identity

r d{uz) d{uz)
{uz)q - {uz)p = ~T7~^^ + "^

—

^1'
J {PQ) d^ dr]
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we can replace formula (49) by one or the other of the formulas

72 du

PQ J PQ CTj

r r èz du
(49') zm = {uz)p + uz{a drj — h d^) + u— drj + z—d$,

J PQ J PQ c-n ci

(uz)p + {uz)q C
(49") ZM = + uziadrj - b d^)

2 J PQ

+ -
1 r /cz cz\ 1 C l(^^ cu \

-A A-^^--A + -A A-dî--dr\..
2 J (PQ) \cr] C^/ 2 J PQ \ci CTj J

of which the last is the most sjTnmetric, but depends upon the values

of 2 and its two derivatives along AB.
In all these formulas, the point (x, y) is considered fixed, and the

variables of integration are ^, -q so that the variables x and y occur

under the J sign only in u and its derivatives. We can repeat for

these formulas all the remarks which had been made in connection

"v^dth the equation s = (III, 33); Riemann's function uix, y; ^, t^)

reduces to unity in this particular case.

These formulas are applied again when the arc AB coincides with

the broken line ADB; the points P and Q then become P' and Q'

and formula (49'), for example, gives

ZM = {uz)p' + \ Iz buz\ d^ + i- h az\ dr],

J (P'D) \ C^ I J (DQ') \C7j /

which can be rewritten, integrating z{cm/oz) by parts, as

(50) Zm = {uz)d - ul H bz \di + ul h az\ drj.

J (P'D) \èi J J (DQ') VcTj J

To calculate zm, it is sufi&cient, conforming to the general theory,

to know the values of z along the broken line ADB. Indeed, if

z{x, y) is any known function of x along AD, czjcx is known along

AD, and, for the same reason, czjcy is a known function of y along

DB.
Let xi, yi be the coordinates of point D; let us designate by

z{x,y\xi,yi)

the integral of the equation ^{z) = which satisfies the following
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conditions

z{x, yi; xi, yi) = e-Jxi '^'
,

/ > f a(x,, v) dv
z{xi,y;xi,yi) = e-hi

This integral is equal to one at the point D and, when we replace

X, y hy ^,rj, it satisfies the two relations

8z 8z
bz -\ = 0, az -\ =

d^ drj

along AD and BD, respectively. If we have taken this integral for

z, formula (50) reduces to zm = ud, that is, we have

(51) z{x, y; xi, yi) = u{x, y\ xi, yi).

Replacing xi, y\ by ^, t], respectively, we see that the function

u{x, y; ^,7]), considered as a function of x, y, is an integral of the

proposed equation which satisfies conditions entirely the same as

those which determine it when we consider it as a function of

{^,r)), since a and 6 must be replaced by —a and —b when we pass

from an equation to its adjoint. The knowledge of this function

u{x, y; ^, 7)) will therefore also permit us to solve the Cauchy prob-

lem for the adjoint equation, and we can say that the integration

of a linear equation and the integration of its adjoint equation are two

equivalent problems.

The last conditions which determine u{x,y; $,7j) are identical

with those which determine the function G{x, y;^,-q) when we put

A = — 1 . It is easy from this to verify the identity of the two solu-

tions. Formula (38), indeed, can be written, by supposing f{x, y)

zero, and replacing 6r by —u,

(38') z{x, y) = i{x, y)+ [ { ^m, v)Mx, y;i,v) dî dr].

J J {PMQ)

This being the case, it is sufficient to apply to this double integral

the general formula (44) which leads to a line integral, and the

transformations which have just been carried out lead precisely to

Riemann's solution. The values of ^, dt,jdy, d^Jdx, along arc AB,
are indeed equal by h3rpothesis to the values of the desired integral
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and its derivatives dz/8x, ëzjdy, along the same arc. One can only

note that the solution of Cauchy's problem given by formula (38)

in the form of a double integral does not assume the existence of the

adjoint equation, that is, the existence of the derivatives dajdx,

dbjdy.

43. Equations with constant coefficients. Every linear

equation of the hyperbolic type with constant coefficients has

for characteristics two families of lines (III, 26) ; if we refer it to

its characteristics, the coefficients a, b, c which occur in the re-

duced form (45) can also be assumed constant. If we then set

z = ue~^^''"'y , we reduce it to an equation not containing first order

derivatives, and in which the coefficient of u is again constant.

Every equation of the type considered can therefore be reduced

to the simple form

(62) + cz = 0,
dxdy

c being a constant coefficient. If c is not zero, the change of x into

kx again permits us to give this coefficient an arbitrary value, + 1

for example. Equation (52) is, after the elementary equation

5 = 0, one of the simplest types to which Riemann's method applies.

We know indeed how to find the function u{x, y;$,-q) for this equa-

tion, for it is sufficient to find an integral reducing to unity for

X = $, for any y, and for y = t], for any x. Let us set v =

(^ — i) {y — v) ^^^ l^t us s^^k a particular integral of (52) depending

only upon v, say z = (f){v) ; we are led to the second order equation

V(l>"{v) + (f>\v) + c<l>{v) = 0,

which is one of the forms of the Bessel equation (II, 2, 52).

We have seen that this equation has as an integral an entire

function of v reducing to one for v = 0, and this integral can be

expressed as J{ — cv) where J{t) is the power series

t <2 t»

J{t) = 1 + - + + . . . + +
1 (1.2)2 (^!)2

We can therefore also solve the Cauchy problem for an equation

of hyperbolic type with constant coefficients.

Let us consider for example the telegrapher's equation}^ which

10 The method set forth here is due to É. Picard {Bulletin de la Société

Mathématique de France, Vol. 22, 1894, p. 2-8).
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is written, with a suitable choice of units,

(63)

8V
2 = 0;

8x^ dt^ 8t

V designates the potential at time < at a point of abscissa x on an
indefinite rectilinear wire, lying along the ic-axis, which transmits

an electrical impulse. The characteristics here are the two families

of lines x ± t = C; taking as two new variables x' = {x — t)/\/2,

y' = [x + t)/\/2 and at the same time setting V = ze~*, equation

(53) becomes
8^z 1

(54) + -z = 0.

8x' 8y' 2

We assume that an initial electrical impulse has been produced

on the wire between the two points x = and x = a{a > 0), and we
seek the value of V at time t at the point with abscissa x. Analytic-

ally, the problem to be solved is the following : We know the values

at time t = of z and of 8zl8t,

8z
z = fix), — = g{x),

8t

these functions being zero outside the interval (0, a) ; to derive from

this z{x, t) for any x and t {t > 0).

/
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This is precisely the Cauchy problem, and the curve along which

the values are given is the line ^ = in the ar^-axes, and the line

y' = x' XQ. the x' ,
y' system of axes. The values of z and of its partial

derivatives dz/dx', dz/dy', along this line are the consequences of the

given values.

Let M be a point %vith coordinates {x, t), t being positive, in the

X, t system. The value of the desired integral at the point M is given

by the general formula (49") which here becomes

(55) ZM =
{uz)p + iuz)Q

+
1 r /dz 8z \ /du du \

u\— drj dn - zl~dri dn,
2 J iPQ) \ër} 8^ I \8rj d^ J

Riemann's function u being equal to J{— |w), where v =
{x' — $){y' — 17); we shall designate it by <j>{v). Let N he a, point of

the segment PQ with coordinates (A, 0) in the x, t system; its co-

ordinates in the x', y' system are $ = rj = XlV'2, and A varies

from x — t to x + t along the segment PQ. In order to appty for-

mula (55), it is necessary to know u, z, cu/d^, du/d-q, cz/di, dz/d-q,

at every point N oi PQ.
We have first of all

fx + t - t - X\

-r v^i
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At the points P, Q, we have u = \, z reduces respectively to

f{x — t) and tof{x + t), and formula (55) becomes

f{x-t)+f{x + t)

(56) z =

+
1 r^+t / rtx - A)2 - «2-1 r

iLIn—i—J^<^*-'^w'[
{X - A)2 - «2

2
]dX.

The variables x' and y' do not occur in the final formula (56),

which expresses the solution directly in terms of the given values.

In order to discuss this solution, let us recall that the functions

f{x) and g{x) are zero outside the interval (0, a). Let us assume

x' > a; as long as we have t < x — a, x — t and x + t will be

greater than a, and the second member of formula (56) will be zero.

The electric impulse will therefore reach the point with abscissa x

only at the end of time t — a. If Hs greater than x — a and less than

X, X — t is less than a and positive, x + t is always greater than

a,f{x + t) is zero and we can replace the upper limit x + t of the

integral by a. Formula (56) can be written

ftx — t) I C"'

(56') 2= + - F{x,t,X)d\ {x - a < t < x)
2 2 J x-t

by designating the function under the J sign by F{x, t, A). Finally,

if Ms > X, X — t is negative, a: + Ms greater than a, f{x + t) and

f{x — t) are zero ; we can take and a for the limits of integration,

and the formula which gives z becomes

1 p
"2 Jo

(56") 2 = - F{x,t,X)dX {t > x).

2 J

We see therefore that the value of z, for a given value of a; > a,

ceases being zero only when t reaches the value x — a, but from this

value of « on, it does not become zero again. There is indeed for the

disturbance a forward wave front which advances with a velocity

equal to one, but there is no backward front . We can say again that

between the times t = x — a and t = x, there passes through the

point X a wave represented by formula (56'); but this wave leaves

behind it a sort of residue, represented by (56"). When t increases

indefinitely, this residue approaches a limit independent of x. The
discussion would be analogous for negative x. Let us observe that the

potential V is equal to ze~*, and the presence of the exponential

factor produces a very rapid abatement.
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44. Other problems. The Cauchy problem is not the only one
which can be solved by linear equations of hyperbolic type. We can

also have mixed problems to solve, as in the case of the equation

5 = 0. The method of successive approximations applies again to

these problems. Let us suppose, for example, that we wish to obtain

an integral of the equation

s = X[ap + hq + cz) + f{x,y)

assuming the given values along the characteristic y = and along

the arc of the curve OND (Fig. 2) which is intersected in only one
point by a parallel to the a;-axis. Designating by zq{x, y) the integral

of the equation s = f{x, y) which satisfies these conditions (III, 34),

we shall define step by step the functions Zn by the relation

Zn{x, y)
J J (MN(MNQP)

[CZn-\ CZn-\ 1

a{t rj) ^— + h[t rj) + C(^, 7?)2n-l d^drj,

the integral being taken over the rectangle MNQP ; by considerations

analogous to those of III, 38, we show that the series

Zo{x, y) + Xzi{x, y) + . . . + Xnzn{x,y) + . . .

is uniformly convergent, as well as the two series formed by the

first order partial derivatives. We can equally employ the method of

successive approximations to determine an integral taking on the

given values along the two arcs of the curve lying in the same angle

of the characteristics. Hadamard showed also that we could extend

Riemann's method to these problems; the function u{x, y; ^, rj)

must be replaced by a solution of the adjoint equation, which intro-

duces lines of discontinuity.il

The method of successive approximations also permits us to treat

the same problems for an equation of the more general form

(57) s = F{x,y,z,p,q).

11 Ê. Picard, Xote 1 of Vol. IV of Leçons sur la théorie des surfaces by Dar-

boux, p. 353 and ff. — É. Goursat, Annales de la Faculté des Sciences de Tou-
louse, 2nd series, Vol. VI, 1904, p. 117. — Bulletin de la Société mathématique

(Meeting of May 24, 1911).

—

J. Hadamard, Bulletin de la Société mathé-

matique. Vol. XXXI, p. 208, and Vol. XXXII, p. 242.
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We shall restrict ourselves to the simplest of these problems,

one which consists of determining an integral, knowing the values

which it assumes along the two characteristics of different systems.

In order to simplify the exposition a little, we shall suppose that

we are seeking an integral of (57) which vanishes for x = 0, for any y,

and for y = 0, for any z; it is clear that simple transformations

permit the reduction of the general case to this particular case.

On the function F{x, y, z, p, q) we shall make the following hypo-

theses : this function is continuous in the domain D defined by the

inequalities

0<a:<a, < y < ^, \z\ < H, \p\ < P, \q\ < Q,

a, /S, H, P, Q being positive numbers. Moreover, in this domain,

it satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect to z, p, q, that is,

being given the values of x, y, z, p, p'
, q, q' taken in the preceding

intervals, we have

(58) \F{x, y, z'., p', q') - F{x, y, z, p, q)\

< Ki\z' - z\+ K2\p' -p\+ K3\q' -
q\,

K\, K2, Ks being positive numbers. Let M be an upper bound of

1^1 in this domain D, and R the rectangle bounded by the lines

X = 0, X = X, y = 0, y = /S. We shall take for the first value of the

desired integral zo{x, y) = 0, and then we shall set in a general

manner

f^ Çy r ^Zn-i dzn^il
Zn{x,y)= d$ \ F\$,T], Zn-i{$,v),—-—,—: \^V'

J J l Sç ^V -i

Let p and p' be two positive numbers at most equal to a and /S

respectively, and satisfying, in addition, the conditions Mp' < H,

Mp' < P, Mp < Q. We see easily, step by step, that all the func-

tions Zn{x, y) are regular in the rectangle R' of dimensions p and p'

analogous to R, and that in this rectangle \zn\ < H, \pn\ < P,

\qn\ < Q. To prove that z{x, y) approaches a limit when n in-

creases indefinitely, let us notice that according to condition (58)

we have

Zn{x, y) - Zn-l{x, y)\ < \ d^ \ {Ki\ Zn-l{è, T]) - ZnM^, r))\

Jo Jo

+ K2\pn-1 - Pn-2\ + KslÇri-l - qn-2\} dr),

Pn{x, y) - Pn-l{x, y)\ < {Kl\Zn-l{i, v) " Zn-2{i> '^)| + • • •} dr],

J
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Let us set, in a general way,

Un{x, y)
Jo Jo

dUn-1 CUn^i

ci 8rj

dr],

and let us assume that we have taken for ui{x, y) a function regular

in R' and such that we have at any point whatever of this domain
Ui{x,y) > \z\\, cuijèx > \8zildx\, cuijcy > \czijcy\; we see, step

by step, that we shall have, for every n,

\zn{x, y) - Zn-i{x, y) \
< Un{x, y),

dUn dUfi

\Vn{x, y) - Pn-l{x, y)
I

< —-, \qn - Qn-l \
< -—.

cx cy

Now, we have proven above (III, 38) that the series liUn

lidunjdx, liêun/ëy are uniformly convergent; the same is therefore

true of the series zi{x, y) + [z2{x, y) - zi{x, y)] + . . . + [zn{x, y)
— Zn-i{x, y)] + • • • and of those which we derive from it by differ-

entiating term by term with respect to x and to y. The reasoning

ends as in section 38; when n increases indefinitely, Zn approaches

a function Z{x, y) which satisfies all the conditions of the problem.

Moreover, it is the only integral of equation (57) satisfying these

conditions.

The domain in which the existence of the integral is assured is,

in general, less extended than for a linear equation. It is an interest-

ing case when this domain is the same ; this is the case in which the

function F{x, y, z, p, q) remains continuous for every system of real

values of z, p, q, when the point (x, y) stays in the domain R, and
possesses derivatives dF/cz, cFjbp, dFjdq, remaining less in absolute

value than a fix:ed number, under the same conditions. We do not

then have to take account of the conditions which express the fact

that Zfi, Pn> qn remain in the domain D and we can take p = a,

p = ^. The series furnished by the successive approximations

converges in the rectangle R. Such would be the case of the equation

s = ap + bq + c sin z,

where a, b, c are continuous functions of x, y in R; the equation

obtained by setting

z = <f>{x) + 0(y) - <^(0) -f u

evidently satisfies the desired conditions, provided (f>'{x) and ip'{y)

are continuous in the intervals (0, a) and (0, jS), respectively.
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III. EQUATIONS IN MORE THAN TWO VARIABLES

It was natural to seek to extend Riemann's method, so simple, to

equations of h3rperbolic type in more than two variables. Kirchhoff,

Volterra, Tedone, Coulon, d'Adhémar had treated a certain number
of particular examples. Hadamard was the first to obtain a general

solution, by proving that it was sufficient to know an integral of the

adjoint equation, having at an arbitrary point a singularity of a

specified kind, in order to derive from it by quadratures the solution

of Cauchy's problem; as in Riemann's method, this particular inte-

gral is independent of the surface on which the given values lie.

We shall return to the works^^ of the geometrical scholar for the

study of this difficult question, and we shall content ourselves with

indicating the elegant method of Volterrai^ for the equation of

cylindrical waves.

45. Fundamental formula. Let U{x, y, z) be a continuous

function possessing continuous partial derivatives. It is often

convenient to introduce the derivative of U taken in a fixed direction.

Let us consider x, y, z as the rectangular coordinates of a point of

space, and let L be a direction coming from a point M. On this

direction let us take a point M' at a distance h from M; we call the

derivative of U{x, y, z) in the direction L the limit of the ratio

[U{M') - U{M)]/MM' as the point M' approaches indefinitely the

point M, while remaining on the half-line considered. We write for

brevity U{M) instead of U{x, y, z), M being the point with coordi-

nates {x, y, z). If a, j8, y are the direction angles of L (made with the

positive directions of the axes), we have

U{M') - U{M)

MM'

U{x + h cos oi,y + h cos p, z + h cos y) — U{x, y, z)

the limit of this ratio, that is to say the derivative sought dU/dL,
has therefore for its expression, according to the formula which

^2 Annales de VEcole Normale supérieure, 1904 and 1905; Acta mathematica.

Vol. XXXI, 1908.

^^ Acta mathematica. Vol. XVIII, 1894. See also the paper by Kirchhoff,

Sitzungsberichte der Berliner Akademie, 1882.
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gives the derivative of a composite function,

dU dU dU cU
(59) = cos a -I cos ^ H cos y.

dL ex 8y cz

Let Jf F be the vector having its origin at M, and whose components

are dUJcz, cU/cy, cU/dz; relation (59) expresses the fact that

dU/dL is equal to the algebraic value of the projection of vector

MV on the direction L. It follows immediately that derivatives

taken in two opposite directions differ only in sign. Let us recall

again that the vector 31 V is directed along the normal to the surface

at the level U{z, y, z) = C, which passes through the point M and
on the side where the function U is increasing, and that the length

of this vector is in inverse ratio to the portion of the normal included

between two arbitrarily close level surfaces. All these definitions

evidently apply to a function of two variables, replacing space

by plane.

This being granted, let

d'^u (f^u chi
F{u) = + ^—

.

dz^ dy^ cz^

We have the identity (cf. Ill, 41, note)

8 / CU cv\
vF{u) — uF{v) = — Iv u— I

cz \ cz cz)

8 / 8u 8v\ 8 / 8u 8v\
-\ Iv u—

I
Iv u — I,

cy \ 8y cyi 8z \ 8z 8zi

for any functions u and v. If these functions are continuous, as

well as their partial derivatives up to the second order, in a finite

domain Z), bounded by a surface 2, we deduce from the preceding

identity the relation

(60) m\yF{u) - uF{v)] dzdydi
{D)

r f / CU 8v\ I 8u 8v\
= \v u— xdydz+Xv u— \dzdz—...,

J J (^)\ cz cxj \ 8y cy/

the. surface integral being taken on the side exterior to 2. Let a,
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jS, Y be the angles which the direction exterior to the normal at S
makes with the axes ; the surface integral is identical with

/* r /du du du \

V \
— cos a H cos /3 cos y I da,

J J (_j;)
\dx By dz /

n/dv dv 8v \

u I— cos a H cos j8 cos y\ da

.

(2') \dx By dz J

Now cos a, cos j8, — cos y are the direction cosines of the symmetric
direction of the exterior normal with respect to the plane parallel to

the plane 2 = drawn through the foot of the normal; following

an expression due to d'Adhémar, we shall call this line the conormal

to the surface S at the point under consideration. The positive

direction on the conormal corresponds to the exterior direction on
the normal. The coefficients of v and of u, in the preceding surface

integrals, represent respectively the derivatives of the functions

u and V, taken in the positive direction of the conormal. We shall

represent these derivatives by dujdN, dvjdN, which permits us to

write formula (60) in the abbreviated formmC r /du dv\
[vF{u) - nF{v)] dxdydz =

j j
\^v—-Uj-J8c

46. Volterra's method. Let us consider the equation

ô^u 8^u d^u
(62) F{u) = + = Z,

dx^ 8y^ 8z^

whose second member is a known function of {x, y, z) ; it would be

sufficient to assume Z = and to replace z by at in order to regain

the equation of cylindrical waves (III, 29). This equation is of the

hjrperbolic tjrpe, and the characteristic surfaces are the integral

surfaces of the partial differential equation

which expresses the fact that the tangent plane makes an angle of

45° with the plane 2 = 0. The conormal at each point therefore lies

in the tangent plane, and this property, it is easy to see, belongs
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only to the characteristic surfaces. The locus of the characteristic

curves of equation (63) passing through any point P of space is a

cone of revolution with vertex at P, whose axis is parallel to the

z-axis, and whose vertex angle is a right angle; this is the char-

acteristic cone.

In Volterra's method, Riemann's function is replaced by an inte-

gral of the equation F{u) = 0, which is zero all along the character-

istic cone with vertex (2:1, yi, zi). To obtain such an integral, let us

first look for an integral depending only upon z/r, where

r = ^x2 + 3/2.

If we make the change of variables x = r cos
(f>, y = r sin

<f>,
the

equation F{u) = becomes

dhi 1 d^u 1 8u chi

cr^ r2 è<j)^ r cr cz^

seeking an integral depending only upon w = zjr, we are led to

the differential equation

dhi du
(w;2 _ 1) + w = 0,

dw^ dw

whose integration is easy. We thus obtain the particular integral

± 2 + Vz^ - r2

log
,

r

which is zero at everj^ point of the characteristic cone having the

origin as its vertex, provided that we take a suitable sign before 2.

Since the equation F{u) = is not changed by a translation with

arbitrary origin, we see that the function

1 /2i - 2 + V(2i - 2)2 - (xi - xf - iyi - y)^\

(64) u = logl —-—^-—————-
I

\ V(xi - a:)2 + {yi - yf I

is a particular integral of the equation F{u) = 0, which is zero at

every point ofthe lower nappe of the characteristic cone whose vertex

is the point P, with coordinates {xi, yi, z\). This function v presents

a discontinuity all along the axis of this characteristic cone.
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Let us suppose that we know the value of an integral u of equation

(62) and of its first partial derivatives along a surface 2, and that

we would like to calculate the value of this integral at a point

P{xi, yi, zi), exterior to 2. Assuming this point P above 2, as

indicated in Figure 9, let us consider the domain D bounded
by the lower nappe of the characteristic cone A with vertex at P,

and by the portion 2' of 2 below this cone; assuming that there

exists an integral of equation (62) satisfying the Cauchy condition

and regular in D, we are going to show how we can calculate the

value of this integral at the point P. We cannot immediately apply

the general formula (61) to the two functions u and v in the domain

Fig. 9.

D, because the function v is discontinuous along the axis of the

cone, and also because the derivatives of v are discontinuous on the

cone A. To avoid these difficulties, we first of all isolate the singular

line by means of a cylinder of revolution C of a very small radius rj

having the same axis as the cone, and then replace the cone A by a

cone of revolution A' with the same vertex and the same axis whose

vertex half-angle ^ is a little less than 77/4, ^ = (77-/4) — e, then we
consider the domain D' formed by the portion of the domain D
which is outside the cylinder C and inside the lower nappe of the cone

A'. The two functions u and v being regular in this domain D'

formula (61) is applicable. The surface which bounds D' is composed

of three distinct portions, a portion 2" of 2', a cylindrical surface

2i, and a portion of the surface arising from the cone A'. Upon
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replacing F{u) by Z andF{v) by zero, formula (61) becomes

du dv\
V

(D') J J (2")'

du dv\
u

dN dNj

du dv\
\v

(A')

mr r /du dv\
vZ dx dy dz = \ Iv u 1 d(y

iD') J J(2")\ dN dNj

nl du dv\
I V u 1 da

,2,) \ dN dNj

r r /du dv\

J J,A')\ dN dN]

At a point of the surface of the cone A', at a distance I from the

vertex, we have, as an easy calculation shows,

dv 1 Vcos 20
V = log (cot

(f> + Vcot^<f> — 1), =
;

dN I sin

when the angle
<f>
approaches 7r/4, v, dvJdN, and consequently the

double integral along A', approach zero.^^ The double integral taken

over the surface 2i of the cylinder cannot be calculated, since we
do not know the values of u and of du/dN on this surface. But we
can find the limit of this integral as the radius rj of the cylinder

approaches zero. In fact, we can take for the element of area on this

cylinder da = rjdco dz, the angle w varying from to 2^. At a point

of the surface, we have the expression

V = log {Zi - Z + •\/(2l - 2)2 - 7;2) - log 7y;

the direction of the conormal coincides with the direction of the

interior normal to the cylinder, and we have

dv dv I 7]

dN dr
7J

V{Z - 2i)2 - 7^2 [21 - 2 + V{Zl - 2)2 - 7?2]

The product rjv has zero as a limit, while r){dvJdN) has +1 as its

limit. From this we deduce readily that the limit of the double inte-

gral taken over the surface of the cylinder is equal to

- 27r u{xi, yi, z) dz,

J Zn

14 The function v being zero along A, the derivative of v along any direction

whatever in the tangent plane must also be zero. Now, the conormal is precisely

in the tangent plane.
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zq being the coordinate of the point where the axis of the cone meets

the surface 2. Moreover, when e and rj approach zero, the integrals

taken over D' and 2" respectively have as limits the integrals taken

over D and 2'. We therefore have in the limitme C I du dv\
vZdxdydz= (v u \ da

(D) J J(L')\ dN dN)

- 2tt u{xi, yi, z) dz.

J Zo

Taking the derivatives of the two members of the preceding equality

with respect to zi, we finally find

(66) u{xi, yi, zi) = vZ dx dy dz
Itt dz\ LJ J J (p)

nl du dv\ '\

(S')\ dl^ dNj ]

The auxiliary function v is known; u and du/dN are assumed
known on 2 and consequently the second member of this formula

is a determined function of the coordinates {xi, yi,zi) of the vertex

P of the cone A. Formula (66) therefore furnishes the solution of

Cauchy's problem, by assuming that this solution exists, which is

by no means evident a priori. It is therefore necessary to prove

inversely that the function u{xi, yi, Z]) represented by this formula

is an integral of equation (62), whose value, as well as those of its

first derivatives, approached the given values when the point P
approaches a point of 2. This question, which Volterra had aban-

doned, has been studied by d'Adhémar, who has established the

converse. 15

When the surface 2 on which the given values lie is a character-

istic surface, the direction of the conormal at each point lies in

the tangent plane to the surface. If we are given the value of u at

each point of 2, the value of du/dN is likewise known. An integral

is therefore determined if we know its value along a characteristic

surface (cf. Ill, 38).

^^ Journal de Liouville, 5th series, Vol. X, p. 131-207; Rendiconti del Circolo

matematico di Palermo, Vol. XX, 1905.— For anything that concerns equations

of hyperbolic type, see the work of Hadamard, Lectures on Cauchy's Problem in

Linear Partial Differential Equations (Yale University Press, 1923).
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Example. Let us suppose that the surface I! is the plane 2 = 0,

and that, in addition, we have Z = 0. We must find an integral of

the equation F{u) = 0, knowing that for 2 = it reduces to a func-

tion fix, y), while cujcz reduces to <f)(x, y). We shall again content

ourselves with calculating the value of this integral at a point

P{xi, yu 2i) "whose coordinate zi is positive. At each point of the

plane 2 = 0, the direction of the conormal is parallel to the 2-axis,

and we therefore have to take

du
u = f{^> y), -jz: = <f>i^> y)

dJS

on that portion of the xy-plane which is involved in the calculation

of the integral. Besides, we have on the xy-]}la.ne

/2i + Vzi^ - r2. dv dv ^ - 1

V = log 1, = — -
.

\ r / dX dz \/2i2 - r2

The domain of integration S' is here the circle of radius 2i, having

the point with coordinates [xi, yi) as center, in the 2 = plane.

Suppressing the indices, we can therefore write formula (66) as:

(67) u{x, y, z)
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formula which gives the expression

g/j ç2n ÇZ ^{^x + r COS d,y {- r sixid)
= de

Jo Jo
r dr

dz Jo Jo Vz^ — r2

IS.(D Vz^ - r^

for dlijdz. It is sufficient to replace 2 by ^ to come back to formula

(20) of III, 29, where we should have a = \.

Comments and Exercises

1. Study the motion of a vibrating string, given that for ^ = it

has the form of a parabolic arc, symmetric with respect to the per-

pendicular bisector of the segment joining the extremities, and that

the initial velocity is zero at each point.

2. Solve Cauchy's problem for the equation (d^z/dx^) = (l/a^)

{d^zjdt^) by applying the general method of 33.

If the initial conditions are z = f{x), dz/dt = ^(a:), for ^ = 0,

then setting x + at = ^, x — at = -q, the equation becomes

8^z/d^ dr] = 0, and the initial conditions become the following : along

the line | = 7; we must have

3. Solve Hugoniot's problem (footnote 3, this chapter) assuming

Hp) = -\og{l +p), f{t) = c,t^.

k

What must the function /(<) be for the surface <S to be a cone?

4. Establish by the method of successive approximations

Cauchy's formula (II, 2, 39)

-/y = /(a) Hx, a) dx,
J Xo

for the integral of the linear equation F{y) = f{x), which, along

with its first {n — 1) derivatives, is zero for x = xo (cf. Ill, 39).
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We write the equation in the form

— = A ai J + ...+any) + fix) = XFx [y{x)] + f{x)
dx» \ rfx"-i /

and notice that the desired integral satisfies the integro-differential

equation

r^ [x - .s)"-i r^

J z„ {n - 1)! J ,

/(•s) <?5,

which permits us to expand it in powers of A. We thus find as an

expression for this integral

y(x) =
I

fit) dt [g^ix, t) +\ giix, t) + . . . + X^gmix, t) + . . .],

where goix, t) = ix — f)"-i/(/i — 1)!, and where the succeeding

coefficients are obtained by the recurrence formula

f'z Ij^ _ s\n-l

gm{x, t) = -—Fs[gm-ii-s, t)] ds.

Jt in - 1):

5. Riernann's eqvMtion. The function uix, y> i,rj) of Riemann for

the equation

c'^z B' cz 6 cz
C ^-L =

cxcy X — y ex x — y cy

can be expressed as

{u,x,y\ty])
, ^^ ^

= (^ - x)-^' iy - ^)-^F /S, )S', L -f
i

ii - -n)^-^,
\ [x - ri)iy - i)/

F designating the h^-pergeometric series (II, 2, 51) (see Darboux,

Théorie des surfaces, Vol. II, p. 81 and following). One may also

consult an article of M. Jamet iBulletin des Sciences mathématiques,

2nd series, Vol. XIX, 1895, p. 208).



CHAPTER V

LINEAR EQUATIONS OF ELLIPTIC TYPE

I. HARMONIC FUNCTIONS. POISSON'S INTEGRAL

47. General properties.^ Laplace's equation plays the same role

in the study of linear equations of elliptic type as the equation

d^ujdxdy = does in the theory of equations of hyperbolic type.

But the problems which arise for the new equation are entirely

different from those which we have studied up till now.

We say that a function u{x, y) of the two real variables x, y is

harmonic in a domain D when it is regular in this domain, that is to

say, when it and its partial derivatives up to the second order are

continuous, and when at every point of this domain it satisfies

Laplace's equation, which we shall write (suppressing the index)

(!) Au = + = 0.

8x^ 8y^

The real part of a function f{z) of the variable z = x + iy, holo-

morphic in a domain D, is harmonic in this domain (11,1,3). Converse-

ly, with every harmonic function z{x, y) we can associate another

function v{x, y), defined within an additive constant, satisfying the

two relations^

dv du dv du

8z dy dy 8x

1 1 have made much use in the writing of this Chapter of Picard's Traité

d^Analyse, in particular of Chapters I, III, X of Volume II.

2 Let mt and mt' be two rectangular directions such that the angle tmt'

has the same orientation as angle xOy ; d/dt, djdt' representing the derivatives

continued on page 171

170
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and such that u + iv is an analji;ic function oï z = x -\- iy. This

function v(x, y) is also an integral of equation (1); it is also uniform

and regular in the domain D, and therefore harmonic in D, if this

domain has a simple contour, ^ and u + iv is holomorphic in this

domain. From this connection with the theory of functions of a

complex variable, we easily deduce several important properties of

harmonic functions. Thus we are going to prove that every harmonic

function is an analytic function of the variables x and y, in the sense

which we have attached to this word (I, 191). Let us assume that

u{x, y) is regular in the interior of a circle C of radius R described

about the point {xq, t/o) as center; the same is true of v{x, y) and
consequently /(z) = u \- iv is holomorphic function of z in this circle.

We have, therefore, in the interior of C,

(3) f{z) = ao + aiiz - zq) + . . . + an{z - zo)" + • • -,

zq = xo + iyo

the coefficients a„ being, in general, complex numbers. Let us

replace z — zq hy x — xq + i(y — yo) and let us separate the real

parts and the coefficients of i in the series (3); u{x,y) appears in

the form of a double power series

(4) u{x, 2/) = 2 ^P. ai^ - ^o)^iy - yo)''-

P, Q

continued from page 170

taken at the point m in these directions, we can replace relations (2) by the
equivalent relations

du dv du dv

dt ~ df' dt'
~

dt'

The direct proof is easy, but it is sufficient to observe that from their meaning
in the theory of functions, relations (2) do not change when we turn the axes
through any angle whatever; it is therefore sufficient to rotate them in such
a way as to make them parallel to the directions mt, mt'

.

Let us suppose that the point m describes a closed curve C in the positive

sense; if we take for mt the direction of the tangent in the sense of transversal,

mt' will be the direction mn of the interior normal and relations (2a) become

du dv du dv
(26) — = — , — =

,

ds dn dn da

d ds and d dn designating the derivatives taken in these two directions.

3 If the domain D is bounded by several distinct curves, the function
f(x, y) can have multiple determinations. Let us take, for example, the func-

tion Log z; the real part is harmonic on the exterior of a circle described about
the origin as center, while the coefficient of i has the period 2-n.
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Equality (3) proves that u{x, y) is equal to the sum of this double

series, when we group together all the terms of same degree in

X — xq, y — yo, but this is not sufficient to prove the absolute con-

vergence of the series. To establish this essential point, we must
show that it remains convergent when we replace each term by its

absolute value, provided that \x — xo\ and \y — yo\ are sufficiently

small. Now, the set of terms of degree n in series (4) is equal, set-

ting an = Cf.n + i^n, to

«n

[n{n — 1) "I

{x - xo)n —— {X - xo)^-Hy - 2/o)2 + . . .

+ ^n\ -n{x - xoY-^{y - yo)

n(n - 1) {n + 2)
+ —rz {X - xo)n-^y - yof

J. .i^.O
-]

It is clear that if we replace each term by its absolute value, the

sum obtained is less than

!««! (1^ - xo\ + \y - 2/o|}";

R being the radius of convergence of the power series (3), the series

S \an\ m

is convergent provided that we have r < R and, therefore, series (4)

is absolutely convergent provided that we have

(5) \x - xq\ + \y - yo\ < R,

that is, when the point {x, y) is interior to a square easy to define.

From this important proposition there results a whole set of con-

sequences entirely like those which have been developed for

analytic functions of a complex variable. Thus, all the derivatives

of a function harmonic in a domain D are themselves analytic func-

tions regular in this domain ; they are also harmonic functions, as

we see immediately upon differentiating equation (1). If two har-

monic functions coincide in a region, however small its dimensions,

they are identical, for all their partial derivatives are equal at a

point of this region, and we could repeat for the analytic contin-

uation of a harmonic function all that has been said concerning
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functions of a complex variable (Volume II). We shall not begin it

again.-*

The set of terms of degree n in the series (4) is of the form

Ci p" cos ncf) + C2 p" sin 7i<f)

if we set

X — xq = p cos 6, y — yo = p sin 6.

We see therefore that the most general harmonic and homogeneous

pohTiomial of degree nin x — xo,y — yo depends upon only the two

arbitrary constants Ci and Co- From the general form of the terms

of series (4), we deduce also that a harmonic function can have

neither a maximum nor a minimum at the point {xo,yo). Indeed, if

the development of u{z, y) — u(xq, yo) begins with terms of degree

71, the set of these terms being of the form

p^{Ci cos n<f> + Co sin n^),

it changes sign for n distinct values of i.^

* Even,- harmonic function, being an anahtic function of x, y, is virtually

defined for the complex values as well as for the real values of these variables

as soon as we know an element of the function. Here is an interesting conse-

quence. Let/(2) be a holomorphic function of the complex variable z = x -r iy

in the domain of zq = xq — iyo

f(z) = ao — îi3o + . . . -r (a„ + i^n){z - 20)" + . . . .

The real part u{x, y) of /(z) is represented in the same domain by the series

*"°°
f
an + i^n

u{x, y) = oLo ^ r [x - xo + i{y - 2/0)]"

n=l \ ^

«n + i^H
H [x - XQ - i(y - 2/0)]"

Z — Zq Z — 2o
In this formula let us replace x — xq by —-—

, y — yo by ——— ; it becomes

20 2 — 20 \ 1
, oo + ^0*/ ,2-20 2 - 20 \

this relation, established when we have z — zq' <R, holds evidently in the

entire domain of existence of/(2), since the two members are anah-tic functions

of 2. In particular, if u{x, y) is a rational function or an algebraic function of

X, y,f{z) is a function of z of the same nature.

' The point {xq, yo) can only be an ordinary- point or a multiple point with
distinct tangents on the curve u(x, y) = u{xo, yo), but never an isolated point

nor a cusp.
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From the study which has been made of the isolated singular

points of a uniformly analytic function, we can derive the general

expression for a harmonic function in the neighborhood of an iso-

lated singular point. Let u{x, y) be a harmonic function regular at

every interior point of a circle C with center A (a, h), except perhaps

at point A itself. Adjoining to it the harmonic function

r^. y du du
v{x, y) = \

- —dx + --dy,
J {x„, vo.)

dy dx

taken from a point {xq, yo) of the circle, different from the center,

we obtain an analytic function u + iv of the complex variable

z = X + iy which has no other singular point, in the interior of the

circle C, than the point A, but it is not necessarily uniform, for the

function v{x, y) may have a period arising from a circuit in the

positive sense around the center. Let 277a be this period—necessarily

real; the difference

u + iv — en. Log {z — zq), where zq = a + ib,

is a uniform function (xf(z) in the domain of the point zq, which can

have no singular point in this domain other than the point zq itself.

We therefore have

Q(u+iv)/a = {z - zo)ef^^^ = F{z),

F{z) also being a uniform function in the neighborhood of the point

zq, incapable of having any singular point other than zq in this

neighborhood, and different from zero at every other point of the

domain. We therefore have

(I) u{x,y) = log \F{z)\,

and conversely from every uniform function F{z) having the stated

properties, we could derive by the preceding formula a function

harmonic in every neighborhood of the point A, except perhaps at

the point A itself. Formula (I) can be extended immediately to the

case where the function v(x, y) is itself uniform.

We deduce easily from the preceding several elementary theorems

of Picard. 6 Let u{x, y) be a harmonic function regular in a domain D,

except possibly at a point A of this domain, in the neighborhood of

6 É. Picard, Quelques théorèmes élémentaires sur les functions harmoniques

{Bulletin de la Société mathématique de France, Vol. LU, 1924, p. 162). See also

in Vol. 176 of the Comptes rendus (1923) various notes on this subject by
Picard, Lebesgue, and Bouligand.
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which we know only that its absolute value is less than a fixed num-
ber. The function F{z) which occurs in formula (I) cannot have the

point A as an essential singular point, nor as a pole, nor as a zero, for,

in each of these cases, the absolute value of log|i^(z)| would surpass

every given number in the neighborhood of point A . It follows that

in the neighborhood of the point A , the function F{z) is represented

by a Taylor's series, beginning with a constant term different from

zero; the function Log{i^(2)} is also holomorphic in the neighbor-

hood of this point, and the real part u{x, y) of a Log{i^(2)} is regular

in the neighborhood of the point A, and, consequently, in the entire

domain D. This is the first of Picard's theorems.

Let us suppose in the second place that the absolute value of

u{x, y) increases indefinitely when the distance r of the point {x, y)

from point A approaches zero. This cannot happen if the point A
is an essential singular point of F{z) nor when this point is an ordin-

ary point of F{z), without being a zero. It is therefore necessary

that 2o be a pole or a zero of ^"(2), which is of the form (2 — zo)^(f>(z),

m being a positive or negative integer, and <f>{z) a holomorphic

function which is not zero for 2 = zq. We have then u{x, y) =
a[m log r + log|^(2)|], that is,

u{x, y) = K log r + U,

U being a harmonic function regular at A, which is the second

theorem of Picard.

In the first case, the function F{z) is regular at point A, without

being zero at this point. In the second case, point ^ is a pole or zero

of i^(2). When the point A is an essential singular point of i^(2), the

function u{x, y) is indeterminate at this point. For example, if we
take F{z) — e^l^, the origin is an indeterminate point for u{x, y) =
x/{x^ + y^).

The greater part of the other properties of harmonic functions

which are going to be proved could be derived similarly from the

theory of functions of a complex variable. However, they will be

established directly, in such a manner as to permit the extension of

the proof to the case of three variables. Let us observe first of all

that we can apply to harmonic functions the remarks made above in

connection with linear equations (III, 27). Thus, from every solution

of equation (1) depending upon one or several parameters, we can

derive by differentiation or integration an infinity of other solu-

tions. Among the known solutions, the function u = log r, where
r is the distance between the two points [x, y), {a, b), which depends
upon the two parameters a, b, is going to play an important role.
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The partial derivatives of u with respect to any one of the variables

a, h, X, y are also harmonic functions and the same is true of every

linear combination of these derivatives whose coefficients are inde-

pendent of X and y. For example, let L be any direction whatever,

passing through the point (a, b), and making an angle
(f>

with the

direction from the point (a, b) to the point (x, y). The derivative of

log r, taken in this direction, and considered as a function of the

parameters a, b, is a new harmonic function of the variables a; and

y, for it is a linear combination with constant coefficients of the

derivatives 8 log r/da, 8 log rj8b. This derivative has the expression

1/r {dr/dL), that is, — (cos (f>)/r; we verify directly that (cos (f>)/r is a

harmonic function by observing that it is the real part of the func-

tion e^* l/(z — a — bi), 6 being the argument of the direction L.

We see similarly that (cos )/()/r, where ifs is the angle which the direc-

tion going from {x,y) to (a, 6) makes with Sk fixed direction A inde-

pendent of the point {x, y), is a harmonic function, for this expression

is equal, except for sign, to the derivative of log r, considered as a

function of [x, y), taken in the direction A.

Let us observe again that every pointwise transformation which

preserves angles changes a harmonic function into a new harmonic

function. This property has already been established implicitly.

48. Uniformly convergent integrals. In order to avoid use-

less repetitions, we are going first of all to prove a property of cer-

tain integrals, to which we shall frequently appeal. Let, in a general

manner, u{M, P) be a function of the coordinates of the two points

M and P, each of which can range over a certain domain, and which

is continuous for every system of positions of these two points,

except when the two points are coincident; such, for example, is an

expression of the form

v{M,P)

MP'''

v{M, P) being continuous and a being positive. Let us suppose first

that the point M describes a fixed plane curve C, while P can have

any position whatever in the plane. The integral

U{P) =
I

u(M, P) ds,

J (C)

taken by supposing point P fixed and letting M describe arc C,

is a continuous function of the coordinates of point P, as long as this
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point is not on C. When the point P coincides with a point Mq of C>

the integral U{Mo) may have a meaning even though it has an

infinite element, but the presence of this infinite element no longer

permits us to state without further examination that the integral

is continuous at this point, that is, that U{P) — U{Mo) approaches

zero with the distance MqP.
We shall say that the integral U{P) is uniformly convergent in the

neighborhood of a point Mq of C if the following condition is satisfied :

given any positive arbitrary number e, we can find on arc C an arc

C on which Mq lies, and a positive number p, such that for every

point P taken in the interior of the circle Cp of radius p wdth Mq
for center, the absolute value of the integral

J
u{M, P) ds

c
is less than e. When this condition is fulfilled, it is sufiicient to return

to the classical reasoning used so often to prove that U{P) — U{Mq)

approaches zero with MqP. Indeed, we can write

U{P) - U{Mo) = U'{P) - U'{Mo) + {U"{P) - V"{Mq)),

representing by U' and U" the integrals taken along the arc C" and

arc C" — C — C . Arc C" and the number p having been chosen as

we have just said, the absolute values of U'[P) and of U'{Mq) are

less than e when P is in the interior of Cp. But the number p being

replaceable by any smaller positive number, we can assume arc C"

entirely outside Cp. The integral U"{P) is then a continuous func-

tion in this circle Cp. Let us choose a positive number p' < p such

that we have

\V"{P) - U'\Mq)\ <€,

whenever MqP < p'. It is clear that we shall also have

\U{P) - r(j/o)| < 36,

when MqP is less than p'.

The definition of uniformly convergent integrals in the neighbor-

hood of a point can be extended to double and to triple integrals.

Let us assume that the point P can assume any position in space,

while the point M is constrained to remain on a surface 2. We shall

again say that the surface integral

U{P) = [ { u{M, P) da
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is uniformly convergent in the neighborhood of a point Mq of S if,

given a positive number e, we can find a part 2' of 2 surrounding

the point Mq and a positive number p, such that for every point P
taken in the interior of the sphere of radius p with center Mq, the

absolute value of the integral

//
u{M, P) da

(2')

will be less than e. Finally, if the point M itself describes a three-

dimensional domain, D, we shall say that the triple integral

U{P) = { [ { u{M, P) dv
J J J (D)

is uniformly convergent in the neighborhood of a point Mq of D if,

given a positive number e, we can find a domain D' containing Mq
in its interior and a positive number p such that, for every point P
taken in the sphere of radius p with Mq as center, the absolute value

of the triple integral

as u{M, P) dv
{D')

is less than e. There is nothing to change in our demonstration to

prove that in these two cases U{P) is continuous at the point Mq.

49. Logarithmic potential. From the particular integrals of

equation (1) referred to at the end of section 47 we can derive an
infinitude of other harmonic functions by quadratures. We shall first

study only functions represented by definite integrals, taken along

a curve C. Concerning the curves C which will be involved in the

sequel, we shall make the following hypotheses : we shall assume that

they are composed of a finite number of arcs such that the coordin-

ates of a point which describes one of them are continuous functions

of a parameter having continuous derivatives. These conditions are

evidently fulfilled by a curve which is composed of a finite number
of analytic arcs (I, 192), but it is of interest for the theory not to

limit ourselves to this case.

Let /A be a function which takes on a fixed value at each point

M of C, and which varies continuously with the position of this

point, for example, a continuous function of the arc s reckoned from
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a fixed arbitrary initial point. The definite integral

(6) V = \
ij.

log r ds,

where r is the distance between a variable point M of C and a fixed

point P of the plane, and where ds is essentially positive, repre-

sents a harmonie function of the coordinates (a, b) of the point P,

in every neighborhood not containing any point of C. This is a

result of the properties of log r, and of the usual formula for differ-

entiation under the integral sign, which is applicable here since the

integral (6) and those which we derive from it by differentiation

have no infinite element. We call this function V a logarithmic

potential of single layer (cf. Chap. VI).

The function V(a, b) is continuous on the curve C itself. It is suffi-

cient to prove that the integral Jc H- ^og (^) ^^ ^^ uniformly conver-

gent in the neighborhood of a point Mq of C. Let us take as origin

the point Mq, as x and y axes the tangent and the normal at this

point, and let C" be a small arc of C, represented by the equation

y = fix), where x varies from — hto + h,h being a positive number
small enough that this arc C is in the interior of the circle of radius |
having the origin as center. Let Cp be a concentric circle with radius

p < h, and P{a, h) be a point interior to Cp. The distance r of the

point P from a point 31 of C is less than unity; designating by H
the upper limit of

H-vi+/'2(x)

on a portion of C containing the arc C, the absolute value of

J
[J. log r ds

c
is less than

J -h
log W{x - af + {y - 6)2] dx

— H log {\x — a\) dx,
J -h

a being between —h and +h; this last integral is itself less than

-2h

2H
I

log it) dt
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and approaches zero with h. We could easily extend the demon-
stration to the case where Mq is a corner point of C. On the other

hand, the partial derivatives of V have discontinuities when the

point P crosses the curve C which will be studied later (Chap. VI).

We again obtain harmonic functions when we replace log r by
1/r cos (r, A) in formula (6), where cos {r. A) represents the cosine of

the angle which the direction MP makes with an arbitrary direction

through the point M, independent of the position of the point

{a,b), for we have observed that this expression is a harmonic function

of (a, b) for any position of the point M. If in particular we take a

direction on the normal at M to the contour C, we obtain the

logarithmic potential of double layer

C cos ^
(7) W =

\ IX -ds,
J c r

<l>
being the angle between the direction MP and a chosen direction

along the normal at Jf ; W is again a harmonic function of the co-

ordinates of P, in every domain not containing any point of C, but

it is discontinuous when P traverses the contour of integration. In

order to study this discontinuity we shall assume that C is a closed

curve with no double point, and that we have taken the interior

direction along the normal.

If fi reduces to a constant, the integral J(c) [(cos <}>)/r] ds, to which

we are led, has a geometrical significance, which makes the dis-

continuity conspicuous. It is equal, indeed, to the integral

y — b r {x — a) dy — {y — b) dx
I a are tan =
J c X — a J c {x — a)2 + {y — 6)2

taken along C in the positive sense. This is verified by means of the

formulas dx = ds cos ^' , dy = — ds cos a', where a' and j8' are the

angles (taken from to tt) which the direction of the interior normal

makes with Ox and Oy (see section 50). It is once more sufficient to

consider the infinitesimal triangle PMM', where M and M' are two
arbitrarily close points of C, in order to see that [(cos <j>)/r] ds is equal

to the signed angle dœ, the sign depending upon the position of the

element of arc MM' from the point P. The integral jc [(cos <f>)/r] ds is

therefore equal to 2tt, if point P is interior to the contour C, and
equal to if point P is exterior to this contour. If the point P is an
ordinary point of the contour, the integral is equal to tt ; at a corner

point of the contour, it is equal to the angle a in which the
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two tangents intersect, taken from to 2tt in the proper direction.

Ihe study of this particular case is sufficient to show that the

integral (7) is not uniformly convergent in the neighborhood of a

point Mo of C. Let us suppose for example that Mq is an ordinary

point of C and let C be a very small arc on which Mq lies ; if we
neglect the variation of /x along C", we see that the integral

fc ft [(cos 0)/r] ds for a point P interior to C and verv' close to J/q. is

nearly equal to tt/xq = -ijl{Mo), while it is very close to zero for the

point Mo itself. But the integral

f cos
<f>

(8) I{P) =
\ (^ - ^) ds

J c r

is uniformly œnvergent in the neighborhood of the point Mq. Let us

assume, indeed, that the arc C is sufficiently small that we have

\y.{M) - ^(J/o)| < e,

for every point M of C . For any point P nearby to Mo the absolute

value of the integral Jc'(/i — /^o) [(cos 4>)'r'] ds is less than 27re, and

consequently can be made less than any given number by taking

the arc C small enough. The integral I{P) is therefore continuous

at the point Mq.
This being the case, let us designate by Ifo the value of the integral

(7) when the point P is at J/q, by Wio and Wgo the limiting values

of W(P) when the point P approaches point Mo while remaining in

the interior or in the exterior of C. If point Mo is an ordinary- point

of the contour, we have I{Mo) = Wo — -n^, and besides the limit

of HP) is Wio — 277/xo or Tfeo, according as the point P approaches

Mo from the interior or the exterior of the contour. Considering that

I{P) is continuous at the point Mq, we have the two equations

Wo — 77/xo = Wio — 2vfMi = W^,

from which we deduce the fundamental relations

(9) ïï'io = Wq + VIM), Weo = Wo — TTfMQ.

At a corner point where the tangents make an angle a, these

relations must be replaced by the following :

(9) Wio = Wo + (277 - a)/xo, Weo = Wo - a/xo.

50. Green's second formula. In the particular case of La-

place's equation, the general formula (41) of III, 41 takes on the
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simple form

dip ^d(f>\ d / dip d<P]

dy\ dy dy)

8 / dip dé>\ d I dé d<f>\

dx\ dx oxJ dy\ dy cyl

If the functions ^ and xp are regular in a domain Z) bounded by a

closed contour C, we therefore have, from Green's first formula

(I, 126),

(<^A^ - i/.A<^) àxày=\ i^—-^—\dy
J J {D) J c ^ dx da /

the line integral being taken in the positive sense around the con-

tour C. Let a and j8 be the angles (taken between and tt) which
the direction MT of the tangent to C makes in the positive sense

with the axes, a' and j3' the angles of the interior direction MN of

the normal with the same axes. It is clear that we have cos a cos a'

+ cos ^ cos j8' = 0. Moreover, let us suppose that from a point

M OÎ C we draw two half-lines Mx' , My' , respectively parallel to

Ox and to Oy; a rotation which brings Mx' on MT will also place

My' on MN, and consequently we shall have cos jS' = cos a, which
implies cos a' = — cos j3. We can therefore replace dx by cos j3' ds

and dy by — cos a ds in the line integral, and the preceding formula

becomes

n(^A</r - i/»A^) dxdy =
\ ip\— cos a' H cos j3' \ds

(D) J c \dx dy J

r (dip
^

dip \

— \ M — cos a — cosjS' \ds.

J c \ dx dy /

Now
d(p d(p dip dip— cos a' -f — cos ^'

, — cos a' -\ cos j3'

dx dy dx dy

represents precisely (III, 45) the derivatives d<pjdn, dip/dn, taken

along the interior normal, and we thus obtain the new Green's

formula

(10)
I I

(^A0 - ipA(P) dxdy + \ ( <p ip — ] ds = 0.

J J {D) J c \ dn dn /
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We shall remark once and for all that in this integral and in all

similar integrals, ds is essentially positive, and therefore there is no
necessity of specifjdng in which sense the contour is described. This

contour can be composed of several distinct closed curves, but the

direction of the normal interior to the contour is always that which
pierces the domain D; it therefore coincides with the exterior

direction of the normal to the geometric curve when the latter

bounds the domain interiorly. It is also essential to observe that

this formula (10), in which d^jdn, di/j/dn occur, presupposes that

the partial derivatives (^^jdx, èip/cx, . . . have finite values on the

contour. When we say, for example, that è<f)/dx has a finite value at

a point M of C, this means that the value of d(f)/dx at a point m of

D, lying on the parallel to Ox drawn through M, approaches a limit

when m approaches M, and similarly for the others. These conditions

are certainly satisfied if ^ and ip are regular in a domain in the

interior of which contour C is situated, but this condition is not

necessary; we have no need of any hjrpothesis on the functions ^
and outside the contour.

From the general formula (10) several particularly important

formulas can be deduced. If ^ and i/j are two harmonic functions in

D, upon replacing
(f>
and by C/ and V, the formula becomes

r / dV dU\
(11) iU V \ds = 0.

J <C) \ dn dnj

Again, let us take ijj — I, and let us replace (^ by a harmonic
function U or the square, U^, of a harmonic function ; we obtain the

two new formulas

(12)

(12

C dU
ds = 0,

J (C) dn

""^ \^) + \^) ^^^^+ U-—ds = 0.

J J (D) l\ ox / \oy J \ J (C) dn

The first of these relations characterizes harmonic functions;

for the first member is equal, according to the general formula (10),

to — JJ(/))AÎ7 dx dy and, consequently, integral (12) can be zero,

whatever contour C we have, only if we have identically Af7 = 0.

51. Applications to harmonic functions. Let P be a point

of the domain D with coordinates (a, h) and U{x, y) a harmonic
function in this domain. Let us set V = log r, where r is the distance
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of the point P from a variable point {x, y), and let us apply the
general formula (11) to the domain D' bounded by the contour C
and a circle y described about P as center with radius p small enough
that it lies entirely within the interior of D. Since the functions U
and V are regular in D' , we have the relation

L(
d log r dU \

U log r \ds
dn dn /

d log r dU\r I rf log r dU\

J y \ dn dn I

the derivatives djdn along y being taken in the direction interior to

y. The line integral around y is, consequently, independent of the

radius p. It is sufficient, therefore, in order to obtain its value, to

seek its limit for /> = 0. The second part of this integral can be
written

i

2^^ dU— p log pd4>,
dn

and clearly approaches zero with p. As to the first part, let us notice

that along y we have

d log r 1
=

, ds = p d(f),

dn p

and this integral can be written

'2n

-rJ [U{a,b) + e-]d<f>,

€ being infinitely small with p. The limit is therefore equal to

- 27TU{a, b)

and we obtain the fundamental formula

(13) ^(«'^)=^/ (l«g
dU d log r\

r U —\ds,
dn dn /

the derivatives d/dn always being taken along the interior normal.

It is hardly necessary to call attention to the analogy of this result

with the fundamental formula of the Cauchy integral (II, 1, 33)

from which we could, moreover, derive it (Exercise 1).
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If the contour C is a circle of radius R and center P, we have all

along C, log r = log R [{d log r){dn] = — l/R and, taking account of

relation (12), we obtain the mean value theorem of Gauss

(14) U{a, 6) =—- r Uds = -( Ui^j) dip,

ZttR J c ^tt J

U{if)) being the value of U at the extremity of a radius which makes

an angle with an arbitrary fixed direction. It is easy to deduce from

this that a harmonic function can have neither a mxixim,um nor a

minimum (cf. Ill, 47). Let us suppose, for example, that U{x, y) had

a maximum at the point P. Let us describe with this point as center

a circle C of radius sufficiently small that we have at every point

of C, U{ifj) < U{a,b). It is clear that equality (14) would be im-

possible. The proof applies also to the case in which U{x, y) has an

improper maximum at P. The hj^othesis that L^((/») is constantly

equal to the value of U at the point P, however small the radius of

C, must evidently be rejected, for the function would then reduce

to a constant (III, 47).

Let A and B be the maximum and minimum values of a harmonic

function along the contour C. This function cannot take on any value

greater than A nor less than B in the interior of C, nor these values

A and B themselves, for it would then necessarily have a proper or

improper maximum at an interior point of the contour.

Another important consequence is this: we say that a function

u{x, y), defined in the interior of C, assumes the value um at a point

M oiC when the difference up — um approaches zero simultaneously

with the distance MP, P being any point whatever interior to C.

There can exist no more than one harmonic function in the interior

of a closed contour C, and taking on a given value at each point

M of C, this value varying continuously with the position of the

point M. Indeed, if there were two of them, their difference would

be a harmonic function in the interior of C, vanishing all along C;

if this difference were not identically zero, it would necessarily

have a maximum or a minimum in the interior of C, which is im-

possible. Formula (13) does not provide the solution of the problem,

called Dirichlet's problem, which consists of determining U, knowing

its values on C, for the second member involves U and dUjdn. It

results, on the contrary, from what we have just said, that we can-

not choose arbitrarily the values of U and oidU/dn along C; formula

(13) therefore involves the given values superabundantly. This is

not in contradiction to the Cauchy existence theorems, for the
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problem to be solved is quite different from Cauchy's problem. For
one thing, the contour C on which the values are given, and the

given values themselves are not necessarily analytic. For another,

it is a question of determining a function in the entire interior of a

closed contour, and not only in the neighborhood of an arc of the

curve, on both sides of this arc.

52. Poisson's integral. The properties of the potential of

second layer lead readily to the solution of Dirichlet's problem
when the contour C is a circle. Let U{M) be a function which varies

continuously with the position of the point M on C, and let P be

an interior point. The potential of second layer

r cos 6
(15) V{a,h) = U{M) -ds,

J c r

where r and ^ have the usual meaning, is a harmonic function of the

coordinates (a, 6) of the point P, in the interior of the circle. When
point P coincides with any point of C, we have, for every

position of the point M on this contour, r — 2R cos
(f),
R being the

radius of the circle, and, as a result, integral (15) has a constant

value
ds

S.

at any point whatever of C. From the general theorem of III, 49,

when the point P in the interior of the circle approaches a point Jfo

on the circumference, the function V{a, b) approaches

r U{M) ds

The function represented by the definite integral

I r / cos
<f>

1 \

(16) U{a, 6) = - U{31) -— ds
TT J c \ r 2RI

therefore provides the solution of Dirichlet's problem for the circle.

We usually write this integral in the following form, considered by
Poisson. Take the center of the circle as the origin and let (p, 9) be

the polar coordinates of point P, and {R, </») those of a point M of

C. Considering the relations

p2 = B.2 ^ r'^ - 2Rr cos cf>, r^ = R"^ + p^ - 2Rp cos {ifj
- 9),
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formula (16) can be written in the equivalent forms

1 r"^^ i?2 _ p2

(17) U[a,h) = - m —-#
27r J r2

ZtT J Q

In fR2_ p2)dtjj

R2 ^ p2_ 2Rp COS (0 - d)

where we have used/(^) instead of U{M).

Formula (17) can also be derived from the general formula (13)

by means of a device based on a geometric property of the circle,

which permits the elimination of dU/dn. Let Pi be the harmonic

conjugate of P with respect to the extremities of the diameter

passing through P, and ri the distance of Pi from a point (x, y).

The function log ri being harmonic in the interior of the circle C, we
have the relation

If/ d\ogn dU\
(13')

T-
{u—^-\ogn--]ds = o,

2tt J c \ dn dn /

U being the harmonic function sought, whose values on C are given.

Combining relations (13) and (13') we have

If / d log ri d log r \

(18) U{a, b)=-
\

U( — ds,

2tt J c \ dn dn J

for the coefficient of dUjdn under the integral sign is log r/ri which

remains constant on C, and, consequently, the corresponding

integral is zero, from relation (12). Let p, pi, be the distances OP
and OPi, and ^i the angle of the interior normal at a point M oï C
with MPi. We have the relations

d log r cos
<f)

d log ri cos </>i ri R— =
,
—-— =

, ppi = R^, — = —,
dn r dn ri r p

p2 ^ j?2 + ^2 _ 2Rr cos
<f>, pi2 = R^ + n^ - 2Rri cos (f>i,

from which we deduce, upon eliminating
(f>, 0i, ri, pi,

cos ((> cos
(f)

R^ — p^

r ri Rr^

whichclearly establishes the identity of formulas (17) and (18). This

second proof is less complete than the first, for it assumes that
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dU/dn has a finite value along C, and, besides, it only proves that

the value of integral (18) indeed approaches the given value of U
at a point M oiC when the point P approaches the point M.

Application. Let us suppose that/(i/») > along C; then U{a, h)

is positive for every interior point. As r varies from the minimum
R — p to the maximum R + p, upon replacing successively r by
R — p and by i? + p in formula (17), and upon observing that

J
V(0) # = 27r Uo,

we evidently have

R - p R + p
(19) Uo < Up < Uo,

R + p R - p

Uo and Up being the values of U{a, b) at the center of the circle and
at the point P. We deduce from it that the absolute value of Up —
Uo is less than the difference of the two extreme terms of this double

inequality [4RpJ{R^ — p^)] Uq. If a harmonic function U is regular

and positive in the entire plane, we can assume the number R as

large as we wish, and, as a consequence, [4Rp/{R^ — p^)] Uq smaller

than any given number. We therefore have Up = Uq, which proves

that every harmonic function positive in the entire plane reduces to a

constant.

More generally, every function harmonic in the entire plane

which is bounded in one direction is a constant. Indeed, if we
have, for example, U{x, y) < C, the function C — U{x, y) is a

harmonic function positive in the entire plane. This proposition

corresponds to Liouville's theorem (II, 1, 36).

Let us consider again the case where the function
f{\jj) has on the

circle a finite number of discontinuities of the first kind. Poisson's

integral again represents a harmonic function in the interior of the

circle. When the point P interior to the circle approaches a point M
of the circle where f{i}i) is continuous, the limit of the integral is

still /(i/») ; there is nothing to change in the reasoning. It remains

for us to study the behavior of the function U{a, b) in the neighbor-

hood of a point of discontinuity of /(</(). Let us first take the parti-

cular case where /(0) = 0, i/r being the central angle taken in the

positive sense from — 77 to + tt from the radius OA' opposite to
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the radius OA which terminates at a point of discontinuity A.
Integral (16) can be written

(20)
If (COS(f> 1 \ If

u{a, h) = -
\ ih

\
\ ds = -

\ ifj d(o,

ttJc ^ r 2RJ ttJc

w being the angle, taken positively from to 277, which the direction

PM makes with a fixed direction; it is evident, indeed, that the

integral J^i/» (dsjR) is zero, while (cos (f))jr ds is equal to dco (III, 49).

It is clear that if the point P is on the diameter which passes through

point A, we have

u{a, b) = 0,

for the elements symmetrical with respect to the diameter cancel

each other two by two. If P is not on this diameter, let Ai be one

of the extremities of the diameter passing through P, and Ui{a, b)

the integral I/tt J^ if/i dco, i/ji being the angle central, taken positively

from — 77 to +77, starting from the radius OA'i, opposite to OAi.
From what we have just seen, Ui{a, b) = 0. We can therefore write

u{a, b) = u{a, b) — ui{a, b)

= - {ip — ipi) doi + - \ {ip - ipi) doj\
" J (AiMA) TT J {AM'AO

along A\MA we have t/j — ifji = cc (Fig. 10), while along AM'Ai,
ifj
— ipi = 01. — 277. Therefore,

1 1

u{a,b) = -oi (277 - ^8) + - (a - 277) jS = 2 (a - j8) = 2y.
IT 77

Fig. 10.
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Consequently, in the case of the figure, the integral u(a, b) is equal

to twice the angle y, taken in the positive sense from — \tt to -{• ^tt,

which the direction AP makes with the direction AO. It would be easy

to verify that this relation holds in all the cases of the figure, but it

is sufficient to observe that if it has been established in one part of

the circle, it is valid in the entire circle, for both members are

harmonic functions in this circle.

Let us now take the general case, where /(0) has a discontinuity

of the first kind at A. The angle xfj being reckoned, as we have just

said, from — Trto + tt, beginning from the radius 0^', let us suppose

that we have

f{7T - 0) = /, /(- TT + 0) = m (/ 7^ m).

The difference /((/») — ^{l — m)/</r is a continuous function

/i(i/>) in the neighborhood of the point A, which takes on the value

{I + m)/2 at this point, and Poisson's integral (17) is the sum of the

two integrals

— u {a,b), U, (a, b) = —\ /i(^) -U^,

which both represent harmonic functions in C. When point P ap-

proaches the point A, the limit of Ui{a, b) is equal to {I + m)/277,

while the limit oi[{l — w)/27r] u{a, b) depends on the manner in which

point P approaches the point A, and varies from — (Z — m)/'2 to

{I — m)/2. In particular, if the point P describes the radius OA, the

limit of U{a, b) is {I + m)/2. When point P approaches A while

the direction AP has no limit, there is no longer any limit for U{a, 6).'

53. Relations to Fourier series. The Poisson integral is

intimately connected with the theory of trigonometric series. For

simplification, we shall set R = 1 which is tantamount to writing p
in place of p/R. A decomposition in simple fractions gives us

l-p2 1 1

= - 1 + +
1 — 2 pcosw + p^ 1 — pe'^i 1 — pe-^^

^ Fatou studied the Poisson integral, making much more general hypotheses

onf(ifi). {Acta mathematica. Vol. XXX, 1907). See also a paper by Lichtenstein

in Vol. 141 of the Journal du Crelle, p. 12.
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moreover, we have, since p is less than 1,

1

= 1 + p e*^* + p2 Q2wi _|.
_
_ _(. pn Qitwt _^ . .

1 -pe<^i

and an analogous identity obtained by changing i into — i. Com-
bining these results, we shall therefore also have

1 - p2 +00

= 1 + 2 'V p" cosno),
1—2/) cos a> + p2 ^

the series of the second member being uniformly convergent since we
are supposing p < 1. Let us replace ct> by (/» — ^, let us multiply

by/(i/r) and integrate between and 'l-n; formula (17) becomes

U{a, h) = —
\

/(0) dip + -Xpn fiiP) COS n{ip - 6) #,

or again

-1-00

(21) U{a, b) = — + A /'"(*« COS n + ^n sin w ^),

2 n=l

<Xn and jSti being precisely the coefficients of the Fourier series expan-

sion of the continuous function /(</() (I, Chap. IX). Let us note that

this development of U(a, b) is identical with the real part of the

power series in z = a + ib

+00

nz) = — + 2. (""^ " '^"^ ('' + '^)"'

2 n=l

which is certainly convergent in the circle of unit radius, for the

absolute values of the coefficients an, and ^« are less than the upper

bound of 1/(0)1 (cf. 111,47).

Formula (21) is established at all interior points of the unit circle;

if the Fourier series derived from f{ip) is convergent for all values

of </f, the equality holds for p = 1, 9 = ifj. Indeed, when the point

(a, b) approaches the point (cos 0, sin 0) of the circle along the

radius, the limit of U{a, b) isf{i/j), while, according to Abel's theorem,

the limit of the second member is equal to the sum of the series

obtained by setting p = I, 9 = tjj.
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But, without making any hypothesis concerning the conver-

gence of the Fourier series, the theory of the Poisson integral shows

that, for any continibous function whatever, we always have the

equality

[

+00 _

— + V /3"(a„ cos nifj + ^n sin n0)
,

^ ^1 J

ao> an» j8n being the coefficients of the Fourier series derived from
/(i/r). Picard has deduced from it an elegant proof of a theorem by
Weierstrass (see later, section 75).

Conversely, one could propose to derive the Poisson integral from
Fourier series. Let/(i/f) be a continuous function of period 2-7? develop-

able in a Fourier series:

ao -^
(23) /(«/>) = 1- > (a„ cos nxfi + ^n sin w0).

n=i

The series (21) obtained by taking for ao, a^, ^n, the same values

as in series (23), is uniformly convergent in every circle of radius

/) < 1 described about the origin. We can therefore apply to this

series the inverse transformations of those which have been made,

and go back from this series to the Poisson integral. The func-

tion so obtained

1 f2;r (1 _ p2\ dtfj

U{a, h)=-\ f{^)
1 + p2 _ 2 ,3 cos (0 - ^)

indeed represents a harmonic function in the interior of C. But if

this integral had not already been directly studied, we would be able

to assert only one thing; that the value of U{a,b) approaches

f(ifj), when the point (a, b) approaches the point (cos iff, sin 0) along

the radius which terminates in this point. The first proof is therefore

more complete and, moreover, it only assumes that/(0) is develop-

able in a Fourier series.

54. Harnack's theorem. Harnack's theorem is the analog of

Weierstrass's theorem on series of holomorphic functions (II, 1, 39).

Let uo{x, y), ui{x, y), . . ., Un{x, y), ... be a sequence of holomorphic

functions in a finite domain D, bounded by a contour F, which may
be composed of one or several closed curves. // the series Iiui(x, y)

is uniformly convergent along F, it is uniformly convergent in the

domain D.
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Let Ui be the value oîui(x, y) at a point of T. From the definition

of uniform convergence, if e is an arbitrary positive number, we can

choose an integer n such that, at any point whatever of F, and for

any value of p, we have

I

C-^n-l + ^n^2 + . . . + Uji^pl < €. ;

this inequality will also be satisfied by the maximum value of the

first member when we describe F. Consequently, if {x, y) are the

coordinates of any interior point of D, we then also have

\Un^l{x, y) + . . . + Un^p{x, y)\ < e,

which indeed proves the uniform convergence.

The sum of the series

+00

F{x, y) = 2 Ui{x, y)

is a continuous function in D, and on the contour itself; when a point

P 0Î D approaches a point M of F, the sum of the series at P ap-

proaches the sum of the series at 31, regardless of the way in which

P approaches J/. This function F(x, }•) is a harmonic function in D,

It is clearly sufficient to prove that such is the case in the interior

of any circle whatever contained in D. Let [x, y) be the coordinates

of a point P interior to C; from Poisson's formula we have

'i[x, y) = — \
i\

'Itt J c

- p'-

M^, y) = — \ ^\ —r—— as,

Rr^

R, p, r having the same meaning as above (III, 52), and Ui being the

value of Ui at a point of C. From this we deduce

1 ^ f i?2 _ 2 1 p /^ xj?2_p2
F{x,y) = — y\ Ui "Lds^—i lyUi] —ds,

for since the series ILUi is uniformly convergent on C, the same is

true of the series (l/r^) 2 Ui, and we can interchange the s\Tnbols J
and 2. The last expression for F(x, y) shows clearly that it is a

harmonic function in C. We should prove in the same way that the

partial derivatives of F(x, y) are the sums of series obtained by
differentiating the first expression term by term.

Application. Let C and C\ be two circles having the origin as

center, u-ith radius i? and i?i(i? > ^i),and U[(f>), F((/)) two continuous,
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periodic functions of period 2it, satisfying the Dirichlet conditions.

These functions can be expanded in a uniformly convergent Fourier

series (III, 37) :

U{<f>) = -—\-y{an cos ncj) + bn smmj)),

+00

V{<f)) = 1- > {oLji COS n(f> + pnsmnd)).

n=l

Harnack's theorem allows us easily to construct a harmonic func-

tion in the ring contained between the two circles C and Ci, which
reduces to U{(f>) or to V{(f>) respectively on these two circles,

(f>
being

the angle which corresponds to a point on C or Ci.

Indeed, let us set

F{r,
<f>)

= Ao + Bo log r + J ii^mr"^ + Bm r-^) cos mcf>

m=l

+ {Cmr'" + Cmr-"^) sinw<^],

Am, Bm, Cm, A« being constant coefficients. All the terms of this

series are harmonic functions in the ring considered, as is evident

from the equality z-'^ = r-*" (cos m<j> — i sin m<f)). It will be

sufficient, therefore, from Harnack's theorem, to choose the co-

efficients in such a way that the series (r, ^) reduces to U{^) for

r = R, and to F(^) for r = Ri. We thus obtain the relations

Oq
Ao + BoLogR = —, AmR"' + BmR-"' = am, CmR"" + DmR-"" = bm,

Ai

«0
Ao + 5oLogi?i = -,AmR\'^^B,nR\-'^^^m,CmR\'^ + T)mR\-'^ =iS,«,

which determine these coefficients.

When all the harmonic functions of a sequence are positive in a

connected domain D, we have the following theorem :

// the series 2 Ui(x, y), all of whose terms are positive harmonic

functions in the domain D, converges at one point O of the interior of

D, it converges at all points of D, and the sum is a harmonic function.

With the point as center, let us describe a circle C of radius R
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sufi&ciently small that the circle lies entirely within D, and let P
be any interior point of C at a distance p < R from jjoint 0. From
inequality (19) established above, we have for all values of the

index i,

R + P
{Ui)p < {Ui)o,

R — p

which proves that the series S ut (x, y) is convergent at the point P.

The same inequality proves that it is uniformly convergent in every

circle 6" with center and radius R' < R; it therefore represents

a harmonic function in this circle C. Let us now start from another

point Oi inside of C and let us describe a new circle Ci \v'ith center

Oi interior to D\ reasoning step by step, as in analytic continuation,

by means of a chain of circles (II, 1, Chap. IV), we see that the

series is convergent at every point of D and represents a harmonic

function. It would be easy to establish, in this fashion, that the

series converges uniformly in every domain interior to D and not

having any point in common with the boundary'.

55. Analytic continuation of a harmonic function. Let us

recall first the definition of an anal}i;ic arc (I, 192). An arc of the

curve AB represented by the equations x = f(t), y = <f){t), where

the parameter t varies from a to b, is analytic if the two functions

f(t), (f>{t) are developable in ordinary power series in powers of

t — to in the neighborhood of every value ^o contained between a

and 6; it goes without saying that the coefficients of these series

must be real numbers. If the two derivatives f'{to), <f>'{to) are not

simultaneously zero, the corresponding point Mq is an ordinary or

regular point. If these two derivatives are zero for t = to, Mo is a

singular point, unless to a point M of the arc, close to 31o, there do
not correspond several values oft close to ^o, according to the choice

of the parameter t. An anal;yi:ic arc without a singular point is called

a regular arc.

Let u(x, y) be a function of the two variables x, y defined in a

domain D in the interior of which the analj'tic arc AB is situated.

The value of this function at a point of the arc is a function F{t) of

the parameter t, which will evidently be analytic if the function

u[x, y) is itself anal3i;ic in D, and in particular \{u{x, y) is harmonic.

This being so, let u{x, y) be a harmonic function in a domain D,

bounded by a contour T, a portion of which is formed by an analytic

arc AB. We shall say that this harmonic function u{x, y) can be
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continued beyond the arc AB, if we can find a function U{x, y),

harmonic in a domain Qi, containing D and the arc AB, which is

equal to u{x, y) in D (cf. II, 1, Chap. IV). In order that this continua-

tion be possible across AB, it is necessary, we have just seen, that

the set of values taken by u(x, y) along AB constitute an analytic

function of t. Schwarz has proven that the condition is sufficient if

the arc AB is regular: Every harmonic function in a domain whose

boundary contains a regular, analytic arc AB can be continued beyond

this arc, if the set of values which it assumes on this arc themselves form
an analytic function.

Let us assume first of all that the arc AB is a segment of the

a:-axis and that a function u{x, y), harmonic in a domain D lying

above Ox and bounded partly by AB, is zero all along this segment.

Let D' be the domain symmetric to D with respect to Ox and let

v{x, y) be the function which at every point P' (a:, — y) oiD' assumes

the value — u{x, y), symmetric to the value which u{x, y) assumes

at the point P symmetric to P'. It is clear that v{x, y) is harmonic in

D' ; the function F{x,y), which is equal to u{x,y) in D, and to

v{x, y) in D' , is continuous in the entire domain D + D'.\t does not

follow from this that it is harmonic in this entire domain, for nothing

yet permits us to assert that it has continuous derivatives at every

point of AB. To prove this essential point, let us take about any
point whatever of AB a segment aj8 of Ox, sufficiently small that

the circle C described on aj8 as diameter will be entirely in the

domain D -\- D' ; the theorem will be established if v/e prove that

F{x, y) is harmonic in this circle. Let y, y be the two semicircles

Ijang respectively above and below a/3.

Let us consider the function represented by the Poisson integral,

where P, p, r have their usual meanings (III, 52),

If P2 - p2

C Rr^

in which we take /z = u{x, y) along y and ^ = v{x, y) along y'.

This function U{x, y) is harmonic in C; it is zero along a^, for the

symmetrical elements of the integral cancel each other.

This function U{x, y) coincides with u{x, y) in the upper semi-

circle, and with v{x, y) in the lower semicircle, for it takes on the

same values as u{x, y) along ajS and y, and the same values as

v{x, y) along aj8 and y' . We therefore have TJ{x, y) = F(x, y) in the

entire circle C.

Let us suppose, in the second place, that along the segment AB
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of Ox, a function u{x, y), harmonic in the domain D lying above Ox,

takes on a set of values which constitute an analj^tic function /(a;).

This function /(a;), being developable in a power series in the neigh-

borhood of every point xq of AB, is in that way defined in a domain R
of the plane of the complex variable 2 = a; + iy, containing the

segment AB. The real part. 'u,\{x, y) of this function /(z) is harmonic

in R and reduces to f{x) along AB. Let us suppose this domain D
lies in R; the difference u{x, y) — 'Vi\{x, y) is harmonic in D and zero

along AB; we have just proved that it can be continued below AB.
Since the function ui{x, y) can be continued below AB, the same is

true of u{x, y).

Finally, let us take the case in which AB is any regular, analytic

arc whatever, and let u{x, y) be a harmonic function defined on one

side of this arc, and such that the set of values which it assumes on

AB forms an analytic function of the parameter t. We are going to

prove that given any point Mq whatever on AB, we can take around

Mo an arc ajS sufficiently small so that the function u{x, y) can be

continued across aj8. Let

a: = ao + ai{t - fo) + . . . + an{t - ^0)" + • • •

y = hQ + bi{t - to) + . .. + bn{t - to)"" + ...

be the developments of x, y in the neighborhood of the value to

which corresponds to the point Mq. Let us set

(24) z = X + iy = ao + ibo + (ai + ibi){Z — to) + . . .

+ {an + ibn){Z - to)"" + . ..

and let r be a sufficiently small positive number that the series (24)

is convergent when Z — to ^ r. The preceding relation makes cor-

respond to each point of the circle y with radius r described about

the point {X = to, Y = 0) as center, in the plane of the complex
variable Z = X + iY, a, point {x, y) of a domain d around the point

Mo of the xy-iplame. Since the two coefficients «i and 61 are not

simultaneously zero, dz/dZ is not zero for Z = to. Equation (24)

therefore has conversely one and only one root Z = ^(2) which

approaches ^0 when 2 approaches 20 = «o + ii>o, and this root (f>{z)

is holomorphic in the neighborhood of the point 20. We shall assume
that we have taken the radius r of y sufficiently small so that ^(2)

is holomorphic in the entire corresponding domain d. Relation (24)

therefore establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the

points of the circle y of the JCF-plane and the domain d of the
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xy-plane, with preservation of angles ; to the arc a/3 of AB lying in d

corresponds a segment a'j8' of the real axis in the JCZ-plane. The
harmonic function u{x, y) defined on one side of the arc aj3 is trans-

formed into a harmonic function U{X, Y) of the variables X, Y,

defined on one side of the segment a'jS' of the real axis, and it follows

from the hypotheses that the set of values which it assumes along

a'^' is an analytic function. This function U{X, Y) can therefore

be extended to the other side of the segment a'j8', and consequently

u{x y) can be extended across the arc aj8.

When the arc AB has singular points, it may happen that the

analytic extension is not possible completely across the arc. For
example, the real part of Va; + iy, which is positive to the right of

the origin on the a:-axis, is harmonic to the right of the semi-cubical

parabola y^ = x^. The set of values which it assumes on this curve

is analytic, for if we set x = t^, y = f^, we have Vx + iy =
i Vl + it, and yet the origin is a singular point for this function . This

point divides the curve into two regular arcs; the harmonic func-

tion can be extended across each of them, but the two extensions do
not agree with one another on the left of the parabola.

If a function u{x, y) is harmonic in the interior of a contour C
composed of a certain number of regular analytic arcs, and takes on
analytic values on the contour, it can be extended beyond each of

these arcs, and the only possible singular points are the points of

the contour where two regular analytic arcs join one another. In

particular, if the contour is composed of a single regular analytic

arc, such as a circle or an ellipse, every harmonic function in the

interior, which assumes analytic values on C, can be extended in a

domain containing this contour.

^

8 Schwarz's theorem proves that the Cauchy problem appears in an entirely

different manner for the Laplace equation than for the hyperbolic equation.

Let u(x, y), v(x, y) be two harmonic functions in a domain D, to the right of

Oy, bounded partly by a segment AB of Oy. If, along AB, these two functions

u and V reduce to one single function, /(y), of y, the difference u — v is & har-

monic function which can be extended to the left of Oy, and as a consequence
d(u — v)ldx is an analytic function of y along the segment AB. It follows that

we cannot propose to find a harmonic function u{x, y) in the domain D which
reduces for a; = to a given function /(j/) along AB, while ôujdx is equal to

another given function of y, g(y), these two functions f{y) and g(y) being
arbitrary.

Indeed, let v(x, y) be a harmonic function satisfying the first condition
;

the difference (dvjdx) — (du/dx) is an analytic function of y along AB, and
hence the function g(y) is defined, within an analytic function, when f(y) is

given.
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II. DIRICHLET'S PROBLEM. GREEN'S FUNCTION

56. Riemann's proof. We have proven above that Dirichlet's

problem can have no more than one solution^ and have actually

found this solution in the case when the contour is a circle. vYe are

now going to concern ourselves with the same problem in the general

case, and we shall first reproduce the proof by which Riemann
established that this problem, which he called the DirichUt principle,

always has a solution. Let Z) be a finite domain, bounded by a con-

tour r composed of one or more distinct closed curves. We shall say

for brevity that a function v{x, y), defined in D and on the contour

r, belongs to class (A) when it satisfies the follo%ving conditions: 1.

it is continuous in the domain D, including the contour F; 2. it

assumes on this contour given values, the value at each point of F
varpng continuously with the position of that point; 3. it possesses

continuous partial derivatives of the first two orders at ever}' interior

point of D. We make no h^-pothesis on these derivatives at a point

of the contour.

For all functions of class (A), the double integral

is clearly positive, unless u is not constant in D and hence on F.

Let us put aside this case where the solution is obvious, and let

v{x, y) be a function of class (A) for which the integral / is a mini-

mum. It is easy to demonstrate with Riemann that v(x, y) is a

harmonic function. Indeed, let rjix, y) be a function vanishing on F
and continuous, along ^^-ith its partial derivatives of the first two
orders, in the interior of D and on the contour F itself, and let a be

an arbitrary parameter. The function

u = v{x, y) + y.rj(x, y)

is of class (A), for any a, and the difference

9 The impossibility of two solutions for Dirichlet's problem can also be de-

duced from formula ( 1 2a ) (lU, 50 ) . This formula proves, in effect , that if a function

U is zero at every point of a contour C and harmonic in the domain interior

to this contour, then at ever^^ point of this domain we have cU cy = cU ex = 0.

The function is therefore constant, and hence zero, since it is zero on C.

But this proof assumes that U possesses continuous derivatives on C, which
the first demonstration does not require.
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must be positive. Now this difference is equal to

j J(D)\èxc)x dy dy J J J d l\dx/ \dy/

For this difference to be positive regardless of a, it is clearly

necessary that the coefficient of 2a be zero.

Taking account of the identity

dv 8rj dv dt) d I dv\ d I dv\
1 + T^Ay = —U— H 7j—

dx dx dy dy dx\ dxj dy\ dyj

and of the first Green's formula (I, 126), this coefficient can be

written

C /dv dv \ r r
7j\— dy dx\ — rj^vdxdy;

J (D \dx dy J J J D

since fi is zero all along F, we see that the double integral

rj^v dx dy
IS.

must be zero for all possible forms of the function rj{x, y) satisfying

the stated conditions. But this cannot be so unless we have Au
= at every point of D. Let us suppose, indeed, that we have

Av > for example at a point xq, yo interior to D. With this point

as center let us describe a circle C of radius p sufficiently small so

that it is entirely within D, and so that we have Av > at every

point of C. If we take rj{x, y) — on the exterior of this circle, and

vi^' y) = ip^ - (^ - ^of - {y - yofY^

in the interior of C, this function is continuous, as are its partial

derivatives of the first and second order if m > 2, and it vanishes

on F. It is clear that the corresponding double integral J Jt^Av dx dy,

taken over D, would have a positive value. The function v{x, y) is

therefore harmonic in the domain D.

The conclusion of the reasoning is unquestionable, but it relies

on two postulates which seemed evident to Riemann but whose
invalidity has been shown by a more rigorous critique. On the one

hand, we suppose that there exist functions of class (A) for which

the double integral / has a finite value; on the other hand, we also

suppose that there exists at least one of these functions for which

integral / actually attains its lower limit. Weierstrassi^ showed first

10 Weierstrass, Mathematische Werke, Vol. II, p. 49.
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that this last point cannot be admitted with proof. More recently

Hadamard has made known a simple example in which there does

not exist a function of class (A) for which the double integral / has

a finite value. ii

Therefore Riemann's method does not furnish a rigorous proof

of Dirichlet's principle, but it provides us with an example of a

method of proof often employed in mathematical physics, and which

at the very least makes plausible the result which we wish to estab-

lish.

Remark. We have often explained what is to be understood when
we say that a harmonic function in a domain D assumes a given value

at a point on the contour. If one does not have regard for the precise

meaning of the statement, it may seem that in certain cases Dirich-

let's problem has several solutions. For example, the function

« = (a;2 -f 2/2 _ 2x)/{x^ + y^) vanishes at every point of the circle

whose equation is x^ + y^ — 2x = 0, and it is harmonic in this

circle, for it is the real part of 1 — {2/z); adding Ku to another

harmonic function in C, it appears that we would have an infinity

of harmonic functions in C, assuming the same values on the contour.

To explain this paradox, it is sufficient to observe that the value of

u{x, y) at an interior point P of the circle C and near the origin does

not approach any limit when this point P approaches the origin. It

is therefore wrong to say that the function u{x, y) is zero at the

origin.

57. C. Neumann's method. We owe to C. Neumann^^ a cele-

brated method for solving Dirichlet's problem in the case of a con-

vex contour, having only a finite number of corner points. We are

going to expound, with a few modifications in detail, this method
which is based on the properties of the potential of second layer.

To fix the position of a point M on the closed contour C, we shall

take as our parameter the length s of the arc AM taken as

beginning from an arbitrary origin A . Every function having a fixed

value at each point of the contour is therefore a function /(«) of

period I, where I is the length of the closed contour. It is only to

11 Bulletin de la Société mathématique. Vol. XXXIV, p. 135. In this example,
the contour F is a circle, and consequently Dirichlet's problem really has a
solution. (See Exercise 5).

12 Untersuchungen iiber das logarithm,ische und Newtonische Potential (Leip-

zig, 1877).
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make the notations precise that we adopt this convention; the

results themselves are absolutely independent of the choice of para-

meter. Let fjL{s) be a continuous function on C; we have shown
(III, 49) that the potential of double layer

C cos é
(26) W =

\ IX ds
J (C) r

is a harmonic function in C, which at a point of this contour with

curvilinear abscissa x takes on the value

r /cos
<i>\

(27) w{x) = 27rix{x) + [tx{s) - ii{x)]l I ds

where [(cos <f>)/r]x stands for (cos (f)x)lrx, fx being the distance of the

point x from the variable point s, and <f)x
being the angle of the direc-

tion SX with the interior normal to the contour at s. This formula (27)

is general and is also applicable to corner points of the contour.

This granted, let/(s) be a given continuous function of period I.

In order to solve Dirichlet's problem, we shall seek with Neumann
for an auxiliary function jLt(s), continuous and of period I, such that

the potential of second layer W, represented by formula (26) in

the interior of C, takes on precisely the value /(a;) at each point of C.

It is necessary and sufficient for this that this function ii{s) satisfy

the functional relation

Ç /cos ^\
(28) 27r/.(:r) +

J
[^(s) - ^(a:)](—-j cfe = /(x);

we are going to solve this integral equation by a method of succes-

sive approximations which will be associated later with a general

theory. For this purpose, let us write this equation by introducing

a parameter A, which we shall afterwards set equal to unity

(cf. Ill, 38),

1 X C /cos^\
(29) i.{x) = _/(x) + - [^(x) - ix{s)][ ds,

'2tt J c \ r I

X

277

and let us look for an expansion of the form

1

(30) ii{x) = —lixoix) + Xixiix) + . . . + X^ixnix) + . . .]
2tt
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which formally satisfies equation (29). We thus find successively

1 r /coa(f>\

fj^ix) -fix), fjiiix) = — [fj-oix) - ^0(5)] 1 ds,

277 J c \ r I

X

and, generally,

1 r /cos ^\
(31) /z„(x) = — l\in-\{x) - \in-\{s)\\ ds.

2tt J c \ r J X

It is clear that all these functions mix) have the period I; if they

are continuous, and if the series (30), when we set A = I, is uniformly

convergent, then the sum /x(a;) is a continuous function which really

satisfies relation (28). This is immediately verified by integrating

term by term the series which gives the expansion of /m(s) — /x(a;),

and by making use of relations (31). It will be sufficient to replace

/i(s) by the function thus determined in formula (26) in order to

have the solution of Dirichlet's problem.

We are now going to examine the points which remain to be

established in order that the solution be not purely formal. In the

first case, the functions /ii(x) are continvxius. Generally, if/(x) is con-

tinuous, the same is true of the function

1 C /cos<f>\

fiix) =- [fis) -f{x)]i ds;
277 J c \ r J X

indeed, if xq is any value whatever of x, we can write

1 r /cos ^\
/i(^) =- Uis) -f{xo)]\ ds

277 j C \ r 1 X

1 /* /COS ^\
+ -[/(^o) -f{x)\ as.

277 J c\ r / X

The reasoning of (III, 49) is applicable here without modification

and proves that the first integral is a continuous function of x for

X = xq, and the same is evidently true for the second part. We thus

see, step by step, that all the functions ^i, fxz, . . are continuous.

To prove the uniform convergence, we are first going to establish

two lemmas related to convex closed contours.

Lemma I. Let Pi, P2 be any two points of C, and C" any portion of

C, possibly composed of several distinct arcs. It is almost evident,
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from its geometrical significance, that the definite integral

-Li-)..'-

is less than tt in absolute value. For it to be equal to tt, for example,

it would be necessary that the first integral be equal to tt, and the

second zero. Now the first integral cannot be equal to n unless C
is identical with the contour C, or unless C is composed of an arc

AB joining two points A and B, point Pi being on the segment of

the line AB; in the two cases, the second integral cannot be zero,

unless C is the contour of a triangle. The absolute value of / there-

fore remains less than a maximum hn, h being a positive number
less than unity, which depends only upon the contour C,^^ and not

onC.
Lemma II. Let/(s) be a function positive or zero at each point of

C and let J be the integral

/• r/cos<i\ /cos^\ 1

' = ]A{—). - (—
)J

^-

Let us divide C into two parts, Ci and Cz, such that we have

/cos ^\ /cos
<f>\

(cos <p\ /cos 0\

on Ci and

^COS ^\ /COS
<f)\

(COS <p\ /COS <p\

on C2, and let J\ and J2 be the integrals taken over C\ and C2, respec-

tively. We have J = Ji + J2 and, therefore, \J\ is less than the

larger of the two numbers Ji and \J2\- Let L be an upper limit of

/(«); from the preceding lemma, each of these two numbers is less

than L x hn. We therefore also have \J\ < -nhL, whatever the

points Pi and P2.

^3 This conclusion cannot pass as absolutely rigorous ; but it is clear that it

is correct for convex contours such as those which we usually consider.
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This being granted, let M and m be the maximum and the mini-

mum off{s) on C; since Pi and P2 are two points of the contour, we
can write

/>ii(a^i) - t^iix-z) = — Uo(^i) ( 1 ds - )uo(x2) (
j

ds\

1 r r/cos^\ /cos<f)\ 1

m r r/cos0\ /cos<f)\

K the points Pi and P2 are not comer points, the last integral is

zero, and the absolute value of the first term

is less than {M — •m)/2. Moreover, fiois) — m remains between

and M — m, and, consequently, from lemma II, the absolute value

of the first term of the second line is less than {{M — m)/2]h. There-

fore, the absolute value of /Lti(xi) — /Lti(x2) is less than (M — m)

(1 + h)j2 = {M — m) p, where p is a positive number less than one.

Since the function /xi(a;) is continuous, this inequality holds what-

ever the points Pi and P2. Hence, calling Mi and mi the maximum
and the minimum of /xi(a:), we have the fundamental inequality

(32) Ml - mi < {M - m)p.

From this we deduce, step by step, that in general we have

Mi — mt < [M — m)pi,

where Mi and m^ are the maximum and the minimum of the func-

tion ixi. The absolute value of ixi^i(x) — fii-iis) being less than or at

most equal to Mi — mi, we therefore have a fortiori, from formula

(31),

|/x„(a;)| < 1{M - m)pn-^,

and, therefore, series (30) is uniformly convergent for A = 1. The
sum fxix) of this series is a continuous function which satisfies the

functional equation (28), and upon replacing ju. by this function in

formula (26) we have the solution of Dirichlet's problem for the con-

vex contour C.
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Example. Let us suppose that C is a circle of radius R ; in this

case we have [(cos (f))lr]x = 1/{2R), for any point x of the contour.

Taking /xo = f{x), we therefore have immediately

M^) = M/(^) - K], where K = -— ( f{s) ds,
ZttK J c

and the recurrence relation (31) then gives, for any n,

t^nix) = -[fix) - K].

We therefore have

1 1 r

H-i^) = —fix) - -—— fis) ds
IT 4:7T^K J C

and, upon replacing fi by this expression in formula (26), we have

once more Poisson's integral (16), where we have written Um in

place of /(s). Moreover, in this particular case, equation (28) is easy

tosolvedirectly. Wesee,indeed,thatju.(a:)isof theform[/(a;) 4- H]/tt,

where H is a, constant which is determined when we replace /x(x) by
this expression in equation (28).

Neumann's method and the analogous method in space for con-

vex surfaces have been extended to more general cases by different

geometers.!'* The most important extension comes from the works

of Fredholm and will be treated later.

We owe to Poincaré an absolutely general method, called the

method of "balayage," '^^ for the solution of Dirichlet's problem in

space. Paraf16 has shown that this method, by means of a few modi-

fications, is also applicable to Dirichlet's problem in the plane. The
principle of Schwarz's method will be outlined later.

58. Generalization of the problem. It is of interest, for cer-

tain investigations, to study a somewhat more general problem than

1* Poincaré, La méthode de Neumann et le problème de Dirichlet (Acta mathe-

matica. Vol. XX). This paper is fundamental in this theory. We shall find in

a recent article by Bouligand on Les fonctions harmoniques (Mémorial des

Sciences mathématiques. Fascicle XI, 1926) a complete bibliography of the

latest works on this problem ; the theorem of the mean plays an essential role

in some of these papers.

15 American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. XII.

1* Annales de la Faculté des Sciences de Toulouse, Vol. VI, 1892.
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Dirichlet's. Let Z) be a domain bounded by a closed contour C
which we shall assume composed of a single curve. To each point

M of C let us make correspond a number Um varying, in general,

continuously with the position of the point M, except at a finite

number of points of discontinuity of the first kind, and let us try-

to find a harmonic function u(x, y) in D, assuming the value Um
at each point of the contour C where U is continuous.

We do not make a priori any h\^othesis on the nature of the

desired function u{x, y) in the neighborhood of a point of discon-

tinuity of U on the contour; there is therefore no need to speak of

the value of u{x, y) at one of these points. // we know how to solve

Dirichlet's problem for the contour C, we can always find one solution

of the generalized problem.

Let Ai (ai, jSf) be a point of discontinuity of U on C; when M
approaches this point Ai, Um approaches two different limits

tti, bi, according as the point 31 describes C in the positive sense or

in the opposite sense. This being granted, the following function

where we have chosen for arc tan any particular determination

whatever,

Wi{x, y) = arc tan
,

TT X — Xi

is a function harmonic in D, and the value {Wi)M which it takes on
at a point M of the contour varies continuously with the position

of the point M, except at the point At, where it presents the same
discontinuity as the given function U . This presupposes, however,

that this point Ai is not a comer point of the contour; if this point

were the point of intersection of two arcs making an angle cu, we
would have to replace 77 by co in the denominator of the preceding

formula. Let us proceed in the same fashion with all the points of

discontinuity Ai, A2, . . ., An of U. The difference

Wm = Um - 2 i^i)M

varies continuously with the position of the point M on C, even at

points where U is discontinuous. Let v(x, y) be a harmonic function

in D which assumes the value Wyi at each point M oi C\ the func-

tion
n

(33) u{x, y) = v{x, y) + ^ Wi(x, y)
i=l

is a harmonic function in D, and, from the manner in which it has
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been obtained, it certainly takes on the value Um at every point of

the contour C which is not a point of discontinuity for U. It is there-

fore a solution of the generalized problem, and the investigation of

this solution is reduced to the study of v{x, y), that is, to Dirichlet's

problem.

Formula (33) makes clear the behavior of u{x, y) in the neighbor-

hood of one of the points of discontinuity of U on the contour ; it is

the sum of a function which approaches a fixed limit, and of an
expression of the form K arc tan {y — ^)l{x — a), which does not have

a fixed value at the point (a, jS). Let us only remark that this func-

tion is hounded in D. We cannot assert that u{x, y) is the only solu-

tion of the generalized problem, but it is the only one which remains

bounded in the entire domain D. We shall deduce this from an

elegant theorem due to Zaremba {Bulletin de VAcadémie des Sciences

de Cracovie, 1909).

Let u(x, y) be a harmonic function in the interior of a domain D
bounded by a curve C, and assuming the value zero at each point of C,

except at a finite number of points Ai, A2, . . ., An, for which we know
only that the ratio u(x, y)/log ri approaches zero simultaneously with

the distance ri of the point Ai from any point whatever (x, y) of D.

This function u(x, y) is zero in the entire domain D.

Indeed, let e be an arbitrary positive number and H a number
greater than the distance between any two points whatever of the

domain D. It is clear that the auxiliary function

2 log -
=1 \ri/

v{x, y) = €

i

is a harmonic function in D, which is positive in this domain and on

the contour C, where it is continuous except at the points At. With
each of these points Ai as center let us draw a circle of very small

radius p, and let at be the arc of the circle interior to D. If we re-

move from the domain D the portions contained in these tiny

circles, we obtain a domain D^ bounded by portions of the original

contour and by the arcs at. From the hypothesis on u{x, y), we can

choose the number p so small that the two expressions

v{x, y) + u{x, y), v{x, y) - u{x, y),

will be positive on the arcs ai. Indeed, each of these expressions is

the sum of a regular part in the neighborhood of the point Ai and

of a term of the form {-qi
— e) log ri, where -qi is indefinitely small

with p. The number p having been chosen in this manner, the two

functions v{x, y) + u{x, y), v{x, y) — u{x, y) are harmonic in D and
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positive on the contour of this domain. We therefore have, at every

point of this domain, u{x, y) < v{x, y). Given any point whatever M
in D, we can always choose the radius p small enough that this point

M will also be in Dp, and therefore the preceding inequality is

established for every point of D. We can evidently choose the arbi-

trary positive number e in such a way that at a fixed point v{x, y)

will be less than a preassigned number. The inequality can therefore

hold for any e only if we have u{x, y) = 0.

It is clear that the conclusion applies in particular if the harmonic

function u{x, y), satisfying the other stated conditions, remains

bounded in D. This being so, if the generalized Dirichlet problem

has two bounded solutions in D, their difference will be a harmonic

function bounded in D, and assuming the value zero on the contour,

except at a finite number of points; this difference, we are going to

see, must be identically zero.

Remark I. If we do not impose on the harmonic function the con-

dition of remaining bounded in the interior of D, the generalized

problem can have an infinity of solutions. Let us assume for example

that C is the circle x- -\- y^ — 2x — 0, and that the origin is the

only point of discontinuity for U on this contour. Adding to the

solution u{x, y) of the generalized problem, which remains bounded
in the interior of C, the expression K{x'^ + y^ — 2x)l{x^ + y'^),

where K stands for an arbitrary constant, we obtain an infinity of

solutions of the same problem, but these solutions are not bounded
in the domain (cf. Ill, 56, Remark).

Remark II. Let L and I be the maximum and the minimum of the

discontinuous function L'^ on C; the harmonic function u{x, y) re-

presented by formula (33) remains between L and I in the domain D.

To prove, for example, that u{x, y) does not assume any value greater

than L, it is sufficient to replace v{x, y) by

L +

in the reasoning of Zaremba. Since the harmonic function v{x, y) —
u{x, y) is positive on the contour of the domain Dp, provided that

p is sufficiently small, it is positive at every point of the domain D,

and, since e is an arbitrary positive number, this could not be so if

u{x, y) were greater than L. We see similarly that u{x, y) cannot

assume a value less than Z at a point of D; u{x, y) cannot take on
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the values L and I, for this function would then have a maximum or

a minimum in D (cf. Ill, 47).

In the neighborhood of a point of discontinuity At of the func-

tion U on the contour C, we have already noted that u{x, y) is of

the form

y - ^
u{x, y) = V{x, y) + K arc tan

,

X — tx

where V{x, y) approaches a fixed limit when the point {x, y) ap-

proaches A . If the point (x, y) approaches the point A along a curve

whose tangent at A is not tangent to the contour C, the limiting value of

arc tan lies between the values of the same arc for the two directions

of the tangents to the contour C drawn at A , and consequently the

limiting value of u{x, y) lies between the two limiting values a and
h of the function Um when the point M approaches A on the con-

tour C.

59. Schwarz's alternate method. We owe to Schwarz an
alternate procedure, applicable to many other problems, permitting

us to pass from a convex contour to other contours much less parti-

cular. This procedure is based on a lemma which we are first of all

going to establish.

Let C be a convex contour or, more generally, a closed contour

for which we know the solution of Dirichlet's problem, and let mn be

an arc lying in the domain D bounded by C, and joining two points

m and n of this contour without being tangent to the contour at

either of these points. Points m and n divide C into two parts Cq

and Ci; let us call u{x, y) the harmonic function bounded in D,

considered in the preceding section, which takes on the value zero

on Cq and the value one on C. This function is positive and less than

unity at every point P of the arc mn, and if the point P approaches

one of the points m or w, we have pointed out that Up approaches a

limit lying between zero and one. The function u{x, y) therefore

remains, all along mn, less than a positive number q less than one.

Let, moreover, v{x, y) be a harmonic function in D, assuming the

value zero on Co, and whose absolute value remains smaller than a

positive number g along C\; we shall assume, for simplicity, that

v{x, y) takes on a fixed value at each point of the contour, and that

this value varies continuously. The two functions gu -\- v, gu — v

are harmonic and bounded in the domain D, zero on Cq and positive

on Ci; they are therefore positive at every point of D, and the

absolute value of v{x, y) is less than gu. In particular, along arc mn.
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the absolute value of v{x, y) is less than gq ; it is hardly necessary to

note than the number q, just now defined, depends only upon the

contour C and the arc mn, and not on the function v{x, y). It is

clear that the property holds good if Cq and C\ are composed of

several distinct arcs ; we can also replace the arc mn by a system of

several arcs interior to D and joining points of Cq or the points of

partition of Cq and Ci. The preceding reasoning applies without

modification.

To explain the method of Schwarz, let us now consider the sim-

plest case, that of a domain 2 resulting from the superposition of

two domains D, D' , bounded b}" two closed contours C, C, which
intersect in only two points m and n (Fig. 11) without being tangent.

We assume that C and C" are convex contours or, more generally,

that we know the solution of Dirichlet's problem for each of the

domains D and D'. The two points m and n divide C and C" into two
distinct arcs (a, a) and (b, ^). To arc a corresponds a positive num-
ber less than unity relative to the contour C", and similarly to arc ^
corresponds a positive number less than unity relative to the con-

tour C; we shall represent by q the larger of these two numbers.
We assume a continuous succession of values on (a, b) given,

that is, on the set of the two arcs a and b. Let us construct a function

Fig. 11.
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wi, harmonic in Z), assuming on a the given values and on a a

continuous succession of values uniquely subjected to the condition

of assuming on w and n the same values as the first. This function

U\ assumes certain values on arc j3. Let us then construct a function

v\, harmonic in D' , assuming the same values as u\ on yS and the

given values on 6; then a function W2, harmonic in D, assuming the

given values on a, and the same values as v\ on a, and so on alter-

nately. We thus obtain two infinite sequences of functions

(î*i, %2, • . ., w„, . . .) and (wi, vi, . . ., %, . . .). The functions ut are

harmonic in D, and assume the given values on a; the func-

tions Vi assume the given values on b and are harmonic in D'. More-

over Ufi and Vn assume the same values on j8, while Un and Vn-i

assume the same values on a. We shall prove that, in the domains

D and D' respectively, the functions Un and Vn approach a limit when
n increases indefinitely.

Let g be an upper limit of |%2 — ui\ on jS; ^2 — vi is zero on b and
equal to U2 — ui on P; the absolute value of V2 — fi is therefore

less than gq on a. The function us — Uz is zero on a and equal to

V2 — vi on a; we therefore also have \u3 — u^\ < q2g on jS. Con-

tinuing thus, we see step by step that we have \un+i

on ^, and \vn+i — Vn\ < q2n-ig on a. The series

Un\ < q^^-^g

Wi + (W2 — Wi) + . . . -f- {Un — Un-l) +

is therefore uniformly convergent on the contour (aa) and therefore

uniformly convergent in the domain D, from Harnack's theorem.

The sum of this series U{x, y) = lim Un{x, y) is a harmonic function

in D, which takes on the given values on a. We see in the same way
that Vn has for its limit a function V{x, y) harmonic in D' , which

Fig. 12.
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assumes the given values on b. These two functions U and V assume

the same values on a and on jS, since we have Un = Vn on j3, and

Un = Vre-i on a ; they therefore coincide in the domain bounded by

the arcs a and ^. Consequently, the function F{x, y), which is equal

to ?7 in D and to V in D' is harmonic in the entire domain S! and

gives the solution of Dirichlefs problem for this domain.

The method can be extended of itself to much less simple cases,

where the contours C, C intersect in more than two points, or even

have certain parts in common. In the case of Figure 12, the contours

C, C have four common points m, n, p, q; we have marked on the

figure the arcs which must replace the arcs a, b, a, ^, in the reason-

ing. In the case of Figure 13, the contours C and C" are the contours

mnpqrstzm and mstqrnpzm which have certain parts in common.

Replacing in the reasoning a by arcs npqr and mzts, a by mn and

rs, b by qrnp and tsmz, ^ by tq and zp, we see that if we can solve

Dirichlet's problem for the domains bounded by C and C, we shall

be able to solve it for the domain bounded by the two contours

mztsm and mpqrn.

The latter example shows how we can pass from a domain boun-

ded by a single contour to a domain bounded by several contours.

Application. From the solution of Dirichlet's problem, Lebesguei''

has deduced a very simple proof of the first Picard theorem, estab-

lished above (III, 47). Let u{x, y) be a harmonic function bounded

and regular at every point of a domain D, except perhaps at a point

A of this domain. With the point A as center, let us draw two circles

C and c of radius R and p respectively (p < R), lying in the domain

D. Let v{x, y) be the regular harmonic function in the interior of C
which is equal to u{z,y) along C; Lebesgue's method consists of

showing that at every point {x, y) interior to C, distinct from the

point A, we have u = v.

If M is an upper limit of the absolute value of u{x, y) in the

domain D, the absolute value of u{x, y) along C, and therefore in the

interior of C, is also less than M. Let Ui{x, y), U2(x', y) be two har-

monic functions regular in the ring contained between C and c,

equal to u(x, y) along C, and equal to + M and to — M, respectively,

along c. The difference ut — u\& positive on c, zero on C, and, since

it cannot have a minimum between C and c, in this domain we have

ui — u > 0. We should require in the same way the inequalities

M — W2 > 0, U\ — V > 0, V — U2. > 0.

17 Comptes rendus. Vol. 176, 1923, p. 1097.
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We therefore have in the circular ring considered

|w — t;| < ui — U2.

The harmonic function ui — u^, which is equal to 2M. on c and zero

on C, is therefore identical with

log R — log r

^M— —,
log i^ - log p

r being the distance of the point (x, y) from the point A . Given any
interior point (a:, y) of C, different from the center, we can choose

the number p < r so small that the preceding expression will be

less than an arbitrarily chosen positive number e. We therefore

indeed have at every point of this domain that u(x, y) — v{x, y).

The proof can be extended to harmonic functions in space by

replacing log r by 1/r.

60. Exterior problem. Up to now we have studied harmonic

functions only in a bounded domain. Let us now consider a domain
2} formed by the portion of the plane exterior to a closed contour F,

and let u{x, y) be an integral of the equation ù^u = 0, regular at

every point (a, h) of 2. In order to study this function when x and y
increase indefinitely, it is sufficient to make a transformation by recip-

rocal radii, for example to set a; = [x'l{x"^ -f y"^)\,y = [y'/{x'^ + y'^)]-

To the portion of the a:^-plane, exterior to a circle C of

radius R, lying in ^, and having the origin as center, corresponds

in the a:'y'-plane a circle c of radius l/R. The function u{x, y) is

changed into a function

'/ ' '^ i
^' y'

\u{x,y)=u\— , )

\x'^ + y'^ x"^ + y'^J

which is also an integral of Laplace's equation (III, 47), and which

is regular at each point of c, except perhaps at the origin. If this

function u'{x'
,
y') is also regular at the origin, it is harmonic in c,

and we shall say that the function u{x, y) is regular at infinity. In

the interior of c the function u'{x', y') can be expanded in a series

of the form
+00

(34) w' = 2 ''rnix', y'),

rra=0

where Vm{x' ,
y') is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree m

(III, 47). Carrying out the inverse transformation, we deduce from
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it that in the exterior of C, the function 'u,{x, y) is developable in a

series of the form

inversely, this form of development characterizes a harmonic func-

tion regular at infinity, for we return immediately from series (35)

to series (34).

We have before us, for the domain 2l composed of that portion

of the plane exterior to a closed contour F, a problem analogous to

Dirichlefs :

To find a harmonic function in the domain Qj exterior to a contour

r, regular at infinity, and assuming on F a continuous set of given

values.

This is what is known as the exterior problem relative to the con-

tour F; in contradistinction, the problem "wdth which we have been

concerned up to now is called the interior problem. The exterior

problem relative to a closed contour F reduces to the interior

problem for another contour F'. Indeed, let be an interior

point of the contour F ; a transformation by reciprocal radii with

the point as pole replaces F by the contour F', and the domain
^ exterior to F by a domain ^' interior to F'. Moreover, every

harmonic function u{x, y) in ^, regular at infinity, is transformed

into a function u{x', y') harmonic in Q'
. If the set of values of

u{x, y) along F is given, we know from this the set of values of u'

along F'. If the solution of the interior problem for the contour F'

is known, we can then derive from it the solution of the exterior

problem for the contour F.

Remark. Given two functions U and V, harmonic on the exterior

of a contour F and regular at infinity, we can extend the general

formula (11) to cover them. Indeed, let us consider an auxiliary

circle C, having a fixed point for center, and entirely enclosing

the contour F. Since the two functions U and V are harmonic in

the domain bounded by the curves C and F, we can apply formula

(11) to the set of these two curves. When the radius R and C in-

crease indefinitely, the integral arising from C approaches zero;

indeed, dU/cx, cU/cy, . . ., and therefore dU/dn, dV/dn are infinitely

small quantities of the order of 1/R^, and the integral along C is of

the form
•277

Fd<f>,

1 r2^

R J
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the function F remaining finite. We are therefore left with the

relation

C / dV dU\
(11') lu----V--]ds = 0,

J (D \ an an J

where the derivatives are taken along the direction of the exterior

normal to F. It is to be noted that formula (13) cannot be extended

in the same way to a function harmonic on the exterior of F (cf.

Exercise 6).

61. Conformai representation. The problem of conformai repre-

sentation is closely allied with the Dirichlet problem. Let D, D'

be two finite domains, bounded by two contours C, C", and such

that there is a conformai transformation which establishes a one-

to-one correspondence between the points of Z) and oi D' , of C and
of C. Every function u harmonic in the domain D is changed, by
this transformation, into a function u' harmonic in D' , and it is clear

that if the values of u along C are known, then the values of u'

along C are also known. We shall therefore be able to solve Dirich-

let's problem for the domain D' if we can solve it for the domain
D. In particular, if we are given a domain D bounded by a single

closed curve C, we shall be able to solve the Dirichlet problem for

this domain if we know how to carry out the conformai representa-

tion of D on the surface of a circle. Conversely, Riemann has shown
the possibility of this application by making use of the Dirichlet

principle.

Let Z = /(z) be the analytic function which effects the conformai

representation of a domain Z) on a circle of unit radius ; the function

/(z) must be holomorphic in D, and for each point of this domain
we must have |/(2)| < 1. Moreover, to each value of Z with modulus

less than one, there must correspond one and only one point z in D.

Let zq = a + hi he the point in D which corresponds to Z = 0;

the equation f{z) = must have the single root z = zq in the in-

terior of this domain, and consequently f{z) must be of the form

(2 — 2o)c''^^^ ''(2) being a holomorphic function in D, which can be

written, replacing 77(2) by P -|- Qi, as

Z = elogr + P + i(0 + Q)^

where r and </> are the modulus and argument of 2 — zq. For every

point of the contour C we must have \Z\ = 1, and therefore P +
log r = 0. The function P{x, y) must therefore be harmonic in D and
assume the same values as — log r on the contour C. We are brought
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back to a particular case of the Dirichlet problem. Let us suppose

that we could solve this problem for the domain under considera-

tion; to the function P{x,y) harmonic in D, we can then adjoin

another harmonic function in D, defined within an additive con-

stant, in such a way that P -\- Qi will be a holomorphic function

of z in D. It remains for us to examine whether the function so deter-

mined

Z = [z - zo)eP+^Q = e"+<^

really satisfies all the required conditions. We can immediately

remark that the constant on which Q depends has no importance in

the matter, for a change in the value of this constant amounts to

increasing the argument of Z by a constant angle without changing

its modulus.

1. To every interior point z of the contour C corresponds an

interior point Z of the circle F with radius 1 described about the

origin as center in the Z-plane. Indeed, the function u = P + log r

approaches — oo when z approaches zq; we can, therefore, with

point zq as center, describe a circle c of sufficiently small radius p
that u will be negative in this circle. Since the function u is har-

monic in the domain contained between C and c, and is zero on C,

it is negative at every point contained between C and c. Since the

radius p can be taken as small as we wish, the function u is negative

at every point z interior to the domain D, and consequently we do
indeed have \Z\ < 1.

2. Conversely, let Z be any point whatever in the interior of F;

the equation f{z) = Z has one and only one root in the domain D.

This is evident for Z = 0. Let us now consider any negative number
m whatever. On every arc of the curve joining the point zq to a point

of C, there is at least one point for which u(x, y) assumes the value

m when u varies on this arc from — oo to 0. The locus of these

points forms one or several closed curves, for the analytic curve

u[x, y) = m encloses only ordinary points or multiple points with

distinct tangents (III, 47) ; moreover, an analytic arc can intersect

this curve in only a finite number of points, since along an arc of

this kind u{x, y) is an analytic function of a parameter. I say that

this curve is composed of a single closed curve Cm surrounding the

point Zq. Indeed, in any other case, it would determine a domain S,

in the interior of which u{x, y) would be harmonic, while it would
have a constant value on the contour ; it would consequently reduce
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to a constant. The curve Cm thus decomposes the domain D into two
regions, an interior region containing the point zq for which we have

u < m, and an annular region contained between Cm and C for

which we have u > m. As m varies from — oo to we have a family

of curves Cm, each surrounding its predecessor, beginning with an
infinitely small closed curve about zq, and approaching more and
more the contour C as m approaches zero. Let us suppose that the

point z describes the curve Cm in the positive sense ; the corresponding

point Z describes a circle of radius e"* always proceeding in the same
direction. Indeed, let s be the arc of Cm, taken as positive in the

positive description of the contour ; the argument of Z is equal to

V =
(f) + Q. The relation dvjds = — du/dn (III, 47) shows that

dv/ds is positive since the derivative dujdn taken along the interior

normal is evidently negative ; the argument v is therefore constantly

increasing and, since this argument is increased by 2it when z de-

scribes the curve Cm, it follows that to each point of Cm corresponds

one and only one point of the circle \Z\ = e^ and conversely. This

granted, given any point whatever Z = e»w+ra< in the interior of F
(m < 0), every point which is a root of /(z) = e»™+»* must be on the

curve Cm, and it is clear that there is one and only one point of this

curve for which v = n + 2Ktt.

3. It remains only to prove that the contours C and F also cor-

respond point by point in a one-to-one manner. Riemann does not

seem to have been concerned with this point, which is not evident.

When the point z approaches a point M of C, P + log r indeed

approaches zero, and the modulus of Z approaches unity, but we can

say nothing up to this point about the behavior of the function

Q{x, y) in the neighborhood of the point M. Indeed, this function Q
is derived by quadratures from the derivatives dPJdx, dP/8y; it is

not at all certain a priori that these derivatives maintain finite

values on C, and it could happen that Q did not approach any limit,

or that its modulus increased indefinitely ; the argument of Z itself

would not approach any limit as z approached the point M.
We remove the difficulty at once when the contour C is composed

of a single regular analytic arc. The function P{x, y), which assumes

analj^ic values on this arc, is therefore harmonic in a domain ^,
enclosing the domain D in its interior (III, 55). The same is true of

the conjugate function Q{x, y), and therefore to each point of C
corresponds a fixed point of F. The reasoning just now given for the

curves Cm proves that conversely to each point of F corresponds

only one point of C. Let us again take the more general case where
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the contour C is composed of a finite number of regular analytic

arcs joined together at the vertices of the contour, a singular point

on an analytic arc being considered as a vertex. Let ab be one of

these arcs ; the function P(x, y) can again be extended beyond the

arc ab, and the same reasoning proves that to a point m of ab cor-

responds a point fx of F, the two points m and /n changing their

position at the same time in the positive sense. When m describes

the arc ab, /x can describe only a part of F; indeed, if to two points

m and m' of ab corresponded the same point fx of F, to an interior

point of F, infinitely close to ^, would have to correspond a point of

Z) infinitely close at one and the same time to m and to m' . To the

arc ab of C therefore corresponds a fixed arc a/3 of F, these two arcs

being described at the same time in the positive sense. The entire

difficulty consists in proving that arcs such as a.^ cover the circle F
once and only once.^^

Remark. All conformai transformations which make self-corres-

ponding the circle of radius one having the center as origin are

given by the linear transformation Z = e^" (z — ZQ)l[d [z — z'o)],

zq being the coordinate of a point interior to this circle, at a distance

d from the center, z'o being the coordinate of the conjugate point,

and a being a real constant. These transformations certainly depend
upon three real constants. If one conformai representation of a

domain wath a simple contour D on this circle is knowTi, we have all

the others by combining it with the preceding transformations.

62, Green's function. Let Z) be a domain with simple contour

C, which satisfies the conditions of the preceding section, and
which we can map conformally on a circle of radius one. If we
know how to effect this representation, the Dirichlet problem rela-

tive to the domain D is reduced to the Dirichlet problem relative

to the circle, whose solution is known.
Let U{s) be a given continuous function on the contour C, which

we assume expressed in terms of the arc s, oriented in the positive

sense beginning from an arbitrary origin. In order to find the value

of the harmonic function in D, equal to U{s) on C, at a point [a, b)

of the domain D, we return to the function

Z = [z - a - bi)eP+^Q,

18 The proof has been given by É. Picard [Traité d'Analyse, Vol. II, p. 301

and following, 2nd edition). We shall find in Montel's note at the end of

Volume III, Part 2 [of Goursat] a method which is applicable to much more
general cases.
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which makes the domain D and the circle of unit radius correspond

point by point, in such a manner that the center of the circle cor-

responds to the point (a, 6). To a point 5 of C there corresponds a

point with argument

6 = Q -\-
(f,

or z — a — bi = re^^,

on the circle F. The function U{s) is transformed into a continuous

function Ui{6), of period 27r, and the desired harmonic function is

changed into a function harmonic in the circle, assuming the value

Ui{d) on the circumference. The value at the center of the circle,

that is, the value U(a, b) at the point (a, b), is given by formula (17)

(HI, 52)

1 r^^
U{a, b) = — \ Ui{9) de,

which, upon taking the arc s of C as independent variable, becomes

1 Ç idQ d<f>\

U{a,b) = -\ U{s)(-— + ^) ds,

^TT-J (C) \ as ds/(C)

dQjds, d(f)jds representing the derivatives taken along the tangent

at C in the positive sense. But these derivatives are equal, respec-

tively, to — dP/dn, — {d log r)/dn (III, 47), where these derivatives

are taken along the interior normal to C, The value of U{a, b) may
therefore be written as

1 r /dP d locr r\
U{a,b)= -- u{-- + --^]ds,

^TT J (C) \dn dn J

or again

1 C dG
(37) U{a, 6) = — U ds,

2tt J (C) dn

where we are designating the function P(x, y) — log r by G{x, y;a,b).

This function G{x, y;a,b) is Green's function, relative to the contour

C and to the interior point (a, 6). From the very definition of the

harmonic function P{x, y), Green's function is defined by the follow-

ing properties: 1. it is zero at every point of the contour C; 2. in the

interior of C it is equal to the sum of a harmonic function and of

— log r. It follows that it is harmonic in the domain of all interior
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points of C, except in the neighborhood of the point (a, b) where it

is infinite in the same manner as

-
J log [{z - a)2 + {y- 6)2].

Kjiowing this Green's function for the contour C permits us, we
see, to solve the interior Dirichlet's problem for this contour, what-

ever the given function U{s) on C. From this point of view, Green's

function resembles the Riemann function u{x, y\ ^,r)) (III, 42). But,

while Riemann's function is independent of the contour for which we
wish to solve Cauchy's problem and depends only uponthe coefficients

of the equation, Green's function depends upon the contour C itself;

moreover, it has a logarithmic infinity, while Riemann's function

is continuous. To each closed contour of the type considered there

corresponds a Green's function; the investigation of this function

is tantamount to finding a conformai representation of the interior

domain D on a. circle, that is, to solving a particular case of the same
Dirichlet problem.

In several simple cases, Green's function is easy to obtain. Let

us take first of all a circle of radius i? ; let P be an interior point at a

distance p from the center, Pi the harmonic conjugate point of P
with respect to the extremities of the diameter passing through P,

and r and ri the distances of a point M from the points P and Pi.

The ratio vi/r is equal to E/p at every point of the circumference
;

the function log{p riJR r) = log (p ri/R) — log r is Green's function

relative to the circle, for it is zero on the circumference, and log

(p ri/R) is harmonic in the interior. Replacing G by this expression

in the general formula (37), we have again precisely formula (16)

(III, 52). Let us take again the contour composed of a semicircleAMB
and the diameter AB. Let P be an interior point, Pi the harmonic

conjugate of P with respect to the extremities of the diameter

passing through P, P' and P'l the points sjTnmetric to P and Pi
relative to the diameter AB; and r, ri, r', r'l the distances of a point

M from the points P, Pi, P', P'l. We easily verify that the expression

log (rir')/(rr'i) is the Green's function relative to this contour.

The technique in (III, 52), by which we were able to get rid of the

term in dU/dn in the general formula (13), when the contour C is a

circle, succeeded precisely because the Green's function for this

contour was known a priori. The same technique succeeds for any

contour whatever, if the corresponding Green's function G{x,y\a,b)

is known. Indeed, the function

G{x,y;a, b) + log r
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being harmonic in the interior of the contour C, we have the rela-

tion

1 /• r (dG d log r\ dUl
(38) = - Ui— + —-^ -{G + logr)— ds.

2tt J (o I \dn dn / an \

Adding formulas (13) and (38) member by member, and noting

that G is zero on C, we once again have formula (37).

This proof has the advantage of being applicable to a domain of

multiple connectivity, or bounded by several distinct closed curves.

For such a contour, Green's function is defined by the same condi-

tions as above; it must vanish on the contour, and be equal in the

interior to the sum of a harmonic function and of — log r, r always

representing the distance of the point [x, y) from an interior point

[a, b). But the proof does assume that dU/dn exists on the contour

for the desired harmonic function. i^ For the case of a circular ring,

we shall find the calculation later on (Exercise 14).

We can also define Green's function for the exterior problem

relative to a domain ^ extending to infinity and bounded by one

or several closed curves which form the contour C of this domain.

Let P be any point whatever of^ with coordinates (a, 6).

Green's function G{x,y;a,b) relative to the contour C for the

exterior problem is defined by the following properties : it is zero at

1® When the various parts of the contour C are composed of a finite number
of regular analytic arcs, we can easily complete the proof. On the one hand,

Schwarz's methods permit us to prove that Dirichlet's problem has a solution

for this domain. The Green's function therefore exists, since we can obtain it

by adding to — log r a harmonic function P{x, y; a,b) which assumes the

same values as log r on the contour. This function P, assuming analytic

values along the analytic arcs of the contour, can be extended outside the

domain, and consequently dOjdn exists on the contour. We cannot assert that

dUldn exists also on the contour for the harmonic function U which takes on
a set of given values U(s) on C. To circumvent the difficulty, let us take on
each arc of C an analytic function V(s) such that U{s) — V(s) will be < e at each
point of C. The harmonic function V which is equal to V{s) on the contour can
be extended outside, and therefore, dV/dn exists on C. We can accordingly

apply to this harmonic function V the general formula (37). Besides, the

difference U — V is less than e at every interior point. In the identity

I r dG 1 r dO
U -- U(s)—- ds = {U - V) + — (V - U)—- ds,

Ztt J (c) dn Ztt J (c) dn

the two parts of the second member are less than e (see section 63), and con-

sequently the absolute value of the first member is less than 2e; but since e is

arbitrary, this first member is therefore zero.
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every point of C, regular at infinity and harmonic in the neighbor-

hood of every point of S>, except in the neighborhood of the point

{a, b), where it is infinite in the same way as

- I log [{X - a)2 + {y- 6)2],

In order to find the value U{a, b) at the point P of a

harmonic function in ^, regular at infinity, and assuming the given

values on the contour C, it is sufficient to apply formula (11') to

the two functions U and G{x, y\ a,b), which are harmonic in the

domain Qi' obtained by removing from Sj the portion interior to a

circle y of very small radius, having the point P as center. Making
the radius of y approach zero, and returning to the calculation in

III, 51, we readily obtain the formula

1 f dG
{a,b) = - U—-ds,

Ztt J (C) dn
(39) U{c

(C)

where the derivative is taken in the direction which penetrates the

domain ^.20

In the case of a circle. Green's function for the exterior problem

is log [{MPijMP) (d/R)], Pi being the harmonic conjugate point of

P with respect to the extremities of the diameter passing through

P, M being any point whatever, E the radius, and d the distance of

the point P from the center. Upon calculation, we find a formula

just like that of Poisson,

1 r d^ - R2
U{a, b) = -

\ U ds,

7T J (C) 2i?r2

which is verified in the same way by using a potential of double

layer

cos <i

U{a, 6) = -
I

U
I

U -ds,

(C) 2R TT J (C) r

If ds 1 C
(a, 6) = - U

TTj (C) 2R TT J
(

and applying the knowTi properties of this potential (III, 49).

63. Properties of Green's function. Green's function

G{x, y; i, r)) depends upon two pairs of variables {x, y) and (^, -q).

20 It is essential to remark that the function G -\- log r is not regular at

infinity, so that we cannot apply formula (11) to the two functions U and
G + log r along C. On the contrary, the method followed to establish formula

(39) in the case of the exterior problem is applicable without modification to

the interior problem.
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Up to now it has not been defined (in restricting ourselves to the

interior problem) when the point {$, rj) is interior to the contour C,

the point {x, y) itself being in the interior of or on the contour C,

but different from the point (^, 7y). Let {a, b), {a', b') be any two

points whatever interior to C, y and y' two circles of very small

radii, p, p', described about these points as centers and lying entirely

within the domain D. The two functions

G{x, y;a,b) and G' = G{x, y\ a' , b')

are harmonic in the domain D' bounded by C and the two circles

y, y'. Observing that G = G' = along C, the general formula (11)

leads to the relation

C I dG' dG\ C I dG' dG\
G G' ds+ G G' ds = 0;

j (^)\ dn dnj J (y)\ dn dn J

the derivative being taken along the direction of the exterior normal

to the circle. In the neighborhood of the point {a,b) the function

G{x,y;a, b)

is of the form — log r + g{x, y), g{x, y) being harmonic and r being

the distance from the point {x, y) to the point (a, b). The integral

along y therefore reduces to

f
Ig^^ _ G'% ds - { (log r— - C'

^ ^°° 1
j (y)\ dn dnj J (y)\ dn dn j

= 27rG'{a,b;a',b').

The integral along y' is similarly equal to

- 2TTG{a',b';a,b).

Replacing (a, b) by {x, y) and (a', b') by (^, 17), we obtain the

fundamental relation

(40) G{x,y;t-n) = G{i,r,;x,y).

The function G{x, y; ^, rj) is therefore symmetric with respect to

the two pairs of variables {x, y), (^, -q) and, as a result, is a harmonic

function of (|, t]) at every point of the domain D, except at the

point ^ = X, T) = y. To sum up, let us consider in a space of four

dimensions {x, y; i, -q) the domain Ry defined by describing about

each of the points {x, y), {^, tj) the domain D and the contour C;

the function G{x, y, i, rj) has a fixed value at each point of i?i except

on the two-dimensional variety ^ = x,rj = y. It is zero when one of

ds
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the points {x, y), (^, 17) falls on the contour C. It is harmonic with

respect to each of the two pairs of variables {z, y), (^, 17) in the

neighborhood of every interior point of the domain R\ not lying on
the singular variety; it does not change when we permute the two
pairs of variables {x, y), {$, 77).

This function is continually positive, if the two points {x, y),

{$, 17) are in the interior of C. Indeed, considered as a function of

{x, y), it is zero on C and equal to + 00 at the point (^, rj). It follows

that the derivative dGjdn is positive at every point of C, since G
can only increase as we move toward the interior. The integral

\(C){dGjdn) ds, all of whose elements are positive, is equal to 277-;

for if the function U is equal to one on C, we also have at every

interior point, U(a,b) = 1.

Let X = <l>{x', y'), y = i/j{x', y') be formulas defining a conformai

transformation, permitting us to map the domain D, bounded by
the contour C, onto another domain D' , bounded by the contour C

,

in such a way that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

points of the two domains and of the two contours. Green's function

G{x, y; ^, Tj), relative to the contour C, is transformed into a function

G{<f>, 0; ^, 77) of the variables x', y' which is zero on C and harmonic

in the domain D', except in the neighborhood of the point {f, rj')

which corresponds to the point {$, -q). Indeed, G{x, y; $, r]) is the real

part of an anahi:ic function F{z) of the form

g{z) -log{z - i - Tfi),

where g{z) is a holomorphic function in the domain D. After the

transformation x + iy —
(f>
+ iip, F is changed into an analytic

function

Fi{z') = F,{x' + iy'),

which is of the form

gi{z') - log (2' - f - 77'i),

where gi{z') is holomorphic in D' . It follows from this that in the

domain of the point (^', 77') the function G{<f>, ip; $, tj) is equal to

- 1 log [{x' - f )2 + iy'
- 77')2],

augmented by a regular part. We therefore have

g[<f>{x', y'), ijj{x', y');^, 77] = G'{x', y'
\ f , 77'),

where G' is Green's function for the contour C", in which the singular

point (I', 77') corresponds to the point (^, 77) by the transformation

being considered.
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In particular, if the domain D is bounded by a single closed curve

C, we can map this domain on a circle; certain properties of the

Green's function make this intuitive.21 If, by an inversion, we
replace the circle by a half-plane, for example by the upper half-

plane of the a;t/-plane. Green's function is replaced by a function

g{x, y; ^, 7]) which must be zero along the x-axis, harmonic at every

point of this half-plane, except at a point (^, r}) which it has as a

logarithmic infinity, and approach zero when (x^ + y^) increases

indefinitely. This function is clearly

1 r(:j: _ 1)2 + (y + ^)2ij^ r(^ - g)^ + {y + v?-]

III. GENERAL EQUATION OF THE ELLIPTIC TYPE

64. Extension of Dirichlet's problem. The reasoning by which

we have established that Dirichlet's problem, for the Laplace

equation, cannot have several solutions, is easily extended, in

certain cases, to the general equation of the elliptic type, reduced to

canonical form (III, 23)

d^u 8^u du du
(41) F{u) =-— + —- + a— + 6— + CM = f{x, y),

cx^ cy^ ex 8y

where a, b, c,f are continuous functions of the variables x, y in the

domains involved. The generalized Dirichlet problem still consists

of determining an integral of equation (41), regular in a finite domain
D, bounded by the contour, C, and assuming on this contour a con-

tinuous set of given values. This problem cannot have more than

one solution if the coefficient c is negative or zero at every point of D.
The following elementary method is due to Paraf.

Let us suppose first of all that the coefficient c has a negative value

at every point of D. If the proposed problem had two solutions their

difference v would be an integral of the homogeneous equation

F{v) = 0, regular in the domain D, and zero on the contour. If this

difference is not identically zero, it assumes positive or negative

values in the interior of D, and consequently passes through a

positive maximum or a negative minimum at a point (xq, yo) of this

domain. The second case reducing to the first by the change of v

21 J. Hadamard, Bulletin de la Société mathématique (session of June 28th,

1911).
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into — V, we can assume that at the point [xq, yo) the function

v{x, y) has a positive maximum ro- From the general theory we must

have at this point

/dv\ /dv\ /d^v\ /c^v\

conditions which are incompatible with the equations F{v) = 0,

vq > 0, for the point {zq, yo). Therefore there cannot exist an inte-

gral of F(v) = satisfjang the desired conditions.

The case where the coefficient c is not positive at any point of

the domain D reduces to the preceding case by setting v = zw, z

being a function of x and of y, regular in D and not vanishing at any
point of this domain nor its contour. The equation F{v) = is

replaced by an equation of the same form in which the coefficient

of ÎV is F{z)/z. In order for the preceding conclusion to hold, it is

sufficient to be able to choose the function z in such a way that we
have in the entire domain D, z > 0, F(z) < 0, the equality being

excluded. Now, if we take for z a function of the form A — e^^,

where A and a are two positive constants, we have F{z) = cA —
{a.^ + eux + c)e^^, and this result is negative, whatever the value of

A, in the domain considered, provided that a.^ + ax + c is positive

at every point of D, a condition which can always be satisfied by
taking the number positive a large enough. This number a once

thus determined, it is sufficient to take for A a positive number
greater than the maximum of e^^ in D. We see in particular that

when c is zero, equation (41) cannot have more than one regular

integral in the domain D, assuming the given values on the contour.

The conclusion cannot be extended to the case where the coeffi-

cient c takes on positive values in D. For example, the equation

Am + 2u = has the integral u = sin x • sin y, which is regular in

the interior of a square bounded by the lines x = 0, x = it, y = 0,

y = TT, and which is zero on the contour.

We also deduce from the preceding the following conclusion: the

problem proposed for equation (41) cannot have several solutions

when the equation F{u) = possesses a particular integral wi,

regular in this domain and not vanishing in D nor on the contour.

The transformation u = uiv will, indeed, lead to an equation of the

same form in v, whose coefficients will be continuous functions and
where the coefficient of v will be zero. We have just seen that the

new equation cannot have several regular integrals assuming the

same values on C.
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Let {zq, yo) be any point of the plane; every integral wi of the

equation F{u) = 0, regular in the neighborhood of this point and
assuming a positive value for x = xq, y = yo is certainly positive

in the neighborhood. If we take a closed curve y surrounding the

point {xq, yo) and sufficiently close to this point for the integral ui

to be positive in the interior, we can apply the preceding to the

domain bounded by the curve y. Consequently, equation (41) can-

not have more than one integral assuming a set of given values on a

closed curve c surrounding any point whatever {xq, yo), and regular

in the interior of y, provided that this curve is sufficiently small.

The preceding explains the meaning which must be attached to these

words.

65. Study of the equation Au = f{x, y). Following the same
order as for equations of hyperbolic type (Chap. IV), we shall begin

by studying the simple equation

8^u 8^u
(42) + /(^,y).

ox^ cy^

We propose to find an integral of this equation which is regular

in the interior of a domain D, bounded by a contour C, and zero

on this contour; we shall further make the hypothesis that the func-

tion /(a:, y) possesses continuous partial derivatives of the first order

in this domain and on the contour C. From the preceding section,

this problem cannot have several solutions; this can also be seen

directly by observing that if there were two, their difference would
be a harmonic function in D, and zero on C. If any regular integral

ui [x, y) of equation (42) is known, the problem reduces immediately

to the Dirichlet problem; to obtain the desired function it is suffi-

cient to adjoin to u\ {x, y) the harmonic function in D which takes

on the same value as — ui at each point of the contour. For example,

when f{x, y) reduces to unity, we obtain the integral of the equation

Au = 1, which is zero on C, by adding to {x^ + y2)/4 the harmonic
function which is equal to — [x"^ + 2/^)/^ ^* each point of C.

Let us assume the existence of an integral U{x, y) of equation (42)

satisfying the desired condition, and let us apply the general Green's

formula to the two functions f/(f, -7) and G{x, y; ^,7]) of the vari-

ables ^, 7), where G is the Green's function relative to the contour C
for the interior problem. These two functions are regular in the

domain D' bounded by C and by a circle y of very small radius e
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having as center the point {x, y) in D. Taking account of equation

(42) itself and of the fact that the two functions U and G are zero

on C, we obtain the relation

[ { HLl)G{x,y;è,-n)dèd-n=
[

J J (D) J (y) L

dG dU
U{i,rj)— - G—-

dn dn
ds,

where the derivatives are taken in the direction of the exterior

normal to the circle y. In the neighborhood of the point {x, y), we
can replace G by g{x, y; ^,rj) — log r, where g is a harmonic function

and r designates the distance between the two points {x, y), (^, rj).

When the radius e approaches zero, the only term of the line integral

which does not approach zero is

-J
d log r

U — ds,

(y) dn

which has — 2ttU{x, y) as its limit. The desired function, if it exists,

therefore has for its expression,

(43) U{x,y) = --[ [ fiè,rj)G{x,y;i,r,)d^drj.
'2tT J J (£»)

Conversely, the function U{x, y), represented by this formula,

satisfies all the conditions desired. Let us consider first a domain A,

entirely interior to D\ when the point {x, y) remains in the domain
A, we can write

U{X, y)=--[ { fi^r^) log [V{X - ^)2 + {y- rjf] d$ drj

277 J J

(D)

f{Lrj)g{x,y;i,r])didrj,
{D)

where gr is a harmonic function of {x, y). Consequently U{x, y) is the

sum of a harmonic function and of a logarithmic potential (see

below, section 81). Since the function f{x, y) has continuous

derivatives, we can apply Poisson's formula (III, 81), and the func-

tion U{x, y) indeed satisfies relation (42) at every interior point of

the domain D. It remains to prove that this function U{x, y) ap-

proaches zero when the point {x, y) approaches any point whatever
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of the contour C. Now it is clear that the absolute value of U is less

than

M .

iD)

whereM is an upper bound of \f{x, y)\. Moreover, the double integral

M r r

2^J J(

represents precisely the integral of the equation Aw = 1 which is

zero on the contour C, a function whose existence has just now been
established. This expression therefore approaches zero when the

point {x, y) approaches a point of the contour C, and therefore the

same is true of the function U{x, y), represented by formula (43).

Remark. When the function f{x, y) is analytic, every integral of

equation (42) is itself analytic. Indeed, let {xq, yo) be any point what-

ever; equation (42) clearly has an infinity of regular analytic inte-

grals in the domain of this point. Let ui{x, y) be one of them; every

other regular integral in this domain is the sum of ui{x, y) and of a

harmonic function, that is, an analytic function.

66. Picard's method. The first method used by É. Picard to

solve the Dirichlet problem related to equation (41) is once more a

method of successive approximations, very analogous, at least in

the general procedure of the calculations, to that of III, 38, 39,

44. Let us write equation (1) in the following form:

/ ou du \
(44) Ait = Ala \- h— + cu\ + /{x, y),

\ dx 8y J

where A is an auxiliary parameter which we shall then replace by
— 1 in the result. We propose to determine an integral of this equa-

tion, regular in the interior of a closed contour C, and assuming on
this contour a continuous set of given values. For this purpose, we
shall first of all seek a formal solution

(45) u{x, y) = uq{x, y) -f Xui{x, ?/) + ... + A«w„(x, y) + . . .,

where all the functions uq, u\, . . .,Un, . . . are regular in the interior

of the contour C, uq{x, y) assuming the given values on C, and all

the other functions ui, uz, . . . being zero on this contour. These
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functions are determined by the equations

/^UQ ^ f{x,y),

(46)

\Aui
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67. Green's function for the general equation of elliptic type.

We have seen above that knowledge of Green's function for a con-

tour C permits us to solve the Dirichlet problem for this contour,

whatever the given values on C. We shall similarly be able to solve

the Dirichlet problem relative to a contour C, for any equation of

elliptic type, if we can determine a unique function satisfying

certain conditions which are going to be explained.

Let us return first of all to the general formula (41) of III, 41,

which plays a fundamental role in Riemann's method. In the case

of the elliptic equation

8^u 8^u du du
(47) ^{u) = + + a— + 6— + c% = 0,

dx^ dy^ dx dy

the adjoint equation is

d^v 8^v d(av) d(bv)

(48) ^{v) = + + cv =^0,
8x^ dy^ dx By

and we have, for any functions u and v, the identity

8 [ 8u 8v 1
(49) v^{u) - u^{v) = —\v u— + auv

8x1 Bx 8x J

18u 8v
"I

V u f- huv .

8y 8y J

8 { 8u 8v
+ —

8y

Let us suppose that the functions u and v are regular in a domain
D bounded by a contour C, on which the functions a, b, c, BajBx,

8bJ8y are continuous. Then we also have, from the preceding

identity,

r r r r 8u 8v 1

[v^{u) — u^{v)] dx dy = \ v u h auv\ dy
J J (D) J (C) I d^ cix J

[8u 8v
"I

V u h buvi dx,
8y 8y J8y 8y

where the line integral is taken in the positive sense. Replacing dx
and dy by cos ^'ds and cos cu'ds, where a' and ^' are the angles made
by the interior normal with the axes (III, 50), the preceding
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formula becomes

C C c / dv du\

(50) iv^{u) - u^^{v)]dxdy =
\

[u-- - v—\ ds

J J iD) J iC) \ dn dni

— (a cos a' + & cos /S') uv ds,

J (C)

•where dujdn, dv/dn represent the derivatives taken along the in-

terior normal.

This formula assumes, of course, that the derivatives cufêx,

cv/êx, cujcy, cvjcy remain finite on the contour.

That being granted, let u{x, y) be any integral of the equation

^{u) = f(x, y), regular in the domain D, and remaining finite, along

with its partial derivatives cu/èx, èu/cy, on the contour. Moreover,

let v{x, y; ^, Tj) he a. particular integral of the adjoint equation

<^{v) = 0, satisfpng the following condition:

A. In the domain D it is of the form U log r + V, where U and V
are regular in this domain, and r is equal to

\/{x - 1)2 + (2/
- 7?)2;

the point (^, -q) is a point of the domain D and we further supjJose

that U(f, -q) = - 1.

On the contour C, we are only assuming that v, cvjcx, cvjcy,

remain finite. Let us apply the general formula (50) to the domain

D' bounded by C and by a circle y of very small radius p having the

point (^, t;) as center. Since we have ^{u) = f(x, y) and ^(u) =
in this domain, the formula becomesnr / dv du\

vf{x, y)dxdy =
\

[u- v—\ ds

(D-) J (C) \ dn dn/

{a cos x' + b cos ^') uv ds

c

r / dv du\
+

I
u V— I ds

J (y) \ dn dn)

— (a cos a' + h cos ^')uv ds,

where the interior normal at a point of y is the exterior normal to

the geometric curve. When the radius p approaches zero, the inte-

gral jy {a, cos x + b cos ^')uv ds approaches zero, for an element of
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this integral is of the form pdd(A + B log p), where A and B re-

main finite.

For the same reason, the integral J^ v{du/dn) ds also approaches

zero. As for the integral J^ u ds, it can be written as

(-2" r 1 dU dVl
{- 1 +€)- + log P—- + —-\ up dd

J L p dn dn J

and its limit is clearly — 27tu{^, -q). Passing to the limit, we there-

fore have

1 r V dv dul
(51) u{^, r;) = — \u— - V— ds

^TT J (C) L dn dn,

[a cos a' + 6 cos ^') uv ds vf dx dy.
27r J (C) 277 J J (Z))

If the value of u{z, y) is given at all points of the contour, we shall

be able to calculate all the terms which occur in the second member,
with the exception of ^c v{du/dn) ds, which contains du/dn. In

order for this term to disappear, it will be sufficient to take for v

an integral of the adjoint equation satisfying condition A and which
is zero at all points of C. Knowledge of an integral v{x, y; $, -q) of

the adjoint equation satisfying these various conditions will allow

us to solve the Dirichlet problem for the contour C, whatever values

are given on the contour, for formula (51) then becomes

I [• dv I r r

(52) u($,r}) = --\ u—ds---\ vf{x,y)dzdy
Ztt J c dn Zn J J (/))

and reduces to formula (37) itself when /(a;, y) = 0.

The function v{x, y; ^, tj), if it exists, therefore plays exactly the

same role as Green's function for the Laplace equation. The deter-

mination of this function is composed of two distinct problems. We
must first of all look for a, fundamental solution of the adjoint equa-

tion ^ (v) ~ 0, that is, for an integral having at an arbitrary point

(^, 17) a logarithmic discontinuity of the type specified above. 23

This first problem is independent of the contour C.

In the particular case of the equation Ait = 0, a fundamental

solution is log (1/r). In the general case, once having obtained a

23 The existence of this solution when the coefficients a, b, c are analytic,

was first of all established in a particular case by Picard, then in the general

case by Hilbert, Hedrick and Hadamard (see Hadamard's paper, already
cited, Annales de VÈcole Normale, 1903, p. 535 and following).
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fundamental solution V{x,y; ^, rj), in order to have the solution

v{x, y; $, 7]) relative to the contour C, it will be sufficient to add to

this fundamental solution an integral of the adjoint equation,

regular in the interior of the contour, and assuming the same value

as — F at each point of this contour. Thus we have a reduction to a

particular case of the same Dirichlet problem. We shall return later

to this second part of the problem.

We can also extend to the function v{x, y; $,rj) the property estab-

lished above for the Green's function concerning the interchange

of the two pairs of variables {z, y), (^, rj). Let u{z, y; $, rj) be an

integral of the equation ^ {u) = 0, defined in the same way as v,

that is, zero at all points of C, and having the form Ui log r + Vi,

U\ and Vi being regular functions in the domain D, and Ui (^, t^)

being equal to — 1. Let us take any two points whatever (a, h),

{a', b') of the domain D, and let us apply the general formula (50)

to the two functions u{x, y; a', b'), v{x, y; a, b) in the domain D'

formed by the portion of D which is exterior to the two circles y, y'

of very small radii p, p , having for centers, respectively, the two

points (a, 6), (a', b'). The line integral along C is zero, and we can

prove as just above that the integrals along y and y' have for limits

respectively, — 2TTu{a, b; a', b') and 2TTv{a', b' ; a, b), when p, p'

approach zero. Replacing (a, 6) by [x, y), and {a', b') by (^, rj) we
therefore have the interchange relation

(53) u{x, y;i,7j) = v{i,r]; x, y),

entirely similar to those which have been established for Riemann's

function (III, 42) and for Green's function, and from which we can

draw the same conclusions. But it is essential to notice that the

function u{x, y; ^, rj) does not depend onlj^ upon the equation itself,

as does Riemann's function, but also on the contour C.

68. Positive mixed problems. Formula (51) allows us to

attack more general problems than the Dirichlet problem. In this

formula we have under the integral sign a bilinear expression with

respect to the two pairs of variables [u, (dujdn)], [v, {dv/dn)]. Let us

suppose that instead of being given the value of u on the contour C,

we are given a linear relation between u and dujdn which must be

satisfied at every point of C,

du
(54) Hu + K— = L,

dn

where H, K are constants, or else knowTi functions at each point of
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the contour, which may, besides, have any number of points of dis-

continuity on this contour, and where L is a function given on C.

For example, we may be given the value of du/dn at each point of

C, or the value of u on certain parts of C and the value of du/dn on

the remainder of the contour. The function under the integral sign

in formula (51) will itself be known if the coefficients of u and of

du/dn are proportional to the coefficients H and K, which requires

that the integral v of the adjoint equation itself satisfies along the

contour C the relation

(55) K— + v{H - aK cos a' - hK cos ^') = 0.

dn

We would again obtain this function v by adding to a fundamental
solution V{x, y; ^, 17) an integral vi of the adjoint equation, regular

in the interior of the contour C, and satisfying on this contour the

relation

(dvi dV\ H
h + {vi + V){1 - a cos a' - 6 cos |8') = 0, Z = —

;

\dn dn I K

this is a particular case of the general problem with whose solution

we are concerned. Knowledge of this function v{x,y; ^, tj) again

allows us to solve the proposed mixed problem, whatever the values

of L in formula (54) which express the boundary conditions.

We thus understand the existence of an infinity of functions

depending upon two pairs of variables {x, y), (^, -q) each of which
plays the role of Green's function for a problem with boundary con-

ditions of the elliptic type. These functions depend simultaneously

upon the equation, the contour C, and also upon the very nature of

the problem, that is, upon the coefficients H and K. It is clear that

these are only general remarks, which must necessarily be made
precise in each particular case, and it may happen that the condi-

tions which the function v is to satisfy are incompatible.

A simple example of this case is furnished by Neumann's problem

which consists of determining a /miction u(x, y), harmonic in the

interior of a contour, when the value of du/dn on the contour is known.

Let U' (M) be the given value of du/dn at each point M of the con-

tour C; from the general property expressed by relation (12) (III,

50), this function u{x, y) can exist only if the given function U'{M)
satisfies the condition

(56) f U'{M) (fe = 0.
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This is sufiQcient to prove that there does not exist a solution of

the equation Av = 0, whose normal derivative dv/dn is zero on C,

and which is regular in the interior, except in the neighborhood of a

point {$, Tj) which is a logarithmic infinity. Indeed, this function v

would be harmonic in the domain bounded by C and a circle y of

very small radius p described about the point (^, 17) as center, and

we would have to have j,^ {dvjdn) ds = 0, since dvjdn is zero on C.

But the calculation just now made proves that this integral would

approach 277 when p approaches zero.

When condition (56) is satisfied, Neumann's problem reduces to

Dirichlet's problem; we shall restrict ourselves to the case of an

area with a simple contour. Indeed, let us consider on the contour C
the function

V{s) =
I

U'iM) ds,

J

where the measurement of the arc begins at an arbitrary origin;

this function V{s) is continuous and has a unique value at each

point, according to relation (56). Let V{x, y) be the harmonic func-

tion in the domain D which assumes the value V{s) on C; with this

function V{x, y) we can associate another harmonic function

U{x, y) such that V -f iC/ is a holomorphic function of a: + iy in the

interior of C. By virtue of the general relations of III, 47, on this

contour we have dUJdn = dV/ds = U'iM), and therefore the func-

tion U{x, y) provides the solution of Neumann's problem. This

function is only determined within an additive constant, as was

evident a priori (see Exercise 12).

Comments and Exercises

1. Derive the general formula (13) (III, 51) from Cauchy's

integral (II, 1, 33).

Let U{x, y) + iV{x, y) be a holomorphic function in the interior

of a contour C. Replacing in Cauchy's formula a: by a + hi, where

a and h are the coordinates of an interior point P, and equating the

real parts, we obtain the relation

1 /* id log r d log r\
U{a, 6) = - y—T- - ^—7^ ^'

^77 J (C) \ ds dn /

observing that [dz/iz — a — hi)] = {{d log r)lds'\ — i [{d log r)ldn] ds
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along C. An integration by parts applied to the first integral is

sufficient to get formula ( 13), after having replaced (ZF/cis hy— dUjdn.

2. Prove that the function U{a, b), given by formula (18), solves

Dirichlet's problem for the circle by using the fact that the second

member is the difference of two potentials of double layer.

3. Prove, by means of Cauchy's theorems, that the integral

1 C+^ d log r

dn

is equal to the argument of (1 + a 4- hi), taken between — 77-/2 and

+ 77-/2 ; r is the distance of a point of the unit circle about the origin

from a point (a, h) interior to this circle (cf. Ill, 52).

We begin by establishing the relation

/

dz
Log z = 2771 Log (1 + x),

c z— x

where x = a + bi, the argument of z being taken between — v and
+ TT, and the argument of 1 + x between — 7t/2 and + 77-/2. To do
this we apply the theorem of residues to the contour formed by C
and the two edges of the cut joining the origin to the point (

— 1).

4. Show by an inversion that Poisson's formula (17) can be written

as

U{a,b) = - fV (</-)#',

where ip' is the polar angle of the second point of intersection of the

linePM with the circle C. Let P and Q be any two points interior to

the circle, p and p' their distances from the center, d their distance,

D the oscillation of the given function /(0) on the circle; we have the

inequality

2D Rd
\V Q — Vp\ < Arc tan

[Darboux, Bull, des Se. math., 2nd series, Vol. XXXIV, 1910, p. 287.]

5. Hadamard's example (note 11, this chapter). The function

+00 p2^

U = X COS (22«^)

n=i 2n
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is harmonic in the interior of the circle C of unit radius and reduces

on this circle to a continuous function of d, S 1/2" cos {2^^6). The
double integral

J/[(S"-(f/
dx dy,

taken over the area of a concentric circle of radius p < 1, has the

value

+00

y n2'"-'->

n=l

and increases indefinitely when p approaches unity.

6. Let U(x, y) be a harmonic function in the part of the plane

exterior to a contour C and regular at infinity. Show that for this

part of the plane the general formula (13) should be replaced by the

following

1 r j d U d log r

.

Via, h) - Tx = — log r V —\ ds,

'2tt J c dn dn I

where the derivatives are taken in the exterior direction of the

normal.

We first apply formula (13) to the contour formed by C and
circle F with center at (a, h), whose radius we then make increase

indefinitely.

7. Calculate the potentials of single layer

f'2n i*27T

Il = COS nip log r dtp, I2 = sin nip log r dip,

Jo J

where r is the distance between the two points ^\ith polar coordin-

ates (p, co) and (1, ip), and n is a positive integer.

From the classic formula which gives the expansion of

Log (1 — 2), we have, setting 2 = pe*^, where d = ip — œ, and
assuming p < 1,

cos 2^
log (1 + p2 - 2 p cos 0)1/2 = - p cos - p2 — ...

cosn^
_ nn _
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replacing log r by its expansion and integrating term by term we
obtain /i = — {7r/w)p« cos noj, I2 = — (77-/n)p" sin no), if p < 1.

We shall have the values of /i, and of /2, when p is greater than 1 by
replacing p by Ijp. Since the potential is continuous, the formulas

hold for p = 1, and this gives the relations

•A-
I cosru/rlogp

sin nip log
1
2 sin >

dip = cos no),

n

dtp — sin no).

n

8. Verify that the only functions F{if)) satisfying a relation of

the form

J"W)log{ di/j = KF{œ),

where K is constant, are of the form A cos nip + B sin nil/.

We consider the potential

V{p, œ) = F{iP) log r #,
J

and, calculating dV/dp, we prove after several easy transformations,

that this potential satisfies a relation p{8'VJ8p) + {7t/K)V = C,

where C is a constant. This coefficient must be zero since V is zero

at the center of the circle, and consequently F is a homogeneous
harmonic function.

9. Calculate the potentials of double layer

r^w cos
(f>

r^" cos(f)

cos nip dip, sin nip dip,

Jo r Jo r

where r and <p have the usual meanings.

10. Let i7 be a continuous function along the circle C of radius R
;

if X is the affix of an interior point, the integral

1 r Udz 1 r ds
Fix) = -\ U-

TTl J C Z— X TT J C 2it

represents a holomorphic function of x in the interior of circle C,

whose real part approaches U when the point x approaches a point

on the circle C.
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We observe that this real part is a potential of double layer. We
derive from this the relation

z r dz X C dLocrlz — x)

F{x)-F{0) = -\ U- :=-— ^^ 1 ds.

m J c z{z — X) TTii J c dx

11. Let u and v be two conjugate harmonic functions in a circle

C with origin as center, such that u + if — F{z). Show that p[cujcp)

and p{ci\'cp) are also harmonic functions, are conjugates, and that

we have

8u dv

PT~ + ^PT' = zF'{z).
Cp Cp

12. Neumann's problem for the circle. Let u{a, b) be a harmonic

function in the circle C of radius B with origin as center, whose

derivative dujdn assumes a given value at each point of C, such

that Ic {dujdn) ds = 0; if v{a, b) is the conjugate function, set

fix) — u + if, X = a -\- ib.

From Exercise 11 we have

cu cv
p— + 2>— = ^/'(^)-
cp cp

The real part of the holomorphic function xf'{x) is equal to

— R{duldn) on C; we therefore have (Ex. 10)

X r du c?Log(3 — x)

^f (^) = — ^-5,

TT J c dn dx

\ C du d Log (2 — x)

f'{x)=- ^^ -ds
77 J ( dn dx

and, therefore,

I r du

TTJcdn
fix) = - —Log {2 - x)ds.

Taking the real part, we obtain Dini's formula which represents

in the circle the desired harmonic function

U
du— log r ds.

cdn
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This result is easily verified by appealing to the properties of

normal derivatives of the potential of single layer [III, 82, formulas

(54)], or to the formulas of Exercise 7. (See an article by Tommaso
Boggio, Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino 1911-1912).

13. Generalization. Determine a harmonic function u' in a circle

C of radius R, such that on this circle we have

{ajR) u' — du'/dn = U (given function on C).

[Tommaso Boggio, Ibid.']

Let u be the harmonic function equal to C7 on C ; we must have

8u'
au' + p = Ru,

dp

for the two members are harmonic functions equal on C. Let v and

v' be the conjugate harmonic functions of u and u', respectively; we
may also assume that we have

dv'

av' + p = Rv.
'dp

Let u' + iv' = f{z), u + iv = F{z). We derive from these equa-

tions that the function f{z) satisfies the differential equation

a/(2) + zS'{z) = RF{z),

which has a holomorphic solution in C, provided that a is not a

negative integer,

14. Dirichlet's problem for an annular area. This problem, a solu-

tion to which we have already indicated (III, 54), has been made the

object of an extended investigation by Villat {Rendiconti del Cir-

colo matematico di Palermo, Vol. XXXIII, 1912, p. 134). The cor-

responding Green's function can be expressed simply enough in

terms of elliptic functions.

Let D be the domain between the two circles C, C of radius 1

and R > 1, having the origin as center in the plane of the variable

2. Setting u = i log z, we set up a correspondence between the circle

C and the real axis in the w-plane, and the circle C and a parallel to

the real axis with ordinate log R, while to the circular ring corres-

ponds an infinite band D', of width log R, contained between these

two lines. To a point of D corresponds an infinity of points of the

band D' which have the same ordinate and whose abscissas form an

arithmetic progression of common difference 277-. Let us consider

the system of periods 2(jo = 27t, 2a»' = 2i log R; ei, ez, «3, g2> 93 are
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real and the functions cr, cti, C2, 03, formed with these periods, are

represented by developments in power series with real coefficients;

7] is real, as is -q'/i (see, for example. Tannery and Molk, Fonctions

elliptiques. Vol. I, p. 188 and following).

Let a + jSi be a point taken in the band D'. The quotient

g{u — a — ^i)

a{u — a + ^i)

has a modulus equal to unity when u describes the real axis; it is

holomorphic in D' and has no other zeros there than the points

a. + pi + 2kTT. The product

<fi{u) = e ^ -\
\ o{u — a + pi) J

also possesses these properties, but we easily see besides that this

function has the period 2a> = 2v by considering the relation between

g{u) and a{u + 2a;). The modulus of (f){u) remains constant when u
describes the upper boundary of the strip D'. From the general

relations

a{u + ct)') = e'' ^Gœ'G^u, rjco' — 7]' CO — —i,

we have, indeed,

iiV^lG3{U -OL- Pl)]
(f){u + co') =e-^ e " ,

[g3{u — a + pi)}

and as the coefficients of ct3 are real, the modulus of <f){u + io') is

equal to e~^ when u is real. This being the case, let us set v =
Log [(f){u)] ; when z describes a closed contour in the ringZ), u increases

by 2k7T, <f){u) returns to its initial value, and the real part of v is a

uniform function of the variables x, y in this domain, which is zero

on C and equal to — p on C. Moreover, the function v has only one

logarithmic singular point in D, the point e~*<'^+^*) = e^~'^^. Adding
on to the real part of v the real part of (^/Log R) Log z, we have the

required Green's function.



CHAPTER VI

HARMONIC FUNCTIONS IN THREE VARIABLES

I. DIRICHLET'S PROBLEM IN SPACE

69. General properties. The definition of harmonic functions

can be extended immediately to functions of three variables. We
shall say that a function u{x, y, z) of the three variables x, y, z is

harmonic in a domain D of space if it is regular, that is, continuous

with continuous partial derivatives up to the second order, and if

the partial derivatives of the second order satisfy Laplace's equation

d'^u d'^u 8^u

(1) Au = + + =
ôx^ dy^ dz^

at every point of this domain. The function 1/r, where r is the dis-

tance of the variable point M{x, y, z) from the fixed point P{a, b, c),

is harmonic in every domain not containing the point P, and this

function plays the same role as log 1/r in the theory of the equation

in two variables. The partial derivatives of this function, whether

with respect to the variables x, y, z, or with respect to the para-

meters a, h, c, are harmonic in the same domain, and the same is

true of every linear combination of these derivatives whose co-

efficients are independent of x, y, z. For example, the expression

(cos ^)/r2, where
(f>

designates the angle made by the direction PM
with any line whatever starting from P, is a harmonic function,

for it is equal to the derivative of l/r taken in the direction mentioned
when we regard 1/r as a function of the coordinates [a, b, c) of the

point P.

Similarly (cos tp)/r^, where tp is the angle made by the direction

MP with a fixed direction, independent of M, is also harmonic,

for it is the derivative of 1/r, considered as a function of x, y, z,

taken along this direction. The properties of harmonic functions

244
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derived from potential theory or from Green's formula, can be

extended with few easily discoverable changes to harmonic functions

of three variables ; we shall often restrict ourselves to some indi-

cations, leaving to the reader the details of developing the proofs,

entirely similar to those of III, 49-51.

To the contrary, the theory of analytic functions of a complex

variable and the theory of conformai transformations do not have

analogs when we pass from two to three variables. Every harmonic

function is changed into a harmonic function when we replace

X, y, z by kx, ky, kz, or when we carry out on these variables any

orthogonal substitution, or when we change x, y, z into x + a,

y + b, z + c, respectively; the verification is immediate. Similarly,

if U{x, y, z) is harmonic, the function

«2 + 22 \;y/x2 J^yl ^ z^ \a;2 + y2 + 22 a;2 + ^2 _|_ ^2 a;2 ^ ^2 _(_ zV

is also harmonic. 1 Combining the preceding transformations, we
obtain all the transformations

^ = M^, y, 2), Y = fzix, y, z), Z = fi{x, y, z),

U = (f>{u, X, y, z)

by which the equation AU = is changed into an equation of the

same form2 Au = 0.

We have seen (III, 47) that the most general harmonic and homo-

geneous polynomial of the nth. degree in two variables depends

upon two arbitrary constants. A homogeneous polynomial of the

wth degree in three variables contains [{n + 1) {n + 2)]/2 coefiS-

cients; requiring it to satisfy Laplace's equation establishes

[n{n — l)]/2 relations among these coefficients; therefore there

remain [{n + 1) {n + 2) — n{n — l)]/2 = 2n + I arbitrary coeffi-

cients. We can also see this by observing that Laplace's equation

and those derived from it by differentiation permit us to express

all the derivatives of nth order in terms of derivatives of this order

in which either x does not occur at all or else occurs only once.

In a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of the nth degree we
can therefore choose arbitrarily only the coefficients of the terms

1 This property is due to Lord Kelvin [Journal de Liouville, Vol. X (1st

series), 1845, p. 364]. It is easily proven by using Laplace's equation in polar

coordinates.

2 Painlevé, Mémoires des Facultés de Lille, Vol. I, 1889.
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not containing x or containing x in the first degree ; the number of

these terras is definitely equal to 2n + 1. These harmonic poly-

nomials Vn{x, y, z) can be derived from the partial derivatives of the

harmonic function

Vx^ + y^ + z^

Indeed, all these derivatives also satisfy Laplace's equation, and a

derivative of order n is of the form Vni^, y, z) {x^ + y^ + z^)-"-*,

where Vn{x, y, z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree w; the har-

monic function derived by Lord Kelvin's transformation is precisely

the polynomial Vn{x, y, z). All these polynomials reduce to 2n + \

linearly independent poljmomials, since the number of linearly

independent partial derivatives of wth order of a harmonic function

is equal to 2w + 1. For n = 1, 2, 3, respectively, we have

Vi{x, y, z) = Xix + Xiy + A32,

Vzix, y, z) = Ai(z2 - 22) _|_ x^(^y2 _ 2;2) + X^xy + Xi^xz + X^yz,

Vz{x, y, z) = X\{x^ — 3xz/2) + X^ix^ — Sxz^) -|- . . . + X-^xyz,

where the coefiBcients Aj are arbitrary, and the terms not written

in F3 are derived from the first two by circular permutation.

70. Newtonian potential of single layer. Let us first recall some
definitions concerning surfaces. We say that a point Mq{xq, yo, zq) of

a surface S is an ordinary point if the coordinates {x, y, z) of a nearby
point M of S are functions x = f{u, v), y = <f){u, v), z = tpiu, v)

ofthe two parameters u, v, which are continuous and have continuous

partial derivatives of the first order in the neighborhood of the

system of values {uq, vq) which correspond to the point Mq, and if

moreover the three Jacobians

Djy, z) D{z,x) D{x, y)

D{u, v) D{u, v) D{u, v)

are not all simultaneously zero for this system of values. A portion

of the surface is called regular if it contains only regular points. The
surfaces in the discussion to follow are not necessarily analytic, but

we shall always assume that they are composed of a finite number
of portions of regular surfaces. They can have a finite number of

edges along which intersect two nappes of regular surfaces with
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two distinct tangent points, and a finite number of isolated singular

points, as conical points, or as vertices where several edges come

together. It is clear that a surface integral taken over a surface of

this character always has a meaning if the function under the

integral sign is continuous, or if it is discontinuous yet bounded at

certain points or along certain lines, finite in number. For example,

if the fimction under the integral sign depends upon the direction

of the normal, it is discontinuous along edges, but if we have chosen

a fized direction for the normal on each portion of the surface, the

double integral has a finite value.

Let S be a surface of the kind considered, closed or not, but

lying entirely at a finite distance, and /x a continuous function

on S. The integral taken over this surface

(2) Via, b, c]

where r represents the distance of a point M oi 1, from a fixed

point with coordinates {a,b,c), is a Newtonian potential of single

layer. We prove as in III, 49 that V(a, b, c) is a harmonic function

of the coordinates [a, b, c) in every domain D having no point in

common with S, and thai it is continuous in the entire space. To
prove this last point it is .sufficient to prove that the integral (2)

is uniformly convergent in the neighborhood of every point Mq
of L (III, 48). Let us assume that the point Mq is an ordinary point

of 2 ; let us take this point as the origin and the normal as the z-

axis. Let S' be a portion of S surrounding Mq which is intersected

in only one point by a parallel to the z-axis, and which projects

onto the xy-plane into the interior of a closed curve enclosing the

origin. The integral

nu. dr; c r a\/l + p^ + q^ dz dy

(s, r } } V{x - af + (y- hf + (z - cf

taken over the portion of the a;y-plane interior to the curve y, is

less in absolute value than

dx dyM • '

J J yjix — a)V(x - a)2 + (y - 6)2

where M stands for an upper limit of
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on a portion of S containing S'. If we change to polar coordinates

by setting x = a + p cos <(>, y = b + p sin
(f>,

we see that the

absolute value of V'{a, b, c) is smaller than the integral

II
M dpdcf>,

and consequently less than 2ttMI, if the curve y lies entirely inside

a circle of diameter I. Since this number I can be taken as small as

we wish, the same is therefore true of
|
V'\. The proof is easily ex-

tended to the case where the point Mq lies on a double curve of 2.

Outside of 2, V{a, b, c) is an analytic function of a, b, c. Since

we can take for the origin any point whatever outside of 2, it is

sufficient for us to prove that U can be expanded in a power series

of powers of a, b, c, when the origin is outside of 2. The function

l/r, where x, y, z are the coordinates of a point of 2, is a holo-

morphic function of a, b, c in the neighbourhood of the values

a = b = c = 0. Let us consider these variables as complex variables;

if the modulus of each of them is less than p, the modulus of r^ is

greater than

a;2 + 3/2 + ^2 _ 2p [\x\ + \y\ + \z\] - 3p2.

Since the number p has been chosen small enough so that the pre-

ceding expression does not vanish when the point {x, y, z) describes

2, the function l/r of the complex variables a, b, c, is holomorphic

in the preceding domain, and its modulus remains less than a positive

number M whatever the position of the point {x, y, z) on 2. There-

fore, if we expand this function in a power series of powers of

a, b, c, the moduli of the coefficients will be less than the corres-

ponding coefficients of the development of

M

(-:)(-:)(-;)

This series is therefore uniformly convergent when the point

{x, y, z) describes 2, provided that the absolute values of a, b, c are

less than p. Multiplying each of these terms by fjL{x, y, z) and inte-

grating term by term along 2, we obtain for V{a, b, c) a power
series arranged in powers of a, b, c; this proves the theorem.

It is essential to remark that this property is no longer true
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for a point of S ; on both sides of a portion of this surface, V{a, b, c)

represents two distinct analytic functions, which are not analytic

extensions of one another when we cross this surface. For example,

in the case where 2 is a sphere of radius R, if we have ^ = 1, in the

interior of the sphere V = 47ri?, and on the exterior V = 4rrT{R^/d),

where d is the distance of the point P from the center. The discon-

tinuity of the partial derivatives dV/8a, . . ., when we cross S,

really explains this result (see III, 82).

To study the potential V{a, b, c) when the point P recedes in-

definitely, it is sufficient to interchange the role of the two systems

of variables {x, y, z) and (a, b, c) in the preceding reasoning. Let S
be a sphere of radius p with the origin as center which contains

the surface 2 in its interior; since the point P is exterior to S, let

us consider 1/r as a function of the complex variables x, y, z, where

the moduli of these variables remain less than p. In this domain,

the modulus of r^ remains greater than

a2 + 62 + c2 - 2p{|a| + 16| + \c\} - 3p2

= {\a\ -p}2 + {|6| -p}^ + {\c\ -p}2-6p2;

if we assume the point P{a, b, c) to be on the exterior of a sphere S',

concentric with S and of radius E — 5p, we easily see that this

modulus is greater than 3p2. Consequently, the function 1/r of the

complex variables x, y, z is holomorphic, and its modulus remains

less than a fixed positive number, whatever the position of P out-

side of S', when the moduli of x, y, z are less than p. From this we
conclude that 1/r can be expanded in a power series in powers of

X, y, z, and uniformly convergent when the point {x, y, z) describes the

surface 2,

1 1

(3) - = ,-„ .„
,
+ I.AmnpX^y^zP,

r v^ + b^ + c^

where for the coefficient Amnp we have the expression

^m+n+pn+P / 1 \ 1

!)" ccP Wa'^ + b^ + cV m\n\da"^8b^ccP \Va^ + b^ + c^/ m\n\p\

Multiplpng both members of formula (3) by ijl{x, y, z) and inte-

grating term by term, we obtain a development of V{a, b, c) which
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is valid for every position of the point P on the exterior of S' :

Q
(4) V{a,b,c)

Va^ + &2 + c2

da"" db^ 8cP \\/c

0m+n+p / 1 \

da^ db^ 8cP \v/a^ + b^ + cV

where P and Bmnp a^re constant coefficients. We shall remark that

all the terms of this development are harmonic functions of a, b, c,

and that the coefficient Q is equal to the integral jj/it da, taken over

S.

The same calculations applied to the logarithmic potential of

single layer prove that it is an analytic function, but for values

greater than a, b, the expansion begins with a term in

Q log
(Va2 + 62).

71. Potential of double layer. Let MN be a fixed direction on
the normal at each point Jf of a surface 2, varjring continuously

with the position of the point M on the entire surface or on each

portion of the surface ; let us call
(f)
the angle of the direction MN

with the direction MP joining the point M to the point P with

coordinates (a, 6, c). We prove as in III, 49 that the double integral

r c cos <j)

(5) W{a,b,c)= IX
—:r-da =

(2)

C')
/x da,

dn

where /n is a function which varies continuously with the position

of the pointM on 2, is a harmonic function of the coordinates of the

point P, in every domain having no point in common with 2.

We have given to this function the name of potential of double

layer, borrowed from the theory of magnetism. It is also an analytic

function. To prove this, let us make the same h3rpotheses as in the

preceding paragraph ; we can write

cos, 4) 4) 4)
= cos a H cos j8 -| cos y,

r^ da db 8c

where a, j8, y are the angles of the direction MN with the axes.
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When the moduli of the complex variables a, b, c are smaller

than a suitable positive number p, we have seen that the function

1/r can be expanded in a power series which remains uniformly

convergent when the point {x, y, z) describes H. The same is evi-

dently true of the partial derivatives of 1/r with respect to the

variables a, b, c, and consequently of (cos ^)/r2. The reasoning is

concluded as in the case for the potential of single layer.^

From the relation

CO., 4) 4) , 4)
= cos a H cos p H cos y

r^ ex cy cz

we should similarly deduce that the function W{a, b, c) can be ex-

panded in a series of the form (4), when \/a^ + b^ + c^ is greater

than a suitably chosen positive number, but it must be noted that

there will be no term in (a^ + b^ + c^)-*, so that at infinity W is of

the order of (a^ + b^ + c^)-!.

The function W{a, b, c) is discontinuous at a point of S. Let us

take first of all the simple case when we have /x = 1 ; the integral

thus obtained,

(6) Wi{a, b, c) =

called Gauss's integral, has a geometrical significance which makes

the discontinuity obvious. Given a point and a portion of the surface

G, such that a half ray coming from cannot intersect it in more

than one point, the locus of the half rays coming from and passing

through a point of ct is a solid cone ; the area cut out by this cone

on a sphere of unit radius with center at is the measure of the

solid angle under which we see the surface a from point 0. This

granted, the expression [(cos ^)/r2] da is equal to + the solid angle

under which we see the element of the surface da, from the point P,

for cos <j> da is,, apart from sign, the element of area cut out on the

sphere of radius r and center P by the elementary cone vnth. vertex

3 When the surface S is analytic, if /x is also an analytic function on S, the

two potentials V{a, b, c), W(a, b, c) can be extended analytically across the

surface S. (Bruns, Journal de Crelle, Vol. 81 ; Erhard Schmidt, Mathematische

Annalen, Vol. LXVIII).
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P and the element da for base. As to the sign, it is determined by the

following convention: Let us call the positive side of 2 the side

which corresponds to the direction chosen on the normal, and the

negative side the opposite one ; it is clear that cos
(f>

(da/r^) is positive

if a half ray coming from P and crossing the element of surface

passes from the positive side to the negative side, and is negative

in the contrary case. We immediately see from this the value of the

integral (6) : it is the sum of the elementary solid angles, with the

appropriate signs, under which the various elements of 2 are seen

from the point P. Let us suppose in particular that S is a closed

surface and that we have chosen for the direction ofMN the interior

normal; Wi{a, b, c) is equal to an if the point P is in the interior of

the domain D bounded by S, and is equal to zero if the point P
is on the exterior. At a non-singular point P taken on S, the integral

is equal to 2tt; at a point where the surface does not have a unique

tangent plane, the integral is equal to the measure of the solid angle

a formed by the tangents to the surface coming from this point.

^

Let us now return to the general case, always assuming that

the surface 2 is closed and that we have chosen the direction of

the interior normal. We prove as above (III, 49) that the integral

ncos^
[f^- H-o]-—^da,

(L) r^

where /xq is the value of /i at a point Mq of S, is a continuous function

of the coordinates of the point P at this point Mq, such that the

difference I{P) — /(ifo) approaches zero with the distance MqP.
That being the case, let us call by Wq the value of integral (5)

itself when the point P coincides with the point Mq, and by Wot,

Woe the limits which W{a, b, c) approaches when the point P
approaches the point Mq, either from the interior or the exterior

of 2.

When P is at Mq, I is equal to Wq — 277-/^o ; when P approaches

Mo from the interior of 2, the first term of / has Wot as its limit,

while the coefficient of /xq is constantly equal to — é-n-. On the other

^ These results are also very easily derived from the formulas of III, 72.

If the point P is exterior to the domain D, U = rj I is harmonic in this domain,
and formula (12) gives IFi = 0. If the point P is interior to D, formula (14)

applied to the harmonic function [7=1 gives Wi = 'kir. If the point P is on
S, we shall apply formula (12) to the function U = r/l which is harmonic in

the portion of the domain D exterior to a sphere of radius p having the point

P as center, and we shall make the radius p of this sphere decrease indefinitely.
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hand, when P approaches Mq from the exterior of S, the first term

of / has Woe as a limit, and the coefficient of /liq is zero. Since the

function / is continuous at the point Mq, we therefore have

Wo — 27r/xo = Woi — 4:7TfjLo = Wog, from which we derive the two

relations exactly like those of III, 49 :

(7) Wot = Wo + 277/^0, Woe = Wo - 27TIX0.

At a singular point, these relations must be replaced by the

following :

(8) Woi = Wo + (477 - a)/xo, Woe = Wo - olim),

where a has the meaning given above.

72. Green's second formula. If we are given any two functions

whatever, <f>{x, y, z), i/j{z, y, z), we have identically

ex \ ex 0X1

d I c4> c<\>\ è iè^j d<f>\

+ — U 0— + — U «A— .

cy \ cy cyl dz \ 8z dzj

If the functions </• and are regular in a finite domain D, bounded
by one or several closed surfaces, and continuous with continuous

partial derivatives of the first order on the surfaces which bound
this domain, we have, according to Green's first formula (I, 149),

(9)

(0Aj/r — 0A^) dxdy dz

'dip ^«A , . ^'A— dy dz -]
'

(£) \^^ cy

(m
n/difj dip dip \

<f> j
— dy dz H dzdx H dxdyX,

iX) \dx cy dz I

n(d<p c<p d<p \

ip I— dy dz H dzdx H dx dy\,
(V) \dx dy dz J

where the double integrals are taken over the exterior side of the

surface 2 which bounds D. Let a, ^, y be the angles which the

direction of the interior normal at a point of 2 makes with the
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axes ; the first double integral can be written

'8t/j difs dtp

(E) \c^^ ëy

n/8if/ dtfj dip \

<f>
I— cos a H cos ,8 H cos y I da

(E) \dx dy dz J

(
dn

We can similarly transform the second double integral, and formula

(9) becomes

(10) 111 {<|>^tp - ipàct>) dz dy dz
J J J {D)

+ n i<l>^ -
ip'^-Pl da = 0,

(E) dn dn

where the derivatives d(f)/dn, di/j/dn are taken in the direction of the

interior normal, that is, the one which penetrates the domain D.

When the functions
<f)
and ip are two harmonic functions U and

V in D, the triple integral disappears and there remains the relation

n/
dV dU\

\^^- V--]da = 0.

(£) \ dn dn]

We once more obtain two important formulas by assuming = 1,

= ?7, or = C72, where C7 is a harmonic function,

ndU--da = 0,

(E) dn

J J J,D) l\dx/ \dyj \8zJ .
dy.

IL

""

dx dy dz

dU
+ I I

U da = 0;

(E) d^

the first characterizes harmonic functions (III, 50).

Let P{a, b, c) be a point of the domain D and U{x, y, z) be

a harmonic function in this domain. The two functions U and
V = l/r, where r is the distance of the point P from a variable

point {x, y, z), are harmonic in the portion of D exterior to a sphere

S with center P and radius p small enough that S is entirely interior
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to D. Let us apply formula (11) to this domain bounded by S and

S; letting p approach zero and reasoning as in III, 51, we obtain

the formula

1

(14) U{a, b, c) =
4:TT

/-»
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Formula (14) permits the extension of the second Picard theorem

to harmonic fmictions in three dimensions (III, 47). Let V{x, y, z)

be a harmonic function in a domain D, with the exception of a point

of that domain, where it becomes equal to + oo. The family of

surfaces V{x, y, z) = K is therefore composed, for very large values

of K, of closed surfaces surrounding point and approaching this

point when K increases indefinitely. The derivative dV/dn taken

over the exterior side of one of these surfaces is negative and the

integral j^{dV/dn) da, taken over the exterior side, has a negative

value — 477^, independent of K, since the function V is harmonic

in the region contained between any two of these surfaces. This

being the case, let *S be a sphere with center lying in the domain

D, let M{a, b, c) be any interior point of S other than 0, and let 2
be one of the surfaces V = K, interior to S but having point M on

its exterior. Formula (14) gives for V{a, b, c) the sum of two integrals,

one taken over the interior side of S, the other over the exterior

side of 2. The integral taken over the interior side of S represents

a harmonic function U{a, b, c) in S. The integral taken over the

exterior side of 2 reduces to

-il -
477- J J (T.) r

1 dV— da.

(2) T dn

Since the derivative dVjdn has a constant sign on E, we can apply

to this integral the theorem of the mean; when the surface S
reduces to the point 0, this integral reduces to Hjp, p designating

the distance OM. The function V{a, b, c) is therefore of the form

(H/p) + U{a, b, c), where U{a, b, c) is harmonic in the domain D.

Formula (14) also permits an affirmative response to the following

question: Let U be a continuous function with continuous first partial

derivatives in the domain D ; we further know that the second order

partial derivatives are continuous and satisfy Laplace's equation at

all points of the domain D, except perhaps along a finite number of

certain surfaces lying in this domain. Can we conclude from this that

U is harmonic in the entire domain?
Let S be one of the surfaces of the domain D along which the

second derivatives of U may be assumed discontinuous. With a

point A of this surface as center let us draw a sphere S of sufficiently

small radius that it lies entirely within D, and does not contain any
other surface analogous to S. The portion S' of S interior to S
decomposes the interior of the sphere into tvro domains D' and D",

bounded respectively by S' and by two portions S' and S" of S.
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In each of these two domains the function U is harmonic; let us

designate by U' and V" the two harmonic functions wdth which

they coincide in the two domains D' and D" , respectively. We wash

to show that these two functions V and U" are the analytic exten-

sions each of the other when we cross S' or, what amounts to the

same thing, that there exists a harmonic function in the domain

D' + D" which coincides vdXh U' in D' and with U" in D".

Let P be any point of the domain D' ; since U' is harmonic in D',

we have according to formula (14)

U'p = -
[tt J j (V) \_r dn dn

477 J J S'

IdV (Z(l r)

U" —
r dn' dn'

.

where d/dn' designates the derivative at a point of S' along the

interior normal to D'. Since the two functions U" and 1/r are har-

monic in the domain D", the second member of the preceding formula

is zero when we replace V in it by U", 2' by -H", and d/dn', by the

derivative d/dn" taken along the interior normal to D" at a point

ofS'. Now, since the given function U is continuous with continuous

first partial derivatives along *S", we have ((i?77^'^') + {dU"ldn") = 0;

adding the two supposedly written equations, we therefore have

4:7T

IdU'I
Ç Ç

("1 dU

IrTT j J (2') L^ dn

iff
fl

- U'
rf(l/r)

IdU"

dn
- U"-

dn

dilj)

dn
da.

It is clear that we should have the same expression for U"p, where

P is an interior point oï D". Xow the second member of this formula,

considered as a function of the coordinates of the point P, is har-

monic in the interior of S; this proves the result stated above.

73. The interior problem and the exterior problem. The inter-

ior Dirichlet problem for three dimensions is stated like the analogous

problem in the plane. Given a finite domain D bounded by one or

several closed surfaces, we wish to find a harmonic function in D,

assuming given values on the bounding surfaces, where these values
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form a continuous set on each of these surfaces. The absence of a

maximum or minimum for a harmonic function again proves that

this problem has at most one solution, and Riemann's demon-
stration to prove the existence of a solution is subject to the same
objections as in the two-dimensional case. The reader can easily re-

establish this demonstration for himself.

Before taking up the exterior problem, we must first give a few
definitions. Let U{x, y, z) be a harmonic function in the neigh-

borhood of every point P lying outside a sphere of radius R with the

origin as center. The function obtained by Lord Kelvin's trans-

formation

V{x, y, z)

1 IX y z \= Vi , Î ,

)
y/x^ + 2/^ + z^ Xx^ + y'^ -\- 2^ a;2 -f Î/2 4- z^ x^ -\- y'^ + z^J

is a solution of the equation AF = 0, regular at every interior point

of the sphere with radius 1/i? and origin as center, except perhaps

for the origin.

If this function V{x, y, z) is also regular at the origin, it can be

expanded in a power series of the form

Aq ^-^An Vn{x, y, z),

and consequently, the function U{x, y, z), derived from V{x, y, z)

in the same way as V is derived from U, can be expanded in a series of

the form

U{x, y, z) =
\/a;2 + Î/2 + ^2

^t^ An
^

/ X \

„ =1 y/x'^ + y^ + z^ \a;2 + y^ + z^ J

provided that y/x'^ + y^ + z^ is greater than a suitable positive

number. We then say that the harmonic function U is regular and

zero at infinity. The same is true for a potential of single layer or

of double layer (III, 70-71). Formulas (4) and (16) differ in fact

only in notation, for we have noticed (III, 69) that the nth
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derivatives of 1/r are of the form

Vnix, y, Z) (x2 + 1/2 + z^)-r^-K

where Vn{x, y, z) is a harmonic polynomial and homogeneous of the

nth degree.

In a general way, we shall say that a harmonic function U{x, y, z)

is regular at infinity if there exists a constant C such that the

difference U(x, y,z) — C is regular and zero at infinity. This func-

tion approaches the value C when the distance of the point {x, y, z)

from the origin increases indefinitely.

This being granted, let us consider, for the sake of definiteness, a

single closed surface S, and let^ be the unbounded domain exterior

to 2. The exterior problem, relative to the surface 2, is stated

thus : Find a harmonic function in 2, regular and zero at infinity,

assuming on H a continuous set of given values.

Thus stated the problem reduces immediately to the interior

problem. Let us suppose, indeed, that the origin is in the interior

of the surface S, and let us carry out an inversion 'wdth the point

as pole and with unity as modulus. The surface 2 is replaced by
a closed surface 2', and the domain 2 by the domain Sj' interior

to S'. Moreover, Lord Kelvin's transformation makes correspond

to the desired harmonic function U{x, y, z) a function V{x, y, z),

harmonic in Q' , and assuming on S' the known values which are

derived from the given values of Î7 on 2. We shall therefore obtain

this function V{x, y, z), and consequently the function V{x, y, z)

itself, by solving the interior problem.

We see from this that there is an essential difference between

the exterior problem in the case of the plane and in the case of

three dimensions. If, in this latter case, we did not impose on the

harmonic function XJ{x, y, z) the condition of being zero at infinity,

the problem would be indeterminate.

Indeed, let U{x, y, z) be the harmonic function which gives the

solution of the exterior problem, properlj- so called, for the surface

S; moreover, let TJi{x, y, z) be the harmonic function in Q, regular

and zero at infinity, assuming the value one on 2. The function

U{x, y, z) + C[l — Ui{x, y, z)] is harmonic in 2, regular at infinity,

and assumes the same values as U{x, y, z) on 2, whatever the con-

stant C; it takes on the value C at infinity. In order for the problem

to be completely determined, it is necessary that the value of the

desired harmonic function at infinity be given ; we obtain the ordinary

exterior problem if we choose zero for the value of U at infinity.

For example, when 2 is a sphere of radius R, all functions
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1 + C[{B/r) — 1], where r represents the distance from the center,

are harmonic on the exterior, regular at infinity, and assume the

value one on the sphere ; we must take C = 1 to have the one which

is zero at infinity.

Remark. Let U and V be two functions harmonic on the exterior

of S, regular and zero at infinity. We can again apply formula (11)

to these two functions, provided that we represent by djdn the

derivative taken along the exterior normal to 2. Indeed, let /S be a

sphere having a fixed point as center and of radius R sufficiently

large that the surface 2 is in the interior of this sphere. Since the

two functions U and V are harmonic in the domain bounded by S
and 2, we can apply formula (11) to the set of the two surfaces

S and S. If we now let R increase indefinitely, the double integral

taken over S is infinitely small, since U and F are zero at infinity,

and since dU/dn and dVjdn are of the order of l/i?2.

Let us consider in particular a function U{x, y, z), harmonic

on the exterior of 2, zero at infinity, and the function 1/r, where

r is the distance of the point [x, y, z) from a fixed point P{a, b, c)

exterior to 2. These two functions are regular on the exterior of

2 and of a sphere a with centerP and radius p. Let us apply formula

(11) to the set of the two surfaces 2 and g, then let us make the

radius p of cr approach zero ; we shall again verify that U{a, b, c)

is given by formula (14), the derivatives being taken along the ex-

terior normal to 2 (cf. Exercise 6, Chap. V).

74. Solution of the problem for the sphere. The solution of

the interior problem for the sphere is given by a formula analogous

to Poisson's integral. Let U{x, y, z) be a harmonic function in the

interior of a sphere S of radius R, assuming given values on the

surface. If the value of dU/dn at each point of the surface is also

known, the value of this function at an interior point with coordi-

nates (a, b, c) will be given by formula (14). dU/dn is eliminated by
a device exactly like the one in III, 52.

Let Pi be the harmonic conjugate point to P with respect to the

extremities of the diameter passing through P, and let ri be the

distance of Pi from the point {x, y, z). Since the function 1/ri is

harmonic in the interior of S, we have the relation

(17) iff
477 j j-

dillri) 1 dm
U —— Ida = 0.

(S) L dn ri dn J
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But at each point of the sphere S, we have ri/r = R/p, where

p is the distance of the point P from the center of the sphere.

Adding formulas (14) and (17), after having multipUed the second

by — {R/p), we obtain the relation

1 r r rrf(lV) R dilln)!
(18) U{a,b,c)=-\\ U — \da,

477 J J (5) I an p an A

where the integral no longer depends only upon the value of U on

the surface of the sphere. Let pi be the distance of Pi from the

center of S, and ^ and ^i the angles of the interior normal at a

point M of the surface S with MP and MPi. We have the relations

d{l:r) cos d{l'ri) cos ^i ri R—— = —— , —-— = —
, ppi = i?2, — = —,

an r^ dn ri^ r p

p2 = i?2 4. ^2 _ 2Rr cos
<i>, pi2 = R'^ + n^ - 2Rri cos 0i,

from which we further derive, upon eliminating
<f>, 0i, ri, pi,
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let U' be the given value of U at this point. When point P,

interior to the sphere, approaches the point M', the potential of

double layer approaches the limit U' + K' (III, 71), for we have

2R cos
(f>
= r for any point whatever of the sphere when P coincides

with the point M'. Besides, the limit of the second integral is — K',

since the potential of single layer is continuous on the surface

(III, 70). The limit of U{a, b, c) is therefore equal to U' when the

point P approaches the point M' and formula (20) indeed gives the

solution of the interior problem. We shall see in the same way that

the formula

1 r r p^ - R^
(21) U{a,b,c) = -^^ \ U- ;^-(^CT

47rR (5)

gives the solution of the exterior problem for the sphere.

We deduce from formula (19) the same consequences as from
Poisson's integral (III, 52). If the given function U is positive at

every point of the surface of the sphere, U{a, b, c) is also positive

for every interior point, and as r varies between R — p and R + p,

we shall have two limits for U{a, b, c) upon replacing r hy R — p,

and then hy R + p, in the formula; moreover, the integral JJ"(5)f7 d<j

is equal, from the theorem of the mean value, to 4:ttR^Uq, where

Uq is the value of U at the center of the sphere. We therefore have

the two inequalities

R{R - p) R{R + p)
Uq < Up < U[

{R + pf {R - pf

and since Uq also lies between the two extreme terms, the absolute

value of Up — Uq is less than the difference of these two terms, that

is, less than Uq [R{6R^p + 2p^)/{R^ - p2)2]. The two terms of this

fraction are of the third and fourth degree in R, respectively; it

therefore approaches zero if, keeping p fixed, we let R increase

indefinitely. We conclude from this that a harmonic function in

three dimensions which is always positive, is a constant, and, conse-

quently, that a harmonic function in three dimensions whose abso-

lute value is bounded reduces to a constant (III, 52). This extension

of Liouville's theorem is due to Picard. Harnack's theorem, the

proof of which is based upon Poisson's integral, is similarly extended
without difficulty to harmonic functions of three variables.

75. Laplace functions. Let us suppose that the sphere S has

the origin for its center and is of unit radius. Modifying the notation
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a little, let us designate by x, y, z the rectangular coordinates of a

point P in the interior of the sphere, and by p, B, ip its spherical

coordinates, related to the first set by the relations

X — p sin 6 cos 0, U = P sin 6 sin ip, z = p cos 6.

Formula (19) takes the equivalent form

(22) U{x,y,z)

= — dd'
\ /(^', 0') sin r #'

;

477 Jo Jo (1 - 2p cos y + />2)3/2
•'

the coordinates of a variable point J/ of the sphere are (1, 6', i//'),

and/(^', tp') represents the given function U on the surface of the

sphere, expressed in terms of the variables 6', tp'
; y is the angle

made by the radius OM with the direction OP, and from the funda-

mental relation of spherical trigonometry, we have the expression

(23) cos y = cos 9 cos 6' + sin 6 sia 9' cos {tp' — ip)

for cos y. Using a formula already proven (I, 184, formula (31)), we
have

(24)

Vl — 2p cos y + p2

= Po + Pi(C0S y)p + . . . + Pnicos y)p^ + . . .,

Pn being the nth Legendre polynomial. Adding this formula to the

one obtained by differentiating with respect to p, and multiplying

the two members by 2p, we get

(1 - 2pC0Sy + p2)3 2

+ f2n + l)P„(cos y)p« + ....

This series is uniformly convergent when the point 21 describes the

sphere S. Indeed, from the formula recalled just now, P„(cos y) is

equal to the coefiScient of p" in the development of the product

(1 — pey^)'^ ^ (1 — pe~y^)~'^ -. If each of the factors is developed sepa-

rately, the coefficients of p^e^y^ and of pPe~Py^ are positive numbers,

and, consequently, we can onty increase the modulus of the coeffi-

cient of any power of p if we replace e"/* and e~y^ by unity. The
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absolute value of the coefficient of p" in the product is therefore less

than the coefficient of p" in the development of (1 — p)~^, that is

to say, less than unity. It follows that the terms of series (24') are

less in absolute value than the terms of the series E {2n + 1) p",

which is convergent, since we are assuming p < 1. Multiplying the

two members of formula (24)' by f(9', ip') sin 6', and integrating

term by term, we have

(25) U{x, y, z)

+5?2?i +1 r c"^"
= 2 p" d6' P„(cos y)f{e', </.') sin d' dijj'.

n=0 477 Jo Jo

The polynomial P„(cos y) contains only terms in cos y whose

exponents are the same as w; we can therefore transform it into a

homogeneous polynomial in sin y, cos y, containing only even

powers of sin y. Replacing sin^ y by

sin2 6 (cos^ ijj + sin2 ip) + cos^ 6 — cos^ y,

and cos y by its expression (23) we see definitely that Pn{cos y)

is an integral and homogeneous function of degree n in cos 6,

sin 9 cos )/», sin 6 sin ifj, whose coefficients are functions of 9' and of ^'.

The coefficient of p" in series (25) is an expression of the same nature,

and we thus obtain an expansion of the desired function U(x, y, z),

each term of which is a homogeneous polynomial in x, y, z of degree

indicated by its subscript. Since the function U{x, y, z) is harmonic,

it is clear that all these polynomials are also harmonic. We shall

write this development as

+00

(26) U{x,y,z) = 2{^n + l)Ynp\

where Yn is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in cos 9,

sin 9 cos tp, sin 9 sin ip, which is derived from a harmonic and homo-
geneous polynomial Vn of degree n by replacing in it x, y, z by
sin 9 cos (/», sin 9 sin i/r, cos 9, respectively. These polynomials Yn
are the Laplace functions; from their very definition, there are

2n + I linearly independent functions Yn of order n.

Formula (26) has been proven only for interior points of the sphere.

If the series of the second member is convergent at a point M of

the surface, with coordinates (1, 9, tp), the function U{x,y,z) has

f(9, ip) as a limit when the point P approaches the point M ; assuming
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that point P remains on the radius OM, we therefore have, from

Abel's theorem (I, 177),

+00

(27) M^) = 2(2w + ^)Yn{e,4'),
n=0

where Yn{0, ijj) is equal to the double integral

(28) Yn{e,i}j) = — de'
\

Pn{cosy)f{d',ilj')smd'dd'.
477- J *'

This formula gives us a development of a continuous function

on the surface of a sphere, entirely analogous to the Fourier series

for a function of one variable. Leaving aside for the moment the

question of convergence, we shall only remark that from what pre-

cedes, no matter what the given continuous function on the surface

of the sphere may be, we have

(29) fid, 0) = lim 2{2n + l)Yn{e,^)p^
.71=0

Application. Picard has derived from this formula (29) an ele-

gant extension of Weierstrass's theorem (I, 199) to continuous func-

tions in two variables. Let U be any continuous function on the sur-

face of the sphere S, and/(^, ifj) the function obtained by express-

ing it in terms of the variables 6 and tp. The function represented

by series (26) in the interior of the sphere and which is equal to

f{d, ip) on its surface, is continuous in this entire closed domain,

and consequently, uniformly continuous. Given a positive number
e, we can find a number pi < 1 such that the difference

+00

M0)-2(2^+ l)Yn{d,i/j)pi^

n=0

mil be less in absolute value than e/3 for all points of the sphere.

Moreover, the series whose general term is (2n + 1) Yn pi" is itself

uniformly convergent, for, from the expression (28) for Yn, we have

\Yn\ <H,

where H is the maximum of \f{9, ip)\. We can therefore take in this

series the sum of a finite number of terms

^ = Yo + SYi + ... + {2n + l) Yn,
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which differs from the sum of the series by less than e/3, for any 6

and tfj.

Finally, this sum O can itself be developed in a power series in

6 and tfi, and we can take a finite number of terms in this series,

that is, a polynomial Q{d, 0) in 9 and tp such that we have

|0- Q{e,^)\ < 6/3

for every system of values of 6 and ijj taken between and 2tt. It

is clear that the difference f{d, ip) — Q{d, ifj) will be less in absolute

value than e for all these sets of values.

If instead of being determined on the entire sphere, the function

f{d, 0) is determined on only a part of it, we can always complete

this determination on the remainder of the sphere by considering

continuity, and this in an infinite number of ways. The preceding

conclusion still applies, and we could derive from it, as in I, 199,

that every continuous function of two variables in the domain A can

be represented in this domain by a uniformly convergent series of

polynomials.

76. Properties of the functions Yn- The polynomials

Vm{x> y> z) are the only homogeneous functions which are har-

monic in the interior of a sphere with the origin as center. Indeed,

every harmonic function in this sphere is developable in a series

of polynomials Vm, and it is clear that the sum of this series can

be homogeneous only if it reduces to a single term. Over a sphere

of center O and radius R, the derivative dVm/dn taken along the

interior normal is equal because of the homogeneity to — {mjR) Vm-

If we apply formula (11) to two polynomials Vp, Vq [p^ q), in

the interior of a sphere with center 0, we see that the double integral

li
Vp Vq da,

taken over the surface of the sphere, is zero ; this can be written

again as

(30) Yp{e, t/j) Yq{d, ij,) sin Odd dtp = 0. {p ^ q)
J J

Since the harmonic function Vm{x,y,z) = p^Ym{B,^) reduces

to Ym,{9, ip) on the sphere S of unit radius, we have, according to
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the general formula (25), if p is less than one,

P"» Ym{e, -A)

±5? 2n + 1 r C'^"

= 2 P" ^k(cos y) Fm(^', <A') sin ^' rf^' cZ*/.',

n=o 47r j J

which implies the relations

•277

J J

(cos y) Fwî(^'j "A) sin ^' c?^' d^' = 0, if m # n,

I

f P;;i(C0S y) r;n(^', f ) sin ^' dd' #' = ^ Ym{e, ijj).

J J ^m + 1

Comparing these formulas to formula (24), which gives the

expansion of 1/r, we have the conclusion, assuming p < 1,

(31) -Ym{0',iP')sind'dd'dtfj' = Ym{6,^);
J J r 2m + 1

this equation holds for p = 1, for the first member, which is a

potential of single layer, is a continuous function on the sphere

itself. We therefore also have

r r^" sin0' 477

(32) Ymie' 0') . ^ dd' #' = Y,n{e, <A),

J J V2 - 2 cos y 2m + 1

where cos y is given by formula (23). The potential of single layer

due to a layer of densitj^ Vm{6', «/»'), taken over the sphere, is there-

fore equal in the interior and on the surface of the sphere to

[(47rp'")/(2w + 1)] Ym{d, ijj). (See Exercise 7, Chap. V.)

Converse^, every function f(9, ip), satisfying a relation of the

form

f(9\ é')

\/2 — 2 cos y
(33) r [

'

f(9\ f ) ,^
"

V _ dO' #' - ^7TKf(9, 0),
J J

where K is a constant factor, is one of the functions Ym{9, ijj). Let
us consider, indeed, the potential of single layer

r r^''f{9',th')sm9'
V{p, 9,iIj) = \

— d9' diP',

J J y

where r stands for the distance of the point with polar coordinates
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(/), 6, 0) from the point (1, d', ip') of the sphere. This is a harmonic

function in the interior of the sphere which reduces to A-nKfid, i/j)

for p = I, from relation (33). Calculating the derivative dVJdp by
the usual rule for differentiation, we find, after several easy trans-

formations

P

^y rn ç27t /COS^ 1\— = S{d',4>')(-—^--] Bind' dd'd^';
dp J J \ r^ rj

the second member is a harmonic function, since it is the difference

of two potentials. On the sphere, this function is equal, from the

properties of potentials and relation (33), to 27r(l — K) f(d, ip).

It follows that the difference p{dV/8p) — [(1 - K)/2K]V is a har-

monic function zero on the surface of the sphere. It is there-

fore zero at every interior point, and the function F is a homo-
geneous function of degree (1 — K)I2K, which requires that

(1 — K)j2K be an integer m, and the function F is a function

of the form Cp^YmiO, ijj). The function f{d, ijj) is itself identical

with Ym{0, tp), aside from a constant factor.

Remark I. When p is greater than one, the second member of

(31) must be replaced by {^/[{2m + 1)
/3"»+i]} Ym [9, ip), for it is a

harmonic function on the exterior of the sphere, according to Lord
Kelvin's theorem, is zero at infinity, and assumes the same values

as the first member for p = 1. It is therefore identical with the

potential of single layer represented by the first member on the

exterior of the sphere.

Remark II. We can also derive from the preceding formulas the

value of the potential of double layer

n i>2n cos

J J

W =
\ Ym'{9', 0') sin d' dd' difj'

for an interior point or for a point exterior to the sphere. In the

interior, tF is a harmonic function which reduces to

277

27TYm{e, i/j) + Ymid, 0),
2m + 1

according to relations (31) and (7), on the sphere itself ; it is therefore

equal to

2m -f 2
277- -p^Ym{e,^p).

2m + 1
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We should see in the same way that this potential is equal to

— (47rm)/(2m + 1) • [Ym{d, ^)]/p"^'^^ on the exterior of the sphere.

Assuming m = 0, we have again the properties of Gauss's integral

(in, 71).

77. C. Neumann's method. Neumann's method, which has

been set forth in detail for convex contours (III, 57), can be extended

without essential modification to convex surfaces.

Given a closed surface S, the principle of Neumann's method
for solving the interior problem consists again of representing the

harmonic function sought by a potential of double layer

//
cos

(f)

fx da.

(5) r^

The properties of this potential lead for the determination of the

unknowTi function (x to the following functional equation (where we
are assuming A =1),

C C cos è 1

(34) tx{M) = [^(J/) - ^{P)]——da + - U{M);
J J L(S) 477

here F{M) represents in general the value of the function i^ at a

point M of the surface; U is the given continuous function on S;

r is the distance between the two points M and P of this surface;

<f)
is the angle made by the interior normal at P with PM\ and the

double integral is taken considering the point P as variable and the

point Jf as fixed.

This functional equation informally satisfied if we set

1

(35) /z(Jf) = — [Uq{M) + XUi{M) + . . . + A« Un{M) + ...],
477

where Uq{M) is equal to the given function U(M), and the succeed-

ing terms are derived from the first recurrently by means of the

formula

1 r r cos (j)

(36) Um{M) = — [Un-i{M) - Un_i{P)]——dG,
4:7T J J (5) r2

where the double integral is always taken by having the point P
describe the surface S. We could prove absolutely as in III, 57

that all these functions Un are continuous on S. To establish the
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convergence of series (35) when the surface is convex, we appeal to

two lemmas analogous to those which have been established for a

convex contour.

Lemma I. Given on the convex surface S any two points Mi
andM2 and a portion 8' of this surface, possibly composed of several

separate pieces, the difference between the solid angles which the

various parts of S' subtend when viewed from the points M\ and
M2 is less than 277-^, where ^ is a positive number less than unity

which depends only upon the convex surface.^ Indeed, for this

difference to be equal to 2it, it would be necessary for 8' to subtend

at Ml a solid angle equal to 2tt, that is to say, that 8' comprise the

entire surface 8, or else be composed of a surface bounded by a

plane face, on which Mi would be situated. In both cases, the solid

angle which aS' subtends from the point M2 could not be zero unless

8 reduced to a pyramid.

Lemma II. Let F{M) be a positive or zero function on 8, and J
the double integral

J = [ [ F{P)
J J (S)

cos </> \ / COS
(f)

da,

where [(cos ^)/^^]i designates the cosine of the angle made by the

interior normal at P with the direction PMi, divided by the square

0ÏPM1, and [(cos ^)//'^]2 has an analogous meaning.

Let us divide 8 into two parts 81, 82 such that we have

cos ^ \ / cos ^
'(cos <p\ I cos j> \

r2 )i
^

\ r2 /a

6 Neumann's proof is based on a slightly different lemma. Supposing the

surface S decomposed into two parts S' , S", and a and )3 any two points on S,

if we represent by I^y the polyhedral angle which is subtended by the surface S
when viewed from the point y, we have for a non-bi-star-shaped convex surface

the fundamental inequality

^5'* + Is"^ > 4A7r,

where A is a positive number less than one which depends only on S. It is easy
to derive from this the lemma of the text. Let us assume /s""" >. /^"^ ; since the

sum 7s'« + /s"« is at most equal to 2-it, Neumann's inequality gives a /or<tori

2n - Is"<^ + Is"^ > 4A77 or Is""' - Is"^ <2tt(\ - 2A).

The factor 1 — 2A is certainly less than one, and we can also conclude from
this that Neumann's factor A is less than ^. But the second inequality is applic-

able also to bi-star-shaped convex surfaces.
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on Si, and [(cos <j>)jr^]i < [(cos 4>)/r^]2 on >S'2, and let Ji and «72

be the double integrals taken over Si and ^2, respectively. We have

J = Ji + J2, and consequently \J\ is less than the greater of the

two numbers Ji and \J2\. Let L be an upper limit oï F{M) ; from the

preceding lemma, each of these numbers is less than 2h7rL. We
therefore also have \J\ < 'IhirL, whatever the points Mi and M^-

This being the case, let L and I be the maximum and the minimum
OÎU onS; since Mi and M2 are any two points oiS, we can write

Ui{Mi) - Ui{M2) = ^ j" U{Mi)
I J (-^)/^

I C C r / cos <f)\ I cos ^ \ 1

(5)

z

If the points Mi and Jf2 are ordinary points of *S, the last integral

is zero, and the absolute value of the first term

\\TJ{Mi) - V{M2)\

is less than \{L — I). Besides, U{P) — I remains between and
L — I, and therefore, from the second lemma, the absolute value

of the terms of the third line is less than

L - I L -I
27rh = h.

The absolute value of Ui{Mi) — Ui{M2) is therefore itself less

than {L — I) . ^(1 + h) = {L — l)p, where p is a positive number
less than one. Since the function Ui{M) is continuous, this inequaUty

holds for all positions of the points Mi and Mo] therefore, repre-

senting by Li and h the maximum and the minimum of Ui, we have
again Li — li < {L — l)p, and we derive from this step by step that

Li — li < {L — I)Pi, Li and li being the maximum and the mini-

mum of Ui. The argument is completed as in III, 57.

Remark. C. Neumann's method, applied to the sphere, does not

seem to lead at once to formula (19), as in the case of the circle
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(III, 57). However, it is possible to connect the solution obtained

directly to this method. The integral equation with whose solution

we are concerned can indeed be written

1 r r /x(P) U{M)

^ttR J J (S) r 2v

by noticing that we have 2R cos
(f)
= r, where r is the distance

between the two points M and P of the surface. Setting

U(M)
f.{M) = — V{M),

this equation becomes

(E') 2,rF(Jf)+rf Y(iE>)^ = J—[[ U{P)-;
J J (S) 2Rr 477/2 J J (S) r

this is an equation of the same form as the first, where the unknowTi

function is V{M). Now, to have the solution of the Dirichlet problem,

it is not necessary to know V{M), but only the potential of double

layer

li
cos ({>

V{P)-—!-da,
(S) r^

for any interior point of the sphere. Relation (E') expresses precisely

the fact that the value toward which this potential approaches

when this interior point approaches a point M of the sphere is equal

to the value of the potential of single layer

1 r r da- U{P)-
tR J J (5) r^ttR

at this same point. These two harmonic functions, assuming the

same values at all points of the sphere, are identical in the interior,

and the solution of the Dirichlet problem is represented by the

difference between a potential of double layer and a potential of

single layer. We have indeed returned to formula (20).

78. Green's function. Given a finite domain D bounded by a

surface 2, composed of one or several distinct closed surfaces, the
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corresponding Green's function is a function G{x,y, z; a, b,c),

zero on 2, and harmonic in the neighborhood of every point of D,

except in the neighborhood of the interior point P{a, b, c), where it

is of the form (1/r) + g{x, y,z;a, b, c), the function g being harmonic.

Knowledge of this Green's function allows us to solve the interior

Dirichlet problem; it is sufficient for this purpose to compare the

two formulas

dlllr) 1 dU
U{a, 6, c) = -

I I

\U " '

^ J J (E) L4^ J J IT) I dn r dn
da,

Iff \ d[G - (1/r)] dU-\

Att J J (2) ]_ dn dn}

from which we derive by combining them, and observing that G
is zero on 2,

Iff dG
(37) U{a,b,c) = —

\

U da.
477 j j (£) dn

The proof assumes that the desired harmonic function has con-

tinuous partial derivatives on the surface 2.

In the same way we call a function which is harmonic in the

neighborhood of every point exterior to E (except in the neigh-

borhood of a point (a, b, c) where it is infinite like 1/r), is regular

and zero at infinity, and zero on S, a Green's function for the ex-

terior problem. Formulas (11) and (14) extend to functions har-

monic on the exterior of 2, and zero at infinity—there is nothing

to change in the preceding calculations, and formula (37) again

furnishes the solution of the exterior problem, with the derivative

dG/dn taken along the exterior normal.

In the case of a sphere of radius R, let P be a point at a distance

d from the center. Pi be the harmonic conjugate point to P with

respect to the extremities of the diameter passing through P, and
r and ri the distances of a point M from the points P and Pi, re-

spectively. For the interior problem, the Green's function is

1 P 1 1 P 1

, and
r d ri r d ri

for the exterior problem. In the first case, we have d < R, and
d > Rin the second case.
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Applying the general formula (37) to this particular case, we
find again the results established directly in III , 74.

We can also extend the definition of Green's function to linear

equations in three variables, more general than Laplace's equation,

as has been done in the case of two variables (III, 67). The two
equations'

du du du
(38) ^{u) = Aw + a V h— + c \- gu = (),

dx dy dz

diav) dihv) dicv)

(39) ^{v) = ^v Jr gv = 0,
dx dy dz

are adjoints of one another and give rise to the identity

d / du dv \

(40) v^{u) - u'^iv) = — iv u h auv
|

dx \ dx dx I

(cu cv \

V u h buv I

dy dy )

d / du dv— Iv u—
dy \ dy dy

du dvd / du cv \

-\ \V U 1- CUV I

.

dz \ dz dz I

Let us assume the two functions u and v are regular in a finite

domain D and continuous, with continuous first order partial

derivatives, on the surface 2 which bounds this domain. We infer

from identity (40) the new relation

//I,
\v^{u) - u'^iv)] dxdydz

{D)

r /* / 5w dv \

+ [v u 1- auv \ dy dz -\- . . . = 0,

J J (L) \ ^^ ^^ '

where the double integral is taken over the interior side of the sur-

face 2. Let a, j8, y be the angles made by the interior normal with

' The equation ^(u) = does not represent the general form of a linear

equation of elliptic type in three variables. Given an equation of this type,

there does not exist in general any choice of independent variables permitting

the reduction of the equation to form (38). The condition for the possibility

of this reduction resulted from the investigations of Cotton (Thesis, 15-17).
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the axes; the preceding formula takes the simpler form

(41) III [vS^{u) - u'^{v)]dxdydz
J J J (D)

J j (V) \ dn

du dv\
+ I I

I
w w—

)
da

(£) \ dn dn/

^ J (2)

+ (a cos y. + b cos p -{- c cos y) uv da = 0.

This being the case, let u{x, y) be an integral of the equation

^{u) = fix, y, z),

regular in the domain D, and let v be an integral of the adjoint

equation

^(f) = 0,

regular in the domain D, except in the neighborhood of a point

(a, b, c) of this domain where it has the form (1/r) + V, U and V
being regular functions and U(a, b, c) being equal to one;^ r always

represents the distance of a point (x, y, z) from the point [a, b, c).

We can apply the general formula (41) to the domain D' , bounded
by 2 and by a sphere S of center [a, b , c) and very small radius p.

Making the radius p approach zero, the surface integral taken

over S has again as its limit

^nu{a, b, c)

(III, 72) and, passing to the limit, formula (41) gives us

(42)

''u{a, b, c) =

1

477 ^ ^ (2)

bu dv "1

V u h (a cos a + 6 cos ^ + c cos y) uv da
dn dn J

vf{x, y, z) dx dy dz.
\ 4^ J J J (D)

^ Solutions of this form have been obtained by Holmgren (Arkiv. for Mate-

matik. Vol. 1, 1903). See also the paper by Hadamard referred to above.
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This formula will permit us to solve the Dirichlet problem if

the integral v{x, y,z;a, b, c) is zero on E. We could similarly extend

to mixed problems related to this equation the general considera-

tions which have been set forth above for an equation in two vari-

ables (III, 68).

II. NEWTONIAN POTENTIAL

We have already made use several times of potentials of single

layer or of double layer. We are going to summarize quickly the

principal properties of the Ne^vtonian potential, which will be

utilized in the sequel; the extension of these properties to the

logarithmic potential does not present any difficulty.

79. Potential of volume. Let D be a finite domain in three

dimensions, bounded by one or several closed surfaces S, yi{x, y, z)

be a continuous function in this domain, and r be the distance of a

variable point M[x, y, z) from a fixed point P{a, b, c). The function

represented by the triple integral

(43) V{a,b,c) = ( ( ( ^—-^—-dxdydz= { \ \
-dv

J J J (D) r J J J {D)r

is a continuous function, as are all its partial derivatives of any
order, of the coordinates (a, b, c) of the point P in every region of

space having no point in common with D; besides, it is a harmonic

function, like the function 1/r itself (III, 27). The partial deriva-

tives of this function

f8V C C C X — a dV C C C y ~ ^
— dv.

(44)
J J J (D) r^ Sb J J J (D)

-III.

(D) r-' CO J J J (D)

8V r r r z - c

fj.
dv

dc J J J (D) r^

are equal, aside from a constant factor, to the components of the

attraction which is exerted on a material point of mass one located

at P by a mass of variable density fi{x, y, z) distributed in the

domain D, where it is assumed that the attraction occurs according
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to Newton's law; this explains the name of Newtonian potential

given to the function V{a, b, c).^

Integrals (43) and (44) still have meaning when the point P
is in the domain Z); it is sufficient to verify that these integrals,

taken over the interior of a sphere wdth center at P, have a finite

value.

Indeed, if we replace the rectangular coordinates by the spherical

coordinates r, 6, ip, where the point P is taken as the origin, inte-

gral (43) taken over the sphere becomes

(43') dr \ dd \ ti{a + r sin cos i/r, . . .) ^ sin dijj,

Jo Jo Jo

where p is the radius of the sphere; the first of integrals (44) is

similarly written

(44') dr \ dd \ ix{a + r sin ^ cos ip, . . .) cos </» sin^^ dijj.

Jo Jo Jo

8 For an attraction properly so called, /x is essentially positive; if it is a

matter of electrical action, fx can be positive or negative.

Let us consider an indefinite homogeneous line and let
fj,
be the mass of a unit

length. A portion AB of this line exerts on a point P outside the line an attrac-

tion which is in the plane PAB, and whose components are easy to calculate.

When the two points A and B move apart indefinitely in opposite directions,

the component parallel to the line becomes zero, while the normal component
approaches a limit, independent of the manner in which A and B recede

indefinitely, and this limit is in inverse ratio to the distance of the point from

the line. In a general way, we can say that the components of the attraction

exerted by an indefinite homogeneous line on a point P with coordinates

(a, b, c) are equal, aside from a constant factor, to the partial derivatives with

respect to a, b, c of the function
fj,
log (1/r), where r is the distance of the point

P from the line. Similarly, the attraction of an indefinite solid cylinder on a

point has a fixed value if we assume the density /x constant all along a parallel

to the generatrices. Let us suppose that we have taken the Oz axis parallel to

the generatrices, while the xy-p\ane is the perpendicular plane passing through

the attracted point. The section of the cylinder by the zy-plane is a closed

curve C, bounding a domain D. Decomposing this domain into elements of

surface, and the cylinder itself into infinitely small cylinders having these

surface elements as bases, we see that the components of the attraction exerted

on the point P with coordinates (a, 6) are equal, aside from a constant factor,

to the partial derivatives with respect to a and b of the double integral

JJ(D) M log (1 ') (i^ ày. This is a logarithmic potential of surface, which is thus

found to be related to the Newtonian volume potential. Logarithmic potentials

of single layer or of double layer can, in an analogous manner, be associated

with Newtonian potentials of the same type.
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We see that these integrals do not have any infinite element. If

H is an upper bound of |ju.| in the domain D, the absolute value of

integral (43') is clearly less than 2ttHp^.

Generally, the triple integral jJ"J(/x/r) dv, taken over a domain D'

containing the point P and whose longest diameter is less than I,

is itself less in absolute value than 2ttHI'^, for this domain D' is

interior to a sphere of radius I with the point P as center. We
deduce from this that the triple integral (43) is uniformly con-

vergent in the neighborhood of every point Pq interior to the

domain D, or on its boundary. Indeed, if with point Pq as center

we describe a sphere 2 of radius p, the triple integral ll^ip-jr) dv,

taken over the volume bounded by this sphere, is less in absolute

value than SirHp^, for any interior point P of S. We conclude

from this that the potential V{a, b, c) is a continuous function

ever5rwhere in space (III, 48). We see in the same way that the

integral (44') is less in absolute value than A^irHp, and consequently

the integral jjjju.[(a: — a)/r2] dv, taken over a domain D' enclosing

the point P and whose longest diameter is less than I, is itself less

in absolute value than 4:ttHI. It is again a consequence that the

integrals (44) are uniformly convergent in the neighborhood of

every point Pq interior to D, or on the boundary of D, and conse-

quently these integrals are continuous functions of the coordi-

nates (a, b, c) in the entire space.

Formulas (44) are still true in the domain D. We shall establish

this for the first one, returning once more to classical reasoning.

Given a point P of the domain D, with coordinates (a, b, c), let us

draw about this point as center a sphere 2 of radius p, which
decomposes D into two domains, Di, D^, one interior to the sphere,

the other exterior. Let Pi be a point with coordinates (a + A a, 6, c)

taken in Di ; calling ri the distance of this point Pi from a variable

point M, we can write

(45)

)Lt —dv

^ ^a ] ) ](n,) r3 [ Aa J J } ^d/ r^ J

where Vi and V2 represent the potentials relative to the domains
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Di and D2, respectively. Let us develop (AFi)/Aa):

AFi

Aa Act

— i^{x,y,z)l ]dv
ia J J J (DO \ n rj

La ^ ] ^ (Di

r — ri

ix{x,y,z) dv.

) rn

Observing that we have

1 /I 1\
\r-n\ <|AaI, _< 1 _ + - ,

we see that the absolute value of A Fi/Aa is less than

2 J J J(z,,)U2 ^nV'''

now it is easy to verify by using spherical coordinates that the inte-

gral jjj{dv/r'^), taken over a domain lying entirely in the interior

of a sphere of radius I having P as its center, is less in absolute value

than 4^1. The number S is therefore smaller than

H—(47rp + Sttp) = GirHp.

The sum of the first two terms of the second member of formula

(45) is therefore less in absolute value than

\7tUp + ^ttHp = lO-rrHp.

This granted, let us choose first of all the number p in such a way
that KhrHp will be smaller than Je, e being an arbitrary positive

number. The integral V2 is thus a continuous function of the

coordinates of the point P in the domain Di, whose derivative is

equal to

X — a
p. dv.

(Do)III
The last term of the second member of formula (45) therefore ap-

proaches zero with Aa, and, completing the argument as usual,

we conclude from this that the first member also has zero for its

limit. Formulas (44) which give the first derivatives of the potential

therefore apply throughout three-dimensional space.
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80. Poisson's formula. Differentiating formulas (44) again,

we obtain triple integrals without meaning when the point P is

in the domain D. To establish the existence of second derivatives,

we first of all transform the integrals which represent the first

derivatives by means of Green's formula. Let Po(ao, ^o^ co) be an

interior point of D, and S a sphere with Pq as center and having a

radius p small enough to be entirely within the domain D ; we shall

again call the two portions of D separated by 2 Di and D2, and the

corresponding potentials Vi and F2. The potential V2{a, b, c) is a

harmonic function in the interior of 2. As to the potential Vi{a, b, c),

we have just seen that it has continuous first derivatives in this

domain. Observing that we have

a/xiX — a //Li\ 5/x 1

/Lt = +
,

r^ dx \r) 8x r

we can write dVi/da, for example,

8Vi C C C ^/^^^

8a J J J (D{) ox r j j (£>I J J J (D,) 8x r J J (y.)r

applying the first Green's formula for triple integrals (I, 149),

where the double integral is taken over the exterior side of 2.

The triple integral of the second member represents a potential

and, consequently, has continuous first derivatives ever5rwhere in

space. The same is true of the function represented by the surface

integral when the point (a, 6, c) is in the interior of 2. The potential

V{a, b, c) therefore has continuous second derivatives in the entire

domain D, boundaries excluded, since Pq is any interior point what-

ever of D. Let us calculate A F for the point Pq; at this point

AF2 = and, consequently, AF = AFi. The customary formulas

for differentiation give us

r r r /8fi x - ao 8fx y - ho d^i z - cq\
(AFi)o= — + - - + - —\dv

J J J (D,) \^x rçf 8y rQ^ 8z rçf J

fx j ay dz H dz ax H axayl,
(E) \ ^0^ '"0^ ^0^ /

where ro is the distance of the point Pq from a variable point M.
The first member is independent of the radius p; it is therefore

sufficient to seek the limit of the second member when p approaches

zero. Now, ifwe designate byK an upper bound of the absolute value
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of the partial derivatives of ^, the absolute value of the triple integral

is, from an earlier remark, less than \2Kttp, and, therefore approaches

zero with p. As to the surface integral, we have ro = p on S, and

(x — ao)//3, {y — 6o)//3> (2 — co)/p represent precisely the direction

cosines of the exterior normal. This integral reduces to

-ill ix{x, y, z) dG

= — )u(ao + p sind cos ip, . . .) sind dd dip,

J J

and it is clear that it has for its limit

/•TT /•2n

— [i{ao, bo, Co) sinddd di/j,

J J

or — 4vfxo. For every point {a, b, c), in the interior of the domain D,

we therefore have the relation among the second derivatives of the

potential

dW 8W dW
(46) AV = + + = - 47T/Li(a, b, c);

da^ db^ dc^

this is Poisson'sformula which includes, if we wish, Laplace's formula

as a special case. Indeed, it is sufficient to take /x(a, 6, c) = at an

exterior point to have once again the relation AF = 0, which is

applicable at all exterior points of the domain D. It is a consequence

of comparing these two formulas that the second derivatives, or at

least some of them, must become discontinuous when we cross the

boundary S of the domain D. It is also important to observe that

the preceding proof assumes that the density yL{x, y, z) has deri-

vatives which are continuous, or at least bounded and integrable.i^

All the preceding properties can be extended without difficulty

to the logarithmic potential which we shall write, replacing 1/r by
log 1/r, as

V{a, b) =
\

\
fx{x, y) log - dx dy,

J J (D) T

1° Poisson's formula has been extended by various geometers to more
general cases. See, for example, two papers by Petrini [Acta mathematica.

Vol. XXXI, 1908, p. 127; Journal de Liouville, 6th series, Vol. V, 1909, p.

117].
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where the double integral is taken over a domain D in two dimen-

sions of the plane, in which fM{x, y) is a continuous function; V{a, h)

is a continuous function, as are its first partial derivatives, in the

entire plane, and its derivatives are obtained by applying the

ordinary formula for differentiation under the integral sign. On the

exterior of D, V is harmonic ; in the interior of D, it has continuous

second derivatives which satisfy the relation

Summing up, the potential V{a, b,c) is a function of the three

variables (a, b, c) possessing the following properties :

1. It is continuous and has continuous first partial derivatives

throughout space, and it vanishes at infinity (this point is estab-

lished as in III, 70) ;

2. It is harmonic on the exterior of a finite domain D, bounded
by one or several closed surfaces

;

3. In the interior of D, it possesses continuous second derivatives

which satisfy Poisson's relation AF = — 477/i.

These properties completely characterize the function V{a, b, c).

Indeed, let Vi{a, b, c) be the potential due to the action of masses

of density fi{x, y, z), distributed over the domain D. The difference

F — Fi is continuous everywhere in space, as are its first partial

derivatives, and it is harmonic at every point of space, except per-

haps on the surfaces S. But we have proven above (III, 72) that the

second derivatives remain continuous on these surfaces, so that

F — Fi is harmonic in the entire space and, since this difference is

zero at infinity, it is identically zero.

We can, in certain cases, make use of these properties to facilitate

the calculation of the potential. For example, let us suppose that

we wished to calculate the potential of a homogeneous sphere of

density /x and of radius R. The function F, defined by the equations

F = 2nf. \^R^ - -j

in the interior of the sphere,

4 R2
V = - TTLL3d

on the exterior, where d is the distance of the pointP from the center,

satisfies the same conditions as the potential we are seeking. It is
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continuous, as are its first derivatives, and zero at infinity; on the

exterior of the sphere, we have AF = and AF = érr/x. in the in-

terior. It is therefore identical with this potential. Lejeune-Dirichlet

has given a less elementary example by calculating synthetically

the potential due to the attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid

{Journal de Crelie, Vol. 32).

81. Gauss's formula. From Poisson's formula we easily derive

the value of the integral

U
dV

da,

iZ) dn

taken over any closed surface S, the derivative dV/dn being taken

along the exterior normal. Let us assume, for the sake of definiteness,

that the domain in the interior of I! is decomposed into only two
parts, a domain Di which is part of D and a domain D2 exterior to

D. The domain Di is bounded by a part 2i of S and by a part S'

of the surfaces S which bound D. The domain Z>2 is itself bounded
by S' and by a portion S2 of S. Green's formula (10), applied to

the domain Di, taking account of Poisson's formula and making

<f>
= I, ip = V, gives us

ndv r r dV C C C
C?CT + (i(T = — 477 fJ. dv,

(El) dui J J (,s') dni J J J (D^)

where d V/dni represents the derivative along the exterior direction

of the normal ; since F is harmonic in D2, we have besides

dV r r dVndv r r dV
da + da =

(Ej) dn2 J J (S') dn2

where dV/dn2 has an analogous meaning. But on account of the

continuity of the first derivatives of F, we have all along S'

dV dV
+ = 0;

dni dn2

adding the preceding formulas, we have

dV
(48)

'

(E)

ndV da = - 47tM,
(E) dn
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where M is equal to the triple integral

UL/'"'
that is, equal to the sum of the attracting masses contained in the

interior of S.

82. Normal derivatives of a potential of single layer. The
potential of single layer can be regarded as a limiting case of the

volume potential. Let us consider the volume contained between

a surface S and an infinitely close parallel surface at a distance

€ from the first, and let us assume this volume to be filled with

matter whose density p is the same all along a common normal.

An element of this volume formed by the portions of the normals

drawn at all points of an element da of 2! can be expressed as eda.

If we now allow e to decrease indefinitely at the same time that S

increases in such a way that the product Se approaches a limit /x

at each point, the potential due to the action of the preceding volume

becomes in the limit a surface integral

J/
''-

(L)

this is what justifies the name of potential of single layer given to this

integral. The number n is the surface density of this layer. The
general properties of this potential have been established above;

it only remains for us to study the discontinuity of the derivatives

when we cross S.

Let us assume that the surface 2 is closed, and let Mq be an
ordinary point of this surface. On the normal at Mq let us take

two infinitely close points Pi, Pg on both sides of Mq. The derivatives

of the potential at these two points, taken in the interior direction

of the normal at Mq, respectively approach limits, which we shall

represent by dVi/dni and dVe/dni, when the points Pi and Pg ap-

proach Mq indefinitely.il Let us take the point Mq as the origin of

11 From the mean value formula, dVildrn is the limit of the ratio

\y(Pi) — V(Mo)]jMQPi when the point Pj approaches the point Mo along the

interior normal, while dVe'drii is the limit of the ratio [V(Mo)— V{Pe)]IMoPe
when Pe approaches Mq along the exterior normal. Generally, when a point

P with coordinates a, b, c approaches Mq, the derivatives dVjda, dVjdb
approach limits which are the same, whether the point P is interior or exterior

to L; only the derivative dVjdc has two different limits, if we have taken the

2-axis parallel to the normal at Mq (see Poincaré, Le potentiel newtonien).
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coordinates, the direction of the interior normal for the positive

direction of the z-axis, and two perpendicular lines of the tangent

plane for the x- and y-axis ; we shall suppose that the portion of 2
nearby to Mq is representable in cylindrical coordinates by an

equation of the form z = p*+^
f(p, oj), where a is positive and the

function / is continuous with continuous partial derivatives cf/8p,

cf/èoj in the neighborhood of the origin. These conditions are cer-

tainly satisfied when z has continuous second derivatives in the

neighborhood of the origin. The formulas for change of variable

show at once that the derivatives p and q are of the form p'^fiip, a»),

where /i is continuous for p = 0.

The derivative dV/dz at any point P of the z-axis, interior or

exterior to 2, has the expression

dV C C cos ijji

(49) -r= \ \

/^-7-^<^'
dz J J (£) H

where 0i is the angle made by the direction Pz with the direction

PM, going from P to any point whatever Jf of 2. If the point P
coincides with the point Mq itself, this integral becomes

ncos^,—--dG,
where tq is the distance of Mq from any point Jf of 2, and ip is the

angle made by the interior normal at Mq with the direction MqM.
To make certain that this integral has a finite value, it is sufficient

to consider a small portion 2' of 2 surrounding the origin and pro-

jecting onto the xy-plane into the interior of a closed curve y. An
element of the integral (50) taken over 2' can be written, using

polar coordinates, as [ttIp, a>) dp dcu\jp^~^, the function 7r{p, tu)

being bounded in the neighborhood of the origin. It does not follow

that dV/dz has V'o as a limit when the point P approaches the point

Mq, for nothing substantiates the continuity of this integral in the

neighborhood of the point Mq. We are going to show, on the con-

trary, that it has a discontinuity at this point similar to that of a

potential of double layer. To this end, let us consider the auxiliary

integral

r r / cos i/»i cos
(f)

\

where
<f>

is the angle made by the interior direction of the normal at

M with MP ; using reasoning exactly similar to that in III, 49 and
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71, we are going to prove first of all that this integral is continuous

for the point Mq. To do this, let us consider the trihedron having

any point Jf of 21 as its vertex, and the direction MP, the interior

direction MN of the normal at M, and the parallel Mz' to the z-axis

for its edges. The angle of MP with Mz' is tt — ipi, the angle of MP
and of MN is

<f>;
let us call the angle of MN and of Mz', 6, and Q

the plane angle of the dihedral angle which has MN as an edge
;

we have, from the fundamental formula of spherical trigonometry,

cos (tt — ^i) = cos 6 cos
<f>
+ sin 6 sin

<f)
cos Q,

and the integral / can be written

(52) / = - {^ cos d - /xo) ^^^^ dc

IS fi sin <f>
cos Q

COS
(f)

sin 6 da

r2

The first double integral of the second member is continuous at

the point Mq; if, indeed, we consider the potential of double layer

//
V COS

(f>

da,

where v = fi cos d, this double integral is nothing but

-SI
COS

(f>

(v — vo)—-— da,

and we have proven above that this integral is continuous at the

point Mq (III, 49, 71). To prove that the same is true of the second

integral, it is sufficient to prove that this integral is uniformly con-

vergent in the neighborhood of the point Mq (III, 48), or that the

integral

sin 6
da,

S
taken over an infinitely small portion 2' of 2, surrounding the

origin, is itself infinitely small. Now, if we go over to polar coordi-

nates, an element of this integral is of the form /3*~i 7t(p, w) dp dw,

the function nip, w) being bounded. The integral taken over an
infinitely small domain is therefore itself infinitely small.

This point being won, let us assume first of all that the point
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P of the 2-axis is an interior point P< ; the limit of the integral /
when this point Pi approaches the origin is clearly {dVtjdni) + 47r^o ;

on the contrary, if the point P is an exterior point Pg, the limit will

be dVe/drii. Finally, if the point P is the point Mq itself, / is equal

to V'o + 'Zttim). Equating these three numbers, we obtain the desired

values

(53)

fdVi—— = — 277-/X0 +
dui

—'= 2-/X0 + JJ^dui

cos ip

[X da,

(L) ^0^

cos ip

H- la;

these relationsi2 can also be written (suppressing the subscript on

To) as

(54)

[dVe dVi

dUi drii

dVe dVi
+ = 2

1 drii drii

cos

fx da.

We have for the normal derivatives of a logarithmic potential of

single layer V = Jc/x log (1/r) cZs at a point Mq of the curve C
(III, 49) entirely similar formulas which are established in the

same way:

(55)

(dVt—— = — TT/iO +
dui

dVe—— = TT/XO +
Kdui

cos
/Li ds,

C) r

cos l/>

/x dsy

where r is the distance of Mq from a variable point M of C, and
ip is the angle made by MqM with the interior direction of the normal
at Mq.

83. Newtonian potential of double layer. We shall show again

how the theory of magnetism leads to surface integrals which are

called potentials of double layer (III, 71). Let us imagine a layer of

12 The second of these relations (54) was reestablished by Plemelj in 1904
Monatshefte fur Mathematik und Physik).
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positive density /i distributed over a surface S and a layer ofnegative

density — n' distributed over a parallel surface 2', at an infinitely

small distance e from the first. The normals to S drawn around the

contour of an element da of S cut out on the surface S' a surface ele-

ment da' ; we shall assume that /x' has been chosen in such a way
that we have constantly fxda = n' da'. The sum of the potentials of

these two layers at an exterior pointP is equal to the surface integral

JL'^"C-7)'(L)

where r and r' are the distances of the point P from the elements

da and da'. If the distance c approaches zero, and if at the same
time the density /x increases in such a way that the product ju,e

remains equal to /ai, this integral has as limit the double integral

n
d(llr)

^
/xi da,

(2) dn

where the derivative d/dn is taken in the direction of the normal

which goes from 2 to S'. We have once again the expression which

we have taken as the definition of a potential of double layer.

The normal derivative of this potential behaves in quite a dif-

ferent manner from that of a potential of single layer, when we
cross the surface S. Let Mq be a point of 21 ; P, P' two nearby points

on the normal at Mq, on different sides of this point and at the same
distance h from this point. The derivatives

(") • (?) '

\dn I p \dn / p'

taken in a fixed direction chosen on the normal at Mq do not neces-

sarily approach a limit when h approaches zero, but we have shown
that their difference approaches zero with h.

Comments and Exercises

1. Derive from the formula which gives the solution of the

Dirichlet problem for the sphere the value of the surface integral

J J^^'

where r represents the distance from a fixed point P, interior or

exterior to the sphere S, to a variable point M of the sphere.
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2. Prove by an inversion that formula (19) can be written

1 r



CHAPTER VII

THE HEAT EQUATION

Linear equations of parabolic t3rpe partake at one and the same
time of the properties of equations of elliptic type and those of

h3rperbolic type. I shall restrict myself in this chapter to explaining

the principal properties of the equation of heat propagation, in

which we have already been interested several times^ (III, 30, 31, 32).

84. General remarks. Particular integrals. The partial

differential equation

dhi du
(1) ^{n) =— - - =

ox^ cy

is, among equations of two variables of parabolic type, the analogue

of Laplace's equation among equations of elliptic type. In this

chapter, we shall represent by u{x, y) any integral of this equation
;

similarly v{x, y) will represent an integral of the adjoint equation

1 Since Fourier, this equation has been the subject of a large enough number
of papers :

Poisson, Théorie mathématique de la chaleur. Chap. VI, Paris, 1835.

Schlâfli, Journal de Crelle, Vol. 72.

Betti, Memorie délie Soc. italiana délie Scienze, 3rd series, Vol. I.

Appell, Journal de Liouville, 4th series, Vol. VIII.

Volterra, Leçons professées h Stockholm (Upsala, 1906).

The principal problems with boundary conditions have been solved in

various works, due principally to Holmgren and E.-E. Levi. The last sections

of this chapter (88, 90, 91) are essentially taken almost completely from the

works of M. Holmgren.
General equations of parabolic type have been studied in important papers

by E. Levi (Annali di Matematica, 1908), H. Block (Arkiv. de Stockholm,

Vol. V), M. Gevrey (Journal de Mathématiques, 6th series. Vol. IX, 1913;

Vol. X, 1914; Ann. de VEcole Normale supérieure, 3rd series. Vol. XXXV,
1918).

290
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(III, 41) which here is

d^v 8v
(2) ^{v) = -_ + _ = 0.

cz'^ cy

These two equations have a single family of characteristics,

which consists of parallels to the x-axis. We shall say that one of

these functions, u{x, y) or v{x, y), is regtdar in a domain D if it is

continuous and has continuous first partial derivatives in this

domain. It vdW even be sufl&cient to say that the derivative with

respect to y is continuous; for if èujcy, for example, is a continuous

function, equation (1) proves that the same is true of dhi/dx^ and,

consequently, of cujcx.

Since equation (1) has constant coefi&cients, it possesses particular

integrals of the form e'^^^^v, (III, 27); the relation between a

and h is, in this case, h = a2.2 From the integral e"^"'""^^' thus

obtained we can derive any infinity of others by taking its suc-

cessive derivatives with respect to the parameter a, or, what amounts
to the same thing, by taking the successive coefficients of the

expansion of this integral, in powers of a. Let us vn:\te this expansion

in the form

+00 ^n

(3) e«^+«V = 1 + J^—Vn[x,y);

Vni^i y) is a polynomial of degree n m. z,y, homogeneous in x and

Vy,

(Vn{x, t/) = x" + n{n — 1) x"~2î/ + . . .

w(n - 1) . . . (n - 2^ + 1)

H x^-^PyP + . . .

p\

which is terminated by a term in y*" if n is even and by a term in

a^i(n-i)^ if n is odd. These polynomials Vn are integrals of equation

(1), from their very definition. We can easily verify this by observing

that equation (3), differentiated with respect to x and to y, gives

the relations

eVn dVn
(o) = nVn-i, = nin - I) F„_2,

ex dy

2 Replacing a by ar, we again find the integrals e-'^^v cos xr, e-a'v

sin ox (III, 31).
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from which we deduce immediately that Vn satisfies equation (1).

Every polynomial Un of degree n in x, y, satisfying this equation

(1), is a linear combination with constant coefficients of the poly-

nomials Vq = 1, Fi, . . ., Vn- Indeed, every pol3aiomial which satis-

fies (1) is completely determined if the coefficients of the terms free

of 2/ are known, since by means of equation (1) and those which are

derived from it by differentiation, we can express all the derivatives

of an integral in terms of only derivatives taken with respect to x.

If then we choose the coefficients Co, Ci, . . .,Cn in such a way that

the polynomial

CoFo + CiFi + . . . + CnVn

has the same terms free of y as Un has, these poljoiomials are neces-

sarily identical.

The polynomials Vn{x, y) are readily expressed in terms of the

Hermite polynomials Pn{z), defined by the equality

—-{e-'') = e-^'Pn{z).

Indeed, let us write the formula which gives the development of
g-{2 + A)2^ dividing both members by e~^\

+00 j^n

e-2hz-h^ = 1 + 2— P„(2);
n=i nl

in order to identify the first member with the first member of for-

mula (3), it is sufficient to replace h by «V — y and z by
— x/{2V — y). Writing that the second members of the two for-

mulas are identical after this transformation, we obtain the follow-

ing expression for Vn{x, y) :

Vn{x,y) = {-yfrvp^l-I^^,
\2V - yl

Rolle's theorem proves easily that the equation P«(2) = has
its n roots real and distinct, equal two by two in absolute value.

It follows that the equation Vn{x, y) = represents n/'2 parabolas

if n is even, {n — l)/2 parabolas and the y-axis if n is odd.

It is evident that equation (1) is not changed in form by the change
of variables x' = kx + a, y' = k^y + j3, whatever the constants

k, a, j3. If u{x, y) is an integral, the same is therefore true of
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u(kx + X, k-y + ^). There also exists for equation (1) a trans-

formation analogous to an inversion, which is defined by the for-

mulas

X 1 m' ,,

x' = -, y' = -, u = e-a;'/4î/;

y y \'^

making the calculation, we find that equation (1) is replaced by an

equation of the same form^ d^'/cx'^ = du'/dy'. Therefore, if u{x, y)

is an integral of equation (1), the same is true of the function

1 IX \\—- e-a;"4!/ u I-, .

Vy \y yJ

85. Analytic integrals. We are first of all going to complete

what has already been said (III, 15) about anahi:ic integrals of

equation (1), while restricting ourselves at the same time to the

real domain. Let u{x, y) be an analytic integral holomorphic in the

neighborhood of a point {xq, yo), which reduces for a; = ro to a

holomorphic function 4>{y), and whose derivative cu/cx is equal to

ipiy) for the same value of x. The expansion of u{x, y) in powers

0Ï X — xq is, as we have already seen,

(X - Xq) {x - Xo)2

(6) u{x, y) = 4>(y) +
-^

0(y) +
^ ^

cf>'{y)

(^ - ^o)3 ,,_ {X- xo)2«
+

'P y) + . .
.
+ 0("' y

1-2-3 (2n)!

{X - Xo)2»-l

+ — — «/^"'(y) + .•••
{•2n + 1)!

In order to transform this series (6) into a double power series T,

it 'vvdll be sufl&cient to replace <f>{y) and ip{y) and their derivatives

by their expansions in powers of y — yo. Let R be the radius of

the smaller circle of convergence of the two power series in y — yo;

since r is any positive number whatever less than R, the series

3 Appell has proven that all transformations of the form

x' = (l,{x, y), y' = 4i{x, y), u = X(x, y)u',

by which equation (1) is changed into itself, reduce to combinations of simple

transformations {Journal de Mathématiques, 4th series, Vol. VIII, 1892,

p. 187).
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<f>{y)
and 0(y) have as a dominant function an expression

M
y -yo

If therefore we replace in series (6) <f>{y) and ^{y) by this function

the double series T' thus obtained will certainly dominate the

double series T derived from (6) without any modification.

The auxiliary array T is absolutely convergent provided the

absolute value of y — yo is less than r. Indeed, let us replace x — xq

and y — yohy their absolute values, and let us group together the

terms of same degree in |a; — a;o| ; it is clear that the coefficients of

\x — xo\^^ and of \x — xo\^^'^'^ will be, respectively,

Mnl M7i\

and therefore this array is absolutely convergent for any x if we
have \y — yo\ < r. Since the number r can be taken as close to R
as we like, we conclude from this that the double series

(7) u{x, 2/) = 2 ^** (^ ~ ^o)^ {y - yo)",

which represents the function u{x, y) in the neighborhood of the

point {xq, yo), is absolutely convergent in the strip B of the xy-

plane bounded by the two characteristics y = yo + R, y = yo — R.

It cannot be convergent in a wider strip since at least one of the

power series which represent (f){y) and i/j{y) is divergent outside of

the interval (t/o — R,yQ + R). Let xi be any value of a:;; the functions

u{xi, y), [èu{xi, y)]lëxi can be expanded in power series in y — yo,

which are certainly convergent in the interval {yo — R, yo + R);

we obtain them in fact by replacing x by xi in u(x, y) and dujdx.

They cannot both be convergent in a larger interval, for, reasoning

in reverse order, we would derive from this that the series <f){y)

and i/»(?/) were themselves convergent in a wider interval. As a result

of this remark, in the study of the analytic extension of the function

u{x, y) defined by series (7), we can give to the variable x any con-

stant value whatever and consider w as a function of the single

variable y. Let us assume that the two functions ^{y) and i/>(t/) can

be extended analytically in an interval (a, ^) containing the first
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(2/0 — B, 2/0 + -S)) by gn^ing real values to y: then the integral

u{x, y) is anahi;ic and regular in the strip bounded by the char-

acteristics y = X, y = ^, but it cannot be extended anah-tically

outside this strip, at least if we exclude complex values for the

variable y. Moreover, it may happen that one of the numbers a, ^
or both at once, is infinite; in this latter case, the integral is holo-

morphic in the entire plane. This would occur, for example, if we
took

<f>iy)
=

;, m = 0.

1 + 7/2

The study of anah"tic integrals raises another question. An inte-

gral of this nature is determined if we are given the function F{z)

to which it reduces for a given value of y, for y = 0, say. This func-

tion F{x) is necessarily an entire function of x, but it is not any
entire function. To find a characteristic property, let us ^\Tite its

development in powers of x :

(8) F{x) = ^(0) + x0(O) + :^f (0) + —-f (0) + . . .

+ —- <^(")(0) + 0<«)(O) + . .
.

,

(2n)! {2n + 1)!

where
<l?{y) and tp{y) always represent the functions to which u

and cujcx reduce for a; = 0. The letters 31 and r have the same
meaning as just above; hence F{x) has as a dominant function the

series

+ . . .rj. LJ. -|
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whose second member is the general term of a convergent series if

K has been so chosen that 4Kr is less than 1. The function F{x)

itself therefore has as a dominant function an expression of the

form L(l + x) e^^\ where L and K are two positive numbers.

Conversely, if a power series F{x) satisfies this condition, equation

(1) possesses a holomorphic integral in the neighborhood of the

origin which reduces to F{x) for y = 0. If this solution exists, we
have for u{0, y), {8u/dx)o the developments in powers of y (III, 15)

F"{0) ir(2n)(0)

<f>{y)
= F(0) + ——y + ... + —yn + . . .

,

1-2 n\

2r(2w+i)(0)

4,{y) = F'{0) + F"'{0) y+... + y^ + . . .
,

and it is sufficient to prove that these two power series have a radius

of convergence different from zero. Now the first, for example, has

as dominant function the series

^ (2w)!

which is convergent if we have \^Ky\ < 1, and the same is true of

the second. To sum up, in order for equation {\)to have a holomorphic

integral in the neighborhood of the origin reducing, for y = 0, to an
entire function F(x), it is necessary and sufficient that ¥{x) have a

dominant function of the form

L{1 + x) eKx\

where L and K are two positive numbers.

This condition can be replaced by another where only the order

of the size of the coefficients of the series F{x) is involved (see

Exercise 1).

Let us also note that if the two functions (f){y), tpiy) are holomorphic

in the real interval (a, j3), series (6) represents the integral in every

strip bounded by the lines y = x, y = ^. On the contrary, series

(7) is in general convergent only in a narrower strip contained in the

first one.

86. Fundamental solution. The transformations defined at

the end of III, 84 make possible the derivation from the integral
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u{z, y) = I of an integral depending upon the two arbitrary para-

meters $, 7),

u{x, y) = —i=z e-»^-ê)'/4(i/-7)]

Vy - V

which plays relative to equation (1) a role analogous to that of log r

in the theory of harmonic functions. We can also derive it from

the particular integral e-'^'(2'-'?) cos a (a: — $), which depends

upon the three parameters a, $, -q, by a quadrature (cf. Ill, 30).

This function has a real value only if y > 17 ; but it is convenient for

what follows to make the following convention. We shall represent

by U{x, y\$,r}) the function defined by the equalities

\U{x, y; i, 77) = -^= e-[(a:-oV4(y-,)i for y > -q,

(9) Vy^^
[U{x,y;^,r]) = for y ^ 77.

The function thus defined is an integral of equation (1) which

is regular for all systems of real values of x and y, except at the

point {x = $, y = Tj); indeed, every partial derivative of the func-

tion u(x, y) is a sum of terms of the form

^ ' g-[(2:-f)V4(î/-i;)]^

{y - ^7)"^

where P{x) is a polynomial, and this expression approaches zero at

the same time as y —
17, provided that x — ^ does not also approach

zero.

Considered as a function of (^, 77), U{x,y;$,7]) is similarly an

integral of the adjoint equation, regular in the entire plane except

at the point ^ = x,r) = y, and identically zero for r) '^ y. Differ-

entiating U any number of times with respect to x, y, ^, 77, we obtain

new functions U^^^ {x,y;$,r]) which have the same properties as

the function U. Each of these functions, considered as a function

of the pair of variables {x, y), is a solution of equation (1), regular

in the entire plane except at the point x = ^, y = -q; considered as

a function of (^, 77), it is a solution of the adjoint equation

8^v 8v
+ — = 0,

af2 ^77

having in the entire plane the sole singular point | = x, 77 = y.

All these functions are identically zero if 77 ^ î/.
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From the fundamental solution U{x, y, ^,r]) we can also derive

by quadratures new integrals analogous to the logarithmic potential

of single layer. Let P{$, rj), Q{^, tj) be any two continuous functions

of the coordinates (^, rj) of a point M along an arc of the curve C,

and lying in the finite part of the plane. The line integral

-J(10) u{x, y) = U{x, y;lrj) [P{$, t,) d^ + QH rj) dr,]

J c

represents an integral of equation (1) which is regular, as are all

its partial derivatives, in every domain D having no point in common
with the curve C; we can, in fact, apply the customary formulas of

differentiation any number of times if the point {x, y) remains in the

domain D. Let us remark that from the definition of U{x, y; $,r)) we
must take for the calculation of u{x, y) only that portion of the arc

C lying below the characteristic passing through the point {x, y).

It follows that below the characteristic passing through the point

of G of minimum ordinate, u{x, y) is zero; the same is true for all

points of this characteristic which do not belong to C. Above a

characteristic y = yo, having the arc C entirely below, u{x, y) is

a holomorphic analytic fmiction of the two variables x, y. Indeed,

let us regard for a moment x and y as complex variables; if ^, -q

represent the coordinates of any point of the arc C, U{x, y\ $,t]) is

a holomorphic function of the variables x and y whatever the domain
is in which the complex variable x ranges, provided that the real

part of y is greater than yo (we take for \/y — rj the positive deter-

mination when y is real). It follows that u{x, y) represents a holo-

morphic function of the two variables x, y above the characteristic

y = yo-"^

In order to study what u{x, y) becomes when the point {x, y)

approaches a point M of the contour C, it is necessary to make
hypotheses on the form of this contour.

87. Poisson's formula. We shall first study the case where

the curve C is a segment of the characteristic. The definite integral

(11) u{x,y)=\ f,-Ux-oVm-h)] dp,

J a Vy - h

where ^(^) is a continuous function in the interval (a, 6), represents,

* It is sufficient to return to the reasoning of II, 1, Chap. V, observing that

the hypothesis that F is analytic with respect to the variable of integration

plays no part in the proof.
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from the properties already established, an integral of equation (1),

which is regular at every point of the plane not lying on the seg-

ment AB of the characteristic y = h, bounded by the two points

A and B, with abscissas a and b. We assume, for the sake of definite-

ness, that a < b. This fimction u{z, y) is zero at every point below

the characteristic y = h, and at every point of this characteristic

outside of the segment AB. In the portion of the plane Ipng above,

it is a holomorphic function of the variables x, y. It remains for us

to investigate what the limit of u{x, y) is when the point {x, y),

assumed above AB, approaches a point of this segment. We shall

rely for this purpose on several lemmas of frequent use in this theory.

Let F{u) be a continuous function, or at least bounded and inte-

grable, and having only discontinuities of the first kind in an interval

(a, b). Let us propose finding the limit of the integral

'^ F[u)

Vy

when the positive number y approaches zero.

(12) / = —= e-(«V42/) du
J a Vy

First case. Let us suppose first of all that a and b are both positive

or both negative, for example < a < 6. If Jf is an upper limit

of \F{u)\ in the interval (a, 6), we clearly have

M
\I\ < {b - a) e-<«*/4y),

Vy

and this expression approaches zero with y. We therefore have

lim 7 = 0.

Second case. Let us assume that one of the limits is zero, for

example a = 0, 6 > 0. Let j3 be a positive number less than b such

that \F{u) — F{+ 0)1 is less than a given number 77 in the interval

(0, /3); we can choose ^ small enough that the number r) itself Ls

smaller than any preassigned number. We can wTite

du
I = F{+ 0)

rp du

Jo Vy

r^ du reF{u)
+ [i^(M) - 7^(+ 0)]e-<"'/42/)^+ -e-^^'l'^y^du,

Jo Vy -J Vy
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or again, setting u = 2t\/y in the first two integrals,

/•yî/2Vy

I = F{+0) 2e-t'dt

Jo

+ 2 [F{2y/yt) - F{-\- 0)] e-^' dt

J

;" F{u)CO F{u)

J a Vy
From the way in which we have chosen the number j8, the absolute

value of the second integral is less than

J

'•+00

e~*^ dt = 7] -y/vr.

Let us suppose j8 taken in such a way that r) s/tt < e, where e is

a preassigned positive number; this number jS being thus fixed,

let us make y decrease indefinitely : the first integral has -\/7r F{ + 0)

as its limit, and the second has zero as its limit. It is therefore possible

to find a positive number h such that we have

when y < h and, consequently, / has the limit \/7r F{+ 0). We
should see similarly that when a is zero and 6 < 0, the limit of /

is - ^^nF{- 0).

Third case. Let us suppose that a and b have different signs, for

example, a < 0, 6 > 0. We have

r» Fiu) /•« F(u)

J Vy J Vy
the two integrals of the second member have the limits -v/tt F{+ 0),

— s/tt F{— 0), respectively. The limit of / is therefore

V^[J^(+0) +F{- 0)].

In particular, if the function F{u) is continuous for u = 0, the limit

of/is2V^W).
That granted, let us seek the limit of integral (11) when the

point {x, y), above AB, is approached by a point with coordinates

{xq, h) of this segment {a < xq < h). We shall first suppose that the
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point {x, y) moves on a parallel to Oy. We have to find the limit

of the integral

a Vy - h J a-xo Vy - h

when y — h approaches zero. The limit a — xq is negative, the other

one, 6 — xo is positive; if «^(^ is continuous at the point xq, the limit

is, we have just seen, 2\/7r ^[xq). At the extremities A and B of

the segment, the limit M-ill be \/tt <f){a) or Vtt 0(6).

Let us now suppose that the point (x, y) approaches an interior

point {xq, h) of the segment AB in any manner. The integral whose

limit we must find can be ^\Titten

-I

b-^ (bix + u)

a-x y/y — h

^'
- e-{u';4ly-h)] du

a-x Vy - h

^f>-^<f>(x + U) - <i>{XQ)
,

+ =^ e-^^ :'^^y-^''^ du;
J a-x Vy — h

the first integral of the second member can be put in the form

/•(6-a:)/(2V^=Â)

(13) 2 4>{xQ)e-^"dt

J (a-x)/i2''y-h)

and has the limit 2\/7t ^{xq) when x approaches the number xq

œntained between a and h and when y approaches h.

As to the second integral, it is easy to prove that it approaches

zero by decomposing it as follows :

r + r + r
V 2—X J —e. */ €

where e is a very small positive number. Let rj be an upper limit of

\<f){x + u) — (l>{xo)\, when x varies from xq — e to xq + e and u
from — e to + e; the absolute value of the second integral is less

than 2tj V^ and, consequently, can be made smaller than any
given positive number by taking e small enough. This number e

having been chosen in this manner, we prove as above that the first

and the third integrals approach zero when y — h approaches

zero and x approaches xq.
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It is to be noted that the proof no longer applies when the point

{x, y) approaches one of the extremities of the segment AB, for

integral (13) is indeterminate when x approaches a and y approaches

h ; the limit of this integral depends upon the manner in which the

point {x, y) approaches the point A (see Exercise 2).

To sum up, the value of the definite integral

m1 C^ ^v=,
(14) u{x, y) = r -^^ e-i(^-^)'/4(y-/î)! d^

approaches <f>{xo) when the point {x, y) approaches in any manner
the point {xq, h) of the interior of the segment AB of the character-

istic, while staying above this segment.

Integral (14) retains a meaning when one of its limits becomes
infinite, provided that the function 0(^) satisfies certain conditions.

If there exists a positive number K such that the product

is bounded for all values of ^ from a to + oo, the definite integral

1 r+oo
^{^)

(15) ^=^ e-[(xH)' I'^iy-M d^
'^yjTT J a Vy — h

has a meaning when the point [x, y) remains in a bounded do-

main D lying between the two characteristics y = h + e,

y = h + (1 — II)/4K, where ^ is a positive number less than 1.

Any element whatever of the integral is, in fact, less in absolute

value than the corresponding element of the integral

1 r+°
(16) p-[(He+2xè-x')my-h)] d^,

M
2 a/t^ J a Vy - h

where M is an upper limit of |^(^) e~^^^\. Now the auxiliary integral

(16) is uniformly convergent in the domain D; the same is there-

fore true of the integral (15), which consequently represents a

solution of equation (1) regular below the line y z= h + (1 — H)j4:K,

except on the part of the line y = h which extends from the point

(a, h) to infinity in the positive direction. This function is zero below

this characteristic and on the part to the left of the point {a, h).

Above the characteristic it is holomorphic in x and y. When the

point {x, y) approaches a point with the coordinates {xq, h), where

Xq > a, the limit of integral (15) is equal to ^(xq), for we can divide

the integral in two, one taken from a up to a number b < xq, the
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other taken from 6 to +00. The first, we have just seen, has the

limit (f>{xo), while the second approaches zero. Retaining the same
hypotheses on the function

(f>{^),
the conclusions clearly can be

extended to the integral and consequently to the integral^

(17) u{x,y) = —^ — p-l(xH)'m-h)]d^:

'2\^TT J _ao \/y — h

where
<f>{^)

is a continuous fimction such that ^(^) e~^^^ remains

bounded; the definite integral (17) represents a solution of equation

(1) which is holomorphic in the strip bounded by the characteristics

1

y = h, y = h H ,^ ^
4:K

and which approaches ^(xq) when the point {x, y) of this strip

approaches the point {xQ,h) of the characteristic; the number H
can, in fact, be assumed as small as we wish.

If the product ^(^) e-^S^ is bounded for any positive constant

K, the function u{x, y) is holomorphic in every region lying

above the characteristic y = h. This is so in particular if the

function
(f>{^)

is itself bounded. We could extend these properties

to the case where ^(|) has discontinuities of the first kind, but, at a

point of discontinuity xq u{x, y) does not necessarily approach

4>{xq) when the point {x, y) approaches the point {xq, h) ; it always

approaches this limit when the point {x, y) approaches the point of

discontinuity along a parallel to Oy.

Formula (17) gives the general solution of a problem in the theory

of heat, a special case of which we have already treated (III, 31).

Given a homogeneous filament, indefinite in both directions, of

very slender section, let us suppose that the temperature <f){x) of

a cross section with abscissa z, at time h, is known, and that we ask

for the temperature of any cross section at a later time. Representing

the time by the letter y, the required temperature is a function

u{x, y) of the variables x and y which, by a suitable choice of units,

satisfies equation (1); this function must be regular in the entire

part of the ary-plane lying above the line y = h, and must reduce to

<f){x) for y = h. From its physical significance, the function <f>{x)

is clearly bounded, and consequently the function u{x, y) represented

by formula (17) satisfies all the stated conditions. We shaU see later

5 One proceeds in the same manner to prove rigorously that formula (28)

of III, 30 represents the desired integral when the function f{x, y, z) remains

bounded.
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(III, 89) that it is the only one. This permits us to generalize the

remark made above (III, 31) in the particular case when the function

<f>
is periodic; the function u{x, y) which expresses the temperature

of the cross section with abscissa a: at a time yi subsequent to the

time h is an entire function of x which cannot be taken arbitrarily.

Remark. We established above (III, 15) by means of certain

hypotheses on the function F{x) a formula which represents an

integral of equation (1) reducing for y — h to the function F{x).

Poisson has shown that this formula and formula (17) can be derived

one from the other. Let us assume, for simplification, that h = 0;

formula (17) becomes, setting ^ = x + 2\/y t,

1 /.+00 _
^

u{x, y) = —-
<f>{x + 2 \/y t) e"'^ dt.

Let us replace (f){x + 2 ^/y t) by its expansion in powers of2\/y t]

the general term of the integral has the expression

' tr^e-t'dt.

nl-y/i

/•+0

J _0

If n is odd, this term is zero; supposing n even, let us replace

n by 2n. Taking account of an earlier formula, this term reduces

to [î/« ^<2«) (x)]/n\, and we have the formula of III, 15, in which

we have replaced F by </), and yo by zero.

Despite all the interest of this transformation, the argument

is clearly lacking in rigor. Moreover, the two formulas are very

far from being equivalent. The first assumes that F{x) is an entire

function of a certain kind and gives us the value of u on both sides

of the characteristic y = yo. On the contrary, formula (17) by no
means assumes the function <f>{x) to be analytic, but it is applicable

only above the line y = h.

88. Integrals analogous to the potential. Let us now take

for the path of integration an arc AB represented by the equation

X = xiy)>

the function xiy) being continuous in the interval (a, b), with a < b.

The function ^{y) being continuous in the same interval, we have
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seen that the definite integral
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(18) 0(z, y)
J a Vy

4(j/--?)

represents a solution of equation (1) which is regular, as are all its

partial derivatives of any order whatever, in every region of the

plane having no point in common with the arc AB. This function is

still continuous when the point (x, y) falls on the arc AB, for inte-

gral (18) remains uniformly convergent in the neighborhood of any
point whatever of this arc (III, 48).

Indeed, this integral taken along an infinitely small arc CD is

itself infinitely small, whatever the position of the neighboring point

{x, y); representing by H an upper bound of |<;^(t7)|, we clearly have
as an upper bound of the absolute value of the integral along this

arc an expression of the form

H
drj

Vy

which is infinitely small with the difference y — v.. We shall see a

little later that c(^/cx is discontinuous when the point {x, y) crosses

the arc AB.
The characteristics y — a, y = b, passing through the lowest

and the highest point of the arc AB, divide the plane into several

regions. Below the line A'A and on this line itself (Fig. 14), we

B' B

A

Fig. 14.

have ^(x,y) = 0; above B'B, ^{x,y) is a holomorphic analytic

function of the two variables x and y (III, 86). It remains for us to

study the nature of this function in the strip contained between
these two characteristics, to the right or to the left of arc AB. Let

us assume that the point {x, y) moves on the parallel A'B' to the
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Oy-axis, taken between the two characteristics, and having no point

in common^ with AB. Let xq be the abscissa of A'; ^{xq, y) is a

continuous function of y, along with all its partial derivatives, in

the interval (a, 6), but this is not in general an analytic function ofy,

if (l){r]) is any continuous function whatever. Indeed, the value of

this function at a point P of A'B' depends only upon the values of

^(t;) along the arc AM. If therefore we replace <f>{rj) by another con-

tinuous function ^1(17) which coincides with (f>{r)) along AM, but

which differs from it along MB, the new integral (^{x, y) will coin-

cide with <^{xQ,y) along A'P, but will be different from <^{xQ,y)

along PB' . Since the point P is any point of A'B' , it follows that

<^{xq, y) cannot be a holomorphic function of y along A'B', nor

even along any portion whatever of A'B', if the function <f){rj) is

any continuous function. However, the derivatives of this function

Q>{xq, y) satisfy certain inequalities analogous to those which char-

acterize anal5rtic functions''' (I, 191; II, 1, 84, notes).

We are first going to prove that when we give a fixed value to

y, between a and h, ^{x, y) is a holomorphic function of the complex
variable x = x' + ix" in the neighborhood of the value x = xq.

We have

[^' + ix" - x{v)f = [x' - xiv)f - ^"2 + 2ix'' [^' - x(^)];

let 2p be the minimum of \x{v) ~ ^o| when x varies from a to b.

If we have \x' — xo\ < p, \x"\ < p, the real part of [x — xiv)]^ ^^

positive and consequently the modulus of the exponential factor

in integral (18) is less than unity. The modulus of any element

whatever of this integral is therefore less than the corresponding

element of the integral

/

y H

a Vy - V

® This hypothesis does not reduce generality. Indeed, let AiBi be a segment
parallel to Oy, lying between the characteristics

y = (X., y = P, (m < a < /3 < 6),

and having no point in common with the arc AB. The integral (18) along AB
decomposes into three parts : the integral from a to a, which represents a holo-

morphic function of y along AiBi, the integral from /3 to 6 which is zero for

every point of this segment, and finally the integral from a to j3, studied in

the text.

' E. Holmgren, Comptes rendtis, December 30, 1907 and January 9, 1908;

Arkiv.for Matematik, Vol. IV, 14 and 18.
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where H is an upper bound of |<^(77)| . It follows that if we have given

to z complex values such that \z — xo| does not exceed the number

p, integral (18) is uniformly convergent and therefore represents a

holomorphic function of x in this region. The modulus of this func-

tion is less than 2H^y — a and hence less than 2H\/b — a. To
sum up, when we assign any value whatever between a and b to y,

0{x, y) is a holomorphic function of x in a circle of radius p drawn
about the point zq as center, whose modulus remains less than a

positive number M, when we have \z — xq\ ^ p, where the two

numbers M and p are independent of the value assigned to y.

At any point of A'B' , with coordinates {zq, y), we therefore have

(19)

Mn\
<

but, from equation (1) and those derived from it by successive dififer-

entiation, any integral whatever of this equation will also satisfy

the relation d^ujdy'^ = d^^ujdz^^. Therefore, setting f{y) = (t>{zo,y)

for brevity, and r = p^, the function/(y) satisfies the following condi-

tions :

1. It is continuous, as are all its partial derivatives, in the inter-

val {a, b);

2. At any point of this interval, the successive derivatives satisfy

the conditions

(19') f(n){y) < L,

where M and r are two positive numbers independent of y.

We shall say for brevity that a function f{y) satisfjdng these

conditions is of class 2 in the interval (a, 6), class 1 consisting of

holomorphic functions. It is clear moreover that these latter are

contained among the functions of class 2. We see readily that the

sum of any number of functions of class 2 is again a function of that

class ; in particular, the sum of a function of class 2 and of a holo-

morphic function is a function of the same kind.

Setting

ry X - xiv)
(20) Y{x, y) = </>{r)) ^^-^ e-ff^-xî'/W'MCî/-,)} drj

J a {y - 7?)3/2

ry 8U
= -2 <l>{r})—-drj,

J a ox
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the derivative with respect to x of integral (18) has the expression

- m^, y)-

The function T(a;, y) is again an integral of equation (1), regular

in the entire strip included between the lines y = a, y = b, except

on the path of integration F. We can extend the definition to the

entire plane by conveniently taking ^(17) = for rj > b. This func-

tion is also an analytic function of x, when we give y a constant

value; from the way in which we have derived the function ^{x, y),

it satisfies inequalities of the same form as inequalities (19), at

every point of a segment A'B', and, consequently, is a function of

y of class 2 along this segment.

The integral (20) is the analogue of the potential of double layer^

and has along F a discontinuity of which a study has been made
by Holmgren. We shall assume that the function xiv) has a con-

tinuous derivative xiv) ^^ ^^^ interval {a, b).

Following the same procedure as in III, 49, we shall study first

of all the simple case where 0(tj) = 1. The integral

(21) F{x, y) = ^^-^ e-{i^-x('/)iV4(î^-v)} d-q

J a {y - rifl^

no longer has, as in the case of Gauss's integral, a simple geometric

interpretation which makes the discontinuity intuitive; a direct

study is therefore necessary. Integral (21) retains a meaning when
the point M{x, y) coincides with a point P with coordinates {X, Y)

of arc F :

çy X - xiv)
(22) F(X,Y)=\ ùlILe-{ix-x(v)\'mY-v))drj;

but F{x, y) approaches different limits when the point {x, y)

approaches the point {X, Y), depending upon whether the point

{x, y) is to the right or to the left of arc F. To prove this, let us

consider the auxiliary integral

cv - 2v'(7j)

(23) Fi{x, y) = .11l_ e-{i^-x(#/4(î/-7)} d-q,

J a Vy - V

which is continuous on arc F, for it is of the form of those which
have been studied at the beginning of this section. We have, as an

* When the characteristic directions are the same, the characteristic coming
from any point of F can be considered as the conjugate of the tangent with
respect to the set of these two directions.
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elementary calculation proves,

(24) F{x, y) + Fiix, y) = 4.\ e-«' du,

where u = {x — x^^)]/2Vy — "q and the limits a and ^ are deter-

mined according to the position of the point (x, y). Let us first sup-

pose that this point is on the right of F, or that x > xiy) \ '^vhen 17

varies from a to y, u varies from [x — x(^)V'^Vy — a to + x.
If the point {x, y) were on the left of V, the limit j8 would be — go.

We therefore have, when the point (x, y) is not on F,

f'±Xi

F{x, y) + Fi(x, y) = 4 _ «~^' du,

a relation which, letting the point (x, y) approach the point {X, Y),

becomes
/•ioo

(25) lim F{x, y) + lim Fiix, ?/) = 4 e-^' du,

J [x-x(a)'2y/y-a]

the 4- sign corresponding to the case when the point (x, y) is on the

right of F, and the — sign to the contrarj^ case.

If we have x = X,y = Y, the limits for u are [X — x^^)]/^VY ~ ^

and zero ; formula (24) gives

(26) F(X, Y) + FiiX, 7) = 4
I

e-«' du.

Subtracting the relations (25) and (26) member by member, and
noting that Fi(x, y) is continuous at the point {X, Y), we get

(27) lim F{x, y) = F{X, 7) + 4
|

"
e-«' du = F{X, Y) ± 2v^.

In this formula we must take the + or — sign according as the point

{z, y) is to the right or to the left of F.

Let us now consider any integral of the form (20), which we
can write as

(20') T(x,2/)= [^[r^)-^y)] i^e-([a:-x(,)l''4(i/-,)}d^

J a {y - r?
3/2

[y - 1?^^

a (y - V)^'"J a (y - v)^-'^
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If the function ^{y) satisfies the Lipschitz condition in the interval

(a, 6), the absolute value of any element of the first integral is less

than the corresponding element of an integral

J

Hd-q

aVy - V

Consequently, this integral is uniformly convergent in the neigh-

borhood of any point {X, Y) of F and represents a continuous func-

tion in the neighborhood of F. The discontinuity of W{x, y) when
the point {x, y) approaches a point {X, Y) is inferred immediately

from the discontinuity of the second integral which we have just

studied and we have, finally, the general formula

(28) \imY{x,y) = ± 2^7T<f>{Y)

+
I

(^^) _ 21LL e-{\x-x{v^]'WY-v)} d-q,

J a (F - 7y)3/2

where the sign must be taken as above.

In the particular case where the arc F is a segment of the line

X = xq, the integral which occurs in the second member is identic-

ally zero. We infer from this that the limit of the integral

1 ry ~ ~„
U{x, y) = -—^ <f){r))

—^e-^(x-Xo)'Wy-n)] d-q

'y X — xq

is equal to ± (f>(Y) when the point approaches a point (xq, Y) of this

line.

89. Extension of Green's formula. Applications. Let us

consider any two functions <f){x, y), ^{x, y) of the variables [x, y),

possessing derivatives up to the second order; we have identically,

^{ ) and ^( ) having the same meaning as above (III, 84),

(29) ^^{<f>) -<f>n'p) = - «At^
-

<f>i-\
--(#)•

ox L 8x cx\ oy

If the functions ^ and ^ are continuous, as well as the partial

derivatives of these functions which occur in the preceding formula,

in the interior of a finite domain D bounded by a contour C, we
derive from this formula (29) the following relation, which is the
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equivalent of Green's formula (III, 50) :

(30) f f [^J^{cf>) -<f>^{rP)]dzdy
J J (D)

r ( c(p cip\

=
J

cf„f; dx + U -- -
<f>
—

j
dy,

where the line integral is taken in the positive direction. We readily

infer from it a series of consequences entirely like those which have

been developed for Laplace's equation. Replacing i/r by unity and ^
by an integral u of equation (1), regular in D, we obtain the new
relation

f cu
(31) udx + —dy = 0,

J c ex

which is evidently equivalent to equation (1) itself, from Green's

first formula. Similarly, replacing tp by unity and <p by the square,

m2, of a regular integral in D, we get

n/du\^ r du— dxdy= u^dx + 2u— dy.

{D) \dxl J c dx

From this formula, analogous to formula (12a) of III, 50, we
derive an important consequence. Let u{x, y) be a regular integral

in the interior of a contour ABFE like that of Figure 15, formed of

two segments AB, EF of characteristics, and of two arcs AE, BF,
each of which can be intersected in only one point by a characteristic

;

the segment EF is above AB, and one or the other, or even both,

of these segments can reduce to a point. // this integral is zero along

the two arcs AE, BF and the segment AB, it is zero in the entire domain.

I

-—
/Vf""

Fig. 15.

B
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Indeed, let M be any point of this domain and PQ the segment of

the characteristic passing through M and included between the arcs

AE and BF. Relation (32) applied to the domain D bounded by the

contour ABQPA gives

2 (— ) dxdy + u^ dx = 0,

J J (D')\ClX/ J PQ

since u is zero by hypothesis along PABQ. Since all the elements of

these two integrals are positive or zero, we must therefore have
M = all along PQ, and consequently u is zero in the entire domain
D, since M is any point of this domain. We conclude from this that

there cannot exist two regular integrals in the domain D, assuming

given values along AB, AE, and BE. The problem of determining

this integral is analogous to the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace

equation. The reasoning which precedes proves that it cannot have
more than one solution, but it does not prove that the one solution

exists.

To obtain a relation analogous to the fundamental formula (13)

of III, 51, it is sufficient to apply the same method, replacing the

function log r by the fundamental solution U{x,y;^,rj). Let M
be a point with coordinates {xq, yo) in the preceding domain, M'
be a neighboring point in the same domain, with coordinates

{xq, yo + h), where ^ is a positive number. Let us apply the general

formula (30), replacing the letters x and y by the letters ^, 17, re-

spectively, and taking for
(f>

an integral u{^, -q) of equation (I),

regular in D, and for i/r the function

Uq = U{xo,yo + h;i,rj),

which is a solution of the adjoint equation regular in the same
domain. This formula now gives us the relation

r (du 8Uo\
u{l r,) U{xo, yo + h;i,r))d^ + {Uq— - u——\ drj = 0,

J c \ c^ c^ J

where C represents the contour ABQPA ; this can be rewritten as

(33) u{è, yo) e-(^o-|)V4/i __
J PQ y^h

= u{^,r])U {xo,yo + h;^,T])di
J (PAB Q)

I du aC7o\
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We have seen above (III, 87) that the first member of this equality-

has 2\/7T u{xo, yo) as a limit when the positive number h approaches

zero, since xq is included between the abscissas of the points P and Q.

The limit of the second member is obtained immediately, since

U{zo, yo + h; ^,7)) and cUq/c^ are continuous functions of h along

the contour PABQ. Suppressing the indices of the letters xq, yo, we
therefore obtain the relation

(34) u{z, y) = —-= f uil Tj) U{x, y;lr,) d$
Z\/tt J {PABQ,

+ \U U d-n,

\ 8^ HI
which is the analogue of relation (13) of III, 51. Replacing U by its

expression, it can be written again as

1 c e-^-^-^'/^C!/-,) r du
(35) u{x, y) = -—

\ u{i, v)d$ + — dri

2^7T J (PABQ) Vy - V I H
x - $

- «(^. v)
—

(^v

2(y - v)

Formula (35) does not give the solution of the problem with

boundary conditions which was under consideration just now, for

the second member can be calculated only if the values of cu/c^

along the arcs AE and BF are known. We can however eliminate

the value of cu/c^ on every part of the contour composed of a

line segment (see Exercise 3).

Poisson's formula of III, 87 can be derived as a limiting case

of the general formula (35). Let us assume that in the portion of

the strip bounded by the two characteristics with ordinates h and

h + 8 passing through A and E, lying to the right of the arc AE,
the integral u{x, y) is regular and moreover that there exists a

positive number K such that the products

cu
u{x, y) e~^^^, — e~^^

ex

9 Everj' integral of the equation ^{u) = /(x, y), regiilar in D, satisfies a

relation which differs from relation (35) only by the addition to the second

member of the term

^ f f /(6 ,,)e-[(=t-{)'/(4(i/-ij)]

2-v/w J -1 (D')

d^ d-q

Vy - v'
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are bounded in this domain. We are going to look for what formula

(35) gives when we take for BF a segment of the line x = R, where

i? is a positive number which we shall make increase indefinitely.

The portion of the line integral arising from BQ is equal to

We are going to prove that this integral approaches zero when R
increases indefinitely, provided that the numbers K and 8 satisfy

a certain condition. Let us take the first part; by hypothesis the

product {8u/8$) e-^^^ is bounded, and consequently the absolute

value of this integral is less than

M ry 'iiy-v)

-e-^R' dy,

^Vtt J h Vy — rj

where ikf is a fixed number and € an arbitrary positive number. The
factor e~^^^ approaches zero when R increases indefinitely, so that

it is sufficient to show that the absolute value of the integral

MK+e){y-ri)R*-{X-R)*
e-

ry My-tj)

(37) drj

J h Vy — rj

maintains a finite value. Now, the numerator of the exponent is

smaller than 4{K + e) 8R^ — {x — R)^, and this numerator will

be negative for very large values of R if the coefficient of R^, that

is 4:{K + e) S — 1, is negative; the absolute value of integral (37)

is therefore less than
'y d-q

Ïh Vy - V

which has a finite value. The first part of integral (36) therefore

approaches zero when R increases indefinitely, provided that 5 is

less than 1/[4{K + e)]; and, since e is an arbitrary positive number,

this condition will be satisfied if the numbers K and S satisfy the

relation 4X8 < 1. We should prove in the same manner that the

second part of integral (36) also approaches zero when R increases

indefinitely and, in formula (35), the path of integration PABQ
must be replaced by the segment PA and the segment of the char-

acteristic extending from point A to infinity towards the right.

If the integral u{x, y) is regular in every strip bounded by the two
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characteristics y — h, y = h + 8, and if in this strip the products

u e-^^^ du/8x e-^^^ remain bounded, the two positive num-
bers K and S satisfying the relation 4K8 < 1, we can likewise

take for the curve AE a segment of the line x = — R, where R is

a positive number which we shall make increase indefinitely. We
verify as just now that the portion of the line integral (35) arising

from PA approaches zero, and formula (35) becomes in the limit

(38) u{x, y) = -—( '^ -^-^-
^^^^ ^^^

•+00 ^-(x-i? I\(y—ri\

'^VtT J _oo Vy — T]

where <f>{x) is the value of the integral u{x, h) along the characteristic

y = h; we have again Poisson's formula (17) of III, 87. If the

products u{x, y) e~^^^ dujdx e~^^^ remain bounded in the part

of the plane lying above the characteristic y — h, however small

the positive number K, the number 8 can be taken as large as we
wish, and therefore formula (38) is applicable in all this part of the

plane.

90. Properties of integrals. Formula (35) permits us to prove

several important properties of integrals of equation (1). Let

u{x, y) be a regular integral in a domain D. Let us take in the

interior of -D a partial domain bounded like the one in the preceding

paragraph, for example a rectangle R bounded by two segments
AB, EF of characteristics and two parallels AE, BF to the Oy axis.

Applying formula (35) to any point M of this rectangle, with co-

ordinates X, y, the function u{x, y) is expressed as a sum of line

integrals taken along AB, AP, BO, respectively. The integral along

AB is an analytic function of the two variables x, y in the rectangle

R (III, 87) ; each of the integrals taken along the segments AP, BQ
is the sum of a function <i>{x, y) and of a function W{x, y) (III, 88).

The integral u{x,y) therefore has the same properties in the rect-

angle R as these functions themselves : all its partial derivatives are

regular in this rectangle ; if we give a constant value t/o to y, u{x, yo)

is a holomorphic function of x, while if x is given a constant value

xq, u{xo, y) is a function of y of class 2.

Since every line segment parallel to one of the axes and lying

entirely in the domain D, can be enclosed in the interior of a rect-

angle just as the preceding one was itself contained in D, we can

therefore state the following theorems: // an integral u(x, y) is

regular in a domain D, 1. all its partial derivatives are regular in

the same domain; 2. along a segment of a characteristic interior to
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D, u(x, y) is a holomorphic function of x; 3. along a line segment

parallel to Oy interior to'D,u{x,y) is a function of y of class 2.

These properties belong also to the partial derivatives of u{x, y),

since they are themselves integrals of equation (1). In particular,

dujdx is a function of y of class 2 along every segment parallel to Oy
lying in the interior of a domain where u{x, y) is regular. Conversely,

given two functions of class 2 in an interval {a,b), <f>{y), ^{y), there

exists an integral satisfying the Cauchy conditions for x = xq:

u{xo,y) = <f>{y), (—) = ijjiy),

and regular in the rectangle bounded by the lines y = a, y = b,

X = xq ± r, where r is a suitable positive number. Indeed, the

partial derivatives of the functions <l>{y), ^(y) satisfy by hypothesis

the inequalities

M{2n) M{2n)\
(39) |<A<«)(2/)| < ,

|0'«)(t/)| < -,

for every value of y in the interval (a, 6) ; M and p are two positive

numbers which we can evidently take the same for the two functions.

Series (6), considered in III, 85, as well as those derived from it by
differentiating twice with respect to x or once with respect to y,

are uniformly convergent, from relations (39), whatever the value of

y in the interval (a, h), provided that we have {x — xq) < p*. The
sum of this series represents, therefore, an integral of equation (1)

satisfying the Cauchy conditions. It is moreover the only integral

satisfying these conditions which is regular in the domain D en-

closing in its interior the line segment considered. Indeed, if there

did exist two of them, their difference would be a regular integral

in D, and zero, as well as its derivative with respect to x, all along

this line segment. All the partial derivatives of this integral would
therefore be zero along the same segment and, since this integral is

an analytic function oix, it would follow that it is identically zero.i^

The preceding properties have been generalized by considering

instead of a line segment parallel to Oy an arc of the curve AB,
represented by an equation x = x{y)> where xiy) is a holomorphic

1'' If the functions (f>(y) and ^(3/) satisfy the inequalities

MT[n(l + a)]
,

,
MT[n{l + a)]

(39') \<t>M(y)\< ^
^

, l^<"'(2/)l <
p" p"

where a is a positive number less than 1 , for every value of y in the interval

(o, b), formula (6) represents an integral satisfying the Cauchy conditions which
is regular in the strip included between the characteristics y = a, y = b.
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function of y in the interval {a, b). If an integral u{z, y) is regular

in a domain D enclosing the arc AB in its interior, the function

u{x{y), y], to which it is equal along this arc is of class 2. Conversely,

given two functions (j>{y), tp{y), of class 2 in an interval (a, h), there

exists one and only one integral of equation (1), regular in a domain
enclosing the arc AB, and bounded by the lines y = a, y = b, and
the two curves x = xiy) ± f (where r is a positive number) satis-

fying the Cauchy conditions along arc AB
du

(40) uix, y) =
<f>{y), — = 4,{y), for x = xiy)-

ex

We shall refer to the works of Holmgren for the proofs, Schwarz's

theorem on the analytic extension of a harmonic function has like-

wise been extended by Holmgren to integrals of equation (1).

Let u{x, y) be a regular integral in a domain D; we say that it can

be extended into a domain D' contiguous to the first if there exists

an integral U{x, y), regular in the domain D + D', which coincides

with u{x, y) in D. If the domain D is bounded in part by an arc AB,
which is intersected in only one point by a characteristic, the

extension of u{x, y) across this arc AB can be possible in only one
way, since along a characteristic, u{x, y) is a holomorphic function

of X. We have noted above that this was no longer true of it across a

segment of a characteristic (III, 88). This granted, let us assume that

the arc AB is represented by the equation x = xiv)* where the func-

tion xiy) is holomorphic for every value of y between a and b, and
that uix, y) is a regular integral on one side of this arc, to the right,

for example, and assumes on AB a set of given values /(?/). In order

to be able to extend this integral u{x, y) across the arc AB, it is

necessary and sufficient that the function f(y) be of class 2 ii in any
interval (a, )3) included in the interval (a, b).

iiWe deduce from this proposition a result analogous to that which has been
indicated (footnote 7, Chap. V) relative to the generalized Cauchy problem.
Let it be required to determine an integral u(x, y), satisfying the Cauchy
conditions (40) and defined on one side only of the arc AB on which the values

are given. This problem is in general impossible if the functions <f>{y) and i^(?/)

are any continuous functions. Indeed, let ui{x, y) be a regular integral on the

same side of the arc AB and satisfying the first Cauchy condition (see section

91); the difference u{x,y) — ui(x,y), being zero along the arc AB, can be
extended to the other side and consequently

du dui 8ux
= 0(2/)

8x ex ex

must be a function of y of class 2 along the entire segment AB not including

the extremities.
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91. Problems with boundary conditions. Let Z) be a domain
bounded as in III, 89 by two segments AB, EF of characteristics

with ordinates h and I (I > h), and two arcs of the curve AE, BF,
included between these characteristics, defined respectively by the

two equations x = xi(î/), x = x^iy); the functions ^i, X2, x'l' x'2.

are assumed continuous in the interval {h, I) and ^i > X2- We pro-

pose to prove that there exists one and only one integral, regular

in the domain D, which reduces on each of the arcs AE, BF to a

given continuous function fi{y) or f2{y), and on AB to another

continuous function g{x) which agrees with the first ones at the

points A and B. We can assume, without loss of generality, that

g{x) = 0; indeed, we have seen (III, 87) how we can form in an
infinite number of ways, a regular integral above the arc AB and
assuming the given values on AB. Let ui{x, y) be one of these inte-

grals; setting u — ui = z, the new unknown function z{x, y) must
reduce to zero along arc AB and to given continuous functions of y
along arcs AE, BF. We shall therefore assume that we have made
this transformation first of all, and that consequently we have

g{x) = 0.

From what has been said in III, 89, this problem does not have

more than one solution. To prove that this solution exists, it is

sufficient to employ a method analogous to Neumann's (III, 57) of

trying to represent the desired integral as a sum of functions T(x, y)

(III, 88). For this purpose, let us set

(41) u{x,y)=\ fxiir,)- i^e-[^-x.(7)P/4(3/-,)rf^

J h (y - 7?)3/2

^ - X2{v)

{y - -n?""

where /xi and yu^ are continuous functions to be determined in the

interval {h, I). From what we have proven above, u{x, y) is a regular

integral in D, zero along AB. When the point {x, y) approaches

a point (X, Y) of the arc AE, while remaining to the right of

this arc, u{x, y) must approach /i( Y ), which requires that we have
[formula (28)]

(42)

J h [Y - T))^'^

+ ^2(t?) ^^-—^ ^^ e-{ix.(y)-^2(7)iV4(y-v)} drj = /i( Y).
J h {Y - Tjfl^

J h
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Similarly, by observing that u{x, y) approaches /2( Y) when the

point {x, y) approaches a point with ordinate Y of the arc BF, while

remaining to the left of this arc, we obtain an entirely similar relation

(43)

J h (Y - rjY'^

C^ X2iY) - X2{r))

+ /^2(^) ^^ ^ e-{[x.(r)-xa(v.iV4(F-,)} dr] = /2( F).
J h {Y - fiY'^

The two relations (42) and (43) form a system of integral equations

of the form

/.l(y)+ [ iMi{rj)Ki{Y,r))drj+ ( ^t2{v)K2{Y,r^) drj = Fi{Y),
J h J h

MY)+ f H-i{ri)Hi{Y,ri)drj+ T t,2{v)H2{Y,rj)drj ^ F2{Y),
J h J h

Kl, K2, Hi, H2, Fi, F2 being given functions, and [mi, /x2 the unknown
functions. We shall prove in the following chapter that this system

has one and only one solution, under certain conditions which are

satisfied here.

Instead of being given the value of the unknown function at

each point of the arcs AE, BF, we can be given the value of dujdx,

or, more generally, assume that on each of these arcs we know the

value oîu{x, y), where this function satisfies a relation of the form

du
(45) — + X{y) u = f{y),

ox

where X{y) and f{y) are known functions of y. We come again to a

system of two integral equations of the form (44) in seeking to

represent the unknown function by the sum of a function (t>{x, y)

and of a function W{x, y), or by the sum of two functions 0(x, y)

(III, 88). It is sufiicient to replace a function W{x, y) in formula (41)

by a function 0(a:, y), defined by an integral taken along that one

of the arcs for which the unknownn function satisfies a relation of the

form (45), and to observe that df^/dx is a function ^{x, y). The
application of relation (28) leads again to a system of two integral

equations. We have directly solved a problem of this sort in III, 32,
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for equation (35) in that section differs only in notation from equa-

tion (1) in this chapter. Since the solution obtained is an odd func-

tion of r, the given data of the problem make known the value of

the unknown function v in the interval {— R, + R) for < = 0, and
we have, besides, a linear relation between dvjdr and v for r = ±R.

Let us consider the domain Si formed by the portion of the strip

between two characteristics, lying to the right or to the left of an

arc r, defined by an equation x = xiv)- Assuming that one of the

arcs AE, BF of Figure 15 recedes indefinitely, we are led as a limiting

case to the following problem : To determine a regular integral in Qj,

zero along the part of the characteristic which hounds this domain

from below, knowing the value of this integral at each point of F, or

knowing that along F, u and du/dx satisfy a relation of the form (45).

We shall again seek to represent, according to the case, the

unknown function u{x, y) by a function 0(a;, y) or by a function

T(x, y), which will lead to one integral equation for the deter-

mination of the auxiliary unknown which occurs under the sign
J.

Let us take, for example, the first case, and let us set

rv X - xiv)
u{x, y) = iJL{-ri)

--^ e-(i^-x'('/)i'/4(2/-,)} d-q
;

J h {y - rjl?'^

the function /x(7y) is determined by the integral equation

(46) ± 2y/^p,{y)

xiy) - xiv)

{y - i?i^

This equation is solved immediately if the curve F reduces to a

segment of the line x = xq, for then we have xiy) = x(^) ^^^ ^^
infer from that + 2\/tt ii(y) = f{y). This result has already been

pointed out at the close of III, 88.

The solution of these different problems also reduces to the

determination of an integral of the adjoint equation playing the

same role as Green's function. We shall restrict ourselves, for the

sake of definiteness, to the first of these problems, the one in which

we are given the values of u along the contour EABF (Fig. 15),

this integral being zero along AB. If we also knew the values of

dujdx along the arcs AE, BF, the value of w at a point (x, y) of the

domain D would be given by formula (35), which here becomes

(47) u{x, y)

1 r p-{xHfWy-v) I [du X - i ^ \= r =^ u{$'V) \drj+ud$].

+ [ ^(^) Ù1Z1 Ù111 e-My)-x(r,)\'Wy-v)) d-q = f{y).
J h
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Let g{x, y; ^,rj) be an integral of the adjoint equation

321

— + - =
C^ Cl)

depending upon the two parameters (x, y), regular in the interior of

the contour P^5Ç, and assuming the value zero at each point of the

segment FQ and the same values as

e-'z-£)^'4(!/-)7)

along FA and BQ. Since the two functions u[^, t^), g{z, y, i, -q) are

regular in the interior of the contour ABQPA, the general formula

(30) gives, since u = along AB and g = along PQ,

(48)
2y/7TJ (PA^BQ)

cu eg'

df] + ug d^.

Subtracting the two preceding equalities (47) and (48) member by
member, cujc^ disappears, from the hj-pothesis concerning the values

of g along the arcs AP, BQ, and there remains

(49) u{x,y)

1

2V7
u[Lri)

TT J {PA^BQ)

x-i

2\/7r J {PA^BQ)

where we have set

cg_

Vii 2{y - rj^i^

cG

e-(x-Q\A{v-r^)\ drj

(50) G{z,y:$,r]) = g{x,y;i,r]) -
1

Vy - V

e-[ix-i)',i(y-v)] drj.

We notice the analogy of formula (49) with formula (37) (III, 62),

which gives the solution of the Dirichlet problem.

Comments and Exercises

1. The conditions obtained in section 85 for the coefficients of

Fix)

M n\ M n\

\a2n\ < — -7—7> I^Sn+l] <
r» (2n)î r« (2n + 1)!
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can be transformed as follows. The first, for example, can be written

V^ V (2w)!

and, upon replacing n\ and {2n)\ by their asymptotic expressions,

(I, 141), we arrive at an inequality of the form

\/2n

where L is independent of n. We have an entirely similar inequality

for the radical 2'*+^'\/|^2w+r| and, consequently, the product

^n "vT^I remains bounded. (Le Roux, Bulletin des Sciences

mathématiques, Vol. XIX, 2nd series, 1895, p. 127).

2. To find the limit of the integral (III, 87)

ça 1

/ = —=: e-(^-?^V4i/ d^^ {a > 0),

when X and y approach zero, let us write, setting ^ = x -\- 2y/yt,

Ma-z)/2\'y r'O r(a-x) HZy
7 = 2 _ e-i'dt=2\ _e-t'dt+2\ e-t' dt.

J -{xl2^y) J -{x/2'Jy) Jq

When X and y approach zero, the second integral approaches ^/7^,

but the first has a limit only if xf\/y approaches a limit 2A, and
this limit is

t e-«' dt.

A
We easily pass from this particular case to the general case in

which we should have under the sign J a function (f>{i) as a factor.

3. When, in Figure 15, the curve AE is a part of a line, we can

make the portion of the line integral along AP, which depends

upon 8u/ô$, vanish in formula (35).

Let {xi, y) be the coordinates of a point Mi exterior to the domain
D, having the same ordinate as the point M{x, y) ; since the function

U{x]_, y; ^,7)) is regular in this domain, we have, from the general

formula (30),

(35')

!> e-(a:i-|)V4(2/-7;) r 0^ ^Ti - ^ "1

,
Uiè, r])di+ — d'q- Uii, ->?) dr] = 0.

J PAQB Vy - 7) L di 2(y-r]) J
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To be able to combine the two relations (35) and (35') in such a

way as to eliminate the values of cujc^ along AE, it is suflBcient to

be able to choose the two numbers xi and K in such a way that we
have, all along AE, the relation

{X - èf - (xi - ^)2 = 4^{y - r,).

Now, if we consider (^, r)) as the running coordinates, this equation

represents a straight line. In order that segment AE be a part of

this line, it will be sufficient to choose on the prolongation of PQ
the point 3Ii{xi, y) s;yTnmetric to M A\-ith respect to the point P
and then to determine the constant K by equating, for example,

the coefficients which give the slopes.

4. If u{x,y) is an integral of equation (1), the same is true of

the function

r cu
ui{x, y) = \udx -\

J dx
dy.

The values of ëujcx on the arcs AE, BF (Fig. 15) are equal to

the values of u on these arcs.

5. WTien, in Figure 15, arc AE is a segment of the line x = xq,

and the arc BF is taken off to infinity toward the right, the Green's

function g(x, y; ^,r]) for a point {x, y) lying to the right of AE,
in the strip included between the two characteristics passing through

the points A and E, has the expression

1—^^^ g-(2xo-a;-g) /4(j/-7/)_

Vv - V

Derive from this the result established at the end of section 88.
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Abel's theorem, 109, 191, 265

Adjoint equation, 146 ff., 157; de-

fined, 147; for elliptic equation,

232; see also Riemann's method
Ampère, André Marie, 54

Analj^ic continuation : necessary and
sufficient conditions for, 196; of a
harmonic function, 195 ff.

Analytic functions of complex
variables, 245

Analj^ic integrals, 293 ff.

Annular area, Dirichlet's problem for,

242

Appell, Paul, 255, 290, 293
Arc: analytic, 195, 196; regular, 195,

196

Asymptotic series, 42 ff.

Auxiliary system, 1

"Balayage", 206, 289

Bernoulli's series, 132

Bernoulli's solution, 132

Bernstein, Serge, 231

Bessel equation, 153

Betti, Enrico, 290
Bi-star-shaped convex surface, 270;

see also Surface

Block, H., 290
Boggio, Torrmaaso, 242
Bohl, P., 28

Bouligand, Georges, 174, 206
Boussinesq, 98, 99, 108

Bruns, 251

Canonical forms: for completely
linear equations, 83; for linear

equations, 82

Cauchy, Augustin L., 98
Cauchy's conditions, 116, 121, 143,

149, 150, 164, 316

Cauchy's data, 113-19, 121, 122,

124, 125, 130, 144

Cauchy's formula, 168

Cauchy's general existence theorems,

47, 49-53, 60, 185, 238
Cauchy's integral, 184, 237

Cauchy's problem: first solution of,

142 ff. ; for a first order equation,

66; for a second order equation,

47, 50, 54; generalized, 317n; in a

special case, 84 ff. ; indeterminate

situation presented, 91

Characteristic, 55, 71, 125; conjugate

net of, 87; determination of

integral from values along, 2,

133 ff. ; equation referred to, 81

families of, 61; in heat theory, 69

of equations in n variables, 89 ff.

properties of, 59 ff. ; systems of, 66

Characteristic cone, 163

Characteristic curves, 51, 52, 59,

80

Characteristic equation, 34

Characteristic exponents, 27

Characteristic hypersurfaces, 90

Characteristic manifold, 60, 105;

see also Characteri.stic

Classification of linear equations,

79 ff.

Completely linear equations, 95 ff.

Conditional stability, 30, 44

Conditions: boundary, 129; initial,

129; problems with boundary,

318 ff.

Conformai representation, 216 ff.

Conformai transformations, 219, 225,

245

Conjugate net of characteristics, 87

Connectivity, multiple, of a domain,

222
Conormal, 162, 165-67

Continuation: see Analytic continua-

tion

Contour: convex, closed, 203—04;

convex, for Dirichlet's problem,

201; simple, 171
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Cooling: Newton's law of, 110; of a

sphere, 110 ff.

Cotton, E., 7, 28, 41, 274

Coulon, 160

Cylindrical waves, 103 ff.

D'Adhémar, 160, 162, 166

Darboux, Gaston, 1, 50, 75, 79, 133,

146, 169, 238

Derivative, in a fixed direction,

160-61

Developable surface, 55, 71, 127

Diffusion of sound, 104

Dini's formula, 241

Directional derivative, 160-61

Dirichlet, Peter Gustav Lejeune, 40,

283

Dirichlet's conditions. 111, 132, 194

Dirichlet's formula, 138

Dirichlet's principle, 199, 201, 216
Dirichlet's problem, 98, 185, 186,

199 ff. ; exterior, for three dimen-
sions, 259; for annular area, 242;

generalization of, 206 ff., 226; in

space, 244 ff. ; interior, for three

dimensions, 257

Discontinuity, lines of, 157

Dominant functions, 3, 134

Edge of regression, 127

Electricity, distribution of, 97

Elements, united, 53 ; see also Surface

element

Elliptic (linear equation), 81; in n
variables, 92

Elliptic functions, 242, 243

Equations of variation, 1 ff., 18 ff.

Fatou, 190

Fourier, Jean Baptiste Joseph, 108,

112, 290

Fourier series, 109, 112, 132, 190-92,

194

Fredholm, 206

Functions: of class 1, 307; of class 2,

307, 316, 317; see also Green's

function, Laplace's function, Rie-

mann's function, etc.

Gases, rectilinear motion of, 72, 124

Gauss's formula, 283, 284

Gauss's integral, 251, 269, 308
Gauss's mean value theorem, 185
General integral: see Integral

Gevrey, 290
Goursat, Edouard, 47, 61, 124,

157

Green's formula: (first) 116, 121, 182,

200, 253, 311; (second) 181-83,

245, 253-57; extension of, 310-15
Green's function, 219 ff., 232 ff.,

242, 272 ff.; for the exterior

problem, 222, 273; 0(x,y;a,b),

220; in a finite, bounded domain,
273

;
properties of, 223 ff.

Green's theorem, 101, 124; see also

Green's formula

Hadamard, Jacques, 41, 98, 127,

157, 160, 166, 201, 226, 234, 275
Hadamard's example, 238
Harmonic function, 173; in a domain,

170; in a domain of space, 244 ff. ;

maximum/minimum of, 173, 185;

positive in entire plane, 188;

properties of, 175 ff. ; regular and
zero at infinity, 258

Harnack's theorem, 192-95, 212,

231, 262

Heat: dispersion of, 97; mechanical
theory of, 69, 303; propagation of

in an unbounded medium, 105 ff.

Hedrick, Earle Raymond, 234

Hermite polynomials, 292

Hessian, 39, 40
Hilbert, David, 234
Holmgren, E., 275, 290, 306, 308, 317
Homogeneous polynomial of nth

degree (in 3 variables), 245
Hugoniot, 72, 126

Hugoniot's problem, 168

Hyperbolic (linear equation), 81;

in n variables, 92

Hypergeometric series, 169

Hypersphere, 31, 105

Instability, condition for, 38; see

also Stability, Unstable solution

Integral : general, Darboux s defini-

tion, 50; regular (in a domain), 113,

136

Integral equations, 96, 202
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Integral surface: and characteristic

manifolds, 60; geometrical mean-
ing, 48, 52

Integro-differential equation, 169

Intermediate integrals, 65, 70, 71;

necessary and sufficient condition

for existence of, 75; of a linear

equation, 72; sufficient condition

for existence of, 73

Invariants, 74 ff.

Inversion, 226, 238

Jacobians, 246

Jacobian system, 92

Jamet, 169

Joachimsthal surfaces, 87

Kelvin, Lord, 245

Kelvin's theorem, 268
Kelvin's transformation, 246, 258,

259

Kirchhoff, Gustav Robert, 160

Lagrange, Joseph, 40

Lagrange's theorem, 41

Laplace, Pierre Simon de, 75

Laplace's equations, 85, 112, 170,

181, 198, 214, 234, 244-46, 274,

290, 311

Laplace's formula, as a special case

of Poisson's formula, 281

Laplace's functions, 262—66

Laplace's transformations, 75—79

Lebesgue, Henri L., 174, 213
Legendre polynomial, 263

Le Roux, J., 96, 99, 322

Levi, E., 290
Levi, E.-E., 290

Lichtenstein, 190, 231

Lie, Sophus, 87

Linear equation with constant co-

efficients, 96; Weierstrass's theorem
on, 99

Lines of curvature, 68, 87

Liouville's equation, 71

Liouville's theorem, 188, 262

Lipschitz condition, 4-6, 14, 158, 310
Lipschitz inequality, 14

Logarithmic potential: of double

layer, 180; of single layer, 179

Loop, problem of, 108 ff.

Lyapunov, Aleksandr Mikhailovich,

31, 41, 42, 45

Magnetism, theory of, 250, 287
Manifold, 53

Maximum, improper, 185

Mean curvature, zero, 88

Mean value formula for harmonic
functions in 3 variables, 255

Mean value theorem (Gauss), 185

Minimal surfaces, 88

Mixed problem, 98, 119 ff., 125, 129

Molk, 243

Monge-Ampère equations, 47-88

Monge-Ampère integration, 66

Monge surfaces, 87

Montel, Paul, 219

Net, conjugate: see Conjugate net

Neumann, Carl Gottfried, 201, 202

Neumann's problem, 236, 237, 241

Newtonian potential, 276—88; of

double layer, 287, 288; of single

layer, 246-50

Newton's law of cooling, 110

Newton's law of gravitation, 277

Non-bi-star-shaped convex surface,

270; see also Surface

Orthogonal trajectories, 94

Painlevé, Paul, 1, 41, 245

Parabolic (linear equation), 81; in n
variables, 92

Paraf, 206
Parameter: equations depending on,

12 ff. (general theorem, 13); when
a particular system of integrals is

known, 13 ff. (theorem, 16)

Periodic solutions, 1, 24 ff.

Petrini, 281

Picard, (Charles) Emile, 20, 28, 45,

109, 111, 132, 153, 157, 170, 174,

192, 219, 231, 234, 262, 265

Picard's method of successive approx-

imations, 2, 8, 133 ff., 157; applied

to linear equations, 2; applied to a

semi-linear system, 4 ; first theorem,

170 ff., 213; second theorem,

extension to harmonic functions in

3 dimensions, 170 ff., 256
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Plemelj, 287

Poincaré, Henri, 1, 19, 20, 28, 42, 45,

111, 206, 284

Poincaré's lemma, 289

Poincaré's method of "balayage,"

206, 289

Poincaré's theorem, 1, 20 ff.

Point: ordinary, 195; ordinary, of a

surface, 246; regular, 195, see also

Singular point

Poisson, Simeon Denis, 98, 290

Poisson's formula, 223, 229, 238,

280-83, 298-304, 313, 315; see also

Laplace's formula

Poisson's integral, 170-98, 206, 260,

262

Pole, 175

Potential : in telegrapher's equation,

154; Newtonian, 276-88; New-
tonian, of double layer, 287, 288,

Newtonian, of single layer, 246-50;

of double layer, 240, 250, 287 ; of

single layer, 239; of single layer,

normal derivatives of, 284 ff. ; of

three variables, properties of, 282;

spherical, 99; see also logarithmic

potential

Principal integrals, 96, 99
Problem: exterior, 215; exterior in 2

and 3 dimensions, essential differ-

ence, 259; interior, 215; interior

Dirichlet, 221; interior for the

sphere, solution of, 260; mixed, 98;

well defined, 97

Propagation of heat in an unbounded
medium, 105 ff.

Propagation of sound, 97 ; in space,

94 ff.

Reducible (to linear equations)

system, 41

Regular function: at infinity, 214,

259; in a domain D, 291

Riccati's equation, 70; general inte-

gral of, 70

Riemann, Georg Friedrich Bernhard,
140, 146, 199, 216, 258

Riemann-Hugoniot phenomenon, 127

Riemann's equation, 169

Riemann's function: G(x, y; $, t?; A),

140, 141; u(x,y;^,rj), 151, 155

Riemann's method, 146 ff., 160; see

also Adjoint equation

Riemann's proof (on Dirichlet prob-

lem), 199-201

RoUe's theorem, 292
Ruled surface, 68

Schlafli, Ludwig, 290
Schmidt, Erhard, 251

Schwarz, Hermann Amandus, 196

Schwarz's theorems, 198, 317

Singular point, 195, 198; essential,

175; isolated, 174

Solution, fundamental, 234, 296 ff.

Sound: diffusion of, 104; equation,

98 ff.; propagation of, 97, 98 ff.;

propagation of in space, 94 ff.

Sphere, cooling of a, 110 ff.

Stability, 28 ff., 31 ff., 35, 39, 45 ff.;

conditional, 30, 42, 44; condition

for, 38

Stable equilibrium, 40
Successive approximations : see

Picard's method of successive

approximations
Surface: bi-star-shaped convex, 207;

convex, 269; Joachimsthal, 87;

Monge, 87; non-bi-star-shaped con-

vex, 270; regular portion of, 246

Surface element, 53

Tannery, 243

Tedone, 160

Telegrapher's equation, 153

Temperatures, distribution of, 97;

in a loop, 108 ff.

Three-body problem (H. Poincaré), 1

Transformation: Kelvin's, 246, 258,

259; Laplace, 75-79; pointwise,

176

Uniformly convergent, 177; surface

integral, 177-78; triple integral,

178

Unstable solution, 29, 35, 38; see also

Instability, Stability

Vibrating string, 122, 129 ff., 168

Villat, 242

Volterra, Vito, 99, 160, 166, 290
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Wave: cylindrical, 103 ff., 160, 162;

plane, 104; regular, 126; residue of,

156

Wave front: backward, 103 ff., 156;

forward, 103 ff., 156

Wave propagation, 92 ff., 126

Weierstrass, Karl T., 200

Weierstrass's theorem: on linear

equations with constant coefficients,

99, 109; on series of holomorphic
functions, 192, 265

Well defined problem, 97

Zaremba, 208, 209
Zero (of a function), 175
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of ... a great mathematician, inspiring teacher . . . with deep insight into the founda-
tions and interrelations," BULLETIN, AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

Vol. 1. ARITHMETIC, ALGEBRA, ANALYSIS. Introducing the concept of function immediately,
it enlivens abstract discussion with graphical and geometrically perceptual methods. Partial

contents: natural numbers, extension of the notion of number, special properties, complex
numbers. Real equations with real unknowns, complex quantities. Logarithmic, exponential
functions, goniometric functions, infinitesimal calculus. Transcendence of e and pi, theory
of assemblages. Index. 125 figures, ix + 274pp . 53/8 x 8. 8150 Paperbound $1.75

Vol. 2. GEOMETRY. A comprehensive view which accompanies the space perception inherent
in geometry with analytic formulas which facilitate precise formulation. Partial contents:
Simplest geometric manifolds: line segment, Grassmann determinant principles, classification

of configurations of space, derivative manifolds. Geometric transformations: affine transforma-
tions, projective, higher point transformations, theory of the imaginary. Systematic discussion
of geometry and its foundations. Indexes. 141 illustrations, ix + 214pp. 53/8 x 8.

S151 Paperbound $1.75

COORDINATE GEOMETRY, L. P. Eisenhart/ Thorough, unified introduction. Unusual for ad-

vancing in dimension within each topic (treats together circle, sphere; polar coordinates,

3-dimensional coordinate systems; conic sections, quadric surfaces), affording exceptional

insight into subject. Extensive use made of determinants, though no previous knowledge
of them is assumed. Algebraic equations of 1st degree, 2 and 3 unknowns, carried further

than usual in algebra courses. Over 500 exercises. Introduction. Appendix. Index. Bibliog-

raphy. 43 illustrations. 310pp. 53/8 x 8. 3600 Paperbound $1.65

MONOGRAPHS ON TOPICS OF MODERN MATHEMATICS, edited by J. W. A. Young. Advanced
mathematics for persons who haven't gone beyond or have forgotten high school algebra.

9 monographs on foundation of geometry, modern pure geometry, non-Euclidean geometry,
fundamental propositions of algebra, algebraic equations, functions, calculus, theory of num-
bers, etc. Each monograph gives proofs of important results, and descriptions of leading
methods, to provide wide coverage. New introduction by Prof. M. Kline, N. Y. University.

100 diagrams, xvi + 416pp. 6V8 x 9V4. S289 Paperbound ^2.00

MATHEMATICS, INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

Geometry

THE FOUNDATIONS OF EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY, H. G. Forder. The first rigorous account of

Euclidean geometry, establishing propositions without recourse to empiricism, and without
multiplying hypotheses. Corrects many traditional weaknesses of Euclidean proofs, and
investigates the problems imposed on the axiom system by the discoveries of Bolya and
Lobatchefsky. Some topics discussed are Classes and Relations; Axioms for Magnitudes;
Congruence and Similarity; Algebra of Points; Hessenberg's Theorem; Continuity; Existence
of Parallels; Reflections; Rotations; Isometries; etc. Invaluable for the light it throws on
foundations of math. Lists: Axioms employed. Symbols, Constructions. 295pp. 5y8 x 8.

S481 Paperbound $2.00

ADVANCED EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY, R. A. Johnson. For years the standard textbook on advanced
Euclidean geometry, requires only high school geometry and trigonometry. Explores in unusual
detail and gives proofs of hundreds of relatively recent tlieorems and corollaries, many
formerly available only in widely scattered journals. Covers tangent circles, the theorem of

Miquel, symmedian point, pedal triangles and circles, the Brocard configuration, and much
more. Formerly "Modern Geometry." Index. 107 diagrams, xiii + 319pp. 5% x 8.

8669 Paperbound $1.65



THE THIRTEEN BOOKS OF EUCLID'S ELEMENTS, edited by Sir Thomas Heath. Definitive edition
of one of the very greatest classics of Western world. Complete English translation of
Heiberg text, together with spurious Bool< XIV. Detailed 150-page introduction discussing
aspects of Greek and Medieval mathematics. Euclid, texts, commentators, etc. Paralleling
the text is an elaborate critical apparatus analyzing each definition, proposition, postulate,
covering textual matters, mathematical analysis, commentators of all times, refutations, sup-
ports, extrapolations, etc. This is the FULL EUCLID. Unabridged reproduction of Cambridge U.

2nd edition. 3 volumes. Total of 995 figures, 1426pp. 53/8 x 8.

588,89,90, 3 volume set, paperbound $6.00

THE GEOMETRY OF RENE DESCARTES. With this book Descartes founded analytical geometry.
Excellent Smith-Latham translation, plus original French text with Descartes' own diagrams.
Contains Problems the Construction of Which Requires Only Straight Lines and Circles; On
the Nature of Curved Lines; On the Construction of Solid or Supersolid Problems. Notes.
Diagrams. 258pp. 5% x 8. S68 Paperbound $1.50

See also. FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY, B. Russell; THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPACE AND TIME,
H. Relchenbach; FAMOUS PROBLEMS OF ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY, F. Klein; MONOGRAPHS ON
TOPICS OF MODERN MATHEMATICS, ed. by J. W. Young.

Calculus and function theory, Fourier theory, real and complex functions,

determinants

A COLLECTION OF MODERN MATHEMATICAL CLASSICS, edited by R. Bellman. 13 classic papers,
complete in their original languages, by Hermite, Hardy and Littlewood, Tchebychef, Fejér,

Fredholm, Fuchs, Hurwitz, Weyl, van der Pol, Birkhoff, Kellogg, von Neumann, and Hilbert.

Each of these papers, collected here for the first time, triggered a burst of mathematical
activity, providing useful new generalizations or stimulating fresh investigations. Topics dis-

cussed include classical analysis, periodic and almost periodic functions, analysis and number
theory, integral equations, theory of approximation, non-linear differential equations, and
functional analysis. Brief introductions and bibliographies to each paper, xii + 292pp. 6x9.

S730 Paperbound $2.00

MATHEMATICS OF MODERN ENGINEERING, E. G. Keller and R. E. Doherty. Written for the
Advanced Course in Engineering of the General Electric Corporation, deals with the engineer-
ing use of determinants, tensors, the Heaviside operational calculus, dyadics, the calculus
of variations, etc. Presents underlying principles fully, but purpose is to teach engineers to

deal with modern engineering problems, and emphasis is on the perennial engineering attack
of set-up and solve. Indexes. Over 185 figures and tables. Hundreds of exercises, problems,
and worked-out examples. References. Two volume set. Total of xxxiii -f- 623pp. SYs x 8.

S734 Vol I Paperbound $1.65
S735 Vol II Paperbound $1.65

The set $3.30

MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS, L. P. Smith. For scientists and
engineers, as well as advanced math students. Full investigation of methods and practical
description of conditions under which each should be used. Elements of real functions,
differential and integral calculus, space geometry, theory of residues, vector and tensor
analysis, series of Bessel functions, etc. Each method illustrated by completely-worked-out
examples, mostly from scientific literature. 368 graded unsolved problems. 100 diagrams.
X -f 453pp. 5% x 8%. 8220 Paperbound $2.00

THEORY OF FUNCTIONS AS APPLIED TO ENGINEERING PROBLEMS, edited by R. Rothe, F. Ollen-
dorff, and K. Pohlhausen. A series of lectures given at the Berlin Institute of Technology that
shows the specific applications of function theory in electrical and allied fields of engineering.
Six lectures provide the elements of function theory in a simple and practical form, covering
complex quantities and variables, integration in the complex plane, residue theorems, etc.

Then 5 lectures show the exact uses of this powerful mathematical tool, with full discussions
of problem methods. Index. Bibliography. 108 figures, x + 189pp. 53/8 x 8.

S733 Paperbound $1.35

ADVANCED CALCULUS, E. B. Wilson. An unabridged reprinting of the work which continues
to be recognized as one of the most comprehensive and useful texts in the field. It contains
an immense amount of well-presented, fundamental material, including chapters on vector
functions, ordinary differential equations, special functions, calculus of variations, etc.,

which are excellent introductions to these areas. For students with only one year of cal-

culus, more than 1300 exercises cover both pure math and applications to engineering
and physical problems. For engineers, physicists, etc., this work, with its 54 page intro-

ductory review, is the ideal reference and refresher. Index, ix -i- 566pp. 53/8 x 8.

S504 Paperbound $2.45



CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS, A. R. Forsyth. Methods, solutions, rather than determination of

weakest valid hypotheses. Over 150 examples completely worked-out show use of Euler,

Legendre, Jacoby, Weierstrass tests for maxima, minima. Integrals with one original de-

pendent variable; with derivatives of 2nd order; two dependent variables, one independent

variable; double integrals involving 1 dependent variable, 2 first derivatives; double integrals

involving partial derivatives of 2nd order; triple integrals; much more. 50 diagrams. 678pp.

55/8 X sVs. S622 Paperbound Ç2.95

LECTURES ON THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS, 0. Bolza. Analyzes in detail the fundamental

concepts of the calculus of variations, as developed from Euler to Hilbert, with sharp formu-

lations of the problems and rigorous demonstrations of their solutions. More than a score

of solved examples; systematic references for each theorem. Covers the necessary and suffi-

cient conditions; the contributions made by Euler, Du Bois Reymond, Hilbert, Weierstrass,

Legendre, Jacobi, Erdmann, Kneser, and Gauss; and much more. Index. Bibliography, xi +
271pp. 53/8 X 8. S218 Paperbound $

A TREATISE ON THE CALCULUS OF FINITE DIFFERENCES, G. Boole. A classic in the literature

of the calculus. Thorough, clear discussion of basic principles, theorems, methods. Covers

MacLaurin's and Herschel's theorems, mechanical quadrature, factorials, periodical constants,

Bernoulli's numbers, difference-equations (linear, mixed, and partial), etc. Stresses anal-

ogies with differential calculus. 236 problems, answers to the numerical ones, viii + 336pp.

53/fe x 8. S695 Paperbound $1.85

THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF HEAT, Joseph Fourier. This book, which revolutionized mathe-
matical physics, is listed in the Great Books program, and many other listings of great

books. It has been used with profit by generations of mathematicians and physicists who are

interested in either heat or in the application of the Fourier integral. Covers cause and
reflection of rays of heat, radiant heating, heating of closed spaces, use of trigonometric

series in the theory of heat, Fourier integral, etc. Translated by Alexander Freeman. 20
figures, xxii + 466pp. 53/8 x 8. 393 Paperbound $2.00

AN INTRODUCTION TO FOURIER METHODS AND THE LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION, Philip Franklin.

Concentrates upon essentials, enabling the reader with only a working knowledge of calculus

to gain an understanding of Fourier methods in a broad sense, suitable for most applica-

tions. This work covers complex qualities with methods of computing elementary functions

for complex values of the argument and finding approximations by the use of charts;

Fourier series and integrals with half-range and complex Fourier series; harmonic analysis;

Fourier and Laplace transformations, etc.; partial differential equations with applications to

transmission of electricity; etc. The methods developed are related to physical problems of

heat flow, vibrations, electrical transmission, electromagnetic radiation, etc. 828 problems
with answers. Formerly entitled "Fourier Methods." Bibliography. Index, x + 289pp. 5% x 8.

8452 Paperbound $1.75

THE FOURIER INTEGRAL AND CERTAIN OF ITS APPLICATIONS, Norbert Wiener. The only book-

length study of the Fourier integral as link between pure and applied math. An expansion

of lectures given at Cambridge. Partial contents: Plancherel's theorem, general Tauberian

theorem, special Tauberian theorems, generalized harmonic analysis. Bibliography, viii -4-

201pp. 5% X 8. S272 Paperbound $1.50

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF FOURIER'S SERIES AND INTEGRALS, H. S. Carslaw. 3rd

revised edition. This excellent introduction is an outgrowth of the author's courses at

Cambridge. Historical introduction, rational and irrational numbers, infinite sequences and
series, functions of a single variable, definite integral, Fourier series, Fourier integrals, and

similar topics. Appendixes discuss practical harmonic analysis, periodogram analysis. Lebesgues
theory. Indexes. 84 examples, bibliography, xiii + 368pp. 53/8 x 8. 848 Paperbound $2.00

FOURIER'S SERIES AND SPHERICAL HARMONICS, W. E. Byerly. Continues to be recognized as

one of most practical, useful expositions. Functions, series, and their differential equations

are concretely explained in great (jetail; theory is applied constantly to practical problems,

which are fully and lucidly worked out. Appendix includes 6 tables of surface zonal har-

monics, hyperbolic functions, Bessel's functions. Bibliography. 190 problems, approximately

half with answers, ix -f 287pp. 5% x 8. 3536 Paperbound $1.75

ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS, A. Erdélyi. The only modern work available in English, this is an
unabridged reproduction of a monograph prepared for the Office of Naval Research. It dis-

cusses various procedures for asymptotic evaluation of integrals containing a large parameter
and solutions of ordinary linear differential equations. Bibliography of 71 items, vi -I- 108pp.
5% X 8. 8318 Paperbound $1.35

LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS, W. V. Lovitt. Systematic survey of general theory, with some
application to differential equations, calculus of variations, problems of math, physics.

Partial contents: integral equation of 2nd kind by successive substitutions; Fredholm's equa-

tion as ratio of 2 integral series in lambda, applications of the Fredholm theory, Hilbert-

Schmidt theory of symmetric kernels, application, etc. Neumann, Dirichlet, vibratory prob-

lems. Index, ix + 253pp. 5% x 8. 8175 Clothbound $3.50
8176 Paperbound $1.60



ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS, H. Hancock. Invaluable In work involving differential equations contain-
ing cubics or quartics under the root sign, where elementary calculus methods are inade-
quate. Practical solutions to problems that occur in mathematics, engineering, physics:
differential equations requiring integration of Lame's, Briot's, or Bouquet's equations; deter-
mination of arc of ellipse, hyperbola, lemiscate; solutions of problems in elastica; motion
of a projectile under resistance varying as the cube of the velocity; pendulums; many
others. Exposition is in accordance with Legendre-Jacobi theory and includes rigorous dis-

cussion of Legendre transformations. 20 figures. 5 place table. Index. 104pp. SVa x 8.

S484 Paperbound $1.25

FIVE VOLUME "THEORY OF FUNCTIONS' SET BY KONRAD KNOPP

This five-volume set, prepared by Konrad Knopp, provides a complete and readily followed
account of theory of functions. Proofs are given concisely, yet without sacrifice of complete-
ness or rigor. These volumes are used as texts by such universities as M.I. T., University of

Chicago, N. Y. City College, and many others. "Excellent introduction . . . remarkably
readable, concise, clear, rigorous," JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION.

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, Konrad Knopp. This book provides the student
with background for further volumes in this set, or texts on a similar level. Partial contents:
foundations, system of complex numbers and the Gaussian plane of numbers, Riemann
sphere of numbers, mapping by linear functions, normal forms, the logarithm, the cyclometric
functions and binomial series. "Not only for the young student, but also for the student
who knows all about what is in it," MATHEMATICAL JOURNAL. Bibliography. Index. 140pp.
5% X 8. S154 Paperbound $1.35

THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, PART I, Konrad Knopp. With volume II, this book provides coverage
of basic concepts and theorems. Partial contents: numbers and points, functions of a com-
plex variable, integral of a continuous function, Cauchy's integral theorem, Cauchy's integral

formulae, series with variable terms, expansion of analytic functions in power series, analytic
continuation and complete definition of analytic functions, entire transcendental functions,
Laurent expansion, types of singularities. Bibliography. Index, vii + 146pp. 5% x 8.

S156 Paperbound $1.35

THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, PART II, Konrad Knopp. Application and further development of

general theory, special topics. Single valued functions, entire, Weierstrass, Meromorphic
functions. Riemann surfaces. Algebraic functions. Analytical configuration, Riemann surface.
Bibliography. Index, x + 150pp. 5% x 8. 8157 Paperbound $1.35

PROBLEM BOOK IN THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, VOLUME 1, Konrad Knopp. Problems in ele-

mentary theory, for use with Knopp's THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, or any other text, arranged
according to increasing difficulty. Fundamental concepts, sequences of numbers and infinite

series, complex variable, integral theorems, development in series, conformai mapping. 182
problems. Answers, viii -I- 126pp. 5% x 8. S158 Paperbound $1.35

PROBLEM BOOK IN THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, VOLUME 2, Konrad Knopp. Advanced theory
of functions, to be used either with Knopp's THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, or any other com-
parable text. Singularities, entire & meromorphic functions, periodic, analytic, continuation,
multiple-valued functions, Riemann surfaces, conformai mapping. Includes a section of addi-
tional elementary problems. "The difficult task of selecting from the immense material of the
modern theory of functions the problems just within the reach of the beginner Is here
masterfully accomplished," AM. MATH. SOC. Answers. 138pp. 5% x 8. 8159 Paperbound $1.35

LECTURES ON THE THEORY OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS, H. Hancock. Reissue of the only book
In English with so extensive a coverage, especially of Abel, Jacobi, Legendre, Weierstrasse,
Hermite, Liouville, and Riemann. Unusual fullness of treatment, plus applications as well as
theory, in discussing elliptic function (the universe of elliptic integrals originating in works
of Abel and Jacobi), their existence, and ultimate meaning. Use is made of Riemann to

provide the most general theory. 40 page table of formulas. 76 figures, xxiii -f- 498pp.
8483 Paperbound $2.55

THE THEORY AND FUNCTIONS OF A REAL VARIABLE AND THE THEORY OF FOURIER'S SERIES,
E. W. Hobson. One of the best introductions to set theory and various aspects of functions

and Fourier's series. Requires only a good background in calculus. Provides an exhaustive
coverage of: metric and descriptive properties of sets of points; transfinite numbers and
order types; functions of a real variable; the Riemann and Lebesgue integrals; sequences
and series of numbers; power-series; functions representable by series sequences of continuous

functions; trigonometrical series; representation of functions by Fourier's series; complete
exposition (200pp.) on set theory; and much more. "The best possible guide," Nature. Vol. I:

88 detailed examples, 10 figures. Index, xv + 736pp. Vol. II: 117 detailed examples, 13

figures, index, x + 780pp. SVa x 91/4. Vol. I: S387 Paperbound $3.00
Vol. II: 8388 Paperbound $3.00

ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS, A. S. Besicovitch. This unique and important summary by a

well-known mathematician covers in detail the two stages of development in Bohr's theory of

almost periodic functions: (1) as a generalization of pure periodicity, with results and
proofs; (2) the work done by Stepanoff, Wiener, Weyl, and Bohr in generalizing the theory.

Bibliography, xi -1- 180pp. 5% x 8. 818 Paperbound $1.75



THEORY OF FUNCTIONALS AND OF INTEGRAL AND INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, Vlto

Volterra. Unabridged republication of the only English translation. An exposition of the

general theory of the functions depending on a continuous set of values of another function,

based on the author's fundamental notion of the transition from a finite number of variables

to a continually infinite number. Though dealing primarily with integral equations, much
material on calculus of variations is included. The work makes no assumption of previous

knowledge on the part of the reader. It begins with fundamental material and proceeds to

Generalization of Analytic Functions, Integro-Differential Equations, Functional Derivative

Equations, Applications, Other Directions of Theory of Functionals, etc. New introduction by

G. C. Evans. Bibliography and criticism of Volterra's work by E. Whittaker. Bibliography.

Index of authors cited. Index of subjects, xxxx + 226pp. 53/8 x 8. S502 Paperbound $1.75

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS, A. Cayley. Still the fullest and clearest

text on the theories of Jacobi and Legendre for the advanced student (and an excellent

supplement for the beginner). A masterpiece of exposition by the great 19th century British

mathematician (creator of the theory of matrices and abstract geometry), it covers the

addition-theory, Landen's theorem, the 3 kinds of elliptic integrals, transformations, the

q-functions, reduction of a differential expression, and much more. Index, xii + 386pp. 53/8 x 8.

S728 Paperbound $2.00

THE APPLICATIONS OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS, A. G. Greenhlll. Modern books forgo detail for

sake of brevity—this book offers complete exposition necessary for proper understanding,

use of elliptic integrals. Formulas developed from definite physical, geometric problems;
examples representative enough to offer basic information in widely useable form. Elliptic

integrals, addition theorem, algebraical form of addition theorem, elliptic integrals of 2nd,

3rd kind, double periodicity, resolution into factors, series, transformation, etc. Introduction.

Index. 25 illus. xi + 357pp. 53/8 x 8. S603 Paperbound $1.75

THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS OF REAL VARIABLES, James Pierpont. A 2-volume authoritative

exposition, by one of the foremost mathematicians of his time. Each theorem stated with

all conditions, then followed by proof. No need to go through complicated reasoning to dis-

cover conditions added without specific mention. Includes a particularly complete, rigorous

presentation of theory of measure; and Pierpont's own work on a theory of Lebesgue
integrals, and treatment of area of a curved surface. Partial contents, Vol. 1: rational

numbers, exponentials, logarithms, point aggregates, maxima, minima, proper integrals,

improper integrals, multiple proper integrals, continuity, discontinuity, indeterminate forms.
Vol. 2: point sets, proper integrals, series, power series, aggregates, ordinal numbers,
discontinuous functions, sub-, infra-uniform convergence, much more. Index. 95 illustrations.

1229pp. 53/8 X 8. S558-9, 2 volume set, paperbound $4.90

FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX VARIABLE, James Pierpont. Long one of best in the field. A
thorough treatment of fundamental elements, concepts, theorems. A complete study, rigor-

ous, detailed, with carefully selected problems worked out to illustrate each topic. Partial

contents: arithmetical operations, real term series, positive term series, exponential functions,

integration, analytic functions, asymptotic expansions, functions of Weierstrass, Legendre,
etc. Index. List of symbols. 122 illus. 597pp. 53/8 x 8. 8560 Paperbound $2.45

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY OF REAL FUNCTIONS, J. E. Littlewood. Based on lectures given at
Trinity College, Cambridge, this book has proved to be extremely successful in introoucmg
graduate students to the modern theory of functions. It offers a full and concise coverage
of classes and cardinal numbers, well-ordered series, other types of series, and elements
of the theory of sets of points. 3rd revised edition, vil + 71pp. 5% x 8.

3171 Clothbound $2.85
S172 Paperbound $1.25

TRANSCENDENTAL AND ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS, A. 0. Gelfond. First English translation of work
by leading Soviet mathematician. Thue-Siegel theorem, its p-adic analogue, on approximation
of algebraic numbers by numbers in fixed algebraic field; Hermite-Lindemann theorem on
transcendency of Bessel functions, solutions of other differential equations; Gelfond-Schneider
theorem on transcendency of alpha to power beta; Schneider's work on elliptic functions,

with method developed by Gelfond. Translated by L. F. Boron. Index. Bibliography. 200pp.
53/8 X 8. S615 Paperbound $1.75

THEORY OF MAXIMA AND MINIMA, H. Hancock. Fullest treatment ever written; only work in

English with extended discussion of maxima and minima for functions of 1, 2, or n variables,

problems with subsidiary constraints, and relevant quadratic forms. Detailed proof of each
important theorem. Covers the Scheeffer and von Dantscher theories, homogeneous quadratic
forms, reversion of series, fallacious establishment of maxima and minima, etc. Unsurpassed
treatise for advanced students of calculus, mathematicians, economists, statisticians. Index.

24 diagrams. 39 problems, many examples. 193pp. 53/8 x 8. 3665 Paperbound $1.50

DICTIONARY OF CONFORMAL REPRESENTATIONS, H. Kober. Laplace's equation In 2 dimensions
solved in this unique book developed by the British Admiralty. Scores of geometrical forms
& their transformations for electrical engineers, JoukowskI aerofoil for aerodynamists.
Schwartz-Chiistoffel transformations for hydrodynamics, transcendental functions. Contents
classified according to analytical functions describing transformation. Twin diagrams show
curves of most transformations with corresponding regions. Glossary. Topological Index. 447
diagrams. 244pp. eVs x 91/4. 3160 Paperbound $2.00



MODERN THEORIES OF INTEGRATION, H. Kestelman. Connected and concrete coverage, with
fully-worked-out proofs for every step. Ranges from elementary definitions through theory
of aggregates, sets of points, Riemann and Lebesgue integration, and much more. This new
revised and enlarged edition contains a new chapter on Riemann-Stieltjes integration, as well
as a supplementary section of 186 exercises. Ideal for the mathematician, student, teacher,
or self-studier. Index of Definitions and Symbols. General Index. Bibliography, x + 310pp.
5% x 8%. S572 Paperbound $2.00

A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF DETERMINANTS, T. Muir. Unequalled as an exhaustive compila-
tion of nearly all the known facts about determinants up to the early 1930's. Covers notation
and general properties, row and column transformation, symmetry, compound determinants,
adjugates, rectangular arrays and matrices, linear dependence, gradients, Jacobians, Hessians,
Wronskians, and much more. Invaluable for libraries of industrial and research organizations
as well as for student, teacher, and mathematician; very useful in the field of computing
machines. Revised and enlarged by W. H. Metzler. Index. 485 problems and scores of numeri-
cal examples, iv + 766pp. 5% x 8. S670 Paperbound $2.95

THEORY OF DETERMINANTS IN THE HISTORICAL ORDER OF DEVELOPMENT, Sir Thomas Muir.
Unabridged reprinting of this complete study of 1,859 papers on determinant theory written
between 1693 and 1900. Most important and original sections reproduced, valuable com-
mentary on each. No other work is necessary for determinant research: all types are covered

—

each subdivision of the theory treated separately; all papers dealing with each type are
covered; you are told exactly what each paper is about and how important its contribution is.

Each result, theory, extension, or modification is assigned its own identifying numeral so that
the full history may be more easily followed. Includes papers on determinants in general,
determinants and linear equations, symmetric determinants, alternants, récurrents, determi-
nants having invariant factors, and all other major types. "A model of what such histories
ought to be," NATURE. "Mathematicians must ever be grateful to Sir Thomas for his monu-
mental work," AMERICAN MATH MONTHLY. Four volumes bound as two. Indices. Bibliog-
raphies. Total of Ixxxiv + 1977pp. SVs x 8. S672-3 The set, Clothbound $10.00

A COURSE IN MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS, Edouard Goursat. Trans, by E. R. Hedrick, 0. Dunkel.
Classic study of fundamental material thoroughly treated. Exceptionally lucid exposition of
wide range of subject matter for student with 1 year of calculus. Vol. 1; Derivatives and
Differentials, Definite Integrals, Expansion in Series, Applications to Geometry. Problems.
Index. 52 illus. 556pp. Vol. 2, Part I: Functions of a Complex Variable, Conformai Repre-
sentations, Doubly Periodic Functions, Natural Boundaries, etc. Problems. Index. 38 illus.

269pp. Vol. 2, Part 2: Differential Equations, Cauchy-Lipschitz Method, Non-linear Differential
Equations, Simultaneous Equations, etc. Problems. Index. 308pp. 5% x 8.

Vol. 1 S554 Paperbound $2.25
Vol. 2 part 1 S555 Paperbound $1.65
Vol. 2 part 2 3556 Paperbound $1.65

3 vol. set $5.00

INFINITE SEQUENCES AND SERIES, Konrad Knopp. First publication in any language! Excel-
lent introduction to 2 topics of modern mathematics, designed to give the student back-
ground to penetrate farther by himself. Sequences & sets, real & complex numbers, etc.
Functions of a real & complex variable. Sequences & series. Infinite series. Convergent
power series. Expansion of elementary functions. Numerical evaluation of series. Bibliog-
raphy. V + 186pp. 5% X 8. S152 Clothbound $3.50

S153 Paperbound $1.75

TRIGONOMETRICAL SERIES, Antoni Zygmund. Unique in any language on modern advanced
level. Contains carefully organized analyses of trigonometric, orthogonal, Fourier systems of
functions, with clear adequate descriptions of summability of Fourier series, proximation
theory, conjugate series, convergence, divergence of Fourier series. Especially valuable for
Russian, Eastern European coverage. Bibliography. 329pp. 5% x 8. S290 Paperbound $1.50

Dover publishes books on art, music, philosophy, literature, languages, history, social

sciences, psychology, handcrafts, orientalia, puzzles and entertainments, chess, pets

and gardens, books explaining science, intermediate and higher mathematics, math-
ematical physic's, engineering, biological sciences, earth sciences, classics of science, etc.

Write to:

Dept. catrr.

Dover Publications, Inc.

180 Varick Street, N. Y. H, N. Y.
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An Introduction to Mathematical Probahility, JuJian Lowell Coolidge.

$1.35

Elements of Projective Geometry, Luigi Cremona. Si.75

Introdjction to Nonlinear Differential and Integral Equations, Harold
T. Davis. 52.00

Essc.ys on the Theory of Numbers, Richard Dedekind. $1.00

Alf^ebraic Equations: An Introduction to the Theories of Lagrange and
Galois, Edgar Dehn. $1.45

Contemporary Geometry, André Delachet. $1.00

Algebras and Their Arithmetics, Leonard E. Dickson. Si.50
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Volume III, Part One: Variation of Solutions

Partial Differential Equations of the Second Order

by Edouard Goursat

translated by Howard G. Bergmann

For the very first time, Part I of the final volume in Edouard Goursat's famed "Course

in Mathematical Analysis" is available to English-language readers. The book covers

ordinary and partial differential equations—subjects basic to analysis and applied

mathematics and, therefore, very important today—and does so with a fullness that

vastly exceeds that of even more recent texts on the subject. The reliability of the

coverage by one of the great mathematicians makes the book almost indispensable

to everyone in the field.

VOLUME III, PART h Variation of Solutions, Partial Differential Equations of the Sec-

ond Order. Partial contents: systems of ordinary differential equations, Poincaré's

theorem, periodic solutions, general theorems on stability, the application of general

theorems, asymptotic series, equations of Monge-Ampère (their characteristics,

Laplace's method), wave propagation, characteristics of equations in "n" variables,

cylindrical waves, the problem of the loop, Dirichlet's problem in space, linear equa-

tions of the hyperbolic and elliptic types, Newtonian potential, the heat equation,

and much, much more.

The "Cours d'Analyse" is a true classic of modern mathematics. As a course in major

topics of analysis, it has no equal. The first two volumes are already available in

low-cost, unabridged Dover reprints. But this new publication marks the first time

that the third will be available in English to mathematicians and to math students

and teachers who have long recognized that the set is the standard work in this im-

portant mathematical field.

Translation (incorporating corrections) of Vol. Ill, Part I of "Cours d'Analyse Mathé-

matique." Translated by Howard G. Bergmann, Associate Professor of Mathematics, The

City University of New York. Problems and comments at chapter ends. Index. 15

figures, x + 329pp. 5% x 8%. SI 176 Paperbound $2.75
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